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PREFACE

We take it as a privilege to publish this book 'The Vision of
Reality' in English in six volumes written by our father.

Vol (1) : Self-Knowledge

Vol (2) : Mystery of Creation

Vol (3) : A Revelation

Vol (4) : The Supreme Secret of the Gita

Vol (5) : Practical Gita

Vol (6) : The Nectar of the Gita

We have already published the Telugu version in four volumes
and they are well received by the seekers of God. The last volume (5)
is yet be published.

These books give us the Vision of Reality. The vision becomes
open the moment the screen of illusion is lifed. The aim of these books
is to lift the screen so that the seekers of God will have the privilege
of direct experience of that Reality.

We hope the purpose will be fulfilled.

We could do all this only by the Grace of the Lord of Seven Hills,
the Abode of Bliss Sri Venkateswara

We earnestly seek His mercy, love and favour for our success.

Om Namo Venkatesaya

K. Sasi Bhushan
K. Rajaninatha Bhushan

Dr. K. Sudhakara Bhushan
Dr. K. Chandra Bhushan
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4. CREATION

That which is a secret, hidden or inexplicable matter, remains a
mystery. Origin of Creation and its evolution is a mystery. Let us now
try to unfold that mystery and grasp the network of the Process of
Creation.

On a vast, still and peaceful ocean, suddenly a very minute stir
occurs, a tiny motion and then ripples arise. They soon become waves
which rise and fall endlessly. That was how the creation had started.
N1sadiya Sukta from Rigveda (10-129) describes the Cosmos before
creation. N1sadiya Sukta is a very small hymn (Creation Hymn). It
has only seven 'riks', but its meaning is very deep and vast. What the
Vedic seers could find in their Vision, was described in this 'Hymn'.
Their Vision of Reality led to the 'Theory of Creation', that 'Virat
Purusha' was the manifold form of Brahman's mental resolve
(volition, will or wish). His Conciousness manifested as prakriti
(universe) and the conjugation of purusha and prakriti resulted in
creation of the world. Hiranyagarbha is the purusha and the embryo.
He placed in the Prakriti is Cosmic Egg. This Cosmic Egg is the
universe or the manifested form of creation.

'N1sadiya Sukta' describes the chaotic state of Cosmos before
creation.

1) "It was all void. There was neither existence nor sky, nothing
there was, visible or invisible. Void or emptiness also is a state.
Even that emptiness also was not there. What does it mean? It
means there was neither existence nor non-existence – Where
was it? What was surrounding it? Who was its caretaker? Was there
deep water in the Cosmos? These are the questions. The three
attributes (gu7as) were not there to propel Nature into activity."

2) "There was neither death nor immortality, neither day nor night,
not even sense of day and night. There was no air. There was
only one (Brahman) who breathed. No one else was there."
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3) "It was all darkness, but it was not possible to identify night in
that darkness. The universe was all in Cosmic form. Cosmos
was all filled with water without light. That 'One' (Brahman)
propelled His Consciousness as cause for creation in the form
of heat or light (explosion which we call Big-bag) to effect the
creation of the universe."

4) "Before Creation, initially there was 'energy' in the form of
'Mind'. That 'Mind' was the Absolute (Brahman or Paramatma).
Desire entered that 'Mind' and that was the first seed of mind.
Whole creation came out of it. The seers with their yogic sight
found the 'One' responsible for the first seed. They realised
interrelationship of Being (Reality) and non-being ('Sat' and
'Asat'), animate and inanimate, spiritual and material (physical)
(!tma and An1tma)."

5) Their bond extended light across the darkness. Was the 'One'
above and was 'It' under? The seer searched to know what
there was above in the Cosmos and on the earth below. Fertile
power was the source of energy. Impulse came from above and
the energy was created below. The soul has the energy of the
truth and the effect proceeds till the end."

6) When did all this happen? How did it happen? From what was
it born? How was Creation done? Who really knows? How to
know? Even Gods were born after the Creation of the Universe.
Who then knows whence (at what time) it has arisen? So it is
not possible to achieve direct knowledge of Creation of the
Universe.

7) When did this Creation arise? No one knows whence. Did the
Creation arise by itself or did anybody or He produce it? How
to know? Is that 'One' looking down on it from above or not?

These are the questions that have been haunting the human
mind. It is that 'One' (Brahman) who propelled the Creation, who bears
it and who dissolves it. Those who realise this only can possess that
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'One'. That 'One' pervades all over and the whole universe is with in
Him.

Hiranyagarbha Sukta (Rig Veda 10-121) is another prominent
hymn. 'Truth' made the world not a blind 'Nature Force' said, Sri
Aurobindo. The source of Creation is 'Truth' (Sat) says Hiranyagarbha
Sukta also. There was only that 'One' before Creation and that 'One'
is the Absolute (Paramatma or Brahman). He becomes Hiranyagarbha
His belly is the 'Golden Embryo'. It is also called 'Cosmic Egg', but
not in the literal sense of an egg or foetus (fetus). It is symbolic
expression of Cosmos which is bent in the form of an egg. This
Cosmic egg is the universe. This egg is both seed and egg. Symbolically
it is the universe. The egg became the Nature (Prakriti). When the
seed entered it, it became the primordial egg out of which the whole
universe came. Primordial egg is the symbolic form of the Universe.
The fertilized egg is the universe. Virat Purusha, the seed permeates
the whole universe as Vaisvanara.

Now there is a question about 'Brahmanda'. What does
'Brahmanda' mean? With what meaning did the Vedic seers use the
term 'Brahmanda'. It is said that billions of 'Brahmanda' exist in the
universe. So it is evident that 'Brahmanda' does not mean the universe.
Perhaps the term 'Brahmanda' is used for a galaxy or a cluster of
galaxies because modern astronomers say that there are billions of
galaxies in the universe. Universe is 'Visvam' and 'Brahmanda' is a
galaxy. There is only one universe (Visvam) and galaxies (Brahmanda)
are innumerable. So it is clear that Cosmic egg means the universe
not Brahmanda.

Contriving a thing is Creation. Contrive means to devise a plan
to bring a thing into form that was not there before. It also means a
thing that is not real. Based on imagination making a toy or an idol,
drawing a picture generating a sound and creating characters, situations
and experiences in a story are all fabrications or contrivances. In a movie
the situations and characters roll on before our eyes on the screen
and we know they are not real. The characters are not real but not the
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actors who play those characters. Still we get involved in them as if
they are real. That is the aim of any fabrication which takes us into a
world of imagination.

People sitting in a moving train feel the things outside are
moving. It is illusion because it is the train that is moving, not the
things outside. It is fiction or fabrication but natural. Mesmerism and
hypnotism can be taken as similar functions. A mesmerist or a
hypnotist tries to take control of the mind of a person and put him in
drowsiness or even unconsciousness for sometime. It is said that
renowned magician PC Sircar (Jr) once made the Tajmahal vanish for
a few seconds in front of the people. In fact, Sircar mesmerised the
people there to feel for a few seconds that the Tajmahal simply
vanished before their eyes. Similarly he mesmerized and made a train
with thousands of passengers disappear for a few seconds. People
there were mesmerized to feel so.

Creation of the universe also is a sort of mesmerism or
hypnosis, which is making something appear real, which, infact, is not
there to be real or visible. Does it mean that the whole world, which
we see around us is not there? Is the world false? Is it only
fabrication? Is it not real? The answer is, the world is real. But how
long? The world remains real as long as we feel it real. This feeling
is 'idealism', which is a system of thought in which the objects of
knowledge are held to be in some way dependent on the activity of
mind. 'The world is not real' does not mean that it does not exist?
M1ya is not midhya. The world is not false. It is only an illusion. The
world is not eternal. It seems to have a beginning and an end. The
multiplicity of forms in this world is already there in the Absolute. But
the differences in forms do not affect the completeness and perfection
of the Absolute (param1tma or para Brahman).

Illusion does not mean falsehood. False means wrong or
spurious while illusion is misapprehension of the true state of affairs–
a figment of imagination. There is one Consciousness that is beyond
our imagination, intellect and all visual things. That alone is eternal and
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perfect Self, an organized whole. Temporal world limited by time is
real and worldly problems are all real. But solution to these problems
is not the goal and this temporal world is not the end point. The
goal (destiny) is to become one with Brahman. As long as our
Consciousness is on the way to reach Brahman, Brahman remains
different from us. When once we are able to reach destiny through
direct experience, we realise that Brahman alone is real and universal.
Soul or individual Self is with in us and that is not different from
Brahman. We can realise the truth only by insight which gives direct
experience of the Self. When we realise this truth we understand that
nothing in the universe is different from us in the sense that the Self
in every one is the same and that is none other than the universal
Self which pervades the whole universe. Each individual Self is a part
of the whole. But it does not mean Brahman, the universal Self is
divided into individual. Each part is not division of the whole. 'Part'
here means 'Amsa' which is one with the whole. Each part is one with
whole and it is same as the whole. Each one is a part of the whole
which is not different from the whole (Brahman). This is the universal
feeling which makes us universal. The direct spiritual experience
enables man to attain salvation while alive ('Jeevan mukti") and
understand the unreality of the world.

4:1. MYSTERY OF CREATION
As already explained (see Chapter 1:1:4) the universe had all its

mass compressed into a small volume which was named 'Cosmic egg'.
The egg had tremendous density and internal pressure resulting in an
enormous and violet explosion. The energy locked up with in the Cosmic
egg was suddenly released due to the explosion. Later, the particles
interacted in space and were condensed to form stars, planets, galaxies
and satellites of planets. The explosion of the Cosmic egg was given
the name 'Big bang' by the Russian-born American Physicist George
Gamow (1904-1968). This has become popular as the big-bang model.
Most astronomers are of the opinion that the big-bang took place
fifteen billion years ago, but some others argue that it took place
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thirteen billion years ago, when the universe exploded into existence.
Prior to this, there was no space, no time, no universe, no object to be
observed, no subject to observe and no physical laws to be observed.

Scientists used the word the 'Singularity – 'èka bindu st#iti' –
to describe the primordial state of the universe. Only this 'Singularity'
existed without space and time, without particles and antiparticles and
there was no becoming at all. The Cosmic egg was shrunken to
'singularity'. It was not an egg that floated in infinite space. There was
no space before the explosion of the Cosmic egg. Einstein says that
space and time are finite and that both had beginning. Both time and
space began at the big-bang time. The primordial state of the universe,
called the Cosmic egg, had zero radius. Physicists call it 'singularity'.
Everything of the universe was confined with in the Cosmic egg,
concentrated into superhot and superdense primordial 'matter-soup'.
When the Cosmic egg suddenly exploded, the matter-soup suddenly
and rapidly expanded.

The universe has been expanding since the big-bang explosion.
It is still expanding, though the present rate of expansion is less than
what it was in the beginning. The kinetic energy of the big-bang is the
driving force for this expansion. How long will the universe continue
to expand? This is a puzzling question. It is not easy to find the
answer. However, the rate of expansion of the universe is steadily
falling. One day, the universe has to come to a halt. At the same time
it will not remain static in that position. Due to its gravitating power,
it will start to contract. Slowly the contraction accelerates over billions
of years. Galaxies that are flying away at present will rush towards
one another at that time. The rate of contraction will accelerate with
passage of time. The universe will fall back on itself in a monstrous
violence known as the 'big-crunch'.

The universe shrinks in size and the galaxies will merge with
one another. There will be no intergalactic space. Ultimately the sky
will glow like furnace and the stars will then explode. All structures
will be converted into vapour and molecules will breakup. Atoms will
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disintegrate and soon there will be no atoms. As the gravity becomes
greater and greater, the universe becomes smaller and smaller. The
Cosmic Contraction results in an uncontrolled implosion (bursting
inwards). Implosion is the reverse of explosion (bursting of outwards).
This stage is called 'big-crunch' which is the death of the universe.

Finally, a few micro seconds before the death of the universe, in
a twinkling of an eye the entire universe is folded and rolled-up into
less than the sapce of an atom. It is called the 'singularity' when
space-time itself disintegrate. This is the 'big-crunch' which is the
reverse of 'big-bang'. Some scientists say that some unknown physical
forces will cause the 'big-crunch' to halt at some fantastic density,
when the universe will bounce back to big-bang again. Thereafter, the
cycles of big-bang and big-crunch will be repeated infinitely. This is
the concept of oscillating universe. Ved1nta also conceives the same
concept.

Before this concept of oscillating universe was formed, the
scientists were very much puzzled over the appearance of Cosmic
egg. Where from did the Cosmic egg appear? What made it burst?
Scientists could not find the answers to these questions. They were
afraid that God would step in. There are no ghosts, but the biggest
ghost of which the scientists are afraid is God. They think that God
contaminates science and that science should be kept secular with
complete banishment of God-concept. This is a sort of psychosis of
the scientists.

What is God's Particle
Man has been searching for the building stones of the universe.

He has been trying to know the fundamental constituent of the
universe. It is the primary building unit which is the ultimate constituent
of the universe. The atoms were discovered. They were considered to
be the primary building blocks. Lateron subatomic particles like
proton, neutron and electron were discovered. Atom was no longer
considered as the smallest primary building block. Scientists wanted
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to find the smallest particle in the world. Of the three constituents of
an atom – proton, electron and neutron – electron was foundout to be
the smallest particle. But particles smaller than electron were
discovered. It was known that massless particles existed. Thus the idea
of the smallest particle remained a myth.

Another question puzzled the scientists. How many kinds of
particles does the universe contain? Particles are of two types; hadrons
and leptons. Hadrons are comparitively heavier and leptons are lighter.
Hadrons are particles with strong nuclear interactions. Hadrons are
infinite in number. They are mostly unstable. They disintegrate fast
into more stable hadrons. Atom is a composite structure, with nucleus
and electrons. Electrons are out of nucleus with in the atom. The
nucleus contains protons and neutrons. So it has been accepted that
the electron is a fundamental particle without any internal structure.
But still the search for the smallest particle without constituent units
is going on. The search is for the ultimate particle. It is found that
hadrons are made out of more fundamental particles. They are called
'quarks'. Particle is a minute portion of matter. Basic particles of matter
are called elementary particles. Constituents of an elementary particle
are called micro particles. Now the search is for the fundamental
micro-particle which is the ultimate a primary building unit. Just like
a stone is the unit of a building, this micro-particle is the unit of the
universe. The ultimate particle is defined as one which is not made
out of smaller particles.

There must be some binding force which glues the particles
together without which the universe would not have existed as such. It
is said that there are only four fundamental quantum interactions
which bind the universe. They are in the order of their increasing
strength, the gravitational interaction, the weak interaction, the electro-
magnetic interaction and the strong interaction. A particle called gluon
is associated with each type of interaction. This particle is constantly
exchanged between the interacting bodies. This phenomenon is like
the to-and-fro movement of a tennisball between two players. The
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gravitational interaction is the weakest of all the fundamental
interactions. It is a long-range interaction like the interaction between
the Sun and the Earth. But at the atomic level or the subatomic level
the gravitational force is very weak. However, it is not so with large
bodies like planets and stars which have large concentration of matter.
It is only this gravitational interaction that binds together the planets,
satellites, stars and galaxies. The gluon particle here is called graviton,
which so far has not been detected.

The electromagnetic interaction also is long-range like gravity.
It operates only between moving electrically charged particles, either
positive or negative. The electromagnetic force attracts two unlike
charged particles and repulses two like charged particles. Photon is said
to be gluon particle that causes electromagnetic interaction. This was
called the particle of light in 1905 by Einstein. It was experimentally
detected in 1923. Macro-matter is generally uncharged electrically. So
it is not affected by electromagnetic interaction. However, the electrons
and protons of all atoms show electromagnetic interaction.

Every atom has a nucleus and protons and neutrons stay
together in the nucleus. Neutrons are electrically neutral. But protons
are positively charged. So they are repelled from one another by the
electromagnetic interaction. Some other greater force must be
responsible for binding the nucleons inside the nucleus of the atom. It
is not the weak gravitational force. It is the strong nuclear force called
strong interaction.

The four types of gluons are different. Each type of particle
causes one type of fundamental quantum interaction. Are these four
types of quantum interactions fundamental? It was proved in 1979 that
the electomagnetic and weak interactions are, in truth one and the
same. Now it comes to three fundamental interactions instead of four.
Finally we come to unified theory which says that the four types of
interactions which we see at present are the asymmetrical (with no
symmetry) remnant of a once perfectly symmetrical world and that at
ultra-high energies this world was symmetrical with only a single type
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of universal interaction." Such ultra-high energies existed during the
first few nano seconds after the big-bang explosion. In that superheated
condition there was only one single type of interaction.

Now we come to the question : what is the ultimate particle and
what is the size of this particle which has no composite internal
structure? After long search for the ultimate particle it is declared that
no single particle is the binding unit of the universe. Several particles
appear and disappear. Matter is a packet of energy. Einstein's mass-
energy equation (E=mc2) reveals the matter is energy and also energy
can be matter. Energy is both wave and corpuscular (cellular),
continuous and discrete (discontinuous). Field is the substratum of
energy (underlying layer or substance is substratum and Field is the
region or area in which a force is effective – Ex: gravitational field;
magnetic field). The substratum of energy is field which is not
manifested – not apparent – to our senses. Field is manifested either as
energy or matter particles. There is a unified field which is like the
canvas and matter and energy appear as paintings on this canvas. The
unified field also is not fundamental. It has got a substratum. Anything
that changes has got phenomenol existence (perceptible only to senses.
If it is unchangeable, it is nonmenal (unknowable substance). So the
words, 'basic', primary, fundamental and ultimate donot look proper
for anything with relative, phenomenal and empirical existence. Only
the Absolute is fundamental because it has no attributes no function,
no parts and it is unchangeable.

This observation takes us to the state of the universe before the
Big-bang explosion. Nobody has been able to give the exact state of
the universe before the big-bang explosition. The universe was in
folded or rolled state which was much less than the size of a sub-
atomic particle. It is called 'Singularity' or extremely condensed Cosmic
egg. It is very much smaller than sub-atomic particle. This form of
shrunken Cosmic egg may be the so-called God's particle which the
Astrophysicists are struggling to find. What is this God's particle? It is
a known fact that all the matter in the universe is made of atoms and
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that each atom has a nucleus which has protons and neutrons with
electron or electrons revolving outside the nucleus within the atom. It
is also known that protons and neutrons are formed with some
elementary particles and four energies. For example, when three quarks
join strong gluon particles a proton is formed. Another elementary
particle, lepton is commonly considered as electron.

Physicists have long been puzzled over how particles acquire
mass. In 1966, a British Physicist, Peter Higgs, came up with the
idea: there must exist a background field that would act like treacle
(sugar syrup). Particles passing through it would acquire mass by being
dragged through a mediator (gluon like particle which causes
interaction between particles) which is named the 'Higgs Doson'. This
is now termed 'God Particle'. It is everywhere but remains frustratingly
elusive.

Scientists at L.H.C. (Large Hadron Corrider) the world's biggest
atom smashing facility near Geneva claimed the discovery of a new
subatomic particle in July 2012. They found it to be consistent with
the long sought 'Higgs Boson' popularly known as the 'God Particle'
that helps to know what gives size and shape to all matter in the
universe. The Higgs Boson, which until now is considered a theoretical
particle, is seen as the key for understanding why matter has mass. It
is mass that combines with the gravity to give object weight. This
elusive particle is named after Peter Higgs, a physicist at Edinburgh
university who made the discovery. Then what is the 'Boson'? It is derived
from the name of Indian Scientist Satyendranath Bose. He sent a paper
on quantum statistics to Albert Einstein, who immediately grasped its
immense importance. Bose's innovation came to be known as 'Bose-
Einstein statistics'. It became the basis of quantum mechanics and it
had opened the way for the present subatomic particle. Einstein named
it after his Indian Collaborator "boson". In memory of Bose's enormous
work in the field of particle physics, particles in Higg's field are called
'bosons'. (Information is gathered from various news papers.)

Scientists hope that the L.H.C; experiment could discover super-
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partners, particles that would be "super-symmetric partners" to particles
already known. "Their existence would be a key confirmation of 'string
theory' and they could makeup the mysterious dark matter that holds
galaxies together". The scientists feel that whether L.H.C experiment
succeeds or fails, it, however, will tell us a lot about the structure of
the universe. It may lead to the confirmation 'string theory'.

Scientists hope to find a complete, consistent, unified theory
which would include all the partial theories. Partial theories describe a
limited range of happenings and they are all approximations only. The
quest for such a theory is known as "the unification of physics".
Einstein in his later years tried hard for a unified theory but he was
not successful. In the connection Astrophysics became an abode of
string theories in 1984. There was a remarkable change of opinion in
favour of string theories. String theories declare that the basic objects
are not particles, which occupy only a single point of space, but things
that have a length but have no other dimension, like an infinitely thin
piece of string. These strings may have ends (the so-called open ends)
or they may be joined with themselves in closed loops (closed strings).

                  Open string            Closed string

Everything in the universe is composed of strings. This is the essence
of 'String Theory'.

"A particle occupies one point of space at each instant of time.
Thus its history can be represented by a line in space-time (the "world-
line"). A string, on the other hand, occupies a line in space at each
moment of time. So its history in space-time is a two dimensional
surface called the world-sheet. (Any point on such a world-sheet can
be described by two numbers : one specifying the time and the other
the position of the point on the string.) The world-sheet of an open
string is a strip; its edges represent the paths through space-time of the
ends of the string. The world-sheet of a closed string is a cylinder or
tube; a slice through the tube is a circle, which represent the position
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of the string at one particular time." – Stephen W. Hawking. "A Brief
History of Time".

Two pieces of string can join together to form a single string.
Open strings simply join at the ends while closed strings join like the
two legs on a pair of trousers. A single piece of string can divide into
two strings. In string theories, what were previously thought of as
particles are now pictured as waves traveling down the string, like
waves on a vibrating kite string. Emission or absorption of one particle
by another particle is like dividing or joining together of strings. For
example, particle theories say that the gravitational force of the sun on
the earth is caused by the emission of a graviton by a particle in the
sun and its absorption by a particle in the earth. Hawking says that
string theory is in a way like plumbing. In string theory, this process
corresponds to an 'H' – shaped tube or pipe. The two vertical sides of
the 'H' correspond to the particles in the sun and the earth and the
horizontal crossbar corresponds to the gravitation that travels between
them.

The subject-matter of this book is "The Vision of Reality", and
not astrophysics. But some knowledge of cosmos becomes necessary to
understand "the mystery of creation". So Big bang, Cosmic egg or
singularity, space-time, theory of evolution, and some other aspects are
explained briefly with in the limits of this book.

Now let us see what black holes are. According to 'string theory',
black holes are like bottomless valleys. The matter that gathers there
has extreme power of attraction. It is said that anything that is attracted
towards the blackhole disappears. But the laws of physics say that
nothing in the universe should disappear. There cannot be any
disappearance of matter in the universe. Then how can it be that any
thing pulled towards the black holes disappears completely. 'String
theory' solves this puzzle. The strings that form the black holes store
in themselves the matter that is drawn into the black hole. Complete
information of the matter drawn into the blac kholes remains concealed
in the strings.
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The term 'black hole' was coined by the American scientist John
Wheeler in 1969. To understand how a black hole might be formed,
first we need to know the life cycle of a star. It is accepted that light
can be regarded as both a wave and a particle. It is also discovered
that light travels at a finite speed. It means that gravity might have an
important effect. It was pointed out by John Michell in 1783 that any
light emitted from the surface of the star would be dragged back by
the star's gravitational attraction before it could get very far. He
suggested that there might be a large number of starts like this. It is
said that, though the light from the stars would not reach us, we would
still feel their gravitational attraction. They are what we call black
holes. They are black voids in space. But things changed in the 19th
century. Particle theory of light was discarded. Everything was
explained by the wave theory. But it was not clear, according to wave
theory how light would be affected by gravity at all.

A star is formed when a large amount of gas (mostly hydrogen)
begins to collapse in (to tumble down) on itself due to gravitational
attraction. As it contracts the atoms of the gas collide with each other
more and more frequently and at greater and greater speeds. The gas
heats up. Ultimately, the gas becomes extramely hot. As a result, when
the hydrogen atoms collide they don't bounce off each other. Instead
they combine to form helium. The heat released in this reaction is like
controlled hydrogen bomb explosion. It is this that makes the star
shine. This becomes additional heat which increases the pressure of
the gas. This goes on until the gravitational attraction is balanced. Then
the gas stops contracting. It resembles a balloon where the pressure of
the air inside, makes the balloon expand, and the tension in the
rubber, makes the balloon smaller. So a sort of stability is established.
Similarly, stars remain stable for a long time. The heat from the nuclear
reactions in the star balances the gravitational attraction. However,
ultimately, the star will exhaust its hydrogen and also other nuclear
fuels. It really looks absurd that a star starting with lot more fuel,
exhausts it sooner. It so happens because a massive star needs to be
hotter to balance gravitational attraction. Naturally, the hotter it becomes
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the faster it exhausts its fuel. It is said that our sun has got enough fuel
for atleast another fifty thousand lakh years. But stars more massive
than the sun can use up their fuel in about one thousand lakh years. It
is very much less than the age of the universe. When a star runs out
of fuel, it begins to cool off and so contract. What happens to it then?

Indian astrophysicist, Subramanya Chandrasekhar worked out
how a big star could support itself against its own gravity after it had
used up all its fuel. His idea was this : when the star becomes small,
the matter particles get closer and their velocities must be different
according to pauli's exclusion principle, which says that two similar
particles can not have the same position and the same velocity with in
the limits given by the uncertainty principle. In 1926 the German
scientist Werner Heisenberg formulated his famous uncertainty principle.
In 1900 another German scientist Max Planck suggested that light,
X-rays and other waves could be emitted only in certain packets that
he called quanta. Each quantum had a certain amount of energy. It
became greater at higher frequency of the waves. So at a high
frequency the emission of a single quantum would require more energy
than was available. Thus the radiation at high frequencies would be
reduced. It makes the rate at which the body lost energy finite.

Heisenberg's uncertainty principle says that the position of the
particle can not be measured accurately. It is so because the more
accurately we try to measure the position of the particle the less
accurately we can measure its velocity, and also vice versa. That means
the more accurately we try to measure the velocity of the particle, the
less accurately we can measure the position of the particle. Heisenberg
showed that the uncertainty in the position of the particle marks the
time of the uncertainty in its velocity. It also marks that the mass of the
particle can never be smaller than a certain quantity, which is known
as Planck's constant. This limit does not depend on the way we try to
measure the position or velocity of the particle or on the type of the
particle. Stephen Hawking says that Heisenberg's uncertainty principle
is a fundamental property of the universe.
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The uncertainty had profound inplications and it depends on the
way we look at the world. Even after fifty years, it was still the
subject of much controversy. The uncertainty principle brought an end
to Laplace's dream that a model of the universe would be completely
deterministic. It is not possible to predict future events exactly, if we
can not even measure the present state of the universe precisely.
Eventually in 1920s Heisenberg, Schrodinger and Paul Dirac reformu-
lated mechanics into a new theory called 'quantum mechanics' based
on the uncertainty principle. In this theory particles had no separate,
well-defined positions and velocities. Instead, they had a quantum state
which was a combination of position and velocity.

Quantum mechanics does not predict a single definite result
for an observation. It predicts a number of different possible outcomes
and tells us how likely each of these is. Quantum mechanics introduces
an unavoidable element of unpredictability or randomness into science.
Einstein objected to this very strongly inspite of his work for the
development of these ideas. Einstein was awarded the Nobel prize for
his contribution to quantum theory. However, he never accepted that
the universe was governed by chance. His famous statement on God
reveals his feeling : "God does not play dice". However, most other
scientists were willing to accept quantum mechanics becuase it is said
that it agreed perfectly with experiment. Gravity and large-scale
structure of the universe seem to be the only areas where in quantum
mechanics has not been properly established.

Light is made up of waves. According to Planck's quantum
hypothesis light behaves sometimes, as if it were composed of
particles. It can be emitted or absorbed only in packets, or quanta.
Heisenberg's 'uncertainty' principle says that particles behave in some
respects as waves. Further, they do not have a definite position. The
theory of quantum mechanics is based on new type of mathemics
which does not describe the real world in terms of particles and waves.
This theory reveals only certain observations of the world.

This discussion so far about uncertainty principle and quantum
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theory is only incidental in connection the formation of black holes.
That is why, no deep interpretation is needed.

According to Chandrasekhar's calculations, a cold star which has
the mass, one and a half time more than that of the sun, would not be
able to support itself against its own gravity. This mass-limit is now called
'Chandrasekhar limit'.

When a star's mass is less than the Chandrasekhar's limit it
ultimately stops contracting and settles down to a possible final state
called "White dwarf". Its radius will be a few thousand miles and
density will be hundreds of tons per cubic inch. It is said a white dwarf
is supported by the exclusion principle : repulsion between the electrons
in its matter. A large number of such white dwarfs are observed.

When a star's mass is above the Chandrasekhar's limit, such
stars face a big problem when they come to the end of their fuel.
Some stars may explode or reduce thier mass below the limit by
throwing off some matter. Thus gravitational collapse is avoided. But
astronomers say that it is very difficult to believe that it happens
always. The British astronomer, Sir Arthur Eddington refused to
believe Chandrasekhar's result. He said stars would never shrink to
zero size. This hostility of some scientists including Eddington, made
Chandrasekhar give up this line of work. However, when he was
awarded Nobel prize in 1983, it was to some extent for his early work
on the limiting mass of cold stars.

The collapse of a star with more mass than the Chandrasekhar
limit could not be halted by the exclusion principle as shown by
Chandrasekhar. What would happen to such a star was a big problem
to understand. A young American astronomer, Robert Oppenheimer
solved it in 1939. But there was no further progress in this matter as
the World War II brokeout and Oppenheimer himself was involved in
the atombomb project.

The theory of relativity says, that nothing can travel faster than
light.
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Oppenheimer's later work after the World War II, threw some
light on the gravitational field of the star, which changes the paths of
light rays in space-time, from their original path. The paths are indicated
by the light cones in space and time. Flashes a light emitted from their
tips are bent slightly inward near the surface of the star. A surface in
space-time that indicates the possible direction for light rays passing
through a given event is called light cone. The light spreading out from
an event forms a cone-shape in space-time. A point specified by its
time and place in space-time is called event. During an eclipse of the
sun the bending of light from distant stars can be observed. When the
star begins to contract, the gravitational field at its surface becomes
stronger and stronger. Then the light cones (light spreading in cone
shape) are bent more and more inward. It becomes very difficult at
this state for light to escape from the star. An observer at a distance
finds the light becoming dimmer and redder. Ultimately, the star gets
shrunk to a certain critical radius and the gravitational field at the
surface becomes so strong that the light cannot escape. "Field is
something that exists throughout space and time as opposed to a
particle which exists at only one point at a time." The theory of
'Relativity' says that nothing can travel faster than light. So if light can
not escape, nothing else can escape from the star. Everything is dragged
back by the gravitational field. A region of space-time which is a set
of events and from which it is not possible to escape, is now called a
black hole. It is thus defined as a "region of space-time from which
nothing, not even light, can escape". The boundary of the black hole is
called the 'event horizon'. It agrees with or follows the path of light
rays which fail to escape from the black hole. The star that continues
to get redder and dimmer will eventually disappear and only a black
hole is left in space. However, it is said the star would continue to exert
the same gravitational force.

Anything that falls into the black hole will be torn into pieces.
It is believed that much larger objects in the universe like the central
regions of glaxies can also face or undergo gravitational collapse and
produce black holes. Stephen Hawking observes that "an astronaut on
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one of these black holes would not be torn apart before the black hole
is formed. He would not feel anything special as he reached critical
radius and could pass the point of no return without noticing it.
However, with in just a few hours, as the region continued to collapse,
the difference in the gravitational forces on his head and his feet would
become so strong that it would tear him into pieces."

Roger Penrose and Stephen Hawking worked between 1965 and
1970 and showed that, "according to general relativity, there must be
a singularity of infinite density and space-time curvature with in a black
hole." A singularity is a point in space-time at which space-time
curvature becomes infinite. Space-time is four dimensional space whose
points are events which are point in space. There are three dimensions
on the earth : length, width and depth or height or thickness. But there
is fourth dimension in the sky. It is time which is always combined
with space. So it is called space-time which will be explained later.
Stephen Hawking said that penrose and he showed that Einstein's
general theory of relativity implied that the universe must have a
beginning and, possibly an end. In 1965 Penrose proposed a theorem
that "anybody undergoing gravitational collapse must eventually form
singularity". Stephen Hawking realised that if the direction of time in
Penrose's theorem was reversed, the collapse became an expansion, but
still the conditions of his theorem would hold at the present time, if
the universe were roughly like a Friedman model on large scales. The
Russian physicist Alexander Friedman made two simple assumptions
about the universe : the universe looks identical in which every direction
we look, and this would also be true if we were observing the universe
from any where else. These two ideas alone reveal that we should not
expect the universe to be static. It is expanding.

According to Penrose's theorem, any collapsing star must end in
a singularity; the time-reversed assumption showed that the expanding
universe must have begun with a singularity. As already explained
singularity is a point in space-time at which the space-time curvature
becomes infinite. Naked singularity is a space-time singularity not
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surrounded by a black hole. There must be a singularity of infinite
density and space-time curvature within a black whole. It is like the
big bang at the beginning of time, but it would be an end of time for
collapsing body and the astronaut. It is said that the laws of science and
our ability to predict the future would breakdown. Any observer who
remained outside the black hole would not be affected by this failure
of predictability because neither light nor any other signal could reach
him from the singularity. The singularities produced by gravitational
collapse occur only in places like black holes, where they are completely
hidden from outside view by an event horizon, the boundary of a black
hole. The event horizon protects observers who remain outside the
black hole from the breakdown of predictability that occurs at the
singularity. But it cannot help the unfortunate astronaut who falls into
the black hole.

Stephen Hawking says that it is possible for the astronaut to see
a naked singularity and thus to avoid hitting the singularity. Instead he
may fall through a "worm hole" and come out in another region of
the universe. This is something like an offer to travel in space and time.
But it is all only a probability and things may change suddenly so that
the astronaut could not see the singularity until he hit it. The result is
his end. Hawking says that the singularities would always lie either in
the future like the singularities of gravitational collapse, or entirely in
the past like the big bang.

The event horizon is like one-way 'membrane' around the black
hole. It is not possible to escape from it. It is the boundary of the
region of space-time called black hole. Event horizon is like the
entrance to Hell. According to general relativity the heavy objects that
are moving will cause the emission of gravitational waves and ripples
in the curvature of space. They travel at the speed of light. These are
similar to light waves, which are ripples of the electromagnetic field.
They are harder to detect. Like light, they carry energy away from the
objects that emit them. Therefore a system ofmassive objects settles
down ultimately to a stationary state. The energy in any movement is
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carried away by the emission of gravitational waves. It is like a cork
dropped in water moves up and down for some and finally settles
down to a stationary state. The movement of the earth in its orbit
round the sun can be taken as an example. The movement of the earth
produces graitational waves. There will be loss of energy and its effect
changes the orbit of the earth. Therefore the earth gets nearer and
nearer to the sun and ultimately collides with it. Finally the earth settles
down to a stationary state. The rate of energy loss in the case of the
earth and also the sun is very low. It will take about "a thousand million,
million, million, million years for the earth to run into the sun," says
Stephen Hawking. So there is no need to panic immediately.

In the course of the gravitational collapse of a star to form a
black hole, the movements would be much more rapid. It would soon
settle down to a stationary state, says Stephen Hawking. What would
this final state look like? It depends on so many complex features
from which the star had formed : its mass, rate of rotation, densities
of the various parts of the star. Black holes are as varied as the
objects that collapsed to form them. So it becomes very difficult to make
any general prediction about the black holes. A Canadian scientist,
Werner Israel showed that, according to general relativity, non rotating
holes must be very simple, they were perfectly spherical and their size
depended on their mass. Any two such black holes with the same mass
were identical. There was some problem regarding the spherical form
of the black hole. It is said that no real star would be a spherical object.
Then how could the black hole be spherical? Roger Penrose and John
Wheeler found the answer. They argued, "that the rapid movements
involved in a star's collapse would mean that the gravitational waves
it gave off would make it more spherical and by the time it had settled
down to a stationary state, it would be perfectly spherical. So any non
rotating star, "however complicated its shape and internal structure may
be, would end up after gravitational collapse as a perfectly spherical
black hole".

Werner Israel's observations dealt with black holes formed from
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nonrotating stars only. In 1963 Roy Kerr, a Newzealander found some
solutions of equations of general relativity that described rotating black
holes. These are called 'Kerr' black holes. They rotate at a constant
rate. Their size and shape depended mainly on their mass and rate of
rotation. If the rotation is zero, the black hole is perfectly round. If
the rotation is not zero the black hole bulges outward near its equator
just like the earth that bulges at the equator due to its rotation. The
faster the black hole rotation, the more it bulges. Israel's observation
regarding nonrotating black holes is extended to rotating black holes
thus : any rotating body that collapsed to form a black hole would
eventually settle down to a stationary state described by the Kerr
solution." It was only a conjecture (guessing). Bradon Carter, a
colleague of Stephen Hawking in 1970 proved this conjecture saying
that a stationary rotating black hole had an axis of symmetry like a
spinning top. Its size and shape would depend only on its mass and
rate of rotation. In 1971 Stephen Hawking proved that any stationary
rotating black hole would have such an axis of symmetry. Ultimately
David Robinson of King's College, London using Carter's and
Hawking's results showed that the conjecture had been correct. Such a
black hole had to be Kerr solution. "So after gravitational collapse a
black hole must settle down into a state in whcih it could be rotating
but not pulsating" – Hawking. Its size and shape depend only on its
mass and rate of rotation and not on the nature of the body that had
collapsed to form it. 'Not pulsating' means not expanding and not
contracting but only rotating.

There is always one argument that the theory of black holes
was one of only a few cases in science where a theory was developed
in great detail as mathematical model before there was any evidence
from observations that it was correct. This is the main argument of
opponents of black holes. Opposition also looks reasonable because, it
looks absurd to believe in black holes for which the only evidence
was calculations based on relativity.

However, in 1967 Jocelyn Bell a student at Cambridge discovered
objects in the sky that were emitting regular pulses (vibrations) of
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radio waves. At first Bell and her supervisor, Antony thought they
might have made contact with an alien civilization in the galaxy.
But their discovery did not get much attention and support. Theoritical
physicists like Stephen Hawking saw some hope in Bell's work,
because it was the positive evidence that neutron stars existed. Neutron
star is a cold star which has a radius of only about ten miles. It is only
a few times the critical radius at which a star becomes a black hole.
Hawking says, "If a star could collapse to such a small size, it is not
unreasonable to expect that other stars could collapse to even smaller
size and become black holes".

Next question is, how to detect a black hole, because it does not
emit any light. Hawking cracks a joke that searching for a black hole
is like looking for a black cat in a coal-cevar. In 1783 John Michell
pointed out in his paper that a black hole still exerts a gravitational
force on nearby objects. Astronomers say when two stars orbit around
each other, they are attracted towards each other by gravity. There are
also systems in which one visible star orbits around some invisible
companion. We cannot immediately say that the invisible companion is
a black hole. It might be a star too faint to be seen. The explanation
given is that matter has been blown off the surface of the visible star
– when it falls towards the invisible companion a spiral motion is
developed and the matter becomes very hot. For this system to work,
the invisible star has to be very small, which is too great to be a white
dwarf according to Chandrasekhar's limit and also too large a mass to
be a neutron star. So it must be a black hole.

Stepen Hawking had done a lot of work on black holes and felt
it would be wasted if it turned out that black holes never existed.
However, he said he was 95 percent sure that black holes did exist. He
further believed that the number of black holes may well be greater even
than the number of visible stars. "The extra gravitational attraction of
such a large number of black holes could explain why our galaxy
rotates at the rate it does : the mass of the visible stars is insufficient
to account for this. We have some evidence that there is a much larger
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black hole, with a mass of about a hundred thousand times that of the
sun, at the centre of our galaxy. Stars in the galaxy that come too near
this black hole will be torn apart by the difference in the gravitational
forces on their near and far sides. Their remains, and gas that is thrown
off other stars, will fall towards the black hole" says Stephen Hawking.

It is said that even larger black holes, with masses of hundred
million times the mass of the sun occur at the centres of quasars.
Quasar is a star like cosmic body having a spectrum with a large
red-shift. Red-shift is the red light from the star that is moving away
from us due to doppler effect. Dopler effect or Doppler shift is an
increase or decrease in the frequency of sound, light or other waves
from the source (stars) and observer, when they move towards or away
from each other. It was named after C.J. Doppler, the Austrian physicist.
In our galaxy as well as in other galaxies, the astronomers in 1920 to
1929 observed sets of missing colours in the spectra of stars. The missing
colours were all shifted towards the red end of spectrum. Visible light
consists of fluctuations or waves in the electromagnetic field. The
frequency (or the number of waves per second) of light is extremely
high ranging from four to seven hundred million, million waves per
second. The different frequencies of light are what the human eye sees
as different colours. The lowest frequencies appear at the red end of
spectrum and the highest frequencies appear at the blue end of the
spectrum (spectrum colours are VIBGYOR).

Suppose (take as a possiblity) a star at a constant distance from
us emitting light waves at a constant frequency. Clearly the frequency
of the waves we receive will be the same as the frequency at which
they are emitted. Now if the star starts moving towards us and emits
the next wave crest (top of the wave) it will be nearer to us. So the
time that wave crest takes to reach us will be less than, when the star
was stationary. We can understand that the time between the two wave
crests (top of the wave which joins two waves) reaching us is
smaller and therefore the number of waves we receive each second
(frequency) is higher than the stationary star. Similarly, if the star
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(source of light waves) is moving away from us, the frequency of the
waves we receive will be lower. So the stars moving away from us
will have their spectra shifted towards the red end of the spectrum.
This is called red-shift. The stars moving towards us will have their
spectra shifted towards blue. It is called blue-shift.

Doppler effect is an every day experience. It is the relationship
between frequency and speed. As a car is approaching us, its engine
sounds at a higher pitch due to a higher frequency of sound waves.
When it is going away it sounds at a lower pitch due to lower
frequency sound waves. The behaviour of light or radio waves is
similar. The police make use of the Doppler effect to measure the speed
of cars by measuring the frequency of pulses (vibrations) of radio waves
reflected off them.

There can be the possibility that there might be black holes with
masses much less than that of the sun. It is said that such black holes
could not be formed by gravitational collapse, because their masses
happen to be below the Chandrasekhar limit. Stars of this low mass can
support themselves against force of gravity even when they have
exhausted their nuclear fuel. There is only one possibility to form-
low-mass black holes. The matter should be compressed to enormous
densities by very large external pressure. Such conditions could occur
in a very big hydrogen bomb. There is another possibility that such
low-mass black holes might have been formed in the high temperatures
and pressures of the very early universe. Hawking points out : "Black
holes would have been formed only if the early universe had not been
perfectly smooth and uniform, because only a small region that was
denser than average could be compressed in this way to form a black
hole". But astronomers believe that there must have been some
irregularities in the early universe because the matter in the universe
even now is not uniformly distributed. It is clumped together in stars
and galaxies.

To know how much irregular the matter was, we have to know
the formation of large number of early 'black holes' called "primordial"
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black holes. It tells us the particulars or conditions of the early
universe. If we can determine the number of "primordial black holes"
that are there now, we can know clearly a lot about the very early
stages of the universe. 'Primordial black holes' are the black holes
created in the very early universe. The influence of 'primordial black
holes' on other visible matter or on the expansion of the universe is the
only way to detect the primordial black holes which have "masses
more than a thousand million tons". However, it is said that black
holes are not really black because they throw out light and heat
without flame. Smaller black holes throw out more light to make it
easier to detect them than large black holes.

In 1970 Penrose and Hawking presented a joint paper, which
proved that there must have been a big bang singularity. A point in
space-time at which the space-time curvature becomes infinite and at
which density also is infinite, is called singularity. It is based on the
condition that general relativity is correct and there is much matter in
the universe. This was opposed by many particularly the Russians who
belived that the universe was determined. Their theory is called
scientific determinism. In four-dimensional space-time every object and
every event are fixed. The past, the present and the future are all
determined. This theory was propagated by Minkowksi, the mathematics
teacher of Einstein. Einstein believed in a deterministic universe. Some
others opposed Penrose-Hawking joint paper arguing that the whole
idea of singularity was contradictory. However, no one can argue with
a mathematical theorem. So ultimately Penrose-Hawking work was
generally accepted. Everyone assumed that the universe started with a
big bang singularity. But then ironically Hawking changed his mind
and became unsure about singularity at the beginning of the universe.

In less than 50 years in the second half of 20th century man's
view of the universe formed in a period of over thousand years, has
been transformed. Experimental and theoritical evidences made it clear
that the universe must have had a beginning in time. It was proved
by Penrose and Hawking on the basis of Einstein's general theory of
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relativity. Before 1970 Hawking concentrated his research regarding
general relativity on the question : "was there a big bang singularity or
not?" But somehow by the end of 1970, he diverted his attention to
black holes. Ultimately he came to the conclusion that there were black
holes.

He defined a black hole as the set of events (a point in space-
time, specified by its time and place) from which it was not possible
to escape to a large distance. It is now generally accepted definition.
This means that the event horizon, the boundary of the black hole, is
formed by the rays of light that just fail to get away from the black hole.
They stay there forever hovering on the edge of the black hole. These
are not swallowed up by the black hole. They move parallel to each
other or away from each other in the event horizon. Thus the event
horizon is like the edge of shadow and the edge of light. As the light
rays from the event horizon can never reach each other, the area of the
event horizon remains the same or even increases with time. It will
never decrease. It is said that the area will increase whenever matter or
radiation fall into the black hole. So it is clear that the black holes are
not so black.

There is another mystery in the universe. It is believed that in
our galaxy and also in other galaxies there must be some invisible dark
matter which exerts its gravitational influence on the orbits of the
stars in galaxies. Further, the galaxies are seen clustered in groups.
This is another reason to believe that there must be some more hidden
dark matter between the galaxies. For the last over 80 years this
mysterious substanance has been eluding the finest minds in science.
Now astrophysicists believe they have finally caught the first glimpse
of dark matter, the mysterious hidden substance. They say that it
accounts for three-quarters of matter in the universe.

Actually, no one knows what this dark matter is. However, the
astrophysicists have come up with the theory of dark matter to explain
strange anomalies in the rotational speed and clustering of galaxies. It
is believed to have played a central role in the evolution of galaxies
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and large scale structure of the universe. Search for the mysterious
matter has been going on for nine years with the help of detectors,
which are buried some 2000 feet underground in "Cryogenic Dark
Matter Search II" (CDMS II) observatory located half-a-km
underground in the disused iron mine in Minnesota State, U.S.A. It
registered two 'hits'. They, most probably may turn out to be dark
matter particles. They are "weakly interacting massive particles or
wimps". Most likely one of them is dark matter particle.

However, scientists feel that this is not enough proof to be
called the discovery of dark matter. It seems they are planning to
increase the number of detections to five. They say that five detections
will be sufficient to confirm the presence of 'wimps' – feeble particles.

But here we must realise one thing; however much we try to
know the truth, we continue to remain away from the truth. It is so
because any physical theory is always provisional, in the sense that it
is only a hypothesis : you can never prove it. This is what Stephen
Hawking, one of the greatest theoretical cosmologists of our time
points out : "No matter how many times the results of experiments
agree with some theory, you can never be sure that the next time the
result will not contradict the theory. On the other hand, you can
disprove a theory by finding even a single observation that disagrees
with the predictions of the theory. As philosopher of science Karl
Popper has emphasized, a good theory is characterized by the fact that
it makes a number of predictions that could in principle be disproved
or falsified by observation. Each time new experiments are observed
to agree with the predictions the theory survives, and our confidence in
it is increased; but if ever a new observation is found to disagree, we
have to abandon or modify the theory. Atleast that is what is supposed
to happen, but you can always question the competence of the person
who carried out the observation."

"In practice, what often happens is that a new theory is devised
that is really an extension of the previous theory. For example, very
accurate observations of the planet Mercury revealed a small difference
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between its motion and the predictions of Newton's theory of gravity.
Einstein's general theory of relativity predicted a slightly different
motion from Newton's theory. The fact that Ensstein's predictions
matched what was seen, while Newton's did not, was one of the
crucial confirmations of the new theory. However, we still use Newton's
theory for all practical purposes because the difference between its
predictions and those of general relativity is very small in the situations
that we normally deal with. (Newton's theory also has the great
advantage that it is much simpler to work with, than Einstein's.)
(Stephen Hawking – "A Brief History of Time", Page 11.)

Stephen Hawking is almost confident that black holes did exist
and they do exist now. But, ofcourse, he has not yet finally declared
his confirmed opinion about black holes. As already said any physical
theory is always provisional, in the sense that it is only hypothesis. A
scientist in Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California,
U.S.A; declared that "collapse of the massive stars actually leads to
the formation of stars that contain dark energy and not black holes."
This is the fate of black holes at present. It is said that over the past
few years, observations of the motions of the galaxies, have shown
that some percent of the universe seems to be composed of a 'strange
dark energy' that is the driving force behind accelerating expansion of
the universe. The scientist, George Chapline thinks that the collapse of
the massive stars was wrongly believed to generate black holes, but
actually it leads to the formation of stars which contain dark energy.
He claims, "It's a near certainty that black holes don't exist."

Black holes are one of the most celebrated predictions of
Einstein's general theory of relativity, which explains gravity as the
warping (become bent or twisted) of space-time caused by massive
objects. The theory of relativity suggests that a sufficiently massive
star, when it dies, will collapse under its own gravity to a single point.
But strangely Einstein did not believe in black holes, says the
scientist Chapline. If it is so, then it is surprising why Einstein did not
declare his disbelief in black hole.
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If the theory of black holes is revolutionary, there is another
revolutionary theory in Physics, which Einstein also helped to
formulate. It is called quantum mechanics.

In 1900, the German scientist Max Planck suggested that light,
X rays and other waves could not be emitted at an arbitrary rate, but,
only in certain packets, which he called 'quanta'. He said that each
quantum had a certain amount of energy and this energy was greater
when the frequency of the waves was higher. So at a high frequency
the emission of a single quantum would require more energy than
was available. Thus the radiation at high frequencies would be reduced.
So the rate at which the body lost energy would be finite. Thus the
quantum hypothesis explained the observed rate of emission of
radiation from hot bodies very well. But there were some implications
for determinism in it. The doctrine of determinism says that all events
are determined by causes regarded as external to the will. This is
Marxist theory propagated by Herman Minkowiski who taught
mathematics to Albert Einstein. Einstein was very much motivated
by the concept of the determined universe of Minkowiski.

This implication of determinism in quantum theory was not
realised till 1926, when another German scientist, Werner Heisenberg
formulated his famous "uncertainty principle". Uncertainty principle
says that the momentum (quantity of motion of a moving body) and
position of particle cannot both be precisely determined at the same time.
In other words, the more accurately you try to measure the position of
the particle, the less accurately you can measure its speed and vice versa.
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle is a fundamental property of the
world. It is inescapable. The uncertainty principle signalled the end of
the theory of determinism which says that the universe would be
completely deterministic. Its argument is that one certainly cannot
predict future events exactly if one cannot measure the present state of
the universe precisely. This theory gives scope for imagination that
"there is a set of laws that determines events completely for supernatural
being, who could observe the present state of the universe without
disturbing it." (Stephen Hawking)
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This condition in 1920s made the three famous scientists
Heisenberg, Erwin Shrodinger and Paul Dirae to reformulate mechanics
into a new theory called 'quantum mechanics'. It is based on the
uncertainty principle. In this theory particles had no separate, well-
defined positions and velocities which could not be observed. Instead,
they had a quantum state which was a combination of position and
velocity.

Generally 'quantum mechanics' does not predict a single definite
result for an observation. It predicts a number of different possible
results and also tells us how likely each of these is. No one could
predict the specific result of an individual measurement. While the
theory of determinism says that every event is predetermined and
nothing happens by chance, quantum mechanics asserts that every event
happens by chance. So quantum mechanics introduces an element of
unpredictability or randomness. Einstein objected to this very strongly.
But he played an important role in the development of quantum
mechanics. He was awarded Nobel Prize for his contribution to
quantum theory. "Nevertheless, Einstein never accepted that the
universe was governed by chance." His famous statement, "God does
not play dice", reflects his feelings. However, most other scientists
willingly accepted quantum mechanics because it agreed perfectly with
experiment.

In general relativity, there is no such thing as 'a universal time'
that makes clocks tick at the same rate everywhere. Instead, gravity
makes clocks run at different rates in different places. Quantum
mechanics describes physical phenomena at interestingly small scales.
It becomes meaningful only if the time is universal; if not, its
equations make no sense. This problem is particularly pressing at the
boundary or the event horizon. To an observer at distance far away
time seems to stand still at event horizon. For example, a space craft
falling into a black hole appears to be stuck there at the event
horizon to someone at far off distance, but the astronauts in the space
craft feel as if they are continuing to fall into the black hole.
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"But general relativity predicts that nothing happens at the event
horizon", says the scientist George Chapline. However it is said that
long back in 1975 quantum physicists stressed that strange things do
happen at an event horizon and according to quantum theory matter
becomes hypersensitive to slight disturbances. Chapline complains
that the argument was quickly forgotten because it did not agree with
the prediction of general relativity, but it was absolutely correct. It is
also said that the strange happenings at an event horizon is the result
of quantum phase transition of space-time.

The argument of George Chapline is that a star does not simply
collapse to form a black hole; instead, the space-time in it becomes
filled with dark energy which has some gravitational effects. Thus the
star becomes dark energy star and outside its surface it behaves much
like a black hole producing a strong gravitational tug (violent pull or
jerk, while inside the star 'the negative gravity' of dark energy may
cause matter bounce back (return or forced out).

It is believed that there is a huge black hole at the centre of
galaxy. But George Chaplin says it is not a black hole. He predicts that,
if the dark-energy star is big enough, the electrons bounced out will
have been converted to positrons. These positrons then completely
destroy other electrons in a great burst of energy radiation. Chapline
thinks that this radiation is interpreted as a distinctive action of a
huge black hole. He further predicts that the universe could be filled
with 'primordial' dark-energy stars. He says that these are formed
by not any star-collapse but by fluctuations of space-time itself. It
is something like drops of liquid condensing spontaneously out of a
cooling gas. He further suggests that these dark-energy stars have the
same gravitational effect as normal matter. But it cannot be seen
because it is elusive substances called dark matter. Ultimately, what he
says is, there are no black holes.

Absolutely, it contradicts Stephen Hawking's belief that there are
black holes. This is the fate of any physical theory in science. As
Hawking himself admits any physical theory is always provisional, in
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the sense that it is only hypothesis; you can never prove it.

Hawking always hopes for 'Grand unified theory or GUT'.
The theories that describe the universe are general relativity, the theory
of gravity and the three partial theories that govern the weak, the
strong and the electromagnetic force. The last three may be combined
in so-called grand unified theory, GUT. But the grand unified theory
may not be satisfactory as it does not include gravity. The main
difficulty in finding a unified theory which unifies gravity with other
forces is that general relativity does not include the uncertainty
principle of quantum mechanics. The other partial theories depend on
quantum necessary to combine general relativity with uncertainty
principle. Then the results will be remarkable such as : black holes are
not black, the universe doe snot have any singularities but completely
self-contained and also without a boundary. But as Hawking himself
pointed out the uncertainly principle means that even empty space is
filled with pairs of virtual particles and anti particles. The pairs would
have an infinite amount of energy. Therefore by Einstein's famous
equation E = mc2 they would have an infinite amount of mass. Thus
their gravitational attraction would curve up the universe to infinitely
small size.

Will the 'grand unified theory' take form in future? How and
when, we don't really know. Only time can solve the problem. Stephen
Hawking says : "when we combine quantum mechanics with general
relativity, there seems to be a new possibility that did not arise before:
that space and time together might form a finite, four dimensional
space without singularities or boundaries like the surface of the earth
but with more dimensions. It seems that this idea could explain
many of the observed features of the universe. But if the universe
is completely self contained with no singularities or boundaries, and
completely described by unified thoery, then it has profound
implications for the role of God as Creator".

Einstein once asked the question : "How much choice did God
have in constructing the universe?" Hawking says "If the 'no-boundary
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in the universe' proposal is correct, God had no freedom at all to
choose initial conditions. He would, ofcourse, still have had the
freedom to choose the laws that the universe obeyed. This, however
may not really have been all that much of a choice; they may be only
one, or a small number of complete unified theories like the string
theory, that are self-consistent and allow the existence of structures as
complicated as human beings who can investigate the laws of the
universe and ask about the nature of God."

Even if there is only one unified theory, it is only a set of rules
and equations. Can these equations answer the questions about the
universe such as : why should there be universe at all? Can the unified
theory bring about its own existence? Does it also need a creator?

The scientists usually are busy in developing new theories to
describe what the universe is and then ask the question why. In the
eighteenth century, philosophers considered science also to be their
field to discuss whether the universe had a beginning. But in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, science became too technical and
mathematical so a large gap developed between science and philosophy.

Can the Grand Unified Theory, if it is discovered, bring science
and philosophy together to find the answer to the question, why should
we and the universe exist? If we find the answer, we would know the
mind of God, says Stephen Hawking.

Of late, Stephen Hawking seems to be thinking in terms of
philosophy and God. He says, he received flows twice in life, once
in his belief in the existence of black holes and next in his efforts to
find the identity of God. However he is stubborn because he believes
that strong determination is greater than success. His belief in black
holes is not shattered. Sincere effort is greater than success, says he.
As we are trying to understand the mystery of the universe, he
believes that there is something special in us. He states, that there are
only three mysterious things in creation : Man, God and the universe.

Somebody asked St. Augustine, what God was doing before He
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created the universe. Without any irritation St. Augustine simply said
that there was no 'time' before the universe was created, as time is
the nature of creation. It means that there is no time without events
(event is a single occurrence of a process). Hawking says that it looked
strange to him how creation was possible without time. Instantly his
curiosity was roused. In search of time and the universe, he spent
nearly thirty years in black holes, in the sense of understanding black
holes. Sometimes he felt he understood and sometimes not. Black
holes seemed playing hide and seek with him. Once suddenly in a
hurry he declared that he had discovered black holes. He says that he
received the second blow then.

Einstein believed that God does not play dice. But Hawking
felt that God not only plays dice but also throws them out and throws
us into chaos. While he was studying black holes to solve the mystery
of the universe, he had come to understand why he was not able to
find anything in his study of black holes.

When the stars in the universe (Cosmos) collapse, large dark
holes are formed. They are called black holes which are invisible. If
anything in the Cosmos happens to go near a black hole, it is dragged
into the black hole and it can never be seen again. This happens to
anything, however large it is. but it is not possible to know when a
black hole was formed and why it was formed. We cannot even know
the things that fell into the black hole. It is absolutely impossible to
extract any informational from black hole. Why? It remains a mystery,
says Hawking.

However, one day he thought he had solved the mystery. He
stated that anything that falls into the black hole turns into smallest
dot and it goes out by radiation. All the information about it vanishes
with radiation and we can never know anything about it. But there
is one problem here. According to quantum theory, no information is
destroyed.

There are very powerful magnetic fields in the black holes. They
don't obey quantum laws. Soon Hawking himself became a follower
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of quantum laws. For the first time, then a doubt dawned on him
whether human intellect had any long term value. His earlier idea is
now changed.

He felt decidedly that a black hole does not completed destroy
anything drawn into it and that atleast some information can be
gathered from it. It looked to Hawking that he was condemning his
own theory. He says it was the second blow that fell on him.

A few days before this, he received the first blow. Over twenty
years ago, by then, his famous book, 'A Brief History of Time' was
published. He proposed 'unified field theory' in that book. By this
unified field theory, he formulated a theory that the identity and aim
of God could be known. As already said, there are four energies in the
universe : gravitational energy, electro magnetic energy, strong energy
and weak energy. Hawking strongly believed that God would appear
before our eyes if the four energies are brought together under one
theory. But unfortunately after long study for fifteen years he had
come to realise that it was not possible to bring the four energies
under on theory. This was the first blow that fell on him. But Hawking
is very tenacious and he does not yield so easily. Defeats and blows
cannot deter him. That is the reason why he hopes to solve the
mystery of black holes one day or other. It may be true, we may, one
day be able to grasp the intentions of God, but it is extremely difficult
to grasp the inmost intentions of man.

Now we shall see what 'space-time' is.

4:1:1. Space and Time
Description of Cosmos here may look a little over stretched; but

the different aspects of Cosmic science or astrophysics are interlinked.
So we cannot breakaway suddenly and put full stop. However, I have
tried to make it as brief as possible without dislocating the sequence.

That which is beyond all activity, is called 'Atman'. It is the
knower in us. If we try to understand the nature of the 'knower' by
observing our internal process while we are doing something or other,
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we will discover that the knower is constant. For example, if one is
sitting and reading, he knows that he is sitting and also reading. Here
there are two distinct objects of knowledge – sitting and reading which
are different. He perceives the two objects of knowledge (sitting and
reading). He perceives them with his consciousness which remains the
same though the two objects of knowledge, sitting and reading are
distinctly different. Similarly, the knower of all the distinct and different
activities of mind and body is always identically the same. Similarly,
when we hear a sound, we know that we hear, when we see a light,
we know that we see, but then, is the knower of sound different from
the knower of light? No, that which knows the object of sound or the
object of light, is always one and the same. It does not change. It was
the same long ago in the past, it is the same now and it will be the
same any time in future. If we just think about it we will realise
(understand) that the knower, (Atman) is unchangeable and it is not
bound by the conditions which govern the changeable. If the changeable
and the unchangeable are subject to the same conditions, it will cause
great confusion because there will be no way of differentiating the
changeable from the unchangeable.

Which is the changeable? That which is subject to time, space
and causation, is changeable, and that which is not subject to time, space
and causation is unchangeable. Swami Abhedananda, a direct disciple
of Sri Rama Krishna says that Time means succession, which is a
condition of thought; and space means co-existence. The activities of
mind, being either in succession or simultaneous, produce the ideas of
time and space. They are conditions according to Swami Abhedananda
or 'forms of thought' as Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) the German
philosopher calls them. One thought following another gives us a
conception of intervals which we call 'time'. When two ideas or
thoughts rise simultaneously, that which separates them, is what we call
'space', says Swami Abhedananda. For example, that which exists
between the 'idea of me' and the idea of the 'sun' is classified as
space; but it is purely a mental concept because it has no existence
outside the mind. Who knows any concrete thing designated as space?
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Hence, since these ideas of time and space are merely conditions of
thought, they must be subject to change, because our thought is
continually changing.

Anything that takes form in the mind and is conditioned by
time and space, must change, but the knower, (Atman) not being a
condition of mind or limited by time and space, does not change. For
example, a certain thought rises in our mind and passes. Then another
thought takes its place, then another in its place and this process goes
on. Yet the knower of all these thoughts (Atman) whether of gross
objects or of abstract ideas, remains the same (unchanged).

Is it possible for the knower (Atman) to become thinker? Yes, it
is possible, but it does not mean that the knower becomes thinker. It
is not influenced by intellect (mind) but knows everything, sees every-
thing through mind. When the knower identifies with the changes of
the mind it becomes knower and thinker. Thus Atman becomes
Jivatma, the individual self or soul. Thinking is an activity of the
mind substance and when the knower (Atman) takes upon itself that
condition it becomes knower and thinker which is Jivatma. Further when
the knower identifies itself with sense powers and sense perception, it
becomes knower and perceiver. It becomes the physical man when it
becomes one with the conditions and activities of the body.

The implied sense here is that the knower only seems to become
thinker. In fact it is the permanent source of intelligence. It is above
mind and beyond thought. In reality it is neither thinker nor actor.
The Atman has no desires and no passions. Passions and desires are
purely mental conditions. When the knower (Atman) is identified with
any mental activity, we feel we truly have desires and passions. But
in reality we are only the knower of desires.

Field is something that exists through out space and time, as
opposed to a particle that exists at only one point. Field is the region
in which a force is effective, like gravitational field; magnetic field.
Magnetic field is responsible for magnetic forces. Along with the
electric field, it is called the electro-magnetic field. Electromagnetic
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force arises between particles with electric charge, the second strongest
of the four fundamental forces : the gravitational force, the electro-
magnetic force, the weak nuclear force, the strong nuclear force.

It is a fact that field is all-pervading and it is also a fact that
space (1k1sa) is all-pervading. But these two are not separate entities.
Field and space are one and the same thing.

According to Newton, space was absolute. It had three
dimensions (i.e.) length, breadth and height. Newton's time also was
absolute. It was an independent entity separate from space. It flowed
in one direction only from the past to the future through the present.
These ideas about space and time were discarded by Einstein. In
relativity there is no space without time and no time without space.
There is nothing like universal time. For example, two observers are
moving with different velocities relative to (in relation to) the observed
events or incidents. If they are asked to give the order or sequence of
the events in time. Their fixation of sequence of the events in time
will be different. One observer may see two events occuring
simultaneously; but the other observer moving with different velocity,
may see these events occuring in different sequence in time.

All measurements involving space and time have no signifi-
cance. They are merely elements described with reference to the
observer, who describes the phenomenon as he observes it. Another
person observing space and time in other frame describes the same
phenomenon involving different measurements of space and time.
Thus all space and time measurements are relative (in relation to
something).

A moving object appears to undergo contraction in its direction
of motion. As the velocity increases, it becomes smaller in the direction
in which it moves. At the speed of light, it disappears altogether. As
its velocity increase, the mass of a moving body measures more. The
mass becomes infinite at the speed of light. Velocity is the rate of
movement of an oject in a given direction. In general use, it is speed.
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A moving clock runs slowly when its velocity increases. If the
velocity continues to increase, the running of the clock becomes slower
and slower until, at the speed of light, the clock stops running altogether.

If an observer travels in a spaceship with high velocity, nothing
of this sort happens to him. He himself or his ship does not become
smaller or more massive. His watch keeps perfect time. The "twin
paradox" is much perplexing when one of the twins remains on Earth,
while the other goes on a space voyage. When the space traveller
returns, he finds his twin brother on Earther grown older than he.
However, if both twin brothers go on a space voyaage, no one will be
older or younger than the other.

There are two terms – relative and proper – with reference to
measurement of space and time. Any object has its own length. It is its
proper length. For example, a rod is moving with high velocity. An
observer is stationary and he is observing the moving rod. So the
velocity of the rod becomes relative to the observer. The rod has its
own proper length, but now the length of the rod looks shorter because
it is relative to the observer. The relative length is always shorter than
the proper length.

Another example : A clock is moving with high velocity. A
'stationary' observer sees it. So the velocity of the clock becomes
relative to the observer and the observed time is the relative time. The
relative time – the time observed in the moving clock – is always
slower than the proper time.

Words related to time like, 'now', 'sooner', 'later' and 'simulta-
neous' have relative meanings only (in relation to something). Further
the above terms of time depend upon the state of motion of the
observer relative to that of the observed object. So these words without
mention of specific point of the object of reference become non-sensical
in the universe.

In our general observations of the day-to-day world, the special
theory of relativity is not detected. We don't observe any increase in
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the mass of the moving train or decrease in its length. We also do not
observe the moving watch of the train-traveller to have slowed down.
Here we have to understand one that the traveller and his watch do not
actually move. But the velocity of the running train applies to the
traveller in it and his watch as well. The phenomena of relativity are
noticeable only at high velocities nearing the speed of light (3 x 1010

cm/sec).

Space and time form a four dimensional continuum. The
common dimensions are only three : length, width and height or depth.
In space-time, time is the fourth dimension. An event can not occur in
space without reference to anytime; it cannot occur at anytime without
reference to any space. Space and time are not separate entities. We
live, breathe and exist in the space-time continuum.

Einstein conceived of (formed in the mind or imagined) space-
time continuum. Space has got three dimensions. The time dimension
was added to the space-time continuum. Thus all events and objects
are four-dimensional. In fact, it was Herman Minkowski (1864-1909)
who added the three dimensions of space to a fourth dimension, time.
By considering the four dimensions as co-ordinates (used to fix the
position of a point) and getting their specification, he could precisely
locate anything what so ever. For such location, a set of world-points
are required. These points become world lines by virtue of time-
dimension. Thus every event or object has got position on some set
of world-lines. The time-dimension includes both past and future.
Hence, all events are determinately (limited in time, space or character)
present in the space-time continuum. Minkowski taught mathematics
to Einstein.

Minkowski's concept of the determined universe motivated
Einstein very much. Determined universe means precise and settled
universe. In the four dimensional space-time continuum every event is
determinately fixed. Space-time continuum means a continuous, not
separate discontinuous structure. Space-time continuum is stretched out
into the world-lives with future occurences as fixed as those in the
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past. According to this concept, the future is already determined and
predictable.

Einstein's concept ran counter to quantum theory. Einstein did
not accept the idea of chance, randomness and probability in the
functioning of the world, which is the concept of quantum theory. It was
the firm belief of Einstein that God would not play dice with the
universe.

Every entity (a thing with individual or separate existence), micro
and macro, that exists in the universe, has position and momentum.
The position and momentum. The position refers to the three dimensions
of length, breadth and height of space; the momentum refers to time that
consitutes the fourth dimension. Thus motion (change) has in-built
implication of time. In the space-time concept of Einstein, time relates
to change or motion or occurence of events.

What is the difference between space and relative space?
Relative space means space in relation to something. Generally,
distinction is not maintained between space and Einstein's relative
space. By relative space, Einstein means the dimensions of length,
breadth and height to be relative; however, space as an entity (a thing
of separate existence), and also as a subtle form of matter, is not
relative.

As an example, let us take the water of a river. It is flowing. In
connection with this flowing, four dimensions – length, breadth and
height and time are concerned. Water is flowing in space; water is
flowing in time; actually water is flowing in space-time. But the water
that flows is matter which is different from its length, breadth and
height. The three dimensions of matter are not themselves matter.

Another example : A brick has got length, breadth and height.
However, the three dimensions of matter are not themselves matter.
A brick is matter. It has got length, breadth and height. However, the
brick is not identical with its three dimensions. The length of a train in
motion may look more or less different to observers. But the length of
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the train is not the train itself. Similarly, space which is a subtle form
of matter has length, breadth and height that are relative. But space
itself is not relative.

quantum physics has accepted space as plenum. Plenum is space
filled with matter. It generates particles; it reabsorbs particles. It is
something positive. It is not void. Advaita Vedanta has a clear
understanding of space, much clearer than modern quantum physics.

Concept of "Space-Time" in Advaita Vedanta

Time finds no place in the cosmogonic sequence (the origin of
the universe) of Advaita vedanta, but space gets prominence in it as
"1k1sa". Space is considered a positive entity which is a product. On
the contrary time is considered a non-entity as it is not a product. In
fact, there is nothing like time. According to Advaita Vedanta, time is
only a mental construct. (M1ndukya Karikap1da-2-14). In the absence
of any activity or events, there cannot be any mental concept of time.
The mind constructs time-concept only when more than one event
occur.

After the dissolution of the Cosmos and before the next
Creation, Brahman alone remains without the universe and no events
occur in that non-functional state. It is timeless condition.

When the Cosmic egg is created it is zero time. When the
Cosmic egg is dissolved, it is maximum time. The duration of time in
between is termed 'para' in vedic literature. This is the time when the
universe exists. Time exists as a concept only due to occurences of
more than one event during the interval after creation and before
dissolution. When the universe does not exist, time does not exist.
Even when time exists, it does not exist as an entity, but exists in our
mind as a psychological concept.

As Sveta0vatara Upani=ad says (6-2) Brahman is the author
(creator) of time (k1lak1ra). Controlled by Him this work of creation
unfolds itself which is regarded as earth, water, fire, air and sky. In
dissolution, the entire universe is converted, through reverse steps, into
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'1k1sa' (space) that changes into pr1na and finally to '1pah' (primeval
waters). Lastely these primeval waters are merged into M1ya. As
already said, no events occur after dissolution and before the next
creation. Hence there is no time in the absence of the world. Brahman
is the destroyer of time. The world is with time and Brahman is
timeless. (as given in Maitri Up. 6-15; M1ndukya K1rika 3-2, 19, 24,
27, 38; 4-14, 22, 38, 40; Kat. Up. S.B. 2-1-5)

Time is neither the material nor the efficient cause of the
universe (Sveta0vatara Up.1-2). It is divine power or M1ya from which
the universe originates. Atharva Veda (12-53-1) says, "Time is a horse
with seven reins." The creative and destructive functions of 'K1la' or
'Time' are brought out in Mahabharata. Apparently this is a contrary
view regarding time. However, such statements should not be taken in
their literal sense. Its allegorical sense must be taken for a proper
interpretation of the function of time. In allegory the meaning or
message is represented symbolically.

Events or changes are interrelated with time concept. In this
changeable world everything undergoes changes and everything, has an
origin, life-span and death like bubbles and waves in the ocean of time.
'What is said of time as the cause of origination, maintenance and death
of everything is only an allegory. In fact, time has got no objective
existence and it is only a mental construct. It cannot be the originator
or destroyor of anything.

Maitr2 Upani=ad says : "Time and the timeless are two forms of
Brahman. That which is prior to the sun is the timeless, without parts.
But that which begins with the sun is time, which has parts. The form
of that which has parts is the year. From the year, the creatures are
produced. After having been produced by the year, they grow. In the
year they disappear. Therefore, the year is prajapati, it is time, it is
food. It is the abode of 'Brahman' and it is the self. It has been said,
"Time ripens all things, indeed, in the great Self. He who knows in
what time is cooked (ripens) he is the knower of the Veda".

The sun is self of time (1ditya# k1l1tmaka#'). The temporal
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(worldly as opposed to spiritual, of or relating to time.) process and
the sun go together. What is prior to them - the Sun is non-temporal.

Time is exalted as the highest principle, as the source of all that
is. In a way, Advaita Vendanta recognises that without space-time, the
phenomenal world cannot be conceived of. However, it further
recognises that Brahman is above space-time sequence. (Brahma Sutra
4-3-14 /ankara Bhashya)

Concept of "Space" in Advaita Vedanta

'!kasa' or 'Space' is a substance ('dravya'), according to Advaita
Vedanta. It is not eternal, as it has a beginning and also it is a
product. While commenting on Brahma Sutra (2-3-7), Sankara says
that everything that has a separateness about it is created. We cannot
conceive of a thing as separate from others and yet eternal. !ka0a is
distinct from earth etc., and hence it cannot be eternal, but it must be
a created thing. Is !tman also divided and separate. No. It is not
separate. !tman is not created because all things are created from
the !tman, which is their Self and so it is not separate from them.
It is said that 1kasa is all-pervasive and eternal. Sankara says that it
is only relatively true. Hence it is created and is an effect of Brahman.
'Relatively true' means true only in relation to something else and not
essentially true.

Sankara in his commentary on Brahma Sutras – (2-24) – refutes
the Buddhist argument that 1k1sa or space is a non-entity or a
negative entity. It means the absence, in general of any covering or
occupying body. Sankara comments that !k1sa is not absolutely
without positive characteristics and so it cannot be a non-entity. Earth,
air, etc., are recognised to be entities because they are the substratum
(foundation or basis) of properties like smell, etc., Similarly, !k1sa
also is the substratum of sound. So it has to be recognised as an entity.
Earth etc., are experienced through their attributes (smell etc.,) and so
also the existence of !k1sa is experienced through its attribute, sound.
Consequently it also must be an entity.
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Sankara comments further (Chand.Up.8-14-1), "That, which is
called space, is the manifester of name and form. That within which
they are, is the Brahman, that is the immortal, that is the Self. Here
'1k1sa' – space is used as a name of Brahman, the Supreme, because
like space, Brahman has no body and is subtle. Brahman is untouched
by concrete existences though they are all sustained by it."

Space is very subtle; subtler than matter and energy particles. It
is subtle and so it functions as a receptable. (1dh1ra). Water is a
receptacle of aquatic animals like fish etc., so also is 1k1sa. Water is
subtler than the solid fish and so it functions as a receptacle. In the
case of sky, it is not necessary to be a void to serve as a receptacle.
Advaita Vedanta considers void or '03nya' a meaningless term. It
recognises plenum (space filled with matter) or fullness (p3rna). Space
is a substance which is subtle enough to hold macro objects like the
Earth and the Sun and micro particles like the electron and photon.

Taittiriya Upanishad (2-1-1) gives the cosological sequence.
Brahman is the Real, Knowledge and the Infinite placed in the secret
place of the heart. It is the universal 'Self'. From this Self ether arose;
from ether air; from air fire; from fire water; from water the earth;
from the earth herbs from herbs food; and from the food the person.

The five different elements are clearly defined and described as
having proceeded one after another from the Self. – earth, water, fire,
air, and sky (space)

"Creation starts from the principle of the universal consciousness.
From it first arises space and the primary matter or ether whose quality
is sound. From this etheric state successively arise grosser elements of
air, fire, water and earth."

There is a correspondence between the microcosm and macro-
cosm. Man is an image of the created universe (the world or nature).
The individual soul is the microcosm. It has affinities with every rung
(step or support) of the ladder which reaches from earth to space."

Science says space or 1k1sa was the first product from which
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hydrogen gas originated through generation of a series of particles. The
'field' of modern science is this '1k1sa'. Some scientists are of the
opinion that space contains field. In such a notion, the void nature of
space is still maintained.

Advaita Vedanta also says that space is field. Three subtle
entities are recognised in Advaita Vedanta. These are primeval waters
(apa#), Pra7a and Space (1k1sa or aditi). Pra7a has no equivalent in
English language. A new word, 'Viton' is coined for it. It is essential
to vital functions and gives vigour and life to all entities of the world.
It is said in Chand. Up. (4-10-4,5.) that Pra7a, the vital force is
Brahman. 'Ka', (Bliss) is Brahman, Kha, (space) is Brahman. It is
further said, that whis is 'Ka' is verily (really) 'k#a' and that which is
'k#a' is verily 'ka'. Bliss is Brahman and Space is Brahman. To avoid
any possible confusion, it is proper to indicate that, of the two words
Bliss and Space, each is a substantive (independent) in relation to the
other. It is implied that Space means space with in the heart, which
is associated with the vital force because it is the abode of the vital
force. Space is said to be possessed of the quality of Bliss and Space
is Brahman. The vital force (Pra7a) existing there in the space within
the heart is Brahman because of its association with Brahman. Thus
the vital force and space are spoken of as Brahman being associated
together. !pah, Pr17a and !k1sa are said to be in decreasing order of
subtelty. Otherwise they are not different.

According to Aitareya Upanishad (1-2) 1pa# (water) is the first
product to appear. It appears before the appearance of Cosmic egg. It
originates from 'M1ya'. 'Pr17a' is produced from '1pa#' and 1k1sa is
produced from Pr17a. !pah and Pr17a are inter convertive. Likewise
Pr17a and 1k1sa are interconvertible. All these three entities constitute
the 'field' of modern science.

!pah (water) and 1k1sa (space) are not inert, they are vigorously
active !k1sa or 'Aditi' is an active participator in the Cosmic drama.
It perpetually dances. From it, particles are produced and into it
particles are merged. Particles appear and disappear. This is a kind of
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particle dance. It gives a false idea of something appearing from
nothing and nothing appearing as something. In reality, !k1sa is
manifested as (appears as) particles and particles are dissolved into
1k1sa. This is described symbolically in Rig Veda (R.V.10-72-4) as
mother 'Aditi' (means 1k1sa) producing offspring (particles) and the
offsprings producing mother 'Aditi'. As already said !k1sa produces
particles and again particles are merged as 1k1sa.

Brahma Sutra (2-3-14) says that at the time of dissolution each
thing is withdrawn into its immediate cause and soon in the reverse
order, till !k1sa is reached, which in turn gets merged in Brahman.
In dissolution all of matter and energy of the universe is converted into
!k1sa in the reverse order of creation. !k1sa gets converted into
Pr17a which, in turn is converted into '1p1h' or primeval waters. Finally
1p1h or primeval waters merge into M1ya and remain there in
unmanifested condition till the next creation. !k1sa is, thus, present
when the world manifests. It is a constituent part or entity of the world.
It does not exist in the absence of the world. Thus Brahman, the
Supreme Self remains without space (an1k10am). It is the inperishable.
It is neither a substance nor a possessor of attributes. This phenomenal
world is always in motion and full of events. In it '1p1h' and !k1sa
(water and space) are woven like threads in a cloth, (warp and woof).

There are different schools of Indian philosophy. We find
variations in their concepts of space and time.

In the earlier Mim1msa, Jaimini did not discuss space seriously.
He vaguely referred to it as one of the substances (Jaimini Sutra 10-
3-68-70). In contrast, he considered time as mental construction
(Jaimini Sutra 6-4-35-42). The idea of time is associated with action.
Nature changes and the idea of change gives a notion of time. The
notion of time arises with the succession of events. It is linked with
desire. The flow of time is continuous and uninterrupted, but it
originates from desire. One desire succeeds the other in an endless
chain. It is always associated with two successive desires. Thus time
is not a reality but only an ideal construct. It exists for other things and
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not for itself (Jaimini Sutras 10-6-64). Time is a continuous whole but
it is divided for empirical use. (Jamini Sutras 9-2-58-60). According
Jaimini the world is not created out of time. It is not the cause or the
result of action. Though time is considered as the greatest destructive
force, it does not mean that time is a specific entity which destroys
the things in the world. Destruction is associated with change and
change is associated with time. So time is spoken of as destructive
force.

There were sharp deviations in later Mimamsa from the
concepts of Jaimini about space and time. Two such schools of
Mimamsa were developed by Prabhakara and Kumarila. Both of them
made a difference between '1k1sa' and 'dik' (space). '!k1sa', for them,
is the substratum of sound. Further it is (!k1sa or Space) eternal,
indivisible and all pervasive. Anything that is eternal is uncreated.
Hence Prabhakara and Kumarila considered space to be uncreated
substance. For them, time also is eternal and all-pervasive.

The 'Nyaya-Vai0e=ika' school treats both space and time as
realities. It accepts the existence of metaphysical (theoritical philosophy)
time objectively (actually existing) and also the reality of space. This
school treats '1k1sa' as the material cause of sound. It differentiates
'1k1sa' from 'Space' ('dik'). !k1sa is said to be a substance (gross
element – bhutadravya) while 'dik' is not. 'Dik' is considered as the
general cause of all effects.

It is said that '!k1sa' and 'dik' are like 'wall and cord' for
hanging pictures. The picture is hung on the wall by means of the
Cord. The wall provides place; the cord holds the picture in its relative
position. Similarly 1k1sa provides place for things and the dik holds
the things in their relative positions.

'Dik' is eternal. It is the cause of the notions (ideas) of farness
and nearness. Similar to the Newton are concept of space, the Ny1ya-
Vaiseshika school considers 'dik' as the receptacle (1dh1ra) of every-
thing in the world. Time and Space ('k1l1 and dik) form the back-
ground of everything. In Ny1ya-Vaiseshika philosophy 'dik' is spoken
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of east, west, south, north, above and below. Both space (dik) and time
(k1l1) are taken as efficient cause of the entire universe. Time (k1l1)
is eternal and it is present everywhere simultaneously. It is the basis
of motion and also the cause of changes and modifications. It is
the eternal background of the creative process. The origination,
maintenance and destruction of all objects in the world are done by
it. The distinction or division of time as moments (seconds) ghatikas
(hour) and days etc., is the limiting adjunct (that which helps in
limiting the limitless). Time is not measurable, but for worldly purposes
it is to be measured. The subordinate parts like seconds, minutes and
hours etc., are the limiting adjuncts because they have limits.
          .

S1nkhya – Yoga system has a different view. In this system time
is not real. It is a product of mind, because the idea of time arises in
mind as a result of perceptions or words. Activity, change and motion
are the chief characteristics of evolutionary product. The minimum
limit of time is a moment (a second or 'ksha7a'). It is the time taken
by an atom in motion from one point to the other. The moment
(second) rests on the sequence of events. Every moment (every second)
the whole universe undergoes changes. Series of changes or series of
events is linked with moments. The sequence continues till the final
dissolution. Mind cannot construct the idea of time without events.

Jain philosophy treats both space and time as real. Things exist
in the space and it has no qualities. Space is eternal and formless. It
is inactive and unconscious but all pervasive. Substances exist in the
space depending on the accommodation in it. Jain philosophy treats
space as a single substance but with infinite number of units called
'pradesas' (regions). There are two kinds of space : 'Lok1k10a' and
'alok1k10a'. Things exist and move in 'Lok1k10a'. There is no movement
in 'alok1k10a'. It is pure, transcendental space. There is no distinction
of space as '1k1sa' and 'dik', which we find in 'Vaiseshika' system.

Time is real and independent entity in Jain philosophy. It mainly
helps other substances in undergoing changes. It is not the main cause
of change but only subsidiary cause (helper). Time has smallest units
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called time-atoms (k1l17us). Each unit is eternal and indivisible.
Time units or atoms are independent and they don't mix with one
another. The whole universe is full of time-atoms. There are two kinds
of time : empirical time ('vyavah1ra k1la') and transcendental time
('ni0caya k1la'). Empirical time has a beginning and an end while
transcendental time is eternal and infinite.

In Buddhism there are a number of sects. So the concepts of
time and space in Buddhist philosophy are not identical. Hin1y1na and
Mah1y1na are two principal branches of Buddhism. Again Hin1y1na has
two sub-branches – 'Vaibh1sika' and Santr1ntika. The Mah1y1na also
has two sub-branches – Yog1c1ra and Madhyamika (S3nyav1da).

All the four sub-branches vary in their concepts of space and
time. Vaibhasika school treats space (1k1sa) as unborn, uncaused,
unchangeable, indestructible and eternal. It further says that space is
all-pervasive, positive entity. The chief nature of space is freedom from
obstruction. The Vaibhasika school distinguishes space as infinite and
local. Infinite space is immaterial (not material), invisible, non-resistant
and unconditioned. Local space is a part of the material universe. It is
cavity or hole in which there are no material objects.

The Santr1ntika school rejdcts the idea of eternal space. It
considers space as pure nothing. It is a conceptual form without any
objectivity.

Yog1c1ra school is very much idealistic, For it, Consciousness
alone is real and the whole world of appearance is unreal. So space is
not real and is not eternal. This school regards space as a form.

The M1dhyamika school treats space as a mental form only
without any objective form. According to this school, the non-entitles
and the independent have no existence anywhere. This school does not
accept anything like permanent entity that really exists anywhere. Space
and time have no objective existence even empirically also.

Regarding time, the Vaibhasikas treat it as uncaused, unchange-
able and eternal. There are two arguments : Sravasti Vada and Vibhajya
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Vada. While Sravasti Vada recognises the past, present and future,
Vibhajya Vada accepts the reality of the present and of the past, only
that part of it which has not yet lost its influence or force. It rejects
the reality of the future.

In Mah1yana school, Yog1c1ra sect, being an idealistic school,
doesnot accept the reality of time. The famous monk, N1garjuna was
the exponent of Madhyamika sect of Mah1yana school. He does not
accept the realities of the past, present and future. He asserts that time
does not exist apart from the changing objects. The changing objects
are not real, and so time also is not real. The 1k1sa or space of
mystics or seers of M1h1yana school is not the same as viewed by
Albert Einstein.

Western Concept of space and time is different. In ancient
Greece earth, water, fire and air were considered as the primordial
substances which form everything in the universe. In Greek philosophy
the plenum and the void are different. Democritus said, space was void
and atoms moved in it. Permenides treated space as plenum (space
filled with matter). Plato considered space as receptacle and forms
become individuals in it. Aristotle conceived space as place. He defined
place as the inner boundary of the body which contains space. Descartes
accepted the notion of plenum. He defined matter as extension. Matter
fills all space, but motion in space is possible only due to the subtiety
of space.

Newton defined space as absolute. Like Plato, he considered
space as a receptacle to hold everything in the universe. For him, space
was eternal, unchanging, inert, absolute, infinite and void. He thought
that God works His will and senses the result in it.

Regarding time Plato defined it as the moving image of eternity.
Aristotle considered time as the numbering of motion with reference to
before and after. Every 'now' implies a 'before' and so time must be
beginning less. Parmenides and Zeno did not accept the reality of time
due to its unreal change and motion. Newton considered time as
absolute, flowing from the infinite past to the infinite future equably
through the present without any external relationship.
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Marxist Concept of Space and time. The Marxist theory is
"dialectical materialism" which means that political and historical
events are due to a conflict of social forces caused by man's material
needs. As such, Marxist concept of Space and time is materialistic.
Marxist philosophy treats both space and time as real and objective.

Space is an objectively real form of existence of matter which
is in motion. The concept of space reveals the coexistence and also
separateness of things and also their natural tendency in relation to one
another.

Time also is an objectively real form of the existence of matter
in motion. It shows the characteristics of material processes which
occur in sequence and also reveals the various stages of these processes,
their duration and also their development.

Marxist philosophy considers space and time as universal forms
of the existence of matter. Lenin says, "There is nothing in the world
but matter in motion and matter in motion cannot move otherwise
than in space and time." (V.I. Lenin – 'Materialism' from collected
works, Vol.14, P.175)

The 'idealist' theory rejects the objectivity of Space and time
and asserts that the concept of Space and time exists only in the
human consciousness. Dialectical materialism (the Marxist theory)
denies the idealist opinion of Space and time. It says that the
existence of nature in time measurement in millions of years before
the appearance of man and human experience, shows how absurd the
idealist theory is.

According to Marxist theory, space and time are inseparably
linked with matter in motion. It further adds that space and time are
objective, eternal, boundless and infinite. There cannot be any matter
outside space or time. As such, there can not be any space or time
outside matter. So it becomes fundamental rule that space and time
exist only in and through material things. Empty concepts and abstrac-
tions exist only in our minds Thus it is clear that space, time and
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matter are inseparably connected in dilectical materialism (the Marxist
theory).

Dialectical materialism pertains to a particular logic in
materialism to synthesize a new force to resist exploitation of the
workers by the capitalists. Metaphysical materialism is not much
concerned with such class struggle. It aims more to resist faith in
the supernatural or spiritual devotion. It pertains bodily wants and
financial success.

Metaphysical materialism considers Space and time as objective
realities which are independent of matter. Space is empty receptacle in
metaphysical materialism.

Newton's mechanics was classical. In his mechanics space and
time were objective, independent of moving matter and also unconnected
with each other. For Newton, Space and time were unchangeable and
absolute. The idea of space and time in the Marxist philosophy is
different from the concept of space and time in metaphysical materialism
and in Newton's mechanics.

4:1:2. Formation of the Universe
Carl Sagan of Cornell University, Nework says, "we go about

our daily lives understanding almost nothing of the world. Except for
children, (who don't know enough not to ask the important questions.)
few of us spend much time wondering why nature is the way it is.
Where the Cosmos came from, or whether it was always here; if time
will one day flow backward and effects precede causes; or whether
there are ultimate limits to what humans can know. There are even
children who want to know what black hole looks like, what is the
smallest piece of matter; why we remember the past and not the
future; how it is, if there was chaos early, that there is apparently, order
to day; and why there is universe."

Carl Sagan adds, "In our society it is still customary for parents
and teachers to answer most of these questions with a shrug, or with
an appeal to vaguely recalled religious precepts. Some are uncomfortable
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with issues like these, because they so vividy expose the limitations of
human understanding. (Stephen Hawking's "A Brief History of Time")

Where do we come from? The answer gives us a broad line of
cosmological mystery which reveals the age and formation of the
universe, from which we all have come. First we shall try to draw the
scientific answer to the question. Later we shall seek the theosophical,
theological, mythological and also metaphysical views regarding the
formation of the universe. Is it necessary to invoke God to know the
answer? No. It is not necessary because when God willed to create the
universe, He only initiated the process of creation and then left it to
itself. The process started from the Cosmic egg called 'Big bang'.

Cosmological mystery is the age of the universe. The key to
this lay in arriving at an accurate for the value of the Hubble's constant
as well as the distances to various galaxies and globular clusters. It is
said that the galaxies are moving apart today. The implication is that
they were together in the past. It further implies, in a sense that there
must have been a beginning to the expanding universe. If the
expansion has been going on at the same rate all the time, scientists say
it is easy to calculate from the constant of proportionality in the red
shift – distance relation, how long it has been since all the galaxies in
the visible universe were squeezed together in one lump.

'Red shift' is the reddening of light from a star that is moving
away from us due to the 'Doppler' effect. Doppler effect in Astrophysics
is an increase or decrease in the frequency of sound, light or other
waves as the source (it is star here) and the observer moves towards
or away from each other. Doppler was an Austrian physicist. (d.1853)

A value of about 525 km/sec has become known as Edwin
Hubble's constant and is now denoted by 'H'. Hubble (1889-1953) was
an astronomer from USA. The story of the universe, how it was
created, how it evolved to be what it is today and what kind of future
it will face, is a fascinating story. Quantum physics, Cosmology and
Einstein's general theory of relativity are needed to describe the events,
which led to the creation of the universe.
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Within the limits of this book which treats mainly Vedanta, I
don't have space to go into the details of how astrophysicists unravelled
the secrets of stellar evolution which is a saga in itself. Broad outlines
are given without losing the sequence.

Before attempting to determine the age of the universe, scientists
had to determine the age of the solar system itself. When did time
begin? The question itself would have been meaningless to most
people. In diverse cultures as the Hindus, the Chinese, the Civilizations
of Central America and Prechristian Greeks and Buddhists, the view of
time was in terms of birth, death and rebirth. In the changing cycle of
the seasons, the Earth itself constantly renewed. The universe was seen
as eternal, but changing in regular rhythm. Even God is seen as being
reborn particularly in Buddhism and some other religions. Christian
religion came to dominate the European Culture from which the modern
scientific investigation of the world sprang. There is only one God in
the Christian religion and the universe was born in one unique event.

With the work of Galileo, Descartes and Newton, the modern
scientific investigation of the world gained firm momentum in the
seventeenth century. Till the end of eighteenth century there was no
conflict between the estimate of the age of the universe calculated by
theologians and the estimate made by scientists. The reason is simple.
The scientists had no basis on which to make such estimates, while
religions allowed a vast stretch of ancient times.

Newton laid down in his book, 'Principia' the principles of
scientific method. Within a period of about three hundred years
Newton's book has changed the outlook of the scientists. From
understanding the orbits of the planets around the sun, the scientists are
taken to an understanding of the birth of the universe itself. Atlast
science has become capable of throwing a serious challenge to religous
orthodexy on the point of the birth of the universe. The fossil record
in the rocks made the people think that the Earth must have had a
much longer history than a few thousand.

To make our understanding of the mystery of creation
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Comfortable and clear to grasp the 'Vision of Reality', it is necessary
to have a broad mental picture of that which is there in the Cosmos.

The Greek philosopher Aristotle in 340B.C. put forth some
good arguments in his book "On the Heavens" for believing that the
Earth was a "round sphere rather than a flat plate". He understood that
eclipses of the moon were caused by the earth coming in between the
sun and the moon. The earth shadow on the moon was always round,
which would be true only, if the earth was spherical. If the Earth had
been flat disk, the shadow would have been elongated and elliptical,
unless the eclipse always occured at a time when the sun was directly
under the centre of the disk. Further there was another argument that
the earth must be round because we first see the sails of a ship coming
over horizon and only later we see the hull.

Aristotle the Greek Philosopher (d.322 B.C) thought that the
Earth was stationary and the sun, the moon, the planets and the stars
moved in circular orbits around the Earth. He believed for reasons
unknown to us, that the Earth was the Centre of the universe and also
that the circular motion was the most perfect.

Ptolemy of Alexandria in Egypt in the second Century A.D.
elaborated it into a complete theory, that the Earth is the stationary
Centre of the universe with eight planets around. It carried the moon,
the sun, the stars and also the five planets known at that time,
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. The planets themselves
moved on smaller circles attached to their respective spheres (field of
action). The outermost sphere carried the so called fixed stars which
always stay in the same position relative to each other but which
rotate together across the sky. What lay beyond the last sphere was
never made clear, but it certainly was not part of mankind's observable
universe.

Ptolmey's model was generally accepted though not universally
for over thirteen centuries till 1514, when finally its death knell (bell)
was rung. In 1514 a polish priest, Nicholas Copernicus (1473-1543)
proposed a simpler model. His model was that the sun was stationary
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at the centre and that the Earth and the Planets moved in circular
orbits around the sun. For about a Century this ideas was not taken
seriously. This model gained recognition when two astronomers, and
the Italian, Galileo started supporting Copernican theory publicly though
the orbits predicted by this theory did not match the orbits observed.

Aristotelian/Ptolmaic theory received the final death blow in
1609. Galileo's observations revealed that everything did not have to
orbit directly around the Earth as Aristotle and Ptolemy had thought.
But still it was believed that the Earth was stationary at the centre of
the universe. However, almost at the same time Kepler had modified
Copernicus theory. He suggested that the planets moved not in circles
but in ellipses (an ellipse is an elongated circle). But it still remained
an adhoc hypothesis because ellipses were clearly not as perfect as
circles. Though the elliptical orbits fitted the observations well, Kepler
could reconcile them his idea that planets were made to orbit the
sun by magnetic forces. Newton's 'Principia Mathematica' gave a firm
explanation in 1687. Newton put forward the theory of how bodies
in space and time moved and developed. He postulated the law of
universal gravitation. According to this law each body in the universe
was attracted towards every other body by a force that was stronger
the more massive, the bodies and the closer they were to each other.
It was this same force that caused objects to fall to the ground. Newton
further went on to show that, according to his law gravity causes the
moon move in an elliptical orbit around the Earth and also causes the
Earth and Planets to follow an elliptical paths around the sun.

As already said, Ptolemy's idea of celestial spheres and of the
universe having a natural boundary was thrown out by the Copernican
model. The 'fixed stars' did not appear to change their positions. So it
was naturally supposed that the fixed stars were objects like our sun
but very much farther away.

According to Newton's theory of gravity the stars should attract
each other. So it seemed they could not remain essentially motionless.
Then, would not all the stars fall together at some point? Newton
argued that this would happen if there were only a finite number of
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stars distributed over a finite region of space. But if there were an
infinite number of stars, distributed more or less uniformly over infinite
space this would not happen because there would not be any central
point for them to fall to. However, in an infinite universe, every point
can be regarded as the centre, because every point has an infinite
number of stars on each side of it. Much later, it was realised that the
correct approach was to consider the finite situation, in which all the
stars fall in on each other. According to Newton the extra stars would
make no difference at all to the original ones and the stars would fall
in just as fast.

Before the twenteeth century, no one had suggested that the
universe was expanding or contracting. It was generally accepted that
the universe had existed for ever in an unchanging state, or that it had
been created at a finite in the past more or less as we observe it today.
In part this may have been due to people's tendency to believe in
certain eternal truths, as well as the comfort they found in the thought
that even though they may grow old and die, the universe is eternal
and unchanging.

Scientists became active in their research work leading to new
discoveries in the second half of the nineteenth century. Due to two
world wars in the first half of the twentieth century scientific activity
turned to the discovery of new weapons finally leading to 'Atom
Bomb'. By the beginning of the third decade (1931 to 1940) of the
twentieth century scientific research had firmly moved off the surface
of the Earth out into the space. It is a fact that most of research work
in science was done in the second half of the twentieth century.

The discovery of radioactivity gave the most conclusive
evidence for the age of the Earth and hence, the age of solar system.
For this discovery of radioactivity the credit goes to the pioneers
like Ruther Ford of England (1871-1937) in 1906, P.Curie the French
physicist (1859-1906) in 1901, and another French physicist Becquerel
(1852-1908) in 1896. Ruther Ford gave the planetary model of atom
in 1911.
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The age of solar system is now said to be about 4.6 billion years
but some put it as 5 billion years. Radioactivity provided a time scale
and source of energy leading to the measurement of the age of the
Earth. It also explained where from the sun is drawing its inexhaustible
energy. The 'Law of Conservation of Energy' says that energy cannot
be created and also cannot be destroyed but can only be transformed.
This holds good for the sun or any other star. The scientists are now
puzzled with the questions like : "Does the sun shine because of
nuclear energy?" In 1915 an American Chemist, William Draper Harkins
(1873-1951) gave theoritical explanation for the generation of nuclear
energy through processes other than radioactivity. His discovery was
that nuclear energy can be liberated due to nuclear rearrangement. He
pointed out that four Hydrogen nuclei, when fused to form one
Helium nucleus, can yield unusually high qualities of energy. He
suggested this Hydrogen-fusion was the source of solar energy.

In 1929 the American astronomer Norris Russel (1877-1957)
analysed the solar spectrum and found out the constitution of the sun
in great detail. About one percent of the mass of the sun was made
of complex atoms. Of the remaining 99 percent, about 75 percent of it
was Hydrogen and 25 percent Helium. In 1920s Sir Arthur Eddington,
a renowned physicist of the twentieth century, estimated the
temperature at the centre of the sun to be 15 million degrees centigrade.
He further suggested that this great heat generated in the core of the
sun was the force that could keep it expanded against its gravity.

Ultimately in 1938 the German-American physicist H.A.Bethe
(1906-   ) confirmed the suggestion of Harkins that solar energy was
derived from nuclear energy due to the fusion of four nuclei of
Hydrogen into one nucleus of Helium. Hydrogen-fusion takes place
at enormously high temperature available at the core of the sun. This
Hydrogen-fusion is the clue for the discovery of an immensely
powerful bomb called "Hydrogen Bomb".

Now we come to the questions of the age of the universe. The
figure has to match the age of the oldest star logically. In an expanding
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universe, measuring cosmological distance is of primary use to work
out the age of the universe. The earliest approach to measure Cosmic
distances was well known triangulation method (dividing into triangles
for surveying) which determines distances by parallux (apparent
difference in the position or direction of an an object caused when the
observer's position is changed.

One astronomical unit is the distance of the sun from the Earth.
In the early years of the period 1920-1930, the known universe was
less than 200,000 light-years in diameter (a light year is the distance
light travels in one year. It is nearly 6 million million miles) and
consisted of our galaxy and the two neighbours. The U.S. astronomer,
shapely had already given a picture and shape of our galaxy. His
figures had to be revived later on. Einstein's general theory of relativity
published in 1917 revealed an expanding universe by equations.
However, this idea was some what contradictory to him. He introduced
a constant in his equations to kick this out and make the universe
in a steady state. Desitter introduced a model of the universe without
constant. In 1927 Le Maitre and Friedman found another solution – an
expanding universe contaming matter.

Meanwhile Edwin Hubble came up with an idea that the
universe was expanding and must have been born at a definite
moment in time. By 1932 Einstein gave up his cosmological constant
and accepted the concept of expanding universe. The basic concept of
the Einstein – de sitter model rests on astronomical observations giving
a very simple way for calculating the age of the universe. By 1970s one
set of astronomers accepted a lower value for Hubble's constant and
another set opted for a much higher value. The result was split. One
school opted for less than ten billion years and the other for about
thirteen billion years for the age of the universe. By about ten years
later there was a big problem. The age of the oldest star was estimated
to be around 18 billion years – a peculiar case. The star, the daughter
seemed to be older than the universe, the mother.

In 1989 the European Space Agency had launched a satellite, but
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it failed. However the satellite measured cosmological parallaxes
accurately and the results were available by 1997. The results conclusi-
vely proved that the age of the oldest star was about eleven billion
years and not eighteen billion years. Finally it all comes down to the
fact that in the simplest Einstein – de sitter model the age of the
universe is about thirteen billion years. If it is accepted that the
universe open, its age would come to about sixteen billion years. It
gives us a range of Thirteen to sixteen billion years. It does not
clash with the age of the oldest stars. So the universe did begin at a
definite moment in time.

4:1:3. Origin of the Universe
As already explained elsewhere, Nasadiya Sukta of Rigveda

(10-129) is a short hymn, but conceptually very complex. It describes
the universe before the Bigbang explosion.

In a glancing way, the Rig Veda refers to many different theories
of creation. Many of these theories regard creation as an apparent
by-product (result) of a Cosmic battle, as described in the hymns to
Indra; or it might also be a result of the apparent act of separating
heaven and earth without any motivation and this unmotivated act was
attributed to several different gods. These aspects of creation are
described in and out of the hymns in the earlier parts of Rig Veda in
books 2 to 9. However in the subsequent tenth book (Mandal) we see
hymns that able entirely devoted to the origins of the Cosmos. Critics
say that these hymns are more or less speculations (theories) Nasadiya
Sukta is one of such hymns. It seeks the origin of existence of
existence itself.

'Nasadiya S3kta' is a simple hymn though there are a few
troublesome words and phrases in it. It provoked hundreds of
commentaries, both Indian and Western. It puzzles and raises some
unanswerable questions. It is said in the 'S3kta' that there was neither
existence nor non-existence. There was neither space nor sky. Was
there bottomless deep water? There was no death and also no
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immortality. There was no sign to distinguish night from day. There
was only One that breathed by its own because there was no wind.
In the beginning it was all darkness. All was water. The life force was
covered with emptiness. Desire came upon that One in the beginning.
That was the first 'seed of mind'. That One arose through the power of
heat (tapas). The seers or saints seeking with wisdom, were able to
find the bond of existence in non-existence. That 'One' (Brahman)
propelled His consciousness as cause for creation in the form of heat
or light (explosion which we call Big-bang) to effect creation of the
universe. Before creation initially there was energy in the form of
'Mind'. That Mind was the Absolute (Brahman).

The seers visualized the 'One' responsible for the first seed.
They realised 'Being' (Reality) and non-being (asat), animate (sat) and
inanimate, spiritual and material (physical) 1tma-an1tma. was there
'below'? Was there 'above'? There were seed placers and there were
powers. Stanza (5) says, the rays of the 'First Seed' are above, below
and also in the middle. There was impulse beneath and there was
giving forth above. What does this mean? Perhaps this refers to
'Chi1smus' which means the point at which paired chromosomes
remain in contact after crossing over. "Giving forth" above means male
seed-placers giving forth above and 'impulse below' means female
powers below. "svadha avast1t, prayatihi purast1t". [Stanza (5)]

svadha avast1t = power below
praytihi purastat = quickness above (force)

Impulse below means a sudden desire or tendency to act without
reflection (reconsideration).

Stanza (6) : Who really knows from where it was produced?
From where was this creation produced? The gods cannot be the source
of creation since they came after creation of the universe.

Stanza (7) : No one knows when this has arisen. Perhaps it
formed itself or perhaps it did not. Whether He has or has not
produced it, no one knows. The One who looks down on it – only He
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knows or perhaps he also does not know. The vedic seer expresses
his despair in getting or in not getting definite knowledge of creation.

As Nasadeeya S3kta says it is not possible to gain or achieve
direct knowledge of creation of the universe. When did the creation
arise? Did it arise by itself? or Did somebody produce it? How to
know? Is that 'One' looking down on it from above or not? These are
the questions that have been haunting the human mind. It is that
'One' who bears it and who dissolves it. Those who realise this only
can possess that 'One'. That 'One' pervades all over and the whole
universe is with in Him.

In the famous 'Hymn of Man' – Purusha S3kta (Rig Veda 10-90)
the 'Supreme Being' is represented in concrete form with "infinite
number of heads", but in the highest degree it is abstract – beyond all
predicates (assertions). He is and also is not the universe because, while
the created universe is a part of His Being, it is not the whole of it.

Enveloping the universe on every side, He exists transcending it.
All this is He. Though He has become all this, in reality he is not all
this. The whole series of universes – past, present, and future – express
his glory and power, but He transcends his own glory. From a part of
Him was born the body of the universe and out of this body were
born the gods, the earth and men. But this is not Pantheism. Though
he has become all this, in reality he is not all this : The Universe and
Brahman are not identical. The west identifies God (Brahman) with the
universe and that is what they understand by Pantheism.

Pantheism is the doctrine that says the universe taken as a whole
is God. The doctrine implies that there is no God, but the combined
forces and laws which are manifested in the existing universe. But He
is in the universe and He is not the universe. This is what Vedanta says.

From the conception of God as a personal being, the vedic
seers passed on to almost their final conception of Him as utterly
impersonal. He does not resemble any human and the seers stopped
referring to Him as 'He' or 'Him', but only as 'TADEKAM' – 'THAT'
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is the only one. 'TAT' or 'THAT' is Brahman. He is the only one. This
is what we find (Tad Ekam) in 'N1sdiya S3kta' stanza (2). (Rig Veda
10-129). This hymn has become the basis for a lot of philosophical
speculation. God is observed as both the material and the efficient
cause of the universe.

Vedic Samhitas raise two questions regarding the conception of
God. The first is this : The concept of multiple gods turned into one
god now and then another being celebrated as the Supreme Divinity.
This concept of changing gods is found not only in India but also in
the whole world of religions. Many casual visitors to India get the
impression of an elaborate polytheism. In fact it is not polytheism. It
is the concept of one God, worshipped in many forms. It is reflected
in Rigveda (1-164-46) – "Ekam Sat Vipr1 bahud1 vadanti" – "That which
exists is One : sages call it by various names".

"The essential or integral characteristic (svar3pa laksha7a) of
Brahman is sat-cit-1nanda (existence – consciousness – bliss) according
to Advaita Ved1nta. Accidental characteristics "tatastha laksha7a are that
it is responsible for creation preservation and dissolution of the world".
For example, one can point out the direction of the location a house
through the extended branch of a mango tree near by. Here the mango
tree and its branch strands for 'tatastha laksha7a' and the house for
'svar3pa laksha7a'. 'Tatastha laksha7a' has nothing to do with the object
described though it certainly helps locaing or recognizing the object.
Here the mango tree and its branch has nothing to do with the house
though it helps in locating the house."

Atman – Brahman is the Absolute. It is the basis of all that
exists. By knowing it everything else is known. It is described as Sat
(eternal existence), Cit (eternal consciousness) and 1nanda (eternal
bliss). However, these are the qualities of Brahman but it's essential
nature and ultimately they are not different from one another. Brahman
is Sat, Cit and 1nanda.

The second question by the Vedic Samhitas is this : why do we
find in vedic hymns elementary ideas of God as well as the most
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advanced and the loftiest. Western scholars consider it in terms of
evolution in simple anthropomorphic (attribution of a human form or
personality to a god, animal or thing) notion. They see the first stages
of evolution slowly ripening into abstract conceptions (ideas). But an
orthodox (here it means exalted) Hindu looks at it in a different way.
He sees various stages in religious attainment. Some men are
barbarians in spiritual faith while some others are seers and sages.
Thus the Vedas have everything suitable to the spiritual needs of
different people.

To some the Vedas teach to fly high and to some others they
teach first how to walk. They show polytheism and even at times
materialism and they give monotheism to those at a higher stage. They
offer completely impersonal God to those at the top of the idea of God.

In general it appears on the whole that even the greatest of
Hindu saints have the conception of God as abstract reality too refined
for constant use. Occasionally they rise to it, but not for long. they also
like ordinary people have emotional longing for an idea of divinity
which is very close to their hearts and minds. They have yearned for
something they could really love, worship and meditate upon.

Now we come to the origin of the universe. Immediate question
is about the source of the universe. Has the universe come out of
nothing? was there no previous state of the universe? The upani=ads
say that there was nothing what so ever here in the beginning. The
universe was non-existent. It became existent. So it means that
existence (sat) came out of non-existence (asat) (Br.Up.1-2-1; Ch.Up.
3-19-1, 6-2-1 and Tai.Up.2-7). But how could it happen. Is it logically
consistant for something to have been produced out of nothing?
Vedanta does not accept this idea of 'exnihilo' (out of nothing)
creation. Bhagavad Gita says "The unreal comes not into being, the
real never lapses into non-being. The truth about both these has been
perceived by the seers of Reality" (B.G.2-16).

Bhagavad Gita declares that the statement, "Nothing is equal to
something and something is equal to nothing" is self-contractory and
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hence it is not valid. Further Vedanta also declares that there is
nothing like vacuum or void. Vedanta recognises plenum or full (p3rna)
and the concept of void is discarded.

In Advaita Vedanta non-existence (asat) is in reality existence
(sat). It's clearly mentioned in Chandogya Upanishad (3-19-1; 6-2-1,2).
'Asat' means non-existence. It does not mean absolute non-being. It is
a state which name and form were not manifested. sankara calls it
"avyak4ta nama-rupam" (Tai.Up.2-7). Panchadasi also says the same :
"Before all this was created there was 'Being' alone, one only without
a second; there was neither name nor form (2-19) "ekamev1dvitiyakam".
'One only without a second' means 'there is no object other than Being'.

How could 'being' be produced from non-being? The Ch.
Upanishad says, "In the beginning the 'Being' was alone, one only
without a second". So the question of producing 'Being' does not arise.
As 'Pancadasi' (2-20) says 'swagata bheda' is internal difference of a
tree from its leaves, flowers and fruits. 'Saj1t2ya' difference is that of
one tree from other trees. 'Vij1t2ya' is the difference of a tree from
rock etc. Brahman is devoid of all these differences. Sankara comments
(Ch.Up.6-2-1,2) that Brahman didnot exist but it is existence itself
that was there denoted by the word 'idam' – this. It is just like the
continuance of earth itself as the object denoted by the words and
ideas 'lump', 'pot', etc. Although a lump, a pot, etc. are different from
one another, they are not different from earth. Sankara says that "the
upanishad has no eye to the order of creation because it is only
interested in making out that all effects are derived from 'Being'.

4:1:4. Sat and Asat
The basis of all that exists and by knowing which everything

else is known, is described as Sat (eternal existence). We recognise
something as existent (sat) when it is perceived by our senses directly
or indirectly. When it is imperceptible to senses it is non-existent for
us, although it may really exist absolutely in a subtle form. So speaking
in this sense, existence and non-existence are two relative terms. They
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are based on our ability or inability to perceive by our senses. When
we say "the universe was non-existent before its creation", it may be
deduced from the statement that the universe was produced out of
nothing. To eliminate any such possibility of deduction the upanishad
(Ch.Up.6-2-1,2) declares what was non-existent was in reality existent.
The universe exists in a gross form so that it is sense-perceptible. The
previous state of the universe was present in a subtle form, so it was
not perceptible to senses. It simply means that the universe even after
final dissolution is not completely dissolved.

It remains in a subtle form from which the gross form emanates.
The literal meaning of creation ('Srishti') is emanation from something
that was already existing. It becomes the source. What is manifested
(perceptible to senses) is 'sat' (existent) and the unmanifested is
non-existent – 'asat'. Although the 'asat' is non-existent, it may be
always existent in subtle form. The manifested 'sat' may be transiently
existent (impermanent). It is usually said life is transient.

We find this 'sat-asat' concept first in 'N1sad2ya S3kta' of Rigved
(10-129). Before the universe came into being, it was neither 'sat' nor
'asat'. It was not 'sat', because it was not gross to be perceptible to
senses. It was not 'asat' because it was not really 'nothing' as it existed
in a subtle state. This concept was later expanded in the Upanishads.

Before the universe was formed there was no one else but only
Brahman. As the universe could not be formed out of nothing it can
only be inferred that Brahman alone was the source of the universe.

"Brahman is the material cause of the world because it created
Itself by undergoing modification" (B.S.1-4-26). That Itself manifested
itself (Tai.Up.2-7-1). It means that Brahman created Itself. Therefore
It is called the self-creator. "Brahman alone created the world out of
Itself, which is possible only by undergoing modification. The world
'Itself' in the text shows that there was no cause operating. The
modification is apparent according to Sankara and real according to
Ramanuja" (B.S.1-4-26).
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"If anyone knows Brahman as non-existing, he himself becomes
non-existent. If anyone knows that Brahman does exist, then they
consider him as existing by virtue of that knowledge." (Tai.Up.2-6-1)
Is Brahman a cause like earth, seed etc.? If so, it will be insentient
(inanimate). No, becuase it is capable of desiring. Brahman is
omniscient. So it is but reasonable that it should be capable of desiring.
Since Brahman has desires, can we say it has unfulfilled desires like
ourselves? Not so, because it is independent. It is not subjected to the
influence of desires. Its desires are truth and knowledge. They are pure
by virtue of their identity with Brahman. Brahman is not impelled to
action by them.

Here comes @0vara who is the reflection of Brahman on
M1ya. This has already been explained at length. Here only a passing
reference is made depending on the context. @0vara is Brahman with
attributes (Gu7as) (Sagu7a Brahman). So what ever is attributed to
@0vara is indirectly an attirbution to Brahman. M1ya is not imposed on
@0vara, but @0vara controls M1ya. It is through @0vara that Brahman
creates the universe. So Brahman, as reflected on M1ya, becomes the
material cause of the world. The desires possessed by Brahman are only
the modifications of M1ya. But these modifications are not distingui-
shable from truth and knowledge. They are pure by virtue of their
non-distinction from Brahman.

How can the One become many, unless It enters into something
else?

Multiplication does not mean here becoming something separate
from the object to which it is attached just like giving birth to a son.
Then how is multiplication done? It is done by the manifestation of
name and form which are latent in Itself (Brahman). When name and
form get manifested, they evolve. However their inherent or essential
nature is retained as the 'Self' under all conditions in time and space
which cannot be separated from Brahman. So the evolution of name and
form is the appearance of that One (Brahman) as many. Brahman is
partless. So there is no other way to become either multiple or finite.
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But we find plurality and finitude in space. They are not multiplications
of Brahman. They are the creations of extraneous factors. Hence
Brahman (the Self) becomes multiple through these creations. It is
similar to One appearing as many in surrounding mirrors. Nothing exists
as a non-self either in the past or in the present or in the future which
is separated from It by time and space. So it is clear that name and
form have their being because of Brahman only, but Brahman does not
consist of them. Essentially they are Brahman because they don't exist
when there is no Brahman. (Tai.Up.2-6-1)

The Supreme Self desired, "Let me become many, let me be
born". He performed austerity, which means tapas. Sankara means by
tapas knowledge. "tapa iti jn1nam ucyate". As Sankara comments, the
Supreme Self willed, thought and created. 'Tapas' is the creative
moulding power and concentrated thinking. Consciousness (not physical
consciousness. It is Caitanyam) is at the source of manifestation. "As
we bend nature to our will by tapas or thought, tapas becomes mixed
with magical control."

Brahman is reflected on M1ya the power of Brahman and the
reflection is @0vara, Brahman with attributes. @0vara controls, 'M1ya'
which is manifested as 'Prak4ti' – Nature or the universe. That is creation
done through 'M1ya'. 'M1ya' is possessed of the impressions of desire.
It has identity with Brahman through superimposition. The universe is
not real but it appears real as it is superimposed on Brahman. This
superimposition is 'M1ya'. The desires which are modifications of this
'M1ya', also have identity with Brahman. So there is no need for a
physical body for the existence of desires in Brahman. Subtle body in
the human physical body is the store house of the impressions of
desires.

Being the power of Brahman, 'M1ya' is the material cause of
the universe. 'M1ya' is dependent on Brahman and also it is the power
of Brahman. So in an implied sense Brahman is the material cause of
the universe. @0vara is Brahman with attributes. @0vara is the efficient
cause and He is the reflection of Brahman on M1ya. So Brahman is
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also the efficient cause of the universe in its implied sense. But
Brahman Itself is formless, partless and is not the cause of anything.

Cosmic Egg :
What is 'Cosmic Egg'? It has already been discussed at length.

Just to refresh the reader's memory, a brief reference is made here. In
the far distant past the universe had all its mass compressed into a
small volume which was named as "Cosmic Egg" by the Belgian
mathematician A.G. Edouard Lemaitre (1894-1966). This egg had
tremendous density and internal pressure. As a result it exploded in an
enormous outburst. The American physicist George Gamow (1904-1968)
gave the name 'big-bang' to the explosion of the Cosmic egg. Thus this
has become popular as the 'big-bang'. The universe starts with a big-
bang, slowsdown for a period and then expands to infinity.

Scientists use the word 'singularity' to describe the primordial
state (original state or primeval state which forms the beginning) of
the universe. Only the 'singularity' existed without space and time,
without particles and antiparticles. There was no becoming at all.

The shrunken form of the Cosmic egg is 'singularity'. It means
that the Cosmic egg, was condensed to a point which is 'singularity'.
'Singularity' is a point and the universe must have started with a
singularity. 'Singularity' was not an "egg" surrounded by void and it
was also not an 'egg' that floated in the infinite space. Before the
explosion of the Cosmic egg there was no space and also no time.
According to Einstein time and space are finite and so both had
beginning. Hence space or time cannot be extended back through the
initial singularity. Both time and space began with the big bang. The
energy locked up within the Cosmic egg was suddenly released due
to the explosion. Later, particles interacted in space and condensed
to form stars of galaxies, planets of stars like the solar system and
satellites of planets.

Singularity is similar to 'Tad Ekam' as described in 'N1sadiya
S3ktam' stanza 2. (Rig Veda 10-8-129) In the beginning it was all
darkness. All was water. There was only 'One' and nothing beyond. This
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One is 'Tad Ekam' (Brahman) which is more or less similar to the
"singularity".

4:2. PROCESS OF CREATION
What do the scriptures say about the Cosmic egg? The scriptures

say that the Cosmic egg was produced from 'M1ya' and the universe
was produced from the Cosmic egg. (Sankara. Introduction to B.G.)
Sankara states that the Cosmic egg did not originate from God.
References to Cosmic egg are found in Chand.Up. (3-19-1). "The sun
is Brahman. In the beginning all this was indeed unmanifest (non-
existent). That became manifest (existent). It grew and turned into an
egg. It remained static for a period of one year. Then It split. These two
halves of the egg became gold and silver." "That which was of silver
is this earth; that which was of gold is the sky (dyanh); that which was
thick out membrane is the mountains; that which was the thin inner
membrane is the mist together with the clouds. That which were the
veins were the rivers. That which was the water or fluid is the ocean
(Chand.Up.3-19-2). The upper half of the egg formed the sky and the
lower half of the earth."

Advaita Vedanta considers the appearance of the Cosmic egg, an
important event in Cosmogony (the theory about the origin of the
universe). The Cosmic egg was produced from 'M1ya'. How could
Cosmic egg be produced from insentient (ignorant M1ya). It is similar
to the wood as the material for the chair. But chair cannot be produced
without a Carpenter who is the efficient cause of the chair. Advaita
Vedanta says that 'M1ya' is the material cause of the universe while
God is the efficient cause of the universe. God here means not
Brahman but reflection of Brahman of M1ya and He is @0vara,
Brahman with attributes. The 'One' did not want to be alone. The
'One' means Brahman. (Br.Up.1-4-3). That 'One' wanted to be many
(Chand.Up.6-2-3,4), (Tai.2-6-1). It desired to have the universe. (B.S.
1-4-24, 2-3-12; Br.Up.1-2-1, 3-7-3; Ait.Up.1-1-1; Chand.Up.6-2-3-4;
Tai.2-6-1). So Cosmic Egg was produced.
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First, God (@0vara – not Siva) produced the primeval fluid
(apah, nara, arka) and put his seed into it. (Br.Up.1-2-1,2; 5-5-1; Kat.Up.
2-1-6). This developed into Cosmic egg. 'Apah' is not water. It is the
first fluid whose nature remains unknown to us. @0vara is the 'creative
principle' of Brahman (Mu.Up.1-1-9). Creative principle is one phase
or attribute of @0vara (Brahma, not Brahman) who becomes Hiranya
Garbha first and later Praj1pati after the explosion of Cosmic egg. This
is the beginning of individualization or individuation. (form into an
individual) because he becomes the first born. He symbolizes 'Rajas'
(attribute of activity) and creates the universe. Thus He the efficient
cause in the production of everything in the universe out of the
primordial substance of the Cosmic egg.

4:2:1. Puranic (Mythological) symbolism of Cosmic Egg
Puranic literature (mythology) gives a symbolic description of

the floating Cosmic Egg. Lord 'Vishnu' sleeps under the hood of the
divine serpent on the primeval waters (Vishnu Pur.12-164, 6-44). A
'Lotus' was projected out of the navel of Lord Vishnu and from this
'Lotus' Cosmic Egg developed. (Padma Pur.3-3-31).

Brahma (not Brahman) was self-produced in the Cosmic Egg
which was nothing but the Lotus in bud form. Thus Brahma has been
described as born from the 'navel-lotus bud' of Lord Vishnu. Vishnu
advised Brahma to procreate (to bring off spring into existence by the
natural process reproduction). Brahman meditated. He heard the
immortal sound of 'OM' when a great enormous light appeared (This
is what is called 'sphota'). The bud opened up and Brahma elicited
the Vedas from the sounds of 'OM'. He heard what astro-physics
describes as 'Big-bang' (a great explosion of 'Cosmic Egg') is the
opening of the navel-Lotus bud when a great light was formed along
with the immortal sounds of 'OM'. This is sphota which can be taken
symbolically as Big-bang.

With this sphota the equilibrium of the three attributes or
'gu7as' was disturbed and the promordial fluid was agitated or stirred
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up resulting in the formation of the universe. It was a necessity to
disturb the equilibrium for the activity of creation of the universe.
'Rajas' (gu7a or attribute) is activity which is responsible for creation.
'Sattva' 'gu7a' is responsible for the maintenance of the creation
(universe). Final dissolution of creation is also a necessity and 'Tamas'
'gu7a' takes on that responsibility.

Thus the explosion of the 'Cosmic Egg' is 'sphota' or Big-bang.
Whichever way you describe it, it marks the beginning of the formation
of the universe.

What was the result of the explosion of the Cosmic Egg? The
explosion resulted in the production of 'Pr17a'. ('Pr17a' is already
explained in detail in Chapter (3)). The explosion resulted in the
production of 'Pr17a' and also caused 'Pr17a' to vibrate violently (B.S.
1-1-23; 1-3-39; 2-4-8; 2-4-19.) 'Pr17a' is Brahman on account of the
vibration. (spoken of the whole world). The other 'Pr17as' except the
Chief Pr17a are organs and so different from Chief Pr17a. (B.S.2-4-17).
As a result of vibration excessive heat was produced (Rigveda 10-129-
3). Pr17a produced space (1k1sa, kha or aditi) in that superheated
condition Kat.Up.2-1-7; Mu.Up.2-1-3; Prasna 6-4; Tai.2-1-1). It is not
creation but emanation out of @0vara, the manifestation of the Absolute
Brahman. Sankara pointsout (Mu.Up.2-1-3) that the world which issues
out of Him is not real because it is manifestation of Brahman through
'M1ya'.

Now at this stage, Brahma (not Brahman) named Prajapati
produced energy particles and matter particles in opposite pairs from
1k1sa (Br.Up.1-3-1, 1-4-4). Here Pr17a does not mean life. It is not
the vital force of the living beings because there were no living beings
at that time. Pr17a is as important for living beings as non-living
beings. Certain words from Rigveda create confusion. Daksha and aditi
are some such words. Light particles (photons) were dominant at this
time. (Rigveda 10-129-5; B.S.1-1-24, 1-3-40). These pairs of particles
were named symbolically as 'daksha'. It was a state of flux (continuous
change), and it was dynamic. Particle-pairs were formed out of '1k1sa'
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or 'aditi' or space and they were again reunited to be merged into
1k1sa. This phenomenon is described as 'dak=a' (Rigveda) born of 'aditi'
and again 'aditi' born of 'dak=a'. (R.V.1-164-33, 10-72-4).

The humn of Aditi and Dak=a (R.V.10-72) also known as the
hymn of 'The Birth of the Gods and the hymn of 'Riddles' (R.V.1-164)
are very complex and full of riddles (a puzzling facts). The hymn of
'Riddles' (R.V.1-164) particularly is very long and complex hymn. It
still remins largely obscure. It is full of symbols.

"The sky is my father; here is the navel that gave me birth. This
great Eath is my mother, my close kin. The womb for me was between
two bowls stretched apart; here the father placed the embryo in the
daughter." (The two bowls literally mean wooden bowls for Soma. Here
they mean sky and earth). Who is speaking here? The poet (the seer).
(R.V.1-164-33)

The sky (Dyaus) was an important god in Indo-European
mythology. He remained as Zeus in Greek mythology. 'Dyaus' was the
sky father. He was usually paired with earth as 'Dy1v1-P4thivi'. In
India, his scope is greatly reduced and his place is taken over by Indra.
However we find the sky remaining in several hymns as one half of
the androgynous pair, Sky and Earth (often expressed as a single noun).
Androgynous pair means hermaphrodite – having both male and female
sex organ tissues. Rigveda describes 'aditi' as both parents and also
the offspring. (R.V.1-89-10) 'Aditi' means '1k1sa'. Here the sun, sky,
firmament, mother, father etc. have been called as 'Aditi' as their
ultimate cause Prakriti (Matter). Aditi therefore is indestructible as the
scientific law says 'matter is indestructible'.

In that superheated state the particles (ren3s) were vigorously
dancing in an extremely chaotic manner. Thus they were in constant
collision, annihilation and transmutation. (R.V.10-72-6). The hymn
says, "when you, gods took your places there in water with your hands
joined together, a thick cloud of 'mist' arose from you like dust from
dancers. 'Mist' or dust refers to the atomic particles of water. 'Mist'
plays an important part in creation by virtue of its anbivalence, half
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water and half air mediating between matter and spirit. Ambivalence is
the co-existence in one person's mind of opposing feelings like love
and hate in single context. There is the paradox of mutual creation
here.

Aditi and Dak=a are the female principle of creation and the
male principle of masculine vigour creating one another, Dak=a born of
Aditi and Aditi born of Dak=a. "S1yana remarks that 'Yaska's Nirukta'
(11-23) states that by the dharma of the gods, two births can be
mutually productive of one another." There is contradiction not only in
the birth of Aditi and Dak=a but also the earth and the sky. The earth
is said to be born from the crouching goddess. Crouching is lowering
the body with limbs close to the chest. It is the position an animal
takes before pouncing. But crouching goddess with legs apart and
raised suggests a different image. This image of the goddess who
crouches with legs spread and raised, suggests a position associated
with yoga and also with a woman giving birth as the mother goddess
is often depicted in early scriptures (Uttanapada). The goddess is
identified with 'Aditi' and so the hymn moves on to the myth of
'Aditi' and 'Dak=a'. The paradox (seemingly absurd statement) is of
mutual creation.

"In the first age of the gods, existence was born from non-
existence. After this the quarters of the sky were born from her who
crouched with legs spread (R.V.10-72-3)."

"The earth was born from her who crouched with legs spread,
and from the earth the quarters of the sky (four sides of the sky)
were born. From Aditi, Dak=a was born and from Dak=a Aditi was
born (R.V.10-72-4)".

No atoms could be formed due to the extreme random
movements of the particles. It was energy-dominated state and the
minor amount of matter was in the form of particles and antiparticles.
As given in "N1sadiya S3kta" (10-129-3,4) steam rises from the water
and the foam heats the water. It is the source of matter for creation.
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What is described as 'field' in astrophysics, is '1pah', pr17a and
1k1sa as given in the Rigveda. These three words represent three
substates of a single state called 'field'. As given in N1sadiya S3kta
(10-129-3) all was water with no distinguishing sign. The life force
was covered with emptiness and that arose through the power of heat.
The existence was in undifferentiated subtlest state. This existence is
'1pah' or primal waters. The next stage of formation of matter is
'pr17a'. Pr17a is still subtle but less subtle than '1pah' (primal waters).
However pr17a is subtler than '1k1sa' which is subtler than energy and
matter particles. That which is hard to grasp, is said to be subtle.
These three states of '1pah' (primal waters), 'pr17a' and '1k1sa' have not
been differentiated so far in science, but have been together named as
'field'. Pr17a comes from '1pah' and '1k1sa' comes from 'pr17a'. In the
reverse, 1k1sa may be transformed into 'pr17a' and 'pr17a' into '1pah'.
These are considered very important. 'Aditi' is respected as goddess and
'pr17a' and '1pah' as gods.

Puranic literature is full of myth and symbolism. The myth
involving Brahma (not Brahman) (Br.Up.1-4-3) is relevant here (see
Chap.1-2-12). Hiranyagarbha is the second aspect of Brahman
associated with 'avidya' or ignorance. He is also known as 'Mukhya
pr17a', the chief breath of life. The first aspect or reflection of
Brahman on M1ya is @0vara who is sagu7a Brahman. He symbolises
'jn1na sakti'. 'Hira7yagarbha' symbolises 'Icch1 sakti' and 'Kriy1 sakti'.
'Virat form is pure consciousness associated with the totality of gross
bodies of creation.

In mythology Hira7yagarbha is Brahma, the creator (not
Brahman). Virat or Viraj is Hira7yagarbha Brahma associated with the
totality of gross bodies. Vir1j is the first progeny of Brahman. He is
Brahma, the Creator (not Brahman). He is one aspect of Brahman.
Brahma was self-produced in the Cosmic egg which was nothing but
lotus in bud form which was projected out of the navel of Lord Vi=nu.
He began to feel lonely in the Cosmic egg, the Lotus bud. Here there
is possibility of confusion of the words 'Praj1pati' Hira7yagarbha and
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Vir1j (Virat). It should be borne in mind to avoid any confusion, that
'Praj1pati' means both Hira7yagarbha, the subtle form and Vir1j (Virat)
the gross form. Sankara uses these two terms almost interchangeably.

In the beginning, which means before the manifestation of
different bodies, this universe was only the 'Self' (Hira7yagarbha
Brahma). In mythology the world or the universe means the space
with in the Cosmic Egg. (Lotus bud in which Hira7yagarbha Brahma
was self-produced) He looked around but saw nothing else than Self
(himself). He first said 'I am' ('Aham'). Therefore arose the name of
'I'. Hence, when one is addressed even to this day, he says first 'It is
I' and then only whatever other name he may have. 'Aham' (I) infact
means the existence of 'I'. The person who sees and creates himself
enters into the creation, into all things and beings. (Br.Up.1-4-1).

He, Hira7yagarbha Brahma or Vir1j (Virat) was afraid to be
alone. Hence, one who is alone is afraid. Then he thought "As there is
nothing else than myself, what am I afraid of? There upon his fear
passed away, because what was there to fear? So surely it is from a
second entity that fear arises. (Br.Up.1-4-2).

He was not happy at all. Therefore he who is alone is not
happy. He desired a mate. He became as large as a woman and a man
(wife and husband) in close embrace. He made this body into two.
From that came husband and wife. Therefore this body is one half of
one self, like one of the two halves of a split pea. So this space (the
other half) is filled by the wife. He was united with her. From that
human beings were produced.

The theory here is not dualism. There is only one, not two. That
is Hira7yagarbha or Praj1pati or Vir1j (Virat) who divided himself
into two. The two are his elements which are not separate. As the
woman was born of Vir1j, she is said to be his daughter also called
'Satar3pa' whom he took as his wife. From the union of the two the
race of human beings is produced. This original human pair underwent
a series of transformations into different animal forms. This is called
Brahma-Satar3pa episode. This however should not be misinterpreted
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as a form of incestuous (guilty) licence. Brahma and Satar3pa are not
separate to be treated as father and daughter. Hira7yagarbha transformed
one part of his body to become his mate.

Vir1j (Virat) is also called Manu who was united with
Satar3pa. We are called men and women because we have become the
descendants of Manu. (Br.Up.1-4-3).

Satar3pa got the same doubt how he could unite with her after
producing her from himself. She decided to hide herself and so she
became a cow. Vir1j became a bull and was united with her and from
them cows were born. Then the one became a mare and the other a
stallion; similarly she because a she-ass and he became he-ass and
were united. As a result, hoofed animals like horse, ass, and antelope
etc. were produced. They became he-goat and she-goat; a ewe and a
ram. As a result goats and sheep were born. Through this process they
produced everything that exists in pairs, as male and female down to
the ants (the whole animal kingdom). (Br.Up.1-4-4)

Next the gods, Fire, Soma and Moon were produced. Then he
rubbed back and forth and produced fire from its source, the mouth
and hands. Therefore both these are without hair at the inside. It is
wrong to say sacrifice this one or to the other one because all the gods
are the projections of Hira7yagarbha or Vir1j. He is all the gods, no
this or that. All this that is liquid, he produced from the seed and
that is Soma (moon). The whole world (universe) is just this much,
food and the eater of food. Soma is food and fire is the eater of
food. This is the highest creation of Hira7yagarbha Brahma, namely
that he projected the gods who are even superior to him. It is so
because he, although a mortal himself, created (projected) the
immortals. Therefore, it is the highest creation. He who knows this
becomes a creator in this super creation of Hira7yagarbha Brahma
(Vir1j). (Br.Up.1-4-6)

There are two views of Hira7yagarbha. Some say that he is the
Supreme Self (transcendent (highest) Brahman), others say that he is
transmigrating individual self. Sankara says the reason for the
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difference of opinion is absence of limitations. Further the Sruti says
"They call Him Indra, Mitra, Varu7a and Fire" (R.V.1-164-46). Now
there is one question. As such contradictory statements are inadmissible,
do the scriptures lose their authority? The answer is no, because the
statements can be harmonised on the ground that different conceptions
are possible. The transmigratory character of Hira7yagarbha is not real
because it is due limiting adjuncts (up1dhi). The body-mind complex
is an 'up1dhi' for the !tman (the individual soul) making it appear as
the j2va (the limited transmigrating self). The world is an 'up1dhi' for
Brahman, the Absolute, who has nothing to do with creation.

Essentially Hira7yagarbha is the Supreme Self. So he is one as
well as many. The same is the case with all beings as the Upanishad
says "Thou are that" (Ch.Up.5-8-7). But Hira7yagarbha possesses
limiting adjuncts of extraordinary purity. So he is described by the
Srutis mostly as the Supreme Self and very rarely as the transmigratory
self.

The universe was then undifferentiated. It became differentiated
by name and form. So even today it is differentiated by name and
form. He, (Hira7yagarbha or Vir1j) the Self has entered into the bodies
with name and form upto the up of the nails, as a razor may be put
in its case. People do not see him as he is incomplete. When
breathing he is called the vital force, when speaking he is called the
organ of speech. When seeing he is called the eye, When hearing the
ear, when thinking, the mind. These are only his names according to
functions. He who meditates upon each of these aspects, does not
know him, because he is incomplete being divided. The Self alone is
to be meditated upon because all these aspects are unified in It. Self
alone should be realised, because one knows all these through It, just
as one may catch an animal through its foot prints. (Br.Up.1-4-7)

Splitting of neutron is a scientific event. It has been symbolically
narrated in mythology as splitting Hira7yagarbha Brahma into a male
(a proton) and a female (electron) and proton (male) embracing electron
(female). Result is production of other elements (offsprings) through
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copulation. After a lapse of sometime the Lotus-Bud, where in was
Brahma (not Brahman) opened up with great light. This symbolises
explosion of Cosmic egg. Some reasonable quantity of neutron was
converted into proton and electron by splitting neutron. Proton was
bigger and electron was smaller. Br. Upanishad (1-3-1) describes the
birth of gods and demons as symbolic representation of the splitting of
neutron into proton and electron. Gods and demons were said to be
the descendants of 'Praj1pati'. Of these, the gods were the younger and
the demons were the older ones. The gods were less in number and
less strong, while the asuras (demons) were more in number and also
stronger. They were struggling with each other for the mastery of these
worlds. The gods wanted to surpass the asuras through the sacrifice
called 'Udg2tha'. (Br.Up.1-3-1)

Symbolically the gods and the asuras are the organs of speech
and the rest. How can they become gods or asuras? They become gods
when they shine under the influence of thoughts and actions as taught
by the scriptures. Those very organs become asuras when they are
influenced by their natural thoughts and actions based only on
perception and influence, and directed merely to visible ends. They are
called 'asuras', because they take delight only in their own lives (asu),
also because they are not gods (sura) (sura x asura) (deva x d1nava).
Therefore the gods were fewer and the asur1s were more in number.

The organs are physical by nature. So they have a stronger
tendency to thoughts and actions that are natural than to those that are
recommended by the scriptures, because natural thoughts and actions
serve visible ends. The tendency that is cultivated by the scriptures is
rare and so the gods are fewer in number. The gods and the 'asuras'
(demons) live in Praj1pati's body. They compete with each other for
the mastery of the worlds. Mastery is attained through thoughts and
actions prompted by one's natural inclinations as well as by those
cultivated by the scriptures.

The rivalry of the gods and asuras means the up and down
going of their respective tendencies. Sometimes the organs project the
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impressions of thoughts and actions cultivated by the scriptures.
When this happens the gods rise to high spirits and the spirits of
asuras are dashed because the impressions of their thoughts and
actions produce visible results only. That is the victory of the gods
and the defeat of the asuras. Sometimes the reverse happens and the
same organs become asuras. The asuras rise to power and the gods are
overpowered. That is the victory of the asuras and the defeat of the
gods. When the gods win, merit prevails and the result is elevation.
When the asuras win demerit prevails and the result is degradation.
When the gods and asuras are balanced, it leads to human birth.

Thus the battle of gods and asuras is mythical. It is symbolic of
the struggle that goes on with no end in human life. This dispute
between idealism and materialism is still with us and will always be
there. This, infact, is a distinction of life, not of beings.

If we put it in another way, the battle between gods and demons
(asuras) is mythical and it is their quarrel about reality. Asuras
(demons) try to drag everything to earth out of heaven. Their struggle
is to affirm that real existence belongs only to that which can be
handled and which offers resistance to touch. They defined reality as
the same thing as the body. The gods, on the other hand waver in
defending their position, which is somewhere in the heights of the
unseen. They maintain with all their force that reality lies in certain
bodiless forms. On this issue an endless battle is always going on
between the two camps.

4:2:2. Cosmogonic Sequence
Upanishads differ in giving Cosmogenic sequence. Cosmogony

means the origin of the universe. Let us now make a synthesis of
Cosmogonic sequence. It is said that Pr17a was the first product that
appeared after the explosion of Cosmic Egg and that 1k1sa (space)
was the product of pr17a. (Prasna.Up.6-4). Some say that '1k1sa' is
void and so it is accept nonentity; but eternally present. However
Advaita Vedanta does not accept '1k1sa' as void. It considers '1k1sa' as
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a subtle form of matter. It does not exist after dissolution and before
the              creation. So it is not eternal (Vish.Pur.1-2-23). It has
been created in the process of Cosmogony (R.V.1-2-23, B.S.1-1-22). It
will be dissolved in the process of dissolution.

Particles and antiparticles are produced from it and again they
are merged into it. As the universe expands it also expands. It is implied
that without the expansion of '1k1sa', there cannot be any expansion of
gross matter in the universe.

Upanishads say (B.S.2-3-8; Pras.Up.6-4; Tai.Up.2-1-1) that V1yu
was produced from '1k1sa'. 'V1yu' is usually equated with air of the
Earth's atmosphere. But, here, it is not correct. There was no Earth's
atmosphere then as the Earth was not yet formed. In the early universe
even our sun was not there. So 'V1yu' here means gaseous matter.
Hydrogen is a gas and it is the simplest in its chemical structure.
After the 1k1sa was evolved, Hydrogen was the first to evolve from
'1k1sa'. Then 'proton' and electron appeared. When the temperature of
the early universe was just suitable enough atom was formed. Soon
an electron was captured by a proton and the result was the formation
of Hydrogen atom.

'Agni' was produced from 'V1yu' and '1pah' (Liquid matter, not
exactly water) which was produced as a result of heated gaseous
matter. In his commentary on Mundaka Upanishad (1-1-8) Sankara
says : "The Cosmogony of Advaita Vedanta is evolutionary. The universe
has been evolved gradually and everything has not appeared all of a
sudden in the form of finished products."

Brahman possesses the knowledge of creation. By virtue of it
Brahman increases in size. Brahman, the immutable (unchangeable) is
the source of creation. When he desires to create this world like a seed
sending out its sprout, He is elated and the elation increases his size
(Mu.Up.1-1-8). From Him the unmanifested M1ya (food) is born. The
beginning less M1ya is the unmanifested food. The upanishad speaks
of its origin in the sense that it is becoming ready for evolution.
Otherwise M1ya has no beginning. The unmanifested M1ya is
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common to all creatures. It means that food originates or gets evolved
into different states of manifestation. From that food in a state of
getting manifested Pr17a was born.

Hira7yagarbha is one aspect of Brahman. He is the sum total of
all individuals and so common to all. Hence He is called S3tr1tma like
a thread running through all. From that Hira7yagarbha 'manah' (mind)
evolved, that which is called the Cosmic mind. It comprises volition
(the power of willing) deliberation (careful consideration), doubt,
determination etc. Again from that, mind, as a characteristic volition
'satyam' evolved. The five elements, earth, water, fire, air and sky, are
called Satyam or Satya the gross Sat. These five elements are gross
and so they are called gross 'Sat'. Another form of Satya is subtle 'Sat'
which is Brahman 'Tyat' (that). It is subtle and Supreme.

Darwin's theory of evolution is limited to the evolution of
species and it is anti-spiritual. The concept of evolution in Advaita
Vedanta is different from that in science. According to modern science,
science evolved in three phases : inorganic, organic and species. Cosmic
egg is the starting point of science and then there is a long jouney
through evolution and involution and finally ends again in Cosmic egg.
The condensed state of Cosmic egg can be termed 'singularity'.
Singularity ('eka Bindu') is nothing but zero. Cosmic egg itself starts
from Singularity and ends in Singularity. In Science, no intelligent
person guided the process of evolution. Consciousness is the source of
evolution, says science. But science has only physical meaning for
consciousness. In science conciousness is a part of biological organism.
It is said that consciousness is a manifested symptom of living beings
at a certain state of evolutionary process.

Advaita Vedanta does not accept this concept of consciousness.
In Vedanta, it is not physical and it is understood as 'Caitanya' which
is pure consciousness, the essential nature of Brahman or !tman. It is
also called 'Cit' (not Citta) which is "mind stuff". Advaita Vedanta
conceives or considers consciousness as fundamental. 'Eko deva sarva
bhutesh' (Svet.Up.6-11). "The God hidden in all beings is all pervading
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and He is the inner Self of all beings." Brahman is consciousness and
fundamental Reality. It is the substratum (foundation or basis) of the
phenomenal world. So consciousness which is the substratum of the
phenomenal world is beyond scientific investigation.

The reflection of Brahman on 'M1ya' is @0vara. @0vara is not the
same as Brahman because Brahman is attributeless (Nirgu7a) while
@0vara (not Siva) is with attributes (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) – Sagu7a.
At the same time He is not separate from Brahman because of being
the reflection of Brahman. As it is already said consciousness is
Brahman and consciousness reflected on M1ya is Brahman. In other
words @0vara is the image of Brahman created on M1ya.

Ignorance in its collective form is the associate of @0vara.
Ignorance is M1ya. The finite beings (human beings) are influenced by
its individual aspect. Though M1ya is the associate of @0vara, @0vara is
never influenced by it. @0vara is popularly known as God. He has a
pecular significance in Advaita philosophy. @0vara is not the Absolute
Existence because He is as unreal as the phenomenal world. Brahman
associated with ignorance is @0vara. But @0vara is not the ordinary man.
Though associated with M1ya, He is not bound by its fetters, where
as the ordinary man is its slave. @0vara is the highest manifestation of
Brahman in this phenomenal world.

Consciousness (Caitanyam) is with in Brahman and it is itself
M1ya (illusion). When M1ya (Caitanyam or Consciousness) comes out
of Brahman, it manifests itself as 'Prakriti'. Thus the whole universe is
nothing but the manifestation of Brahman Caitanyam or Consciousness
which is M1ya (illusion). It is not independent from Brahman, but
appears as if it has its own identiy. Caitanyam or Consciousness thus
appears different from Brahman though, in truth, it is not different.
Caitanyam (M1ya) coming out from Brahman was the Big-bang
explosion.

4.2.2.1. Definition of Brahman
Taittir2ya Upani=ad (2-1-1) defines Brahman and also gives the
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evolutionary sequence. Briefly it includes inorganic, organic and species
evolution. It also describes how psyche (the soul) ascends from matter
of life, life to mind, mind to intellect and intellect to bliss.

Theknower of Brahman attains the highest. "Satyam, jn1nam,
anantam Brahma (Brahman)" – says the upanishad. Brahman is truth,
knowledge and infinite. These are not the qualities of Brahman. They
are Brahman Itself. "He who knows that Brahman as existing in the
intellect which is lodged in the supreme space in the heart, enjoys in
identification with the all-known of Brahman, and all desirable things
simultaneously" (Tai.Up.2-1-1).

Brahman is this Self. From this Self, was produced space
(ether); from sky air; from air fire; from fire water; from water the
earth; from the earth herbs; from herbs food; from food emerged the
person (man). Thus man is surely a product of the essence of food. The
five different elements are described as having emerged one after
another from the Self (Brahman).

It is said that Creation started from the universal Consciousness.
From it, first emerged space and also the primary matter or ether
whose quality is sound. From this etheric state, – a volatile state in the
upper regions of air beyond the clouds – a clear sky – arose one after
another the grosser elements of air, fire, water and earth.

"As a spider moves along the thread it produces and as from
a fire tiny sparks fly in all directions, so also from this Self come out
(emanate) all organs, all worlds, all gods and all beings. Its (of the
Self) secret name is "The Truth of truth". Vital breaths are the truth
and their truth is It (Self) – "Satyasya satyam". (Br.Up.2-1-20)

The sentence "Satyam, jn1nam, anantam Brahma" (Tai.Up.
2-1-1) – Brahman is truth, knowledge, infinite – is meant as a
definition of Brahman. These three words are meant to distinguish
Brahman. 'Satyam, jn1nam, anantam' are not the qualities of Brahman.
They are Brahman Itself. Brahman is substantive (having independent
existence). The words 'Satyam, jn1nam, anantam' are not related among
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themselves because they subserve something else (Brahman). They
serve as means in furthering a purpose. Each of these three words is
related with the word 'Brahman' independently of the other words thus:
satyam Brahman, jn1nam Brahman, anantam Brahman – It means
Brahman is Satyam (truth), Brahman is jn1nam (knowledge),
Brahman is anantam (infinite). A thing is said to be 'Satya' (true)
when it does not change the nature that is confirmed to be its own.
A thing is said to be unreal when it changes the nature that is
confirmed to be its own. Hence is a mutable thing is not real. All that
is made of a lump of clay becomes known by it (lump of clay).
Transformation or modification of clay is only by name that arises
from speech, while the truth is that it is just clay. Sankara says that
the change is nominal while the source is true (here clay). However it
must be understood that all transformations are based on the reality of
clay and not that change rests simply on a word which is a mere
name. So 'that' alone is true, 'that' exists forever. so 'Satyam Brahman'
means Brahman is not mutable (does not change). It distinguishes
Brahman from mutable things.

The statement that Brahman is unchanging may lead to
misunderstanding that Brahman is the material cause of all subsequent
changes. Material cause is always a substance and so it can be an
accessory also (an extra thing). Thereby It becomes insentient
(inanimate) like earth. So to avoid this possible misunderstanding, it is
said that Brahman is 'jn1nam'. 'jn1nam' means knowledge or concious-
ness. 'jna' means 'to know'. so as Brahman is siad to be 'jnanani, It
becomes agent of knowing Brahman is jn1nam along with 'Satyam'
and infinite; it does not indicate the agent of knowing. If Brahman is
the agent of knowing, It can not be 'Satyam' and infinitude. The agent
of knowing is always changeful. That way Brahman also becomes
mutable (changeable). But Brahman is infinite (unchanging) while the
agent is finite. So Brahman is not the agent of knowing, but knowledge
itself is Brahman. There is no need for the Infinite to know anything
else. The infinite is immortal while the finite is the mortal.
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Satya (truth) jn1nam (knowledge) are usually attributive words.
But here they are not attributes. Their chief aim is to define Brahman.
As already said, 'jn1nam Brahma' phrase seems to indicate that
Brahman is limited because human knowledge is seen to be finite.
To do away with that impression (to avoid) the upanishad says
"anantam Brahma" – Brahma is infinite. Again, as knowledge is the true
nature of Brahman, it is inseparable from the Self-Brahman. So it is
everlasting. However, the intellects is the limiting adjunct of the Self.
The limiting adjunct is 'upadhi' which makes something to appear
differently from what it really it is. For example, a red flower near a
colourless crystal makes it appear red. the red flower is called an
'up1dhi' for the crystal. Similarly the body – mind complex is an
'up1dhi' for !tman, the individual soul making it appear as the 'j2va',
the limited transmigrating self. The world is an 'up1dhi' for Brahman,
the Absolute who has nothing to do with the creation. Similarly the
intellect as the limiting adjunct of the Self becomes transformed into
the shape of the objects through the eyes for knowing things. These
figures or shapes of the intellect remain illumined (made bright) by
the Consciousness that is Brahman. Therefore, these appearances of
Consciousness that is really the Self are imagined as knowledge
bearing the root meaning 'to know'. But the Consciousness of
Brahman is inherent (permanent) in Brahman and is inseparable from
It, just as light of the sun is inseparable from the sun. All that exists
is inseparable and not transferable form Brahman and therefore
Brahman is omniscient – knowing everything. Hence Brahman Itself
is knowledge. Brahman cannot be and should not understood through
the common relationship of words and things denoted by them.

Thus 'Satyam, Jn1nam, Anantam Brahma' is well established.

4.2.2.2. Evolutionary Sequence
Taittiriya Upanishad Part III, Chapters 2 to 6 describe the

evolutionary sequence.

It is from food that all beings take birth. On food they subsist
(keep themselves alive after they are born). They move towards food
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and merge into it. Food is defined as Brahman (annam Brahma). Food
(anna) significantly is matter. Matter is Brahman. Beings are born from
matter, when born they live by matter. Into matter, they enter when
departing. But the first finding of matter as the ultimate reality is not
enough (Tai.Up.3-2-1). There are phenomena of life and reproduction
for every being. Other than matter and mechanism. So it is necessary
for the investigator to proceed from the obvious and the outer to the
deeper and the inward. From matter we ascend to life.

The food-Brahman is called Vir1t. Is He the Life? No, because
He could not fully satisfy the description of life-Brahman. So our
inquiry is pushed on to arrive at Hira7yagarbha. He possesses mental
energy as well as the energy of knowledge. Life (vital force) is
Hira7yagarbha Brahma. Beings here are born from life, they live by
life after birth and enter into life when departing (Tai.Up.3-3-1).
Material objects of the world are explained in terms of matter. But
planets are at a higher level. Here from materialism we pass to
vitalism (life).

But the principle of life (Law of life) cannot account for
conscious objects. Now we ascend from life to mind.

Mind is Brahman. Beings are born here from mind. When born
they live by the mind and they merge into mind when departing.
Animals have perceptual and instinctive consciouness. The principle of
life is inadequate to explain the animal life. Life surpasses matter and
so does mind surpass life. "There are forms of life without Conscious-
ness; but there can be no Consciouness without life." Mind in animals
is of a rudimentary character. Rudimentary (incompletely developed)
mind is distinguished from (draw the difference) reason. Animal has
rudimentary mind and not reason. Even mind cannot explain all the
aspects of the universe. Intelligence plays great part in the human
world. Intelligence creates concepts and ideals and finds the way to
realise them. Thus we find the principle of mind inadequate (3-4-1).

So now we rise from mind to intelligence. (knowledge-'Vijn1nam')
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Vijn1nam – knowledge or intelligence is Brahman. All beings are
born from Vijn1nam; when born they live by Vijn1nam. They merge in
Vijn1nam when departing. "Intelligence or knowledge, however is not
the ultimate principle. Matter, life, mind and intelligence take us
higher and higher and each is more comprehensive (complete) than the
preceding (previous). Men with their conflicting desires divided minds
are not the final products of evolution. They have to be transcended
(to be excelled or surpassed). Intellectual man, who uses mind, life and
body is greater than mind, life and body, butis not the end of the cosmic
evolution as he has still a secret aspiration. Man's awareness is to be
enlarged into a super-consciousness with illumination, joy and power.
The crown of evolution is this deified (worship as a god) – (S.Radha
Krishna – "The Princpal Upanishads") (Tai.Up.3-5-1)

Now we rise from intelligence (knowledge) to Bliss, the state
of Brahman.

Bliss is Brahman. Truly, beings here are born from bliss.
When born they live by bliss and into bliss they enter when departing.
(Tai.Up.3-6-1) 'Bliss' is perfect joy.

With the help of concentration alone we can realise the innermost
Bliss that is Brahman. In consequence of this knowledge we get
established in the Bliss that is the Supreme Brahman; that is to say,
we become Brahman Itself.

This upanishad shows some partial similarity between nature and
man. This similarity is an equation between ability to understand by
the intellect and being. We find a similarity (an analogy) between the
ascent of reality from matter to God and increasing likeness to God.
Man has all the five elements in his being, the material, the vital, the
mental, the intellectual and also the spiritual. He may stress one or the
other.

"Behind all our growth is the perfection of ourselves which
animates it. From out of 'asat' (nothingness – not nihilism which says
that nothing has a real existence) arises the stellar dance of suns and
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planets whirling through vast etheric fields. In this immensity of space
emerges the mystery of life, vegetations, forests; soon living creatures,
crawling, jumping animals, the predecessors of human beings. Human
intelligence with its striving for ideals has in it the secret of science and
philosophers, cultures and civilisations. We can make the world
wonderful and beautiful or tragic and evil." (S. Radha Krishna – The
Principal Upanishads.)

4.2.2.3. Stars and Planets
We find in Vedic Literature details of how stars and planets

have been formed and their precursor (previous) material. The stars
have been formed out of 'gas clouds' and dust. The dust of the space
is not the same as that of the Earth. Cosmic egg produced gas-clouds
and Cosmic dust which in turn produced the stars. Our earth and all
other planets in our solar system have originated from the sun. the
round shape of the earth is mentioned in Vedic literature. In fact it has
been mentioned that all the planets, all the stars and the space as a
whole is round in shape. (Here Vedic literature includes Rigveda,
Yajurveda, Satapadha Brahma7am, Vayupura7a, and Vishnupura7a.)

The concept of motionless Earth and the sun moving round the
Earth was not accepted (geocentric system). The Vedic seers knew that
the Earth and other planets of our solar system revolve round the sun.
The crust-formation of the Earth at the surface and its molten
interior have been described in the scriptures.

Stars were formed due to condensation of hydrogen. This
compression produced too much heat and the stars glowed. Nebulas are
clouds of gas and dust, sometimes growing and sometimes appearing
as a dark silk on the against other glowing matter. According to nebular
theory the solar and stellar systems were developed from a premeval
nebula. A nebulous star is a small cluster of indistinct stars or it may
be a star in the luminous haze (confusion).

In the process evolution planets were formed out of some stars.
Our Earth also was one of such planets. The planets like our Earth
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underwent gravitational contraction. Compression of hydrogen gas
produced heat which liquified the gas. These processes are described
in the upanishads as fire (agni). (Chand.Up.6-2-3; Pr.Up.6-4; Tai.Up.
2-1-1).

Billions of years ago all planets were formed from clouds of
frozen rocky rubble. Under the influence of gravity, interstellar dust
became blobs (blob is a small rounded mass or matter). The blobs
grew into rocks and the rocks came together to form one whole and
became bigger things like planetismals (minute planets) and Comets.
Finally they became planets.

Modern astrophysicists have observed galaxies and super-
galaxies (clusters of galaxies; but in the Vedic scriptures, we find the
terms 'Brahm1nda and 'loka'. It is very difficult to know the exact
meaning of these two words used by the Vedic seers. They said that
billions of 'Brahmandas' exist in the universe. Now astrophysicists say
that billions of galaxies exist in the universe. So it looks reasonable
to say that the Vedic seers used the word 'Brahmanda' for a galaxy or
a supergalaxy.

Formation of galaxies
The universe was born with big bang about fifteen (some say

thirteen) billion years ago. In the beginning, it was so small that its
size or volume cannot be imagined. Its temperature was so high that it
can not be estimated.

The baby universe rapidly expanded and cooled. During this
process of expansion and cooling, hydrogen and helium nuclei were
formed. The time taken for this whole process was only just a few
minutes. The nuclei of hydrogen and helium gases were predominant
during this process. There was more expansion of the universe. In
about 700,000 years the temperature dropped to suitable level for the
formation of hydrogen and helium atoms. As the temperature level
came down hydrogen atoms combined to form hydrogen molecules.

As the universe expanded, hydrogen and helium gases spreadout
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in all directions. As a result, we could have got a universe filled
with a thin and uniform cloud of hydrogen and helium gases. As the
universe expanded more and more, the density of gases could have
been less and less without disturbing the uniformity. But the density
of the cloud of gases did not remain uniform. So the uniformity of
gas mixture was disturbed. It caused random fluctuations in the
gas-cloud resulting in much irregularity and disturbance. Some regions
were formed where in slowly rotating gas-clouds with greater than
normal density were formed. These regions are separated by regions
gas-clouds with less than normal density.

High-density regions developed gravitational field of higher
intensity. The spreading out of randomly moving atoms was prevented
by this gravity. The same gravity captured atoms from the low-density
regions. By this process, rotating clusters (close groups) of gas-clouds
were formed in different regions of space. Each cluster was separated
by almost-vacuum regions.

Each of such gas-clouds was the first of primitive galaxy.
Gradually billions of smaller gas clouds were formed within a
primitive galaxy also called proto-galaxy. Along with each primitive
galaxy each of the primitive galaxy rotated. Each gas-cloud had its own
gravitational field and it contracted under the influence this gravity.
This gas-cloud became denser and denser and its gravitational field
became more and more intense. It quickened the rate of contraction of
the gas-cloud.

As the temperature and pressure at the centre of each gas-cloud
increased, the gas-cloud became hot enough to radiate light. It
resulted in nuclear fusion. At this stage, each gas-cloud became a star
and the primitive galaxy with a large number of stars formed a very
large star-group called a galaxy. The time taken for the formation of
galaxies was about a billion years after the big bang.

Galaxies are not similar in shape and size. The astronomers
classified the galaxies into four varieties: elipticals, normal spirals,
barred spirals and also irregulars. (1) The eliptical galaxies (oval
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shaped) are symmetrical and they don't have dust and spiral arms.
They contain red or yellow stars and not blue-white. (2) A spiral
galaxy is like flat disc. Its centre is bulged and reddish bright. Two
clear spiral arms emerge from this central core. Each spiral arm
contains dust and bright blue-white stars. It spirals (moves around up
and down). In spiral galaxy matter is concentrated mainly in one or
more spiral arms. (3) A barred spiral galaxy has a small bright core.
The galaxy has a long bar that cuts across. There are two spiral arms
one at each end of the bar. These arms form a circle round the galaxy.
(4) Irregular galaxies : The name itself indicates that these galaxies
have no definite shape. These galaxies are collections of dust, gas and
stars and they are distributed without any pattern.

Our galaxy is the Milky way galaxy. Our solar system is situated
in this Milky way galaxy. It is a spiral galaxy. The very oldest stars
are situated in the concentrated core of the galaxy. Three spiral arms
originate from the core. Young and middle aged stars are placed in the
spiral arms. There is no dust in the core of the galaxy, but the spiral
arms contain dust in the interstellar space. This dust in the spiral arms
hinders. The centre of the galaxy from direct view.

The three spiral arms of our galaxy are given names as Orion
arm, the Sagittarius arm and the Perseus arm. The arms are named
after the location of the constellation Orion, Sagittarius and Perseus in
the respective arms. The Sagittarius arm is the nearest to the core of
the galaxy and Perseus arm is the outermost. The Orion arm is in
between these two arms.

Our solar system is situated in the inner edge of the Orion arm.
The core of the galaxy is surrounded by a circle of light (like the
light shown surrounding the head of a sacred person (halo) of globular
clusters. each of these clusters contains about a million stars which are
very old. we cannot say exactly how many galaxies are there in the
universe. However, it is estimated that the visible universe contains
over 100 billion galaxies.
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LOKAS
It is already said that the Vedic seers used the word

'Brahmanda' for a galaxy or a super galaxy. Then what is loka? Perhaps
the term 'loka' means the space outside the crust of a planet (the hard
surface of a planet). Based on this concept, the whole universe is
divided into 14 lokas – seven above and seven below. These two terms
'above' and 'below' look very ambiguous in their meaning, because the
concept is not clear in meaning. It is so because the universe is said
to be flat and not vertical. Inspite of this concept given in the Vedic
scripture, the universe has been divided into forteen 'Lokas', seven
'above' us and seven 'below'. The main problem is with these two
words, 'above' and 'below'. Perhaps they might have taken into
consideration the atmospheric or gaseous thickness of each galaxy.
As the universe is flat spreading horizontally, there cannot be any
vertical growth of each galaxy though they move with in the space of
thickness of each galaxy. Each galaxy is a 'brahmanda'.

There is another concept which is a generally accepted fact, that
the Earth was flat and the area from the equator to the north pole
has been divided into seven parts called lokas – 'bhuh' (the earth),
'bhuvah', 'svah', 'mahah', Jana, tapas and lastly 'Satyaloka', the abode
of Brahma the creator, which is perhaps the North pole. The lokas
below are 'atala' vitala, sutala, ras1tala, tal1tala, mah1tala and finally
p1t1la. Which perhaps is the south pole. The axis connecting the
North pole and South pole is said to be the "MERU MOUNTAIN".

"The Hindu Sastras are full of non-sensical matter. The crest of
mountain 'Meru' is supposed to be to the North of the Earth. Devas
live there and our one year is reckoned there as a single day. The sun
circles the Meru. There is saline sea around the Earth and there are
seven seas whose waters are sugarcane juice, milk etc. etc. The Earth
which comprises five continents is said to be composed of seven
islands. All this is nonsense." This is the reaction of the west.

Now let us pose some questions. Why is our sea so saltish?
No body has put salt in it. If you can accept that there is a saltish sea,
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why cannot you imagine that seas with sweet and milky waters might
have existed long ago? There are no seven islands and seven seas
now. It is true, but how can you say, they did not exist in the past.
'Sastras' say that at the northern end of the earth lies the Meru
mountain and the Pole star is a star near the celestial (heavenly) North
pole. It can be seen by the people in the northern part of the world
and is always to the north. The northern end of the earth is assumed
to be the North Pole and the southern end to be the South Pole. The
'Pole' has been named after the 'Pole Star'. Now the Pole Star is not
directly in line with 'North Pole'. They were in line in the past.
There have been big Cosmic changes. Due to these changes the earth
has tilted away about 23o5' to the right angle of its orbit round the
sun. If the Earth were not tilted, there would be no seasons and the
day light would always be 12 hrs everywhere on the earth.

Long ago in the past the earth was spinning like a vertical top
directly facing the Pole star. At that time there were seven seas, – seven
islands and seven seas. When the Earth tilted the top became a little,
23o5', inclined from the vertical, Perhaps, the seven seas got mixed up
together resulting in the salty taste of the waters of the seas. In the
same period the seven islands became five continents. We cannot
exactly say when all this happened.

It was general understanding that the place above the North
pole is where Meru is and that is believed to be 'Swarga' – Heaven.
If we liken the Earth to a lemon, the top point is Meru – pinnacle.
From that point all directions point down to south only. There is nothing
like east, west or north from that point. There is no other way than to
descend down to the south. Thus the northern most point of all things
on earth is 'Meru'. That is why it has been said "Sarvesham api
Varshaanaam Meru uttarasthita".

At North Pole it is day time for six months at a stretch and
night for the next six months continuously. A single day and a single
night together makes a full day. Every body knows it. Six months of
day and six months of night should make a year, but at the North Pole
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it is counted as a day because six months of day at a stretch and six
months of night at a stretch together is as good as one day. This is
how as single day of the 'Devas' – gods in counted as one year for
us because North Pole is assumed to be Heaven. North Pole and South
Pole are negligibly small areas and so they are called points. Even
though the Earth rotates these two points donot rotate, because a point
cannot be said to rotate.

There are vast differences in the duration of the day and night
in many parts of the world. The sun rises exactly in the east on some
days. On other days the sun rises some where between north-east and
south-east. Such is not the case at the North Pole. At the North Pole,
instead of Earth going round the sun, the sun appears to be going
round the Pole. This is the idea implied in the statement that the Sun
goes round the Meru Mountain. The six months of day-time at the North
Pole is called Ullaraya7a, the Sun's northeren soujourn. The six months
of night time at the North Pole the South Pole gets the day which is
called 'Dakshinaay7aa', the Sun's southern soujourn.

Just as Devatas are believed to be at the North Pole, 'Pitrus' are
believed to stay at the South Pole which is known as 'Hell'. This is all
religious faith and so there is no place for logic and reason. Now we
know that there are people called Eskimos living in the North Pole
regions. Scientists are camping in the South Pole region for research.
Then where are these gods and 'pitrus'? It is said that we can see
them only if we have divine vision. Simply because we don't have
divine vision we cannot deny the existence of gods and 'pitrus'. Such
arguments are more out of strong faith and nothing else. Ofcourse, we
cannot deny the value of faith in life. Faith builds up confidence
which inspires mental strength. It is the source of courage in life and
courage is the driving force behind any achievement. However, faith
should not be blind because blind faith makes man lose courage in life.

It is necessary to bear in mind that gods and 'pitrus' are not real.
These gods are not supreme. They are only different forms of energy.
They move everywhere in the universe, not simply in the North Pole.
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'Pitrus' are one sect of 'devatas' who are concerned with the spirits or
souls of the dead (manes). A Vision is neither a dream nor real. Vision
is individual experience and for him it is as good as real. Vision is only
an experience that makes you feel it as real. Usually our strong
faiths or thoughts take the form of Visions which make us feel, we
are seeing them in concrete form before our naked eyes. Vision is a
sort of observed image which is not real in true sense. Visions in
bhakti yoga, though not real in true sense give enormous transcendental
spiritual experience. We cannot deny that with reason.

Infact the Sastras prevailed at a time when the planets were
ranged in a straight line. It was the time when the North Pole of the
Earth was directly facing the Pole Star. Since then, there have been
many changes to the Earth over thousands of years. Geologists say that
mountains had erupted suddenly from the Earth and some other
mountains were suddenly submerged by the seas. Further some seas
disappeared forming deserts. There were similar changes in the galaxy
due to the planetary movements. There was continental drift on the
Earth which caused the continents move slowly over the surface of the
Earth on a deep-lying substratum. Thus seven seas and seven islands
mentioned in the Sastras were merged into five great oceans like the
Atlantic, Pacific, Indian, Arctic and Antarctic Oceans.

This is the reason why we find changes from what the Sastras
said. So there is always a lot of difference between physical observations
and what the Sastras say. Therefore we should not rush to hasty
conclusion that the Sastras are wholly a bundle of lies. The Sastras
contain some basic and eternal truths.

Inspite of all these controversies, it is a fact that the scriptures
clearly mention that our Earth and other planets in our solar system
have originated from the sun. It has also been said that all the stars,
all the planets, all the satellites are all round in shape. The round shape
of the Earth has also been mentioned. The concept of the Sun moving
round the Earth was also not accepted in the Vedic literature. It is a
fact that the Vedic seers definitely knew that the Earth and other
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planets of our solar system revolve round the Sun. Yajurveda,
Satapatha Br1hma7a and some other scriptures bear proof of these facts.

4.2.2.4. Seven Seas and Seven Islands
Primarily 'Matsya Pur17a' (Chapter 112) proposed three concepts

regarding the form of the Earth. They are : 1) The concept of four
countries, 2) The concept of nine continents, 3) The concept of seven
islands.

1) The Concept of four countries
Even though the astronomers of India knew the rounding of

the Earth many centuries ago and though the Earth was described as
globe ('gola') in mythological literature long long ago, the Earth was
considered to be flat in general understanding and also in religious
literature. This idea was the basis for the concept of four countries.
According to this concept there was the great 'Meru' mountain in the
middle of the flat Earth and the sun, the moon and the stars were said
to revolve round the 'Meru' mountain. It was supposed that there were
four countries, one on each of the four sides. The Him1layas were at
the foot of the 'Meru'. These four countries were called four islands
because the sea around the mountain 'Meru' separates them from the
mountain. Around the 'Meru', there was 'Ilavrita' Varsha. 'Varsha' means
country. There were 'Bharata Varsha' on the south side, Ketu Mala
Varsha on the West, Uttara Kurk Varsha on the North and Bhadraswa
'Varsha' on the East of the 'Meru'.

In every one of these four countries there were one mountain,
one river, on forest, one lake, one god and one tree. In Bharata Varsha
there are the Himalayas, Ganga river (Alakananda), Nandana Vanam
(forest or garden), M1nasa Sarovar (lake in the Himalayas, Jambu
(rose-apple) as its distinctive tree. It was therefore called 'Jambu dveepa'.

2) The concept of nine continents
It was supposed that there were four countries or continents

('Varshas') around the 'Meru' mountain. Again each Varsha (continent)
was divided into parts called 'dveepas' (islands) (Matsya Pur17a –
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P.398). This was called 'Navakhanda' (nine parts or nine islands) or
'Nava dveepa' concept.

They were : 1) Indra dveepa, 2) Kaseru dveepa, 3) Tamraparna
dveepa, 4) Gabhastiman dveepa, 5) Naga dveepa, 6) Soumya dveepa,
7) Gandharva dveepa, 8) Vaaru7i dveepa, 9) Bharata dveepa which is
Bharata Khanda.

'Bharat Varsha' was said to be in the south of 'Meru' mountain
and its ninth part was 'Bharat Khanda' or Bharat dveepa. It is the
present Bh1rat (India). The other eight parts or 'Khandas' in Bharat
Varsha have been transformed as the present Srilanka, Burma, East
Indian Islands and Malaya etc.

Though the present geographical conditions are not at all the
same as given in this concept, it is still said in vows related to religious
rites as 'Jambu dveepe', 'Bharata Varshe', 'Bharata Khande' etc.

3) The concept of Seven Seas and Seven Islands
The concept of seven seas and seven islands is found in

'Matsya Pur17a' chapter 112, and also in 'Srimad Bh1gavata' Book 5,
Ch.16 (5-16). This is a fantastic geographical scheme. In the pur17as
'Jambu dveepa' is described as a ring round 'Meru' mountain. It is
separated from the next continent, 'Plaksha dveepa' by the ocean of
salt. 'Plaksha dveepa' in turn forms concentric circle around Jambu
dveepa and soon to make seven continents, each in concentric circle.
Each continent is separated from its neighbour by an ocean of different
composition. There is the ocean of salt around Jambu dveepa.
Plaksha dveepa encircles the salt ocean and this dveepa is
surrounded by the sea of sugar or molasses. It is in turn surrounded
by S1lmalee dveepa. Again this dveepa is surrounded by the sea of wine.
This sea is encircled by Kusa dveepa, which is surrounded by the sea
of ghee. This sea is surrounded by Krouncha dveepa and the sea of
milk surrounds it. Outside this sea there is Saka dveepa surrounding
it. Then there is the seas of curds around it. Around this seas there is
the seventh and the last continent called Pushkara dveepa. Outside this
dveepa there is the sea of fresh water.
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Later Hindu theologians and even astronomers could not free
themselves of this concept of seven seas and seven continents. They
adapted it to the concept of spherical earth by making 'Meru' the axis
of the Earth. The circular continents are made continental zones on the
surface of the Earth, though the circular continents are in no way
related or similar to the actual portion of the continental zones of the
surface of the Earth.

Outside the last of the seven seas, the sea of fresh water, there
is 'loka-aloka' mountain, says Srimad Bh1gavata. That, which is visible,
is 'Loka' and that, which is not visible is 'Aloka'. So 'Loka-aloka'
means the condition somewhere between visibility and invisibility.
The location of this mountain must be outside the surface of the Earth
around the equator. Though the concept looks absurd as the mountain
must be hanging in the air, the implied sense is that what ever lies
beyond this 'Loka-aloka' mountain is not visible.

There is also Puranic story (looks more a folklore story)
regarding the formation of seven seas and seven islands.  Priyavrata
was the son of the first Manu (Svayambhuva Manu). He was wise
and highly learned. The wheels of his chariot made trend (like very
deep water canals dug round the forts for the sake security) round on
the Earth and they formed seven seas. Here 'round on the Earth'
means not round the globe. As already said Earth was imagined to be
flat in the equator region. The chariot was driven in concentric circles
on that flat area. The land in between two trenches became the island.
Thus seven islands were formed. These seven seas and seven islands
were like concentric circles. The central island was 'Jambudvipa'.

The whole story is symbolic in meaning. Priyavarata is the
symbol of time and his sons are the symbolic of the fractions of time.
The flat symmentrical area at the equator region is spoken as Jambu
dvipa. The bulged central portion is said to be 'Meru' mountain or the
North Pole. If we consider the equator area as a circle, its centric
point is the base of 'Meru' mountain which rises upto the North Pole.
The portion of the Earth around 'Meru' is 'Ilavrita'. The Northern
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hemisphere of the earth was imagined as lotus bud and Meru as its
central point. Rest of the concept has already been explained.

The geographical scheme of seven seas and seven islands was
drawn some thousands of years ago. Now we have to understand the
scheme through imagination only. When the Earth is viewed from the
sky high above, it looks like a flat circle with seven islands spread
in circles interspersed between seven seas scattered in circular form.
How can we say now that it was not time then? It was the state of the
Earth some thousands of years ago. So many changes might have
happened during the last thousands of years resulting in the present
condition of the Earth. Why so far? Recent Tsunami caused so much
of devastation that initiated so many changes on the Earth which may
take firm shape in future. Some parts of the land may be submerged
into the sea and some other parts of land may surface on the water.
Some mountains may sprout up from the sea. Himalayas are one of
such mountains that sprouted from under the sea. After a period of
1000 or 1500 years the present condition of the Earth may be completely
transformed. The people then can do nothing but imagine the condition
of the Earth today.

The seven seas and seven islands are not there now. Once the
North Pole and the South Pole of the Earth were in straight line
facing each other. An axle like rod joined the two poles of the Earth
and the Earth rotated on the axle. But the Earth is no longer vertical.
Some thousands of years ago, some changes occured in the Cosmos
tilting the Earth by 23.5o. Now the Earth's spin axis does not make
right angle with the plane of its orbit round the sun. Instead it is tilted
by about 23.5o to the right angle of the orbit. If the Earth were not
tilted, there would be no seasons and the length of the day would
always be 12 hours everywhere on the Earth.

When the Earth was vertical seven seas and seven continents
were possibly there. But we cannot confirm it now. The tilt of the
Earth might have merged all the seas with the sea of salt making it
only one vast ocean of salt water. Region wise the same ocean was
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given different names. The seven circles of islands were transformed
into six irregularly scattered continents all over the Earth. This is what
is described as continental drift by which the continents are moving
slowly over the surface of the earth on a deep-lying plastic substratum–
a layer of rock or soil beneath the surface. We can see light and
darkness side by side at the polar regions. When there is light on one
side of the Earth, there is always darkness on the otherside, which we
cannot see. The part of the region at the pole that is in the light, is
the visible part called 'loka'. That which is not visible in the dark is
perhaps 'aloka'. At the pole the sun and the moon seem to go round
the Earth. When the North Pole region is filled with brightness, it is
called 'uttaraya7a' which is the movement of the sun northward from
the tropic of Capricorn to the tropic of Cancer and it is 'Dakshi7ayana'
when the South Pole is filled with brightness and the sun moves
down southward from the tropic of Cancer to tropic of Capricorn.

In view of the present geographical conditions on the Earth,
Jambudvipa covers (occupies) the whole surface of the Earth. India
and other countries in the East together are called Bharata Varsha. The
end-region of Bharata Varsha is the complete India called Bharat
Khanda. So our address in the world is : 'Jambudvipa', 'Bharata Varsha',
'Bharat Khanda' Mero# dakshi7a digbhage etc.

Though we are not sure and certain about the geographical
map of the Earth and also the astronomical map and though the whole
story looks a fantasy (fanciful mental image) and hence unbelievable,
we have only one way out. Either we have to accept it as it is, or
throw it out as a waste paper. We can neither prove it nor disprove it.

4.2.2.5. Cycle of Manifestation
It is an accepted fact that the universe is not eternal. It has a

beginning and so it must have an end. It was born at zero time. After
its life span is over, it no longer stays as the universe that exists
today. When the time reaches the maximum (the exact measure is
not known) it dies or collapses. Before the zero time and after the
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maximum time, there is nothing like time. The time between 'zero'
and 'maximum' is 'para'.

The universe does not come from nothing at zero time and
does not become void or nothing after the maximum time. It is only
its condition that changes. At zero time it is manifested, means it
appears and at maximum time it is unmanifested – means does not
disappear but does not appear. The period between the manifested
state and the unmanifested state of the universe is the existence of the
universe. What happens at zero time is the manifestation of the
universe and at maximum time it is unmanifestation of the universe.
It is a cycle and it is repeated again and again. Manifestation of the
universe is creation and unmanifestation is dissolution of the universe.

M1ya is the reservoir from which the universe emanates at zero
time and is dissolved into M1ya at the Maximum time. During the
unmanifested state of the universe, M1ya remains in a state of
dormancy. There is no 'time' during the period of dormancy. M1ya
remains in a seed state.

For the sake of convenience the state of unmanifestation of
the universe is called the night for Lord Vishnu (God). the manifested
state is called 'para' which is day for Vishnu. For Lord Vishnu the day
and night are equal. After the end of night the seed sprouts and the
world-tree germinates, grows and finally dies (collapses). This is called
world-cycle which is infinite. This cycle of manifestation and
unmanifestation of the universe goes on revolving forever.

The universe originates from M1ya and goes back to M1ya. But
the world-tree is rooted in Brahman. Katha Upanishad (2-3-1) and also
Bhagavad Gita (15-1,2) describe the world-tree as 'asvatham' (Peepal
tree) or (big tree)

"3rdhva m3lam adha# 01kham
  asvatham pr1hur avyayam                 .

  chand1msi yasya par71ni
  yas kam veda sa vedavit." (15-1)
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3rdhva-m3lam = that which has its roots upwards (Peepul tree)

adha#-01kham = which has its branches downwards

asvatham = Peepul tree (big tree)

Pr1hur = they say

avyayam = imperishable

chandamsi = covering or protecting

yasya = that tree of the world

pa47ani = leaves

yah (yas) = he

veda = knows

tam = that (the tree of the world)

sa (sa#) = he

vedavit = knower of the Vedas

"They say that the Peepul tree, which has its roots upward and
the branches downward is imperishable. The Vedas are its leaves. He
who realizes it is a knower of the Vedas."

Brahman, possessed of the unmanifest power in the form of
M1ya, is referred to by the word '3rdhva' (upward). It is so because of
Brahman's subtleness in point of time, because of Its being the Cause,
and also because of Its eternality and vastness. That is the root of
this world (m3lam). The tree of the world (Peepul tree), which is such,
is 3rdhva-m3lam (roots upward). Having been in existence from time
without beginning, the Tree of the world is imperishable. So the Tree
of the world is Brahman. This tree of the world has another
qualification. It protects the world through its leaves. The leaves serve
as protectors of a tree and the tree is the world. The leaves are the
Vedas which serve as the protectors of the world.

This agrees with the Upanishadic text : "This is the beginning
less (fig tree) Peepul tree that has its roots above and branches down
(av1k01khah). That, ('tadeva') the root of this tree, indeed is Brahman.
It is immortal. In it all the worlds rest and noone ever goes beyond
that." – Katha Upanishad (2-3-1).
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"The tree of life has its unseen roots in Brahman. The tree with
its roots, and branches represent Brahman in its manifested form. The
tree of life is said to be imperishable Brahman. This eternal Tree
presided over by Brahman is a means of livelihood to all creatures.
This verily is the resort of Brahman; in it Brahman dwells for ever.
However, Mah1bharata (Asvamedha Parva – 47-12-15) asks us to cut
off the tree of existence with the great sword of non-attachment. While
the tree of life is said to be imperishable Brahman, Mahabharata calls
the tree of existence 'sams1ra vriksha', the Cosmic tree. The cosmic
pocess is compared to a tree which can be cut off by the sword of
knowledge 'jn1nena param1sin1'. Then attaining the bliss of the Self,
one does not return from that bliss.

When we see the cotton taken from the silk-cotton tree, we can
infer that it comes from a tree and we also know this tree, though not
seen, is rooted somewhere. Cotton is the effect and the source (root)
is the cotton tree. Similarly the world is the effect which is seen,
therefore its cause, (or source) Brahman, though not seen, must be there.
Thus the root or cause of silk-tree can be traced by coming to know
its cotton. So also through the effect (result) that the world is,
Brahman, the root or source or cause can be traced. This is what is
called ascertaining the root or the cause through the effect (result).
The world is seen and Brahman, though unseen must be there. Taittiriya
Upanishad (1-10-1) also speaks of it. "aham v4k=asya reriv1".

aham = I – the Self that rules from within – am.

reriv1 = the imvigorator

v4k=asya = of the tree – the tree of 'sams1ra (of the world) which
is subject to uprooting.

"It is called 'v4k=a' (tree) because of the root meaning – of
being felled. It changes itself every moment, Its nature is destroyed
as soon as it is seen like magic, like water in a mirage, like a city in
the sky and it ceases to exist ultimately like a tree. It is without any
heart-wood like the stem of a plantain tree.  It is subject to hundreds
of doubts in the minds of sceptics; its reality is determined in its
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true colour by the seekers of truth; its essence lies in its root, the
Supreme Brahman and it is ascertained in Vedanta."

"The world tree grows from the seed of ignorance (superimpo-
sition), desire, action and the unmanifested. It has for its sprout
Hira7yagarbha, the phase of Brahman, comprising the two powers of
knowledge and action. It has for its trunk the diverse subtle bodies of
all creatures. Its vigour of growth results from the sprinkling of water
of  desire. The objects of the sense of knowledge are its tender sprouts.
Its leaves are the Vedas, learning and instruction. Many deeds like
sacrifice, charity, austerity, etc are its lovely flowers. Its various tastes
are the experiences of happiness and sorrow. Its innumerable fruits
are the means of subsistence of beings. It has its secondary roots well
developed, entwined and firmly fixed. Sprinkling of water is for
making desires grow. Desire for works develop from desire for results.
The desires are entwined and mixed up with various dispositions
(attributes) – s1ttvika, r1jasika and tamasika (calm, active and lazy
disposition respectively). The seven worlds beginning from the one
called Satya are the nests built by the birds which are the living beings
from Brahma (not Brahman) downwards. Its uproar is rendered
tumultuous by the various sounds induced bymirth and grief arising
from joys and sorrows of living beings. It is felled by the weapon of
detachment consisting of the realization of the identity of Brahman
and the Self as inculcated by Ved1nta."

"This tree of the world is an 'a0vattha#'. Literally 'a0vattha#'
means impermanent. The nature of the tree of the world is always not
steady like the peepul tree. It is shaken by the wind of desires and
deeds. Its branches are downwards. It is existing from ancient time
beyond memory. It has no beginning." (Kat.Up.2-3-1 – Sankara's
Commentary.)

All this universe emerges and moves because there is the
Supreme Brahman. The universe originates from M1ya and goes back
to M1ya. But the world tree is rooted in Brahman (Kat.Up.2-3-1)
(Bh.Gita 15-1,2). It is so because firstly M1ya has no independent
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existence. It depends upon Brahman for its existence and it is the
power of Brahman. Secondly, @0vara, Brahman with attributes controls
M1ya and its activities. Thirdly, @0vara is the creating agent, the
supporter, and the destroying agent of the universe as Brahma, Vishnu
and Mahesvara respectively (Vishnu-Pur17a 1-2-66). So it has been
given in the scripture that the source of the universe is Brahman, the
universe is supported by Brahman and the universe is dissolved by
Brahman. (B.S.1-1-2)

Advaita Vedanta rejects the idea that the universe has been
made by any insentient, primordial matter or eternal atoms. It does not
accept the hypothesis of 'exnihilo' creation (creation out of nothing) and
considers the notion of spontaneous generation as absurd. (B.S.; S.B.
1-1-2)

Types of Creation
Vedanta recognises three types of creation : Pr1k4ta, dainandina

and nitya.(Vishnu Pur17a 1-7-44,45). Creation of the whole universe
out of M1ya or Prak4ti is the evolutionary cosmogony which is
known as Pr1k4ta creation. It has aready been described. There is only
one 'Pr1k4ta' cretation in one 'para' (great world period). It is repeated
in every 'para' which is the manifested state. It is 'day' for Brahma
(not Brahman).

The word 'dainandina' means daily, which means day time not
night of Brahma. Here 'day' does not mean human or Earth day, but
it refers to the day of Brahma (not Brahman). On day for Brahma
(excluding his night is known as 'kalpa'. At the end of 'kalpa', the
three lokas : bh3#, bhuva#, and 'sva#' are destroyed. It is followed by
a night of Brahma (not Brahman). The day and night of Brahma are
of equal duration.

At the termination of Brahma's night, the next kalpa begins and
the three 'Lokas' that had been destroyed, are again created. In the
'macro' world galaxies, stars, planets and satellites are continually
created. In the microworld molecules, atoms and micro particles are
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continuously created. The creation that takes place continuously
(unbroken) connected throughout in space or time, (or) continually,
means frequently or constantly recurring, alway happening (but not
unbroken) both in micro or macro world is known as 'nitya' creation.

4.2.2.6. Time Periods – Yugas
In the beginning of creation there was no suitable atmosphere

in the univrse necessary for the living beings. Especially, there was no
oxygen. It was only some billions of years later that the atmosphere
was formed after the Earth took shape. Only at a later stage living
beings evolved. Though the first human form evolved about two
million years ago, the human beings in the present form evolved only
less than two lac years ago.

One earth-year or human year is one divine day (day and night)
(Vishnupura7a 6-3-10) one divine year contains 360 divine days.
12000 divine years make one 'Caturyuga' (four yugas or eras). The
day-time for Brahma (not Brahman) is of the duration of one thousand
'Caturyugas' (one mahayuga) and the night of Brahma is of the same
period. Day is the period of Cosmic manifestation and night of non
manifestation. These are of equal length and they alternate. (Bh.Gita
8-17). One day of Brahma is called 'Kalpa'. In one Kalpa there are
4.32 billion human years (432 crores). One night of Brahma also
contains 4.32 billion human years. Thus 8.64 billion human years
make one day and one night of Brahma. This period multiplied with
360 gives the duration of Brahma's year which is 3110-4 billion
human years. One hundred such years become the life period of
Brahma, the creator (not Brahman). This period is known as 'para'
and first half of it is known as 'parardha' and the second half is called
'dviteeya paradha' (Vishnu Pura7a 1-3-6).

There is another calculation (Vishnu Pura7a 1-3-20-22). Here
the duration of one para is 369956.11 billion human years. There are
14 manvantaras (period of one Manu) (Vishnu Pura7a 1-3-16) in one
day of Brahma. One manvantara is made of 0.36702 billion human
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years. Thus one day of Brahma or Kalpa is made of 5-13828 billion
human years. There is thus a difference in the duration of one Kalpa
as calculated by the previous method and this method. However the
difference is not significant in view of the long duration of 'para'.

The diurnal (during day, not night) dissolution of three lokas
(bhu#, bhuva#, sva#) takes place at the end of Kalpa, where as total
dissolution of the whole universe occurs at the end of 'para'. Brahma
still lives after a Kalpa. He lives for a period that is twice the length
of one hundred Kalpas. But he dies after a 'para'. 'Par1rdha' which is
one-half of a para has been used in Vedic Cosmology. In the first
par1rdha of a 'para' the universe expands and in the second par1rdha
the universe collapses.

The time units or time periods seem to be imaginary, because
the Kalpas, Manvantaras, Maha yugas, etc. seem to have been imagined
in relation to our Milky Way galaxy only. We donot know where the
other galaxies were formed and whether there were or there are any
living beings there.

The first half (Par1rdha) of the life of Brahma (not Brahman)
is over and we are in the second (dviteeya) par1rdha and in Sveta-
var1ha kalpa. In Svetavar1ha Kalpa six Manvantaras have already
passed and we are in the seventh – Vaivasvata Manvantara. In this
Manvantara twenty seven Mahayugas passed and in the twenty eighth
Mahayuga K4ta, Treta and Dwapara Yugas passed. We are now in
Kaliyuga, the fourth yuga in 28th Mahayuga almost 5117 years passed
(upto 2012 AD).

Four yugas constitute one Mahayuga. Seventyone Mahayugas
make one Manvantara. In one Kalpa there are fourteen Manvantaras.

360 human days (mortal days) make One mortal year

360 mortal years make one divine year
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The Golden Age – K4ta Yuga – 17,28,000 human years
The Silver Age – Treta Yuga – 12,96,000 human years
The Copper Age – Dwapara Yuga – 8,64,000 human years
The Iron Age – Kali Yuga – 4,32,000 human years

   
One Maha Yuga – 43,20,000 human years   

71 Mahayugas = 43,20,000 x 71 = 30,67,20,000 human years.
This is One Manvantara (Manu Period)

Six Manvantaras passed (Manu Periods)
30,67,20,000 x 6 = 184,03,20,000 human years passed.

In Seventh Manvantara 27 Mahayugas passed.
43,20,000 x 27 = 11,66,40,000 human years passed

In 28th Maha Yuga first three yugas and 5117 years in Kaliyuga
passed (upto 2012 AD)

So, K4ta Yuga 17,28,000
Triya Yuga 12,96,000
Dwapara Yuga 8,64,000
Kali Yuga 5,117

38,93,117 human years passed

Between each Manvantara there are dawn and twilight. So for
14 Manvantaras the junction time or the time for reconciliation is
2,59,20,000 human years.

So far One Manvantara 2,59,20,000 ” 4 = 18,51,428.6
human years.

For 6 Manvantaras = 18,51,428.6 x 6 = 1,11,08,571 human years

One Manu period or Manvantara = 30,67,20,000 human years
For 14 Manu Periods = 30,67,20,000 x 14 = 429,40,80,000

         human years
Add dawn and twilight times for 14 Manu periods :

429,40,80,000 + 2,59,20,000 = 432,00,00,000
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This 432,00,00,000 human years is One Kalpa Period.
100 divini Mahayugas make One Kalpa.

Years passed so far :
Dawn and twilight time for
               6 Manvantaras = 1,11,08,571
6 Manvantaras + 184,03,20,000

                    Total 185,14,28,571 human years

27 Maha Yugas period = 11,66,40,000
Time lapsed in
      28th Maha Yuga so far + 38,93,112

      Total years passed 197,19,61,683 human years

This comes to about 200 crores of years (Two billion years) upto
2012 A.D.

What do we understand from this?
Astrophysicists say that the Solar System was formed in our

Milky Way Galaxy about five billion years ago (about 500 Crores of
years ago) and Big-bang occured 13 billion (1300 crores) years ago.

Can we reconcile these readings of time period with those
given in mythology?

Astrophysicists say that the early forms of living beings
appeared on this Earth about 200 Crores of years ago. Mythology
reveals that 'Svetavaraha Kalpa' started about 200 Crore years ago. This
reconciles with what science says in this respect. At the beginning of
Kalpa there will be explosion and creation will be dissolved. It
means there was explosion at the beginning of Svetavaraha Kalpa 200
Crores of years ago. Big-bang means explosion. But it happened 13
billion years ago (1300 Crores of years ago). When did this happen
according to mythology?

There are four types of dissolutions of which 'Naimittika
Pralaya' (occasional dissolution) is one. It happens at the end of every
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day time of Brahma (not Brahman). It is called 'Kalpa' which is of
432,00,00,000 human years (432 crores of years). 'Nimitta' means
'because of'. Because one Kalpa period is completed, dissolution
occurs. Everything in the universe is burnt and it is filled with water.
Then Hira7yagarbha Brahma, who is an aspect of @0vara, goes to
sleep. In other words He becomes one with @0vara (not Siva). This is
called the night of Brahma, which is of same duration as the day of
Brahma. In fact, the day and night periods in the life of Brahma
combined are called one 'Kalpa'. That is : 432,00,00,000 x 2 =
864,00,00,000 human years. When it is dawn again Brahma wakes up
and the universe also begins to rise and the creation starts. No explosion
occurs because occasional dissolution is not total dissolution. Thus
recreation happens only at the dawn of every day in the life of
Brahma. Creation is recycled at the beginning of each 'Kalpa'.

There are 30 such Kalpas which amount to one month in the
life of Brahma. When 30 Kalpas are over, once again time is counted
from the first Kalpa. When 360 such Kalpas are completed it amounts
to one year in the life of Brahma (not Brahman). Brahma's life period
is 100 such years which are equal to 31104000 Crores of human years.
At the end of Brahma's life, total dissolution occurs and the whole
creation is absorbed back into Brahman. How long the universe remains
morbid or unmanifested we cannot imagine. It is called implosion.

When Brahman wills or desires to initiate new cycle of creation,
Cosmic Egg is formed and it explodes. It is called big bang explosion.
This process of dissolution goes on forever (Process of explosion and
implosion).

The thirty Brahma Kalpas start with 'Svetavaraha Kalpa' and end
with 'Pitara Kalpa'.

1 – Svetavar1ha Kalpa 16 – N1rasimha Kalpa
2 – Nilalohita Kalpa 17 – S1mana Kalpa
3 – V1madeva Kalpa 18 – !gneya Kalpa
4 – Radh1ntara Kalpa 19 – Soumya Kalpa
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5 – Rourarva Kalpa 20 – M1nava Kalpa
6 – Pr17a Kalpa 21 – Talpurusha Kalpa
7 – B4hat Kalpa 22 – Vaikuntha Kalpa
8 – Kandarpa Kalpa 23 – Lakshmi Kalpa
9 – Satya Kalpa 24 – S1vitri Kalpa

10 – Ishan Kalpa 25 – Aghora Kalpa
11 – Vyana Kalpa 26 – Var1ha Kalpa
12 – S1rasvata Kalpa 27 – Vairaraja Kalpa
13 – Ud1na Kalpa 28 – Gouri Kalpa
14 – Garuda Kalpa 29 – Maheswara Kalpa
15 – K3rma Kalpa 30 – Pitara Kalpa

As already mentioned every Kalpa has 14 Manvantaras.

1. Sv1yambhuva 6. Cakshusha 11. M>rus1varni
2. Sv1rocisha 7. Vaivasvata 12. Kratuvu
3. Uttama 8. S1var7i 13. Rutudh1ma
4. Tamasa 9. Rouchya 14. Vishvaksena
5. Raivata 10. Bhoutya

Now we shall see the divine Yugas (ages) corresponding to the
related human yugas.

   Yugas Divine years with Human years with
junction time junction time

K4ta Yuga   4800 years 17,20,000 years
Treta Yuga   3600 years 12,96,000 years
Dv1para Yuga   2400 years   8,64,000 years
Kali Yuga   1200 years   4,32,000 years

Total 12000 years 43,20,000 years

1000 divine mahayugas make one Kalpa.

The process of explosion and implosion goes on forever. This is
total dissolution. However creation is not totally destroyed. It is only
unmanifested (disappears) and it is manifested when creation begins
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again. This emanation and dissolution of the universe is eternal till all
beings realise Brahman. When this happens all living beings are
released from bondage dissolution becomes absolute.

It is very important that 'Brahma Kalpa' should not be mistaken
for 'Kalpa aphorisms'. Brahma Kalpas indicate time while Kalpa
aphorisms (s3tras) are not related to time. Kalpa sutras give short rules
which include 'Srouta S3tras' related to Vedas, 'G4hya S3tras' related
to Karma or domestic functions, 'Dharma S3tras' related to prescribed
course of conduct and duty.

As already mentioned, the first half of Brahma's life (50 years)
is completed. First Kalpa 'Svetavar1ha Kalpa' in the second half
Brahma's life started and is in progress. We are now in the seventh
Manvantara is 'Svetavar1ha Kalpa'. It is 'Vaivasvata Manvantara'.

In addition to occasional dissolutions (pralayas), sometimes in the
middle of a Kalpa, unexpected pralaya (dissolution) – av1ntara pralaya
may occur. 'Mal0ya Pura7a' describes one such unexpected dissolution
occured at the end of sixth Manvantara or at the beginning of seventh
Manvantara. At the time of this dissolution seeds of living beings sun,
moon, Manu, Narayana, Brahma (not Brahman) only remain and the
rest are washed away by the flooding water. When the water recedes,
creation is recycled through Manu. We are now in the after-period of
that 'av1ntara pralaya' (sudden dissolution). There is no explosion and
no formation of Cosmic egg. Formation of Cosmic egg and explosion
occur only after total dissolution.

Though science does not conceive any divine periods equivalent
to yugas in mortal (human) years, the Hindu conception contemplates
divine years equivalent to mortal years. One Mahayuga consisting of
12000 divine years is equivalent to one Mahayuga of 43,20,000 mortal
years. 1000 divine Mahayugas constitute one day time for Brahma, that
is 120,00,000 divine years.

When the sun moves northward from Tropic of Capricorn
towards Tropic of Cancer for six months, that period forms one divine
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day time. When the sun moves southward from Tropic of Cancer to
Tropic of Capricorn, that period of six months forms one night for
Brahma (divine night). This total period of 12 mortal months or 360
mortal days are equivalent to one divine day. 360 mortal years are
equivalent to one divine year.

There are 14 Manvantaras in one day-time for Brahma. 71
Mahayugas form one Manvantara. 14 such Manvantaras form one
Kalpa. Brahma's one day-time is called one Kalpa. One Kalpa is
equivalent to 1000 divine Mahayugas.

Ultimately it is clear that we are in the aftermath-period of
the sudden dissolution (av1ntara pralaya) that occured before the
beginning of Vaivasvata Manvantara. Here we must have a look at the
universal destruction by a deluge (a great flood) described in
Mahabharata. It is said that, when unrighteousness and injustice grow
by leaps and bounds in the world, deluge destroys the world. This
sudden deluge described in the Mahabharata – the story of Fish –
incarnation (Matsy1vatara), or the story of Manu narrated in Matsya
Purana or the story of Hazrat Nuh in the 'Queran' (11:37:44) or the story
of Noah narrated in the Bible (Genesis 6 to 8) reveal the same story
of a fish, a strong boat and a great flood. Religions are different but
they are from the same root.

In Mahabharata 'Ara7ya parva' the Matsya incarnation is
described. When Vaivasvata Manu, the son of the sun was performing
penance in Badarika forest, one day a small fish came to him and
sought protection. Manu put it in a pot of water. Soon the fish grew
as large as the pot. Then Manu removed it from the pot and put in a
big well. Again, very soon the fish grew larger than the well. Then
Manu put it in the river Ganga. Once again, this time the fish grew
larger than the river. Manu had noother way than putting it in the sea.
Then the fish revealed to him that very soon a huge deluge was going
to flood the whole universe. The fish asked him to prepare a small but
strong boat. It advised him to put in the boat the seven seers (rishis),
specimen seeds of all planets, and also the animals. The fish further said
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that it would come when the duluge would be thrashing the boat. It
also told him that it would have a horn on the head and asked him to
tie the boat to its horn and it would save them.

Manu did as instructed. The whole world was in deluge and
there was no way to see the sky and know the direction or quarter
side. The fish pulled the boat to the top of the Himalayas. As directed
by the fish Manu tied the boat to the peak of the mountain. Then the
fish revealed itself that it was none other than Brahman (@0vara). He
directed Manu to start the process of Creation with His blessings. But
being under the spell of M1ya, it did not occur to Manu's mind the way
to create and everything looked chaotic. Then he did penance and
gained power to create. Thus procreation started. Same story, we find
in Matrya Pur17a second chapter.

Truthfulness of the story is not the primary question. It is the
condition of the universe described in the story that is of primary
importance. It was an unexpected deluge and the state of the universe
at that time is what is described in the story. So any argument whether
the story is true or not carries no weight. The story is idealistic. So the
idea behind is important, not the story as it is.

Truth is universal. Brahman is Truth. Religion is the opinion
generated in our minds. "Ekam Sat, Vipra bahudha vadanti" (Rig Veda
1-164-46). Truth is one. Scholars call it by different names. The story
of 'Hazrat Nuh' in the Queran (11-37-44) and the story of Noah in
the  Bible are same as this story from Mahabharata and Matsya Pur17a.
Noah and Hazrat are similar to 'Manu'. Only the names of the
mountain where the boat was anchored are different. The story and the
idea behind are the same.

The period of 311040 crores of human years is equivalent to
one year in the life of Brahma (not Brahman). Period of 31104000
crores of human years is the lifespan of Brahma. Compared to that
uncountable span of life, our life is just insignificant blade of straw.
Man is just like a grass flower which opens up and blossoms
beautifully, but with in a minute a gust of wind blows it off and it is
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seen no more. Human life is no better than that.

Close your eyes,
it is all destruction and dissolution.
Open your eyes,
it is all re-creation.
Inevitable is blinking
in between is the state of life.
Blink of eyes is our life.

So insignificant seems man when one contemplates time. The
days of man are but as grass because he flourishes as flower in the
field. Because as soon as the wind goes over it, it is gone and the place
thereof shall know it no more.

Creation does not stand still. It is active and it flows forward
progressing like a stream. We can also think of time as God who is
imperishable. So also time is imperishable. There is another view that
it constitutes great dissolution of the universe in an all consuming fire.

4.2.2.7. Idea of Death
It is a fact that we donot understand ourselves. Sometime or

other in course of our life we are forced to ask ourselves these
questions : Who am I? What am I here for? And why? Is there really
a 'hereafter', a hell a heaven, or a purgatory (place of spiritual
cleansing)? These are the questions that will haunt us. The idea of
death hits us hard when a friend or a contemporary, or a relative
dies. But life seems to continue and death, ever present, is distant.
Sometimes the very young die before they find a place in other's
memory. Then, the very old it seems a blessing for them. However,
death in middle age leaves the family in dark, helplessness and
confusion in sorrow. It takes sometime for family members, friends
and relatives to reconcile, reflect and contemplate.

What is there in life? Nothing more than living. This feeling is
only apparent because there is more to life than mere living. When in
the life of a young man, who is hoping to make a mark in life striving
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hard, the light of life is put off, it occurs to our mind, what is the life
after all? A few-days wonder, it is a feast, but moveable and at the end
the flowers are withered and scattered. Reading is one way to grasp
the truth of life. But in truth reading alone is not enough. Only a good
teacher can show the way. When we cannot find a good teacher who
knows the way, books become teacher.

Death holds us in endless terror, when life is spent in aimless
pursuits. The saying, that whom the God loves, die young, is not true.
It is so because sometimes it is the young that donot fear death and
accept it with great serenity.

From this world of heartaches, weariness and decay poets try
to find the way of escape through poetry. William Wordsworth
(1770-1850) is the greatest poet of Nature in the English language.
His adoration of Nature has inspired him to the highest flights of pure
poetry. They are among the really great poems. Through his Nature
poetry and his love of Nature he could find the way out of this world
of weariness and decay. He has a feeling of reverence for Nature. In
fact Nature is a mode of revelation to him. Nature and Man are his
two subjects. He feels Man exists in an organic relationship and a
fellowship with Nature in which he can commune with the objects of
Nature like the mountains, cataracts and lakes. Nature to Wordsworth
is an embodiment of divine glory. He even feels, the influence of
Nature can transform the body and mind of man.

That is why, he advises us not to be too worldly-minded. He says:

"The world is too much with us; late and soon,
 Getting and spending we lay waste our powers;
 Little we see in Nature that is ours;
 We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon!"

  ('Sordid boon' means mean benefit or favour.)

Two other great poets of the same period find a different way out
of this world of weariness and death. They are John Keats (1795-1821)
and P.B.Shelley (1792-1822). John Keats ranks with Shelley as one of
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the truly great poets in English of the nineteenth century or indeed of
any century. "Ode to Nightingale" is one of the greatest odes written by
Keats. Here the poet, sitting in a melancholy mood in the garden and
hearing the song of a nightingale, wishes he could be as free and
happy as the bird and escape from the sorrows of life. While Shelley,
in his 'Ode to West Wind' rouses himself from the mood of despair
and seeks the help of west wind to spread his revolutionary ideas for
the regeneration of the world, Keats merely seeks escape into a land
of imagination only to find in the end that his poetic fancy can give
only temporary relief from pains and no lasting consolation.

For Shelley also there is no happiness in the world. He says,
"we look at past and future and seek happiness which we cannot enjoy.
Our happiest moment even is not free from sorrow. Sorrow is ever
present in human life. So even our happiest moments are embittered
by some sadness. "Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest
thought". – TO A SKYLARK

The realm of the Nightingale is an integral (whole or complete)
realm, a realm of Beauty that is above decay, above time, and therefore
durable and permanent.

"Darkling I listen; and, for many a time
 I have been half in love with easeful Death,
 Called him soft names in many amused rhyme,
 To take into the air my quiet breath;
 Now more than ever seems it rich to die,
 To cease upon the midnight with no pain,
 While thou art pouring forth thy soul abroad
 In such an ecstasy!
 Still wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain
 To thy high requiem become a sod."

(Ode to Nightingale)

'Darkness' is the keyword which opens the vision of the
following stanzas. He listens to the nightingale in the dark and the
darkness is associated with death. He wishes to enter the happy
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world where the nightingale sings, inorder to forget his miseries. He
travels there on the wings of his poetic imagination. He imagines
himself already in the world of the happy bird. There is darkness all
around which is filled with the sweet smells of the flowers of the
season. The bird continues to sing from her happy spot. The moment
is full of happiness for him and he wants to stop to exist in his mortal
body in that mood only. Then he hopes the song of the nightingale
will become his funeral hymn (requiem). He is pained that he cannot
hear the song after his death though the bird continues to sing. But
after experiencing that heavenly joy he does not want to his to go to
his real world of misery. The reference here is to fears of his own
death. Though he speaks of the bird's song, he is not able to escape
from his own fears and miseries.

His brother George left him and another brother Thomas died.
He was engaged to Fancy Brawne but he was afraid of his own
failing health. When he wrote this poem in 1819 (May) his mind was
filled with mixed feelings of love and sorrow, hope and fear, ambition
and courage, but also with despair and grief at his failing health.

The poem presents the poets' vision of ideal beauty. He loved
beauty for the sake of beauty only. He was not a philosopher and had
no spiritual, political or social message to convey. However, he
achieved lasting through 'Endymion' poem. It contains some exquisite
passages including the well-known opening lines which reveal the
motto and soul of his poems.

"A thing of beauty is a joy for ever :
 Its loveliness increases; it will never
 Pass into nothingness; but still will keep
 A bower quiet for us, and a sleep
 Full of sweet dreams and health, and quiet breathing."

'Endymion'

"A thing of beauty is a joy for ever" – is an immortal line of
poetry. The joy we get from a beautiful thing is everlasting. It will
never become nothing. It gives peace and a sleep full of sweet dreams
and calm breathing.
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As Keats says, it is rather the young who donot fear death and
can accept it with serenity and a sense of fulfilment.

"Now more than ever seems it rich to die,
 To cease upon the midnight with no pain."

How many thousands have been the young who have poured
out "the red sweet wine of youth" on the battle fields. They shall not
grow old, as that are left grow old. Age shall not weary them nor years
condemn. They have already achieved immortality in our memory.

Death may be inevitable, but it is not purposeless. It is given to
every one to have a sense of purpose. Ofcourse, our talents are
limited, but what we can do is to relate our purposefulness to our
talents so that there is no need to despair that we have not achieved
such things as climbing Mt. Everest or discovering Penicillin. However
there are certain things that everyone can try today only if they have
will to do : teach a class, chop wood, dig coal, sell tickets at the
counter. Each is a job to do and that, done well could not only bring
satisfaction of a job well done, but fulfil the purpose of our existence.
There is nothing big or small. All things rank the same with God.

It is true that our purpose should be related to our talents. But
sometimes our talents are latent (concealed). They cannot and should
not remain latent forever. Before long they must come out into light.
We must reach out for something still beyond us. Reaching out does
not simply mean climbing Mt. Everest. A man's reach should exceed
his grasp or what is a heaven for? Whenever we act, our life assumes
meaning and death loses its sting. We never ask the question, what
will happen after death? It is because the answer is not there ready
before us. The more relevant question, we need to ask is : What am I
doing right here? If the question is right, the answer is found to be
right, too. In the question is the answer.

What is death? Really it is a mystery. 'Isa' Upanishad (17) says:
"May this life force attain the immortal breath; then let this body be
reduced to ashes. Om, O mind, remember, remember all that has been
done. O mind, remember all that has been done."
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So, it is death when the life force leaves this physical body and
returns to immortal prana.

Death holds terrors to many, if not all for different reasons. It
is very hard to know or feel suddenly or even gradually that life is
ceasing to be. In a sense, sudden death is preferable because it gives
no time to feel or to know or even to think or to be frightened. In fact,
death itself may not be as frightening as what comes after death. So it
is not the fear of the known but of the unknown. That is the cause for
fear, anxiety and misery.

Everyone knows that death does not mean complete annihilation
(destruction) because he knows and hears that there is certainly some
life after death. It is about this life after death that he is more anxious
and frightened. Except for some mythological episodes, nobody can say
anything for certain what sort of life is this after death. The fear is not
certainly for this corporeal body. It turns into ashes quickly. There is
something in man apart from this physical body. It is the soul or Self
in the subtle body that causes more anxiety and fear. When he comes
to know the truth about the soul, where does it come from? and where
does it go after man dies? his anxiety and fear vanish. Vendanta
(upanishads) tries to answer these incredible questions.

He is really learned to whom the secret or mystery of birth and
death is revealed. Atleast something we know of birth, but of death we
know little. What is death, after-all? When the life force is separated
from this physical body, that is death. The truth is, death is not
painful, but it is the fear of death that is more painful. Even now people
are afraid to read Garuda Pur17a, which is one of the Pur17as written
by Vyasa. Further a superstition is attached to it that it causes death
if it is read on ordinary days or if it is kept at home. This is absolute
madness. Garuda Pur17a, is as good as any other Pur17a written by
Vyasa. Nothing ominous happens if it is read on ordinary days or
kept at home. Usually it is read within twelve days after the death of
a person, and it has become a tradition with fear complex attached to
it. There is nothing more than that.
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If we take life as a sentence, birth and death are like two
commas in a sentence. Death is just a chasm which is a deep fissure
or opening in the earth. It obstructs our view. What is our anxiety due
to? It is due to our foolishness not to see the truth that what comes
tomorrow or the day after, is that which is not seen today or now. Just
as a Persian Poet said that life is a book in which first and last pages
are missing. We donot know the beginning and end of life. We are left
with only the middle portion of the book of life. If we can read and
understand that middle portion, we can grasp the first and the last in
the book of life.

You are here now. What does it mean? It simply means that
you were elsewhere in the past. The span between birth and death of
a person is his life. To understand the entire cycle of birth and death
we must understand Karma and reincarnation or rebirth. What is
Karma? It is the law of cause and effect clubbed together. Cause is our
action and effect is the result of our action. Miseries and delusions are
the effects of our actions. Man can attain liberation (mukti or moksha)
while living in this life itself (Jeevam mukti) if he realises that all our
miseries are self-created. If the actions are done selflessly the effect
will be free from misery.

In selfless actions, the fruits will go to others. Then what is
the use of action? We must understand what self-less action means.
Any action is done only expecting or hoping to get result favourable
or beneficial to him in one way or other. No action is done either for
oneself or for the sake of others, without atleast a tinge of selfishness.
Then, is selfless action possible at all? Karmas do not bind us, but we
are bound by their fruits. In doing something or in helping others in
need, if we begin to think at the outset itself, why should I do it?
Who do I get from this? Selfishness or attachment begins to raise its
head. That is the end of selfless action because selfishness projects
itself with great vehemence. No man can live without doing karmas,
but where he performs the karmas he has to reap the fruits. If we
learn to surrender the fruits of karma to God and do the work, then we
will become free forever. This is what Bhagavad Gita preaches.
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Basically desire motivates action. Infact, desire pervades the
whole world. Even after death desires don't leave the mind and they
linger in the subtle body. Those desires motivate the subtle body
where in the mind remains not so active. The desires motivate the
mind to act and it results in rebirth. The rounds of births and deaths
thus depend on these motivations called desires. If desires are
reduced to zero, there will be no motivations and so there will be no
karma. The bondage of karma and its fruits will not be there. Fear,
anxiety, stress and strain are mostly self-created. If we are able to realise
the true Self, these miseries will vanish.

Bhagavad Gita says that the Self does not become the agent or
the object of the act of killing. "Never is this One (the Self) born."
The Self is not born and it does not die at any time. It does not again
come into existence by being born. It (the Self) is birthless, constant,
eternal and ancient. It is not slain, when the body is slain. (B.G.2-20)

Just as a person gives up worn out clothes and puts on new
ones, so does the embodied Self (Self in the body) gives up the dead
body and enters a new body. (B.G.2-22) "The eternal Self (Brahman)
does not move from place to place, but the embodied Self (Self in
the physical body) moves from one abode (here it means body) to
another abode. It takes birth each time and gathers to itself a mind
and a body which out of the materials of nature according to its past
evolution and its need for the future."

There is an objective connection between the soul and the body.
When physical body falls, the vital and mental sheaths still remain as
the vehicle of the soul. Rebirth is a law of nature. Katha upanishad
(1-1-6) asks, "consider successively how your forefathers behaved and
consider how later men (now) behave. Man is mortal. He ripens and
dies like Corn and like Corn he is born again." Attachment seems to
be the mother of all miseries. When a human being gets attached to
the body, he brings pain to his individual soul. But this attachment and
pain can be removed by understanding that the body, breath, and mind
are just like the instruments of the individual soul. He should learn
the technique of living in the world. Yet remaining out of it, S. Radha
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Krishna says in his 'Introductory Essay' to the Bhagavad Gita, "If man
acts blindly according to his impulses and passions, he acts more like
an animal than a man. Being a human, he justifies his actions.

Some of our acts are ours only seemingly. The sense of spon-
taneity is only apparent. We sometimes carryout suggestions given to
us in the hypnotic condition. We may believe that, we think, feel and
will the acts but in so doing we may be giving expression to the
suggestions conveyed to us during the hypnotic state. What is true of
the hypnotic situation is true of many of our acts which may seem
spontaneous but are really not so. It is man's duty to control his rajas
and tamas by means of his sattva nature which seeks for the truth of
things and the right law of action. But even when we act under the
influence of our sattva nature we are not entirely free. Sattva binds us
quite as much as 'rajas' and 'tamas'. Only our desires for truth and
virtue are nobler. The sense of ego is still operative. We must rise
above our ego and grow into the Supreme self of which the ego is an
expression. When we make our individual being one with the Supreme,
we rise above nature with its three modes, become 'trigu71tita' (B.G.
14-21), and become freed from the bonds of the world."

We have tried to know the concept of death and what is to
come after death. But if we want to have any meaningful answer to
that we have to know the meaning of life, the origin of life and the
significance of creator. If there is Creator, who is He? Is it possible
to know Him and understand Him?

Thus there are questions with in questions. Who is the Creator?
He. The Vedic seers called Him 'Svayambhu', the One who created
Himself? Why did He create Himself? What is life? It is a person's
state of existence as a living individual. That which exists is a living
Creature. If we put it in another way, life is the capacity for growth,
functional activity and continual change preceeding death. It is the
state between birth and death.

Who is Creator? What is life? All the literature in the world, can
not provide any satisfactory answer.
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4.2.2.8. Is there life after death
Every religion believes in its own way that there is some sort

of life after death. The vision of the dead man's soul being taken
away by the messengers of the Lord of Death ('Yama') is common in
all religions. These messengers are believed to be horrible in
appearance and merciless. Then the question is – what happens after
death? Is there life after death? We don't have any rational answer
to these questions. There are only two ways to know the experiences
of a man after death. One is resurretion. That is the dead man coming
back to life. It is not rebirth or reincarnation. For reasons unknown,
the dead man rises after a few hours and narrates his experiences.
There is no way to confirm his experiences because we don't know
whether his experiences are real or impressions stored in his
unconscious mind.

The other is seance. Seance is a meeting where spirituals try
to talk with dead people through a medium who is a man alive.
Swami Abhedananda, one of the direct disciples of Sri Ramakrishna
Paramaha9sa, said that "when a soul goes out of the material body
after death, it sleeps without consciousness or knowledge of his
passing away, and he awakes after a long time. When he awakes, he
finds himself in an unknown world, in an unfavourable circumstance
with which he is not familiar. Then his sleeping and unfulfilled desires
become very acute. He tries to mitigate his desires, but fails, and so
suffers much, and this suffering of the departed sould has been
described as the suffering of the hell (naraka-yatana). But the good souls
enjoy peace and happiness in the after-world. An earth-bound spirit
further suffers for his failure in communicating with near dear ones."

"It has been recorded that many disembodied souls try to rush in
the open passage of the mediumistic current (The current from a
person claiming to be in contact with the spirits of the dead and to
communicate between the dead and the living), but many of them
cannot materialize themselves for lack of will-power and so they suffer.
But the spirits can materialize themselves either with the help of
mediums or without the help of any medium."
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"B.V. Schreenck Notzing, Sir Oliver lodge, Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle and others have given vivid description of the process of
materialization of disembodied spirits." Swami Abhedananda said that
a very few people understood or believed in the process of spirit-
materialization. The Swami further stated, "some of the dying persons
develop clair voyance (faculty of perceiving things or events in the
future or beyond normal sensory contact) and clair audience (faculty of
perceiving as if by hearing what is inaudible). They can appear in the
form of apparitions and they can give their messages." The Swami
further said, "If the departed soul has strong attachments to the relatives
or the friends, and if it cannot get over those attachments, it hovers
around them, remains close to them, tries to help them to be loved by
them and there it is conscious of its personality." If the relatives and
friends of the departed soul do not recognise him, there he has to
suffer. This happens with some people who do not know that they are
dead. It is just like a state of hell."

"But many of the departed spirits remain in the state of delusion
for a long time. Our time does not affect the spirits. Ours a thousand
years may be five days to them because ours is according to our
standard and theirs according to their standard. So no one can say how
long a soul will remain in any particular condition, but it is important
that we should remembers this law that we create our future, we create
our destiny and we build our character by our thoughts and deeds."

The Swamy clearly warned them who are eager to be the
mediums and who also wish to sit in the seance to communicate with
the disembodied spirits (souls of the dead persons). The aim and
object of human life are to attain self-realization and not to satisfy
the cheap curiosity of communicating with the departed spirits. By
communicating with the spirits, good or bad, a man cannot make
himself free from the bondage of nescience (ignorance) and maya.

We do not gain anything by these communications and seances
because we cannot know whether the man sitting as medium has really
come into contact with the departed spirit or whether he is really
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speaking the truth. Further there is the danger of the mind of the
medium becoming dull and invalid.

Modern spiritualism (belief that the spirits of the dead can
communicate with the living through mediums) has opened a new field
for scientific investigation into the life after death. This investigation
inspired some earnest men and women, particularly in Europe and
America to communicate with their departed friends and relatives. The
sceptics and the agnostics have no faith in a life after death. But they
discovered some truths about future life through genuine communica-
tions with the disembodied spirits. They have learnt that death of the
body is not the end of the soul-life, says Swami Abhedananda.

Modern spiritualism has struck a death blow to the dogmas of
theology, particularly Christian theology that the souls of men are
detained to suffer eternally. Swami Abhedananda says in his book
"Life Beyond Death", the modern spiritualism has demonstrated the
fact that the spirits of our dead friends and relatives are anxious to
inform us that they are comfortable and are always to help and guide
us. These and many other beliefs of similar nature have been
maintained by the majority of the spiritualists. We can not be sure how
far these communications with the departed souls are genuine. Because
most of the spirits will not be there to communicate. They might have
already taken reincarnation. Only some earth-bound spirits may be there
to communicate with us through a medium.

A dark room is essential for a photographer to develop a
negative. So also, absolute darkness is essential for one who wishes to
be a medium. But one thing we should remember that mediumship is
a negative condition of the mind and the body. The darkness is itself
the negative pole of light. It cuts off physical vision and helps in
quietening the sense activities and in bringing them into an absolute
negative state. The best results of mediumship will come to those
among the sitters who have been able to surrender absolutely their
body, mind and will to the will of the spirit-controls.
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The medium is generally thrown into a state of deep sleep
which resembles the hypnotic sleep. The medium (the sitter) is
unconscious of what ever happens in this state. The medium is just
like a physical instrument. The controlling agents (the spirits) can use
the vocal organs of the medium or any other organ at their will. The
will and the volitional powers (exercise of free will) of the medium
are thrown into absolute suspension. The spirits can speak through the
body of the medium and can perform any phenomenon. But no effect
is produced on the conscious being of the medium.

A patient in hypnotic sleep may talk, or walk or eat or dance or
do any other act, as he is under the perfect control of the will-power
and suggestion of the operator. But he does not remember any of those
acts or words after coming back to normal consciousness. This is called
trance medium which means a person sitting as a medium and getting
into a sleep-like or half-conscious state without any response to stimuli.
This trance mediumship may gradually develop into 'materializing
medium'. Materialize means the cause a spirit to appear in bodily
form. 'Materializing medium' – During the trance the spirit is caused
to appear in the body of the medium (the person sitting as medium).
The medium goes into a state of profound trance. There are experts in
spirit-control and in the art of 'materializing'. They know the process
of drawing the vital and magnetic energies out of the medium's
physical mental organisms and combining them with the external non-
composite (not blended) elements and ectoplasm made thin. Ectoplasm
is the outer layer of Cytoplasm which is the protoplasmic content of
cell apart from its nucleus. This ectoplasm oozes (escapes) out from the
body of a spiritualistic medium during a trance. It produces phenomena
(occurences that appear and are perceived). Whatever that happens
during a trance can be observed by the sitters in the dark room.
Though we do not know when the disembodied spirits take rebirth,
all spirits do not respond to the spirit controllers. Only the earth-bound
spirits, which are not liberated from attachments from the past, and
which hang on around the place where they left their physical bodies,
respond to the spirit callers.
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There are, of course, false materializations which have been
exposed. There may be some genuine materializations. But it is not easy
to know which are frauds and which are genuine.

Swami Abhedananda says that he talked with materializing
mediums and asked them how they felt after the seance. They answered
that they felt as if their whole system was empty, as if there was
neither life nor vitality left in them. They felt also as if everthing was
taken out of their mind and body. They cannot think or show any
mental activity in their waking state. It is really the most pitiable
condition. In fact these trance mediums may be called martyrs. It is
their ignorance that forces them to sacrifice their vital energy and will
power.

Swami Abhedananda says that very few people understand the
process of materialization and that there have been many instances in
every country where spirits have materialized themselves without the
help of any medium. There are two factors in the process of
materialization. Materialization is simply taking human or animal form
for sometime as needed. The other kinds are materializing trance like
painting mediums. Another kind of trance control is called trumpet
mediums and independent slate – writing mediums. It was a possession
in olden times but now it is treated as a kind of insanity by medical
practitioners.

However, all these phenomena and mediumship are now
scientifically admitted facts. Various theories have been formed to
explain these phenomena. The objective performances of the mediumship
are divided into two groups : one is called Telekinetic phenomena and
the other is Teleplastic phenomena.

1) Telekinetic Phenomena : Telekenesis is moving objects at a
distance by paranormal means. It is a sort of action upon
inanimate objects without touching them. The object may be
made to oscillate and tables may be moved forward or backward.
Objects may be raised and suspended in the air. Musical notes
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and noises may be generated at a distance. These are all done by
the spirits through mediums.

2) Teleplastic Phenomena : This is the so-called materialization
phenomena of the spirits. This is the production of forms and
of organic or even inorganic matter. This depends on definite
conception and thought images of the medium. They may have
their origin in the memory or in the psychic under – currents of
the medium, or in the mentality of one of its witnesses or even
in the forces and intelligence outside the medium.

Note : The references here are taken from Swami Abhedananda's 'Life
Beyond Death'.

Swami admits that it cannot be denied that the disembodied
spirits, (spirits without physical body) through genuine mediums, can
communicate with the living beings. They can materialize themselves
under certain conditions and can perform various phenomena (anything
visible but cannot be explained.)

Now we have to answer very relevant question. Is it necessary
for us to develop mediumship and become mediums? What benefits
do we get from this? Should we encourage the spiritualists who
develop mediumship. As already said, mediumship is a receptive or
negative state of the mind and the body. A person with positive and
unreceptive state of mind cannot become a good medium. So all
persons under all conditions cannot develop mediumship. No doubt,
there are some born mediums. They easily throw themselves under the
control of any living person or disembodied spirits. Mediumship is not
a gift or a talent. If anybody thinks it a gift or talent he is completely
mistaken. Developing a mediumship is not at all development in its
real sense. Real development is gradual unfolding latent and positive
powers in the mind by natural process of evolution. This is constructive
process while development of mediumship is destructive process.

A medium in trance condition does not show any power of
his which are called in real sense gift or inspiration. The so-called
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inspiration a medium shows is not his. It is the spirit that makes him
appear inspired. Infact, the will-power and intellectual faculties of
the medium are suspended and kept under the control of the spirit.
They are used by the controlling spirit at its own will and pleasure.
Mediumship is not a gift to the person, but it is a gift to the spirit.
So mediumship is not a development.

The mediums can see and hear only those things which the
controlling spirit wishes them to see or hear. The mediums are
completely at the mercy of the controlling spirit. Mediums gradually
become nervous and short lived. Brain diseases and animal nature and
short-life and even insanity are some of the major evil effects of
mediumship.

Now let us see how a yogi develops his power of clair voyance
and clair-audience. Yogi's method is positive and he develops his
power through constant practice of concentration and meditation. He
gets the power to see or hear anything at anytime and anywhere. This
is called the superconscious state. All the spirits serve him and obey
his commands. He is not a slave of the disembodied (separated from
physical body) spirits, but he is a master of those spirits. A real or
true yogi is a medium of the Supreme Spirit that is omnipotent and
omniscient. So he is not a spiritualistic medium that is under the control
of earth-bound spirits. The earth-bound spirits are ignorant and
imperfect, says Swami Abhedananda. A true yogi by reaching
superconscious state, attains perfect knowledge and God consciousness.
But an ordinary spirutalistic medium never gains spiritual wisdom.
A yogi attains perfection in this life itself. A yogi transcends the realm
of the departed spirits.

Instead of struggling to establish, communication with the
departed souls (spirits) it is better to try to reach superconscious state
and attain perfection in this life itself.

Hell and heaven are only two different states of life and not
regions as described in Pur17as. There cannot be real pleasure and real
enjoyment as long as there is 'Death' in this world. Pleasures and
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enjoyment are only limited and fleeting by their nature. As Swami
Abhedananda says in his "Mystery of Death", even a long life would
not be desired as long as death is sure to come, sooner or later. Even
a hundred years of life becomes limited because it is sure to come to
an end some time or other. It may be after an indefinite period, but it
is sure to reach the end. So earthly pleasures are only transcient.

Hell and Heaven are symbolic. Life of misery is symbolic of
'Hell' and the life of pleasures symbolises 'Heaven'. To speak the truth,
heavenly pleasures vary according to our ideas. Different nations have
different ideas of heavenly pleasures. We all believe that 'Heaven' is a
place of angelic dance and music by damsels like Rambha, Urvasi and
others. Similary Norwegian view of 'Heaven' is heroism and winning
wars against enemies. American Indians believe, 'Heaven' is a place
with plenty of animals where they can hunt all the time. The Christian
'Heaven' is something different from other peoples' heavens. They are
all different from one another, but there is one thing common to all
these heavens. They are all the places where man's highest desires are
fulfilled and nothing more.

What is heaven? Swami Abhedananda gave a wonderful
explanation in his book "Mystery of Death?" We generally have certain
desires and we consider them to be the highest. Then we wish for a
place where these desires could be easily fulfilled. Therefore we
imagine such places called heavens or sometimes we project our ideas
and dreams of such places and that is the heaven which we dream of.
All ideas about heaven are nothing but projections of our own ideas
and desires. All these ideas become real because whatever we think is
real or can be made real. Thoughts become things. If you build a castle
in your thoughts, it is real as long as you remain the plane of thought.
It is just like a dream which continues to be real as long as you are
dreaming. It becomes unreal as soon as you wake up. So reality is
relative. If you go into dreamless sound sleep at night, the whole world
will vanish. Where has it gone? No where? It has just disappeared
because you are not on the same plane. That is the difference. Thus
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heaven is real as long as you are in dreams. This struggle will not be
there when we realise that everything in the world is unreal and
Brahman alone is real.

It is said that a Dutch Cardiologist once commented, when a man
loses peace of mind and happiness both in profession and at home as
well, he quickly goes to the grave in search of peace and happiness.
It is implied in sense that this world is not real. Reality in this world
is relative. Relative means nothing is perfectly real by itself in this
world. Reality is considered significant only in relation to something
else. Nothing in this world is eternal. Swami Abhedananda says that
the reality is relative so long as we are on the sense plane. Plane is an
imaginary flat surface or a level surface joining material objects. Sense
plane means the level of our senses. When we go out of our sense
plane reality becomes unreal. When we are in a state of sound sleep
without dreams all things around us vanish because the things are on
a different plane from our sense plane. Where are they? They are there
only, but they have just gone out of sight because our sense is on a
different plane. Even dreams are real as long as we continue dreaming
because our sense and things in the dream are on the same plane
(level). If you dream that you are in heaven and never wake up, you
will continue to be in heaven. If you wake up suddenly, the whole
scene disappears because your sense is on a different plane (level).

This whole world also is like a dream. Ordinarily, we do not
realise it. Let us take one simple example. When we keep our eyes
and senses open, we see the world around us. If we shut our eyes and
doors of our senses, suddenly the wholething vanishes. Where has it
gone? Nobody knows. Again if we open our eyes and senses, we see
and feel everything. Where has it come from? Nobody knows. As
already said, world is like a dream. Dream is real as along as we
remain in it. So is the world. It is real as long as we think it real.
When once we realise that it is illusion, we know the truth (Sat). Sat
(Brahman) alone is real. The rest is all illusion, neither real nor unreal.
Similar is the case with heaven. Man strives hard to achieve the
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highest heaven for the sake of celestial enjoyment. Where is this
heaven? It is the creation of man's imagination. It has no roots in the
world of reality, says Swamy Abhedananda. Even if we suppose that
heaven exists, there is no surety that we get eternal joy there. It is
also a fact that endless pleasure causes dullness or tediusness. It is a
common experience.

So it is clear that there is no reality in this world. Without
reality, there is no real happiness. Realisation of 'Sat' (Brahman) is the
only way to gain happiness. Realisation cannot be achieved by reason
or argument. Concentration of the mind is the only way to know the
Truth. Concentration of mind is the light that shows the Self.
Meditation upon the Self (Atman) makes you one with It. Freedom
from the bondage of money, fame and name make the way clear to
meditate upon the Self.

Ved1nta says and we believe that there is '!tma' in the subtle
body which is with in this physical body. It is said that '!tma' or 'Self'
or 'Soul' is shapeless and enormous light stationed near the heart with
in this physical body. But can we see It? Ved1nta says that we can see
It through meditation. Science does not accept it. However, it is said
that in 1939 an electrician from a village near the Black Sea in Russia
discovered a Camera with which he photographed the great Circle of
Light (Aura) around the subtle body with in the physical body. It is
named afte the electrician as the Kirlian photography.

Latest trend is use of smart phone to sepak with the disembodied
spirits. According to a news paper version (I don't remember which of
the newspapers) two research scholars, Roger and Gilli (a couple) have
good relations with spirits. In this context they wanted to make use of
the smart phone technology. They declared that they modified the smart
application to suit the spirits. To have communication with the spirits
through electronic devises is a wellknown debate. There is also a theory
that the spirit can be identified through polaroid Cameras. Ultimately
whether all this becomes a science fiction story or a reality, we cannot
say.
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4.2.2.9. Astral – Voyage
Research scholars say that they have found new evidence to

indicate that there is some kind of existence after death. What is it
that exists after death? It cannot be the physical body which is destroyed
after death. Is it the soul? If so, what is its nature? Is it an entity? An
entity is a thing with distinct existence without quality or relation. It is
an abstraction. Is it memory? What do we mean by research about
spirits? It is scientific inquiry and it involves interviewing different
people who have experienced death? How can anybody give his
experience after death? It is not through spiritualism which is the belief
that the spirits of the dead can communicate with the living. A dead
man can give his experience after death only when he comes back
alive. Coming back to life after death is resuscitation. It is revival of
life after apparent death or restoration of life after death which should
hence be only apparent.

Wellknown psychiatrist Dr. Elizabeth Kubler Ross (U.S.A) had
talks with hundreds of people who had been resuscitated. She says
she was convinced beyond any doubt that there is life after death. The
experiences of the resuscitated people can be called death-experience.
One thing is common in these experiences. It is a sense of soul floating
out of the body, a feeling of peace and a meeting with someone who
had previously died. She said that none of the patients who have had
a death experience and returned are ever afraid of death.

Mrs. Barbara Pryor, the wife of Arkansas (US) Governor, David
Pryor said in a news paper interview confirming Kubler Ross report
that she suffered from a blood clot in her lungs and she was operated
in a hospital in washington in 1971. Before she slipped into
unconsciousness, she saw the doctor's face which was reflecting his
anxiety. Then it happened : Her spirit started rising into the air from
the body. She said that her feeling at that time was magnificient. As
the subtle body came out of her body, she could see her physical body
lying there. She saw how the doctors were striving hard to bring her
back to life. But she felt completely detached and did not care to know
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what the doctors were doing. She said she watched the frantic activity
of the doctors to save her life, while her spirit floated above.
Everything that was going on below her in the room seemed to have
nothing to do with her. When she was just about to see her brother's
spirit, she looked down. The doctor was massaging her heart and she
felt that the doctor could never make her leave the paradise. Just then
it happened. She began to feel severe pain through her chest. At once
she realised that she had come back into her own body and she woke
up. The nurse confirmed what she already know. This is what is called
out-of-the body experience.

How much of this is true? Can the resuscitated person remember
his out-of-the body experience. Is the subconscious mind working
under anaesthesia? Can we take it as scientifically accurate? There is
no way of knowing. Some psychologists say that 'life after death' will
remain a mystery forever. They further say that the testomonies from
those who have been 'resuscitated' are mere psychological experiences.
They don't prove anything about after-life.

There are other reports about the after-life experiences. There are
number of books written on this aspect. In one case, the patient after
he left the body saw a great light which was like a million welders'
lights turned on at the same time. Out of that light stepped out another
form of pure light. The hospital walls disappeared at that time. The
patient saw a panoramic view of all that happened in his life so far.
The form of light was not human form. It was all over. The very next
moment the patient returned to his body. Can we take for granted these
out-of-the body experiences?

There is wide variation in the circumstances surrounding close
calls with death and also in the types of persons undergoing them. But
there is a striking similarity among the accounts of their experiences.
The experiences roughly are along these steps :

1. A persons is dying.

2. At the point of greatest physical distress he hears the doctor
pronouncing him dead.
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3. Then he 'hears' a creaking noise followed by a loud ringing
or buzzing sound and then finds himself moving rapidly
through a long, dark tunnel.

4. He realises that he is outside his own body, but still in the
physical surroundings of that body.

5. This gives him a strange feeling.

6. By now he vaguely realises that friends and relatives long
dead have come to meet him. He also finds himself in the
presence of a loving, warm spirit in the form of light.

7. Then suddenly he is resuscitated and comes back to life after
having been pronounced clinically dead by the doctor.

Dr. Raymond Moody in his well known book "Life after Life"
narrates the accounts of 'after death' experiences of the resuscitated
patients. He examined the accounts from all angles, psychological,
physiological and neurological. He is not satisfied. He says that these
'near death' experiences are a strange phenomenon and we have to find
new modes of explanation.

Critics of 'after-life' research say that the subject cannot be
examined scientifically. Psychiatrist Karlis Osis of American Society
for Psychical research in Newyork City has recorded by computer
interview with a large number of physicians, the death bed visions of
their patients. These are the visions of the dying patients who see
gentle apparitions coming from their souls. Dr. Osis has determined as
reported by 'News Week' July 12, 1976, that patients whose brains
were impaired by high fever or disease reported fewer visions than
those who were fully alert at death. The doctor further asserts that
powerful drugs such morphine actually decrease the consistence of
such visions. He says that the sick-brain hypothesis does not explain
the visions. Their patterns emerge consistently with survival  after death.
Dr. Osis says, there is something in the human personality, which can
be called  'soul'. It can exist outside the human organism after death.
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There is one thing in Dr. Osis finding which is the apparitions
who seemingly come to 'take away' the dying patient. The common
feeling of the patients is that these 'take away' figures or apparitions
appeared whether or not the patient is dying or is expected to recover.
There is one common feeling among the patients. The apparitions are
not determined by the religious background or culture of the patient.
Dr. Osis says the 'take away' cases are essentially similar in the U.S.
and India. Their characteristics are not suggested in the, Bible or in
the Gita.

An Indian Yogi Swami Rama provided some explanation in
his book "Life Here and After", Himalayan International Institute,
Honesdale, Pennsylvania (U.S) Swami Rama says, when the soul
(Jiva) departs from the body, all the organs follow. The soul with its
particular consciousness goes into the body which is best suited to
that consciousness. It is followed by knowledge (Buddhi), actions and
past experiences.

These death bed visions are true religious experiences, that is
an awareness of 'another-world'. An emotional reaction and serenity is
experienced. Indeed we find, says Dr. Osis, that at death, many
patients do light up even while their relatives are weeping. In Hindu
religion the 'take away' apparitions are believed to be the messengers
of 'Yama', the Lord of Death.

Can we take the recollections of out-of-the body experiences
for granted. We cannot be sure that some fanciful images have not
percolated into the narration of their experiences.

Memory Lane into the Past
This is an imaginary and sentimental journey into the past. We

find instances of some people recollecting their experiences and
relationships in the past life. Can we take them as reality? Or are they
some aberrations (mental lapse) of the unconscious mind?

There are instances of lovers recollecting their past relationship
when they happen to see a particular place related to their past life.
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Usually such recollections occur in the cases of failure of love
leading to death in the past life. We have memorable movies on
this subject. There are some other instances of a man or a woman
recollecting his or her family in the past. Sometimes they even
recollect the names of the places where they lived, their houses and
even the name of the wife or the husband and even children. In some
cases they recollect the food and even the dress they used in their
past life. From time to time they remark, "I have eaten this food before",
"I have put on this dress before". They even give the details of the
place and also the house where they lived in the past life. In some
cases they proved to be true on verification. In such cases it turns
into a dangerous situation when some stranger comes and says, "You
are my wife or husband or my son or my daughter". It becomes an
embarrassing situation. Perhaps for this reason, God has ruled out any
memory of relationships in the past life. But we find stray instances
of retaining past memory in rebirth also.

So far no psychologist, physiologist, or neurologist has been able
to answer or explain these stray instances. Scientists do not accept
'past memory instances' and consider them as fanciful imagination and
throw out the so-called proofs as just stray coincidences.

What is astral voyage? Astral means relating to or arising from
a supposed ethereal existence especially of a counterpart of the body
associated with oneself in life and surviving after death. It is simply
the spirit or the soul. Out-of-the body experiences are slightly different
from astral travel or voyage. In the out-of-the body experiences, the
spirit is always in the immediate presence of the body though out of
it (in the immediate vicinity of the body it left). As the name itself
indicates, in astral travel or voyage the spirit is supposed to travel away
from the body. Either in out-of-the body experiences or in astral travel
the spirit is expected to return to the body.

At sometime or other, everyone faces a sort of tormenting
experience of feeling, "I have been here before". But he knows very
well, it is new place and he was never there before. As already said it
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is memory lane into the past. But such experiences can happen in
dreams also. To speak the truth, most of us have the ability to get
separated from our physical bodies and travel on the astral plane.
Actually astral means starry plane. Only the spirit has the ability to
move on the starry plane. This is what we call astral voyage or travel.
It happens only in dreams. So astral travel is infact 'dream-travel'.

For about a decade more than a thousand people around the
world, particularly in the U.S. have been involved in research in the
out-of-the body experiences. Inquiring minds have now overtaken the
centuries old fear, ignorance and suppression regarding out-of-the body
experiences.

In the case of out-of-the body experiences it is the individual
self that goes out of the body and may return to the body it has left
a few minutes ago. In astral voyage, the individual sould does not
leave the body. As already explained in chapters 1-2-11 to 1-2-15 the
individual soul does not leave the body and wander here and there.
It is the intellect ('buddhi') the inherent part of the mind that wanders
here and there in the dream world. This is what is called astral voyage.
Thus it is through intellect only that the individual soul or self
wanders here and there in dream state. The individual self gains
experience through intellect only in astral voyage, which, infact,
nothing but dream-travel.

Can we remember dream-experiences? People who practise
'dream-travel' say it is possible to remember because 'intellect' is the
reflection of individual self which is shapeless enormous light. The
reflection of that 'Light' on the 'Intellect' goes out of the body. This
can happen only if we learn and practise astral-travel. Then there is this
question rising beforeus. Are our dream-experiences real? Nobody can
be certain about the answer. It is of ten said that the dream-experiences
are only reflections or repetitions of the experiences we already faced
in our wakeful state of mind or some of our fanciful thoughts. So we
cannot say for certain that they are all true. What is 'day-dream'? It is
not real. It is a pleasant fantasy. You even imagine yourself in a different
place doing something different.
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Neuro surgeons have long known that in daily living we use
only a small percentage of our mind's capacity. Our mind is a miraculous
problem solver. It is far better in solving our problems than a giant
computer or an outside counsellor. We have with in us what is
sometimes called the 'indwelling teacher or sage'. That is our mind –
mind is the integral part of the brain. It has lots of information stored
in its memory.

In today's world every minute is said to be precious and even
daily sleep is considered to be a waste of time. Sleep is considered
to be just lying there achieving nothing. But the truth is therwise.
Without sleep one would become irritable, then ill and finally he may
even die. So sleep is a must for all. When you go to bed exhausted,
you will sleep so heavily that you remember neither dreams or astral
travels.

Dreams are interpreted in many different ways. Many people
have the habit of day-dreaming and dream-travelling while seeing a
movie in a theatre as if they themselves are the actors in the ongoing
movie. One's dreams are his personal creations. The symbols he sees
in them are his creations only. They seem to be unique to his
background. In dreams the symbols are uniquely personal and cannot
be readily interpreted by any third party, unless that third party is able
to explore with the dreamer, the meaning of the symbols the dreamer
saw. Otherwise we cannot read the dreams correctly. Not only that, but
on an almost minute-to-minute basis your symbology changes. Suppose
you see an accident involving a blue car. Subtle changes take place in
your mind regarding your feelings about the blue colour. Blue is
generally supposed a symbold of peace. But now it has suddenly
become a reminder of death and destruction.

In your dream travel, also called astral travel you are moving
in real places. At first it is in your own neighbourhood in the present
time-frame. But we cannot exactly say whether your dream travel is in
the present or the past, because it is only what you actually saw
yesterday or a few hours before, that you see in your dream travel. We
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are not sure whether it is still there now or not. Regarding future life,
you see only sheer images of your fancy in the dream world. We are
not sure whether they come true or not.

The dream world is intermediate or the second state between
conscious state and unconscious state of mind. When you go to sleep
you take along with you the material of this world and you yourself tear
it apart and build it up again in your sleep (dream world) by your own
light. In that state you become self-illumined. In this intermediate state
of dreams there are no relationships. By the light of the Self you create
everything yourself. there are no real joys or pleasures. You are the
creator of all these out of the impressions left by your past deeds.

Now the question is about the relationship between these two
states of waking and dreams and two worlds – this world and the other
world (the future world). How can you know that you experience the
sufferings and joys that are yet come in the next life? It is so because
you dream many things that are never to be experienced in this life.
Moreover, a dream is not entirely new experience because most often
it is the memory of the past experiences. Hence we conclude that the
two worlds – the present world and the future world – are experienced
in the two states of waking and dreams.

Now there is another question. What is meditation, and what
happens to us when we are in meditation? Meditation is exercising the
mind in religious contemplation. It is to focus the mind on a subject in
this manner. It is also a means of experiencing the inner silence. It is
a way to realise the oneness with the Supreme.

What is transcendental meditation? Transcend means to go
beyond the grasp of human experience and reason. It is to experience
a higher level of consciousness by transformation. Transcendental
means a visionary experience. It is not asceticism. Transcendental
meditation is a method of experiencing the Infinite by detaching oneself
from problems, anxiety etc. by silent meditation.

In near-death or death-bed cases the spirit goesout of the body.
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This is out-of-the body experience. Astral voyage includes not only
this out of the body experience in accidents and near-death cases but
also transcendental meditation, where in the meditator feels that the
spirit is rising and that he has become lighter-than-air. Further he feels
like floating in the air. The spirit has not gone out. But if the rising
spirit is not controlled there is danger of the meditator fainting or even
dying. Transcendental meditation is good for settling the mind and
controlling internal functions of the body. But it does not help you in
astral travel.

For astral voyage meditation centres are teaching outward
meditation, that is stilling the mind as Patanjali said. Yoga is silencing
or controlling all functions of the mind and getting the body into equi-
librium. 'I' is consciousness which is M1ya or delusion consciousness
travels anywhere and everywhere 'Me' is the body which is mundane.
There is another 'I' which is the spirit or soul. So 'I' is double.
Consciousness 'I' is the reflection of spiritual 'I'. For the projection of
consciousness 'I' it is necessary to take cognisance of the spirit because
there is no spirit (soul) without consciousness and consciousness is in
valid without light from the spirit. They are interlinked. Consciousness
is intellect.

If the spirit goes out, the body will die. But how can the spirit
go out without the near-death state. Actually the spirit never goes out
unless it is near-death case. In transcendental state we only get the
feeling that the spirit is rising. How to protect the body from the spirit
leaving it? So 'inward-looking' has become a part of transcendental
meditation. Thus the person is always in touch with the spirit by
'inward looking' and prevents it from leaving the body. Many schools
or centres of meditation have come up and this inward-looking is
common to all.

4.2.2.10. Obsequies and Ceremonies
Obsequies are funeral rites and ceremonies are annual rites

                                                    .            .
performed for a dead person. These are a part of samsk1ras. Samsk1ras
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are symbolic performances and they contain theological gestures.
Gesture is a significant movement of a limb or the body. It is mainly
                                     .
religiously symbolic. The Hindu Samsk1ras reveal the aspirations and
ideals of the Hindus. They aim at securing the welfare of the performer
and developing his personality. The Vedas, The Br1hma7as, the G4hya
s3tras, the Dharma s3tras, the sm4tis and other treatises describe the
rites, ceremonies and customs here and there. No historical evolution
            .
of these samsk1ras is given in them. Without a comprehensive idea or
                           .
knowledge of these Samsk1ras, they appear as fanciful pranks. Their
symbolic observances (religious or ceremonial order) are to be unfolded
                                         .
and explained. The purpose of these Samsk1ras is to secure the welfare
of the performers and develop their personality. From the modern and
                                .
rational point of view these Samk1ras look rediculous and meaningless.
They are not meaningless if there are performed with in the limits of
their value and necessity. Exaggeration always kills the spirit of the
    .
Samsk1ras. Exaggeration is giving an impression of a thing to look
                                                                  .
larger and greater than it really is. It should be avoided. Any Samsk1ra
is to be performed as far as it is needed, nothing more and nothing less.

K1mya ceremonies are not binding on every individual. So they
                           .
do not come under the Samsk1ra. Sacrificial offerings (yajnas) require
the administration of a preist. 'Yajam1ni', the performer is only a
passive agent. Further they are done with a desire. Hence they are
                                .
eliminated from the list of Samsk1ras.

The Funeral Ceremonies (Rites)
                                          .

They are known as 'Antyeshti Samsk1ra'. Life has been a great
mystery to man. Its origin, growth, decadence have always filled his
                                          .
thoughts and emotions. The Hindu Samsk1ras are just an attempt to
facilitate the flow of this mystery. The ancient Hindus realised through
observations and experiences that life was an art like any other art in
the world. It required cultivation and refinement. Man after birth was
left to himself. He was a mass of elements, crude and brutal slightly
removed from his fellow-citizens of the forest (fellow citizens here
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means animals in the forest). He needed much care and cultivation as
much as a plant in a garden, crops in a field and an animal in a farm.
         .
The Samsk1ras were evolved to fulfil this need. The ancient seers and
the sages tried to transform crude animality into refined humanity.

Philosophy regards life as a cycle. So also do the rituals. Life
starts where it ends. From birth to death it is a continuous series of
events moving round a nucleus of desire to live, to enjoy, to think and
                                                       .
ultimately to retire. If the life is a cycle, all the samsk1ras and their
ceremonies emanate from the centre of the circle of life. They are all
concurrent with (acts in agreement with) its circumference (the
endless process of birth and death). If we put it in another way the
    .
Samsk1ras revolve between birth and death like life. The life of an
individual germinates in the womb of his mother and ends with
Funeral Ceremonies which mark the end of an individual life. So also
        .
the Samsk1ras revolve between birth and death.
                                     .

In the beginning, the Samk1ras were not automatic but
spontaneous. There was no dogma and there was no code. There was
no place for logic and reason. Precedent was the only authority.
Precedent is a previous case or legal decision etc taken as a guide for
                                                                  .
subsequent cases or as a justification. Here it refers to the Samsk1ra
as done in the past. In course of time various ceremonies related to
    .
Samsk1ras developed. Gradually they were amplified according to the
social sentiments and needs. Thus they became a part of social
                                    .
tradition and custom. Then the Samsk1ras (sacraments) were codified.
                                                                               .
Naturally some dogmas became a part of the Samsk1ras. However,
                            .
the codification of the Samsk1ras provided stability to them. But it
hindered their spontaneous growth causing their decay.

The Chr1v1kas had no rituals and dogmas and so they died out.
The Buddhists and Jains developed their own rituals leaving the lay
people among them to follow the rituals observed in the society. The
Brahminical thinkers did not discard them, perhaps, they thought that
                                                                                              .
people could not live without some kind of ceremonies (Samsk1ras).
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In course of time the Vedic religion declined and Puranic
Hinduism occupied its place. The intensity of religious life shifted
                                                                            .
from home, which had been the venue of the Samsk1ras, to the places
of pilgrimmage and the temples. Idol-worship became emphatic.
                            .
However, the Samsk1ras (Sacraments) survived with some changes.
             .
The Samsk1ras helped in the refinement and purification of human
life, facilitating the development of personality.

Socio-religious organizations after serving their purpose for a
long time declined and vanished incourse of time due to their internal
weaknessess and also external circumstances which developed in the
                                                                                      .
History of the Hindus. Same thing happened to the Samsk1ras also. In
                           .
the beginning the Samsk1ras were in the creative stage which was, in
later times followed by critical, conservative and imitative stages. When
            .
the Samsk1ras were codified and commented upon there was some
confusion. The result was that they became static and ineffective.
Their power of adaptation was lost. The main cause of decline of the
     .
Samsk1ras was the development of the society from its primitive
conditions. Various aspects of human life developed almost indepen
                            .
dently. So the Samsk1ras lost most of their importance. However, the
religious sanctivity survived though in their end form while their top
                                                             .
form vanished or was cutoff. The Samsk1ras which were developed
as an attempt to reform man, are reduced to mere routine ceremonies
without any effective influence.

To understand the reason for this decline, we have to go into the
long history of Hinduism. Many foreign elements came into its fold
throughout its long history. The minute ritualistic details were not
found agreeable to those elements. Viv1ha (marriage) and Antyeshti
are not minute rituals. So they were not affected. But Hindu Culture
was eclipsed with the advent of Islam. There was no free opportunity
to perform religious rites in the major parts of the country. Most of
the Hindus remained away from any vain display of rituals for their
own safety. Only some orthodox families performed them at their own
risk.
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At later stage, there was impact of modern materialism from
the west. This is continuing even today on a different plane. This
western materialism through its system of education and medium of
instruction has completely uprooted the bearings of the majority of
young people receiving this new education. They are disturbed both
intellectually and emotionally. As a result of this impact they have
become hostile towards the traditional life of the country and sceptic
towards the spiritual values of life. Though we need not go back to
the stage of superstitions, we have to keep intact the spiritual and
religious values. The saving feature of reaction that we find to day
against materialism in a section of the people, may one day or other
restore the spiritual and religious values.
                                                    .

With changes in life Samsk1ras also are bound to change.
Today the very conception of life has undegone change. Many
mysteries of life have been solved by scientific discoveries. Man has
gained immense control over his environment. Many forces of nature,
which were feared have become servants of man. Material resources of
life are getting multiplied. Many fields of life which were regarded
sacred, have now become secular. So naturally the respect towards
religious rites is gradually diminishing. Though the material aspects of
world have brought in all these changes, the mystery of life and
certain fundamental needs of human life will remain intact. Inspite of
certain discoveries about the process of life, the origin of life is still a
puzzle to the human mind. There seems to be no solution to this
puzzle. It is still believed that the source of life is a mystery. This fact
will keep alive the religious sentiments in man. Though the magic
hold of religion in some fields of life is loosened, still the human heart
will not part with religious sanctity. As already said, life is an art and
efforts for its refinement will never die out. Progress is the primary
                                        .
aspect of human life. Samsk1ras are the expresson of human beliefs,
hopes and fears. Though they are bound to change, they will never die
out completely. They will put on new garb and will assume new
shapes.
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Every religion and every sect has its own way to get to heaven.
So all religions and sects must be tolerated. Ever since the dawn of
civilization man has been incessantly and invisibly terrified of the end
of the journey of human life. Only a few in the history of man kind
could give their heart and love to the people around them while their
serious thoughts had rest in haven (God), "As some tall cliff, that lifts
its awful form, swells from the vale and midway leaves the storm;
though round its breast the rolling clouds are spread, eternal sunshine
settles on its head."

Human life is loaded with innumerable attachments, affections
and attractions, which in their own way distract human life from its
pious duty. However destiny is inevitable. Inspite of its sharp
rationality, towering mental dynamism and the incredible hold over
natural elements, mankind is quietly but surely led to its destiny by
providence. But still man becomes blind to this providence or
something that is superhuman and relies much on his own strength and
power. It is evident that human life is transient, but strangely enough
man struggles all his life for his own self; sometimes degenerates into
a mean and wild animal in gaining the ends of his desires.

However in a moment of weakness, pain, and despair man
realizes the transience of his life and his mind turns to his life after
death. The great Hindu prophets and philosophers realized the need of
making mankind comprehend the nature of the human soul and its
everlasting desire to flutter away from the cage of this human body. To
turn human life towards virtue and piety, a great vision of fear has
been created in human minds about life after death. The great, laborious
and meticulous rites and rituals in the obsequies among the Hindus,
are the result of this fear of torture in the life after death, perpetuated
into the religious faith. As such the obsequies among the Hindus are
not superfluous or simply codes of some universal morals, but
something far superior having their roots far deep in the realization
of the nature of 'Jeevatma' and 'Paramatma' and the perpetual quest of
'Jeevatma' to identify itself with 'Paramatma'. Hence every item of
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these obsequies has some far reaching significance in the attainment of
salvation while making this mortal life pious and purposeful.

Man has achieved great heights mentally. But without the
physical body the mind loses its identity. Death is inevitable for the
physical body. At the time of death the mind goes out with the subtle
body. Then what happens to the body which has so far given shelter
and support to the mind? It loses its value and becomes tattered. So as
token of respect to this physical body which has so far protected
the soul along with the subtle body, obsequies (funeral rites) are
performed. We should make an effort to understand the obsequies
without superstition because superstitions kill the spirit of obsequies.

Man is naturally afraid of death. Infact, animals, birds and even
plants are afraid of death. To say frankly, all living creatures are afraid
of death. Man shivers when he reads or hears about death. Every one
must have heard of 'Garuda Pura7a' which deals with life after death
and also rebirth. Man is afraid of reading it or even hearing its name.
For this reason it is censored that it should be read only with in the
twelve days or on the twelfth day after the death of a person and not
at any other time. This observance or rule is due to illusion. 'Garuda
Pura7a' is as good as any other major Pura7as written by Veda Vyasa.
Illusion about this Pura7a causes fear. It can be read at anytime and
nothing happens. Death is never the after effect of reading this Pura7a.
It is a surprise that there are people even today who believe that
Bhagavad Gita speaks of war and life after death. So they are scared
of reading it. This is nothing but mere fear out of illusion or foolish-
ness caused by superstition.

Everything emanates from 'OM'. There are people even today
who prohibit women from uttering 'OM'. It is their utter foolishness.
Women also are the result of evolution as much as men. It is a common
belief that Lord Siva is the embodiment of 'OM'. So women are not
allowed to touch 'Siva Linga'. It is the after effect of a story in 'Sc1nda
Pura7a' (also 'Linga Pura7a'). Owing to the Curse of the Seers, Siva's
'Phallus' (Linga) fell down and became 'Siva Linga'. It is worshipped
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and became 'Siva Linga'. It is worshipped, whether this story is real
and whether it is worth while reading it, is not of much importance.
Further it is a matter of doubt whether such stories were written by
Veda Vyasa. After Vyasa, so many regional stories were inserted into
Pura7as; particularly in Sc1nda Pura7a we find many stories inserted
into it. Is the above story one such fakes? may be.

It should further be noted that 'OMKARA' does not represent
Siva, one of the Hindu Trinity. It is Brahman, 'Omk1rantu Param
Brahma". @0vara (not Siva) the Supreme with attributes is, infact, the
embodiment of 'OM'. @0vara is the merged form of all the three of the
Trinity (Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesvara). This merged form is the
source of creation. It has both male and female aspects, thus rulingout
the difference between man and woman. Further at the tune of taking
                                     .
mental resolve to worship God ('samkalpa'), women also have to utter
'OM' – Om Kesava, Om Nayaya7a, Om Madhava – and take one spoon
of water three times as a token of resolve to worship God. Then how
can we say that women should not utter 'OM'. Further the Upanishads
say that women like Maitreyi, Gargei etc were great vedic scholars.
What sin the present-day-women have done to be prevented from
chanting 'OM'? It is all mere masculine arrogance and high handedness.
Today many women are participating in transcendentral meditation
chanting 'OM'. No evil happened to them or to the country.

Similar is the case with funeral rites and annual ceremonies.
Everything should be studied and examined logically with the view
point of sacred percept and spiritual injunction not with mere traditional
view of superstition. In everything faith, superstition and reality are
combined. We must find out how much of this is superstition and
then separate faith from blind and arrogant superstition. Then only we
realise the reality. There is nothing wrong and nothing to fear in
knowing about the funeral rites and annual ceremonies. Further these
rites are a token of showing respect to the departed soul. At the same
time overdoing should be avoided because it becomes a mere show.
It does not do any good either to the departed soul or the living. Do
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sincerely what the sacred precepts say. That is enough. There are so many
cases of sons treating their parents without any mercy, but when the
parents die they perform the funeral rites with great fan fare just for
winning the good will of the visitors and relatives. It is of no use. They
cannot escape from the curse of the parents who were made to suffer
a lot where they were alive.

We donot know what is there before birth and what happens
after death. It is beyond our reach to know. Our life is after all a
manuscript with the first and last pages missing. Life is like creation
which has no beginning and no end. Our life too has interval in death
and awakening in birth. It is a Continuous Journey. There is something
in life that is the connecting thread between birth and death. So must
make good use of life to escape from this endless journey of birth and
death. Body the protector of the soul and without soul the body
becomes useless. Body is essential to fulfil our duties and so it must
be protected as long as we are alive. – 'Sareeram1dyamkhalu dharma
s1ddhanam'. Mind takes the responsibility to protect the body and as
such the mind has so much attachment to the body.

'Karma' follows the rule of cause and effect. There are three
types of karma, past, present and future. Of the three, the 'karma' that
has already come into effect (experience) in this life (pr1rabhda karma)
is inescapable. It has to be faced. Faith is a system of religious belief
especially without logical proof. This faith has importance in funeral
rites and annual ceremonies. Though science does not accept faith
without reason, in some quantity atleast faith is essential in life. But
faith should not be allowed to degenerate into superstition. Real faith
is the source of self-confidence. But over confidence leads to fall.

Life after death remains a mystery though some researchers
have found some evidences of life after death. However it should not
lead to communication with the dead. It is a mere waste of time
because it is not reliable.

In course of time over decades, Funeral rites have undergone
many changes. Here also faith plays prominent part. Once dead body
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was considered useless. But now the same dead body has attained
some utilitarian value. Eyes, heart, kidneys etc. are taken out of the
dead body and preserved to be used for transplantation in other
persons who need them.

What is death? Breaking of relationship between the soul and
the body is death. Till then the soul has been the I and now it leaves
the body breaking the contact. That is death. Philosophically death and
birth are spoken as night and day. Night is death and life is day.
Sleep at night gives relief to the mind and body. Similarly death is
said to give rest to the soul which has to move on or migrate from body
to body in a continuous process.

Scriptures describe what happens at the time of death. At the
time of death all organs of the body – means not organs physically but
the energies or powers of the organs, merge with the mind, the mind
merges with 'Pr17a', Pr17a merges with illumination of the soul and
finally the soul (spirit) moves out. (Chan.Up.6-8-6). The process of exit
of the soul from the body is described in Br.Up. (4-3-35,36,37).
Heavily loaded cart moves with creaking sound. Similarly the soul
which is self illumined moves out of the body with creaking sound.
Being attracted by self illumined Brahman (Self) the soul leaves the
body. With upward breathing the subtle body leaves behind all the
vital parts and goes out of the body. The subtle body encloses the
mind and the soul. As the fruit of a big tree falls down breaking its
contact with the branch of the tree, the soul follows the same route as
before according to its karma. It goes to enter another live body in the
womb of the woman of its choice.

At the time of death the soul looks weak. Infact, it is not true.
It only looks weak having lost all wisdom. But in truth it is not the
soul that looks weak. It is the person that looks weak as he loses his
consciousness. It is due to the organs which are merged with the subtle
body. the soul along with the mind and the organs (not physical organs
but their energies) in the subtle body rises to leave when the way to
go out becomes bright. The subtle body goes out through the head,
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or eyes, or any other organ. This is what is called death. All the
impressions of the past lives are stored in the subtle body. As the
subtle body carries the soul, it is illumined. This body, also called astral
body is not visible as the physical body. The soul in the subtle body
has the choice or freedom to select the new body to enter but this
choice is influenced by past impressions (the effects of past karma).
Thus the soul in the subtle body has to move on in the line of birth
and death.

The process of enering a new body is described in Br.Up.
(4-4-3). This process is compared to the movements of a Caterpiller.
Caterpiller moves to the end of a grass leaf and catches hold of
another leaf. It tests the strength or grasp of the new leaf and slowly
moves on to the new leaf. Similarly the soul at the time of death
leaves the body and enters a new body of its choice according to the
past impressions. As the subtle body with the subtle organs (energies
of the organs) enters the new body, all the physical organs of the new
body suddenly become bright and active. As the five subtle elements
        .(s3kshma pancha bhutas) in the subtle body enter the new body, its
five gross elements (sthula pancha bhutas) become active and the new
body begins to grow.

The example of Caterpiller is given just to describe the way the
soul selects the new body and it does not mean that the caterpiller
example refers only to worms, birds and animals. But how long the
soul takes to enter the new body, is not known and it is not possible
to know. It is so because the nature of the nerve cells of embryo in the
womb of the woman must be suitable to the soul in the subtle body.
This is a part of the endless stream of creation in nature. This is the
mystery of creation.

Why should we perform the funeral rites and annual
ceremonies?

Birth and death are the same for all religions, theists or atheists,
wisemen or idiots. Though the funeral rites are formed out of faith,
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that faith is not blind. Because 'Life after death' is not something we
can see, faith takes the prime role.

We do not know the nature of Funeral rites in pre vedic period.
We have to just imagine. Perhaps they might have thrown the dead
bodies out as dead animals because they did not know the use of fire
at that time. In prehistoric period the dead bodies were buried as
cremation was not in vogue them. However much we love and respect
the departed soul (person) we cannot keep the dead body for long. It
becomes rotten and we can throw it out as rotten vegetables. With
respect to the departed soul, the dead body should be properly cremated
or buried. As per Rig Veda (10-6-1 to 4) it is evident that cremation
was in practice. The Funeral rites have undergone many modifications
depending on the faith of the people. However the methods were not
wild as the people were not wild.

It was believed that the fire-god carries the departed soul to
heaven. That is why Cremation has become more common among
Hindus. It is said that the nomads used to cremate the dead body to
prevent the possibility of it being eaten by wild animals. There are
many instances in folklore stories of a departed soul entering the body
of another departed soul. That also might be the reason for cremation
of dead bodies. The departed soul needs a new body to reach heaven.
So the dead body is cremated because it was believed that only the
fire-lord could provide the new body to reach heaven Rig Veda
(1-60-1; 10-4-8). Further it is to free the departed soul from any
attachment to the body, that the dead body is cremated. However
cremation is prohibited for some people. The children of less than
two years, pregnant women. Women in child bed and mendicants
should not be cremated.

Rig Veda 10th Mandala and Adharva Veda 18th Chapter reveal
the nature of Funeral rites in Vedic period. Vedic period does not mean
any time period because Vedas are eternal. Vedic period simply refers
to the period before G4hya Sutras and Sm4tis were framed. When a
person is declared dead certain verses from the upanishads are chanted
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into ears of the departed person with a hope of reviving his life
(resuscitating the departed soul). When they see no hope of revival the
Funeral Ceremony is coducted. Certain additions and changes were
made in the Funeral rites in the 'Gh4ya Sutra' period.

Krishna Yajurveda Taithiriya Ara7yaka (sixth chapter) describes
the Funeral rites followed after the Vedic period. More or less the same
Funeral rites are followed even today. Vedic chantingor chanting of
the Upanishads or Bhagavad Gita or Ramaya7a at the ears of the dead
body is one of the later developments. Putting Tulasi water or Ganga
water in the mouth of the departing person are some of the methods
followed to purify the departing soul. We don't find any old base for
these practices. Perhaps these are recent developments.

Now we shall see the present day practice of the Funeral rites
and annual ceremonies performed more out of traditional faith. Life
(soul or Jeevatma) is an invisible, inherent, inborn, natural, internal
force present in all the living organisms. As long as it is captive in this
mortal frame, human body sustains the activity of life. When this
'Jeevatma or soul' flutters away, this cabin of human clay becomes
worthless and decays. Nevertheless 'Jeevatma' (soul) does many things
good and bad during the course of its camp in this mortal body, which
are manifested in various kinds of human actions in the next life.
Hindu philosophy observes that the consequences of the actions of
this mortal body, effect the course of life of 'Jeevatma' (soul) in the
subtle body after the end of this mortal body. It is called 'life after
death'. Ultimately the subtle body which encloses the soul shall be
re-incarnated. As already said, the reincarnation also depends on the
actions done in the precious incarnations. Hence the highest goal as
envisaged in the Hindu philosophy is the attainment of salvation or
liberation to rid this 'soul' ('Jivatma') of all the mortal qualities and
feelings and to identify itself with 'paramatma'.

Hence the signifying symbolism of many rites in the obsequies
among Hindus is that it purports to prevent sin in human actions and
encourage universal love which gives soothing effect to the tortured
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soul in the life after death. With this background of religious faith
we can try to explain the significance of the important rites in the
obsequies. It is believed that with in minutes after death the
'Jeevatma' with in the subtle body is taken and presented before Lord
Yama, the ruler of the city of the dead by his attendants. There he is
enrolled on the lists and at once sent back to the place of death
where the obsequies are performed. Though it looks incredible, it is
significant that the carpse should not be put immediately on pyre,
because it may happen that the 'Jeeva' (soul) may be put back into the
body of the dead man if he is listed among the dead by mistake. At
this stage the 'Jeeva' (soul) in the invisible subtle body remains
roaming around the place of death.

The Present Day Practices
The present day practices of obsequial rites extend for twelve

days in the first phase. As a result of these rites, the subtle organs
and mind in the subtle body become activated. Then only the 'Jeeva'
in the subtle body will be capable of receiving anything offered
during the rites. Further it is said that if the obsequial rites are not
performed the 'Jeeva' in the subtle body remains helpless roaming
around the place without any means to quench its thirst and hunger.
In this state it curses the relatives it just left. It is this spirit perhaps
that we call goblin, ghost or devil. Funeral rites must be started
before the sun-set.

The funeral bier is made of udumbara wood or bamboo sticks.
Palmyra leaves are spread on it. The eldest son who is the performer
of the funeral rites covers the body of the departed soul with white
cloth. The purpose is to purify the body. Indirectly it means to purify
the departed soul. Then the dead body (corpose) is put on the bier. In
the past days the Corpse was carried in a bullock cart. Late the sons
of the departed soul carried it. Now there is no carrying of the corpse.
It is taken to the Cremation ground in a motor van meant for that
purpose. Before taking it to the Cremation ground it is bathed and the
performer gives away a little gold, grains and ghee to the suitable
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brahmins. The purpose is to get rid of any sins commited knowingly
or unknowingly in life by the departed. Then a cow and a vessel with
sesame seeds are given to a brahmin to make it easy for the soul to
rise and depart. But the body has already become a corpse as the
'Jiva' along with the subtle body has already left the body. So the
purpose of these charities is to make the ascent into the sky easier for
the departed soul. If the performer cannot give gold and cow, money
is given as substitute. Then verses from Taittiriya Upanishad (First
Anuvaka in Brahmananda Valli) are uttered to destroy any sins
committed in life.

Now the journey of the corpse starts. The eldest son should
lead the journey. Relatives and agnatic cousins (Jn1ti) follow him. A
pot with fire is carried by the eldest son. Now there is no need to walk
or carry the fire pot. Formality is completed by carrying the fire pot
and the bier with the corpse only a few feet upto the motor vehicle.
All go to the Cremation ground along with the corpse in the motor
vehicle. In ancient days women followed the corpse to the Cremation
ground. Now this tradition is prohibited.

At the Cremation ground the pyre is made ready. Details of the
size of the pyre and the type of fire wood to be used for the pyre
are given in the sacred texts like Grihya Sutras and they are strictly
followed. Nothing is left to the whims of the mourners. There was a
custom in the past to cut open the bowels of the corpse, empty them
and fill the cavity with ghee before Cremation. The idea underlying
the operation was to purify the corpse and to facilitate the cremation.
Later on, however, this custom was regarded repulsive and was given
up. At present, the washing of hair and nails of corpse with water is
thought to be sufficient for purification. The corpse is now laid on the
pyre, the threads that bind the toes are loosened. The cords that hold
the bier together are cutoff and the bier is either flung into water or
placed upon the pyre. A piece of gold was put in the hands of the
corpse if it was of a Brahmin, a bow if it was of a Kshatriya and a
jewel if it was of a Vaisya. This is not followed now.
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Then there is the 'Anustara7i' cow aspect. Cow was slaughtered
or let loose to make it easy for the departed soul to cross the
'Vaitara7i' river on the out skirts of the City of the dead called
'Naraka'. Vaitarini is always flooded with flesh, pus and blood with the
most abominable odour. It is full of some incredible and dreadfully
poisonous animals. The soul or Jiva has to cross this river and at this
stage a cow alone is said to be capable of carrying the 'Jeeva' across
the river safely. For whatever it is, slaughtering a cow is against the
principles of Hindu religion. For this reason a cow is given in gift to
a learned priest in the name of the dead person.

Here a reference should be made to the custom of the lying of
the widow of the departed person on the funeral pyre with her husband
(Rig Veda 10-18-8; Atharva Veda 18-3-5). This was prevalent in
ancient time upto the Sutra period. It has become obsolete now-a-days
and hence has been given up. This is not infact concremation (Satee
Sahagamanam) – the practice of the widow of the departed immolating
herself on her husband's funeral pyre. In 1835 'Satee' was prohibited.
However we hear news that some body in some corner of the country
is still following 'Satee' (self immolation). The practice of taking
women to the Cremation ground also was given up.

In this custom of making the widow lie beside the corpse of her
husband, the chief mourner who is the performer of the rites asks the
departed to grant her permission to live in this world and give his
wealth to his descendants. Then a younger brother of the deceased lifts
her by her hand and asks her to go home. This custom has however
been given up long ago.

After all these traditional rituals are completed, the cremation
starts. It is believed that the Fire god carries the departed to heaven.
Prayers are chanted requesting the Fire god to take the departed soul
to heaven. (Rig Veda 10-16-1). Giving farewell to the departed by
chanting Verses from Rig Veda (10-16-3,4) is really heart-rending.

Then the performer of the rites takes a pot of water on his
shoulder and goes round the pyre three times, while each time a hole
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is made to the pot. Finally the performer without looking back lights
the fire to burn the pyre and the corpse. All the friends and relatives
leave the place without looking back consoling the mourners. The
mourners are asked to restrain themselves from any expression of grief
and to go forward with heads bent down, entertaining one another with
consoling words. It is a fact that everybody speaks some dispassionate
and ascetic words at that moment. It is all lip-sympathy. That is why
it is called transient resolve to renounce the world caused by the sight
of Cremation of a relative or family member. But from the nextday or
in a day or two they become normal and continue routine life. We
need not find fault with anybody or blame them. The survivors cannot
go with the departed. The performer himself has to continue his routine
work in daily life after completing the rites.

But Rig Veda says that over-expression of sorrow on the death
of a relative is not good for the departed soul as it hinders him or her
from going high up.

Then all take bath and return home. They see the light lit at the
place where the corpse was placed in the house and see the stone
placed there in a pot. A pot with water will be arranged above the
stone so that water drops fall on the stone. The stone serves as a
symbol for the departed soul. The purpose is to reduce the heat and
appease the departed soul.

As already said all take bath before leaving the Cremation
ground. If there is no stream or river anywhere nearly, they take bath
at home. This ceremony is called the 'Udaka Karma' or the offering of
water to the dead. There are many ways of performing this 'Karma'
(Ceremony). One way is that all the relatives of the departed down to
seventh generation bathe in the nearest stream and purify themselves
by it and then offer prayers. While bathing, they put on only a single
garment and the sacred thread hangs on the right shoulder. The
mourners call upon the dead person by name and offer a handful of
water to him. At present how many are performing this 'Udaka Karma',
is not known.
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'Asthi-Sa}chayana'
The Ceremony that follows the Cremation is the 'Asthi-

Sa}chayana' or 'Collection of bones' – 'Asthi' means bones and
'Sa}chayana' means collection. Usually it is done on the second day
after the funeral ceremony to prevent any scattering of bones by wind
or rain. So on the second day the bones of the dead person are
collected from the place of cremation of the dead body (corpse). They
are washed and deposited in an urn to be immersed later in a holy
river like Ganga, Godavari, Krishna and Kaveri etc. on a convenient
day.

That ends the Cremation ritual.

Follow-up Ceremonies from 3rd to 12th day after death
There is a controversy regarding the rites to be performed on 3rd

to 12th day after death.
              .

"Bhasmaantagum Sareeram" (Sukla Yajurveda 40-15). Cremation
is final rite for the dead person.

"Nishek1di S9asaana9 to mantraihi
 Yasyodi to Vidhihi" 'Manusm4ti' (2-16).

('Garbhadhanam') First Congugal Cermony after matrimony is
the first Ceremony for the body and funeral rites are the last
Ceremony. Rites or Ceremonies on other days – 3rd to 12th day after
death and later – 'Sapindi Kara7a', later monthly Ceremonies and
Ceremony at Ganga etc are not mentioned in the Vedas. They are only
puranic. So some, particularly followers of 'Arya Samaj' say, all those
rites and Ceremonies are not necessary.

Even if we accept this argument, can we ignore those rites and
ceremonies? We dare not because they are based on deep faith and
also superstition.

Further there is one aspect that we cannot ignore. The departed
person cannot have any contact or communion with the living. These
rites are concerned with the life of the departed soul. Logic and
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argument here will not help us because life after death is not with in
the grasp of logic and reason. What ever is given in G4hya Sutras and
precepts (sastras), we have to follow. Thee is no other way. Sutras and
precepts have given us the methods of performance of rites do not
present any logic or reason implied in the rites. So there is no scope
for the question, why? The Faith is the main source but we should not
fall into superstitions which spread from person to person without any
base. But the rites and Ceremonies are not so. They are derived from
'Sutr1s' and 'Sm4tis'.

So we must ignore any unnecessary advices from lazy people
who have no other work but only to hamper around giving irrelevant
and unwanted advices without any base in Sutr1s or Sm4tis. Some people
have the itch to offer unwanted advices.

After funeral rites, daily rites are performed upto 9th day.
These daily rites are intended to relieve the departed soul of the
'Pretra' stage. These are not performed with rice balls but only with
balls made of rice powder. As already said the disembodied spirit is
invoked to enter into a stone kept in a pot at the place where the
person died. A pot with water is arranged above the stone dropping
water on the stone. The purpose is to cool the heat caused by cremation.
Ball of rice flour is offered to the stone everyday till 10th day.

Offerings to the dead 'Pinda Pradana'
'Pinda' is a ball of rice-mix offered to manes (pit4us) at the

'sraddhas' (ceremonies) by sons or the nearest survivors. It also means
the embryo or fetus in the womb of a woman. The fetus grows for
nine months and in the tenth month the child is delivered. 'Pinda'
offered in the Ceremonies to the dead is symbolic of fetus. When a
person is dead the spirit leaves the body and goesout. Till the soul or
spirit takes rebirth it requires a new body called subtle body. The
subtle body has no physical form, but all the subtle organs (the energies
of the physical organs absorbed into it at the time of death) remain
inactive in the subtle body. Unless they are activated, the subtle body
will not be in a position to take rebirth. Symbolically it means
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developing the fetus into a child. The purpose of the funeral rites
performed for ten days is to help the subtle body become active.
Offering of 'pindas' is continued on all twelve days after death. Rig
Veda and also upanishads say that body is formed by rice food. In the
first ten days after death ball of rice flour is offered every day. It is
for the purpose of formation (become active) of the subtle body rice
flour balls are offered.

The dead is regarded as still living in a sense. The efforts of the
survivors are to provide food and guide him to the abode of the
dead. The abode of the dead is only an imaginary place. During the
Vedic period of Fathers (Pit4 Devatas) were invited to partake in the
offerings in general (Rig Veda 10-15) but an individual invitation was
not offered. It does not negate the supposition that offerings are made
to the dead as the custom is prevalent in all religions of the world in
one form or the other. The Gh4ya Sutras.

The rice ball is called 'Pinda' because it is supposed to constitute
the body of the 'Preta'. 'Preta' is nothing but inactivated subtle body.

Tenth, Eleventh and Twelfth day Ceremonies
Tenth day : On tenth day the survivors collaterally related to

the deceased by descent especially through males from a common
ancestor (Janti) with the same family name get tonsured and offer an
oblation of sesame seed and water to the deceased.

Other survivors of the dead offer an oblation of water with rice
not sesame seeds and they are not tonsured.

The purpose is to tell the disembodied spirit that his or her
attachment to this world is over and so he must rise and go away. The
faith here is that the subtle body of the deceased is not fully formed
(activated) unless these funeral rites are performed for twelve days
after death. There is no scope for any questions here.

After the Funeral Ceremonies are completed the subtle body
rises through air and reaches the clouds. Then it comes down through
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rain and takes shelter of Corn seeds and waits for the suitable person.
When it finds one such person it enters into his sperm through the corn
seed. Thus it takes new birth. But how long it takes no body knows.

Another faith is that it takes one year for the subtle body to reach
the region of the dead (Pit4 Loka or Yama Loka). For this reason food
materials enough for one year, chappals, small vessel, umbrella etc are
given out in charity to suitable brahmins. There may be some regional
changes or modifications in these rites. There is more thing to be
remembered. There is no such region in Cosmos as Pit4 Loka or Yama
Loka. It is all puranic and imaginary. The pot with stone is removed
after the disembodied spirit is displaced or expelled from the stone.
The widow of the deceased removes the 'mangalyas' and the Crimson
powder mark on the forehead.

Eleventh day : There are a large number ceremonies on the
eleventh day. The collateral relatives are relieved of defilament on this
day. They all take bath. The most prominent item of this day's
ceremony is letting loose a bull. It is not known how many are
performing this part of the ceremony. Then the ceremony is performed
for the deceased only, not his ancestors.

Twelfth day : On the twelfth day the 'preta' or the disembodied
spirit of the deceased is united with his ancestors (pitaras), his father
and his grandfather. This is called 'Sapindikara7'. His great grandfather
is relieved and sent to heaven. G4hya Sutras and Sm4tis add some
more items in the Ceremony, but it is not known how many are
performing these items.

After 'Sapindikara7a', the performer of the funeral rites and his
wife are relieved of the defilement. They take bath and perform the
monthly ceremony.

As it is believed that the subtle body (S3kshma Sareera or
Linga Sareera) takes one year to reach the region of the dead, monthly
Ceremonies are performed for one year. In addition to these twelve
monthly Ceremonies, the Ceremony on the twelfth day and three more
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extra Ceremonies, at the end of three fortnights, then at end of six
months and the first annual ceremony at the end of one year – total
sixteen ceremonies are performed. Till the end of first year our span
of time is followed.

At the end of one year, Ceremonies are performed for three
days. On the first day, last monthly Ceremony is performed. On the
second day some rituals and charities are performed. Finally on the
third day which should coincide with the exact lunar day (tithi) on
which the person died a year ago, the first annual Ceremony is
performed.

Annual Ceremonies
According to divine span of time our one year is equal to one

divine day. So annual Ceremony in our span of time signifies
everyday Ceremony in divine span of time. The significance of annual
Ceremony is to recollect the deceased person and pay respects to
him according to the procedure laid down in the 'G4hya Sutras'. It is
infact a sort of 'In memoriam' – a sort of obituary.

'Sr1adha' means Ceremony. It is more a religious Ceremony
often performed annually on the lunar day when a person actually
died long time ago. The same lunar day comes every year in a cyclical
way. The purpose of annual Ceremonies is to propitiate (to appease)
one's departed ancestors, who are technically known as 'Pitrus'
(Fathers). 'Pitrus' means not the spirtis or the souls of the departed
person. A departed soul might have already taken re-birth. Then how
can it come here every year at the time of ceremony? No, it cannot.
It is not the departed souls that are invoked (summoned by chanting
certain Vedic verses) but a divine sect called 'Pit4 Devatas'. They are
like divine messengers. At the time of Ceremony the Pit4 Devatas
(divine spirits) are invoked on the Brahmin invited for the purpose.
He is called 'Bhokta' who represents the three generations of the
performer's departed ancestors – father, grandfather and great grand-
father, who are identified with Vasu, Rudra and Aditya, the Sraadha
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deities respectively. Another 'devata' called 'Visvadeva' the universal
spirit is invoked on another 'bhokta' who represents or is identified
with 'Visvadeva'. The purpose of Visvadeva is to conduct and guide
the  'Pit4 Devatas' who technically represent the departed souls of the
ancestors.

The symbolic aspect of Sraadha is that by feeding here and
now, the performer expects to feed his ancestors who are dead long
ago, and might have taken rebirth. How is it possible? As the 'Pitru
Devatas' and 'Visva Devata' are invoked on the holy brahmins who
are invited as 'bhoktas', the food and oblations offered to the 'bhoktas'
reach the 'Pitru Devatas' and 'Visva Devatas'. The satisfied 'Pitru
Devatas' and 'Visva Devatas' carry their satisfaction to the ancestors
of the performer. The ancestors who have taken re-birth else where
bless the performer. But these ancestors do not know anything
physically. It is their unconscious or subconscious mind that receives
the message and bless the performer. There is nothing that the
ancestors gain from the Ceremony. It is the performer that is
benefitted by the unconscious blessings of the ancestors. We donot
know how many layers and lobes are there in our subconscious and
unconscious mind and what lies in them and how they respond or
react.  The Pitru Devatas after completion of the 'Sraadha', gratified
by the sincere worship by the performer, bless him with health,
wealth, children and prosperity. The devatas have no physical form.
They are different forms energy of Nature. As the energy can take any
form like electrical, mechanical or atomic etc., the gods also can take
any physical form.

Failure on the part of the descendant of the departed souls to
perform the 'Sraadha' Ceremony invites the wrath of the unconscious
or subconscious mind of departed ancestors, who have already taken
rebirth. The curse of the ancestors also is conveyed by the 'Pit4
Devatas' to the descendant. The departed souls or 'Pitrus' are generally
benevolent. So their curse takes the form of conferring a large number
of children on their descendants coupled with poverty. How true is
this? As already said, the content of the rites or Sraadha is faith.
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Whatever may be the religious merit of the rites or Sraadha, it
definitely has psychological merit. Performance of the rites or Sraadha
gives a sort psychological strength. It is a fact that faith works
miracles as long as it does not become blind. The faith in the Funeral
rites and the Sraadha have been the continuous possession of
successive generations of Hindus since the Vedic times.

A doubt is often raised in connection with Sraadhas and rites.
How can the food and oblations offered in fire reach the ancestors.
Money paid here in the Bank in rupees is transferred to the Banks
on-line else where and is paid to the notified person in the currency
of that country. Money paid here is not sent anywhere. Only a
message is sent authorizing the Bank there to pay the person the
amount of money paid here but in the currency of that country. Similar
is the case of transfer of the message of the Sraadha to the departed
ancestors born elsewhere. Fire-god (Agni) is supposed to be the carrier.

The important items of Sraadha or annual Ceremony are : Arghya
(water libation), Homa (fire-offering), the feeding of the Brahmins
(bhoktas), pinda-pradana, 'Vikara' pinda, Dakshi7a-offering and finally
Tarpa7a. Holy Brahmins are fed in a worshipful manner, after
invoking on them the souls of the departed ancestors of three
generations and also 'Visvadevas'.

Primitive Nature of the Ceremonies : Primitive beliefs
regarding life and death survive insistently in funeral rites and annual
Ceremonies. There in nothing like the next world. It is only a
presumed or imagined replica of this word. Throughout the Ceremonies
the prayers are offered for the sensuous enjoyments and ease of the
dead. No where we find any indication of desire for spiritual benefit
and salvation. The prayer for freedom from the cycles of birth and death
is every casual and it could be discovered only in the latest phase of
the ritual. The whole performance is of the most primitive kind.

Now we come to the effect of the death of a person and
the subsequent funeral rites. It is 'Asaucha' – defilement or
pollution.
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The death of a person necessitates, inevitably a condition called
'taboo'. 'Taboo' means the act of setting a person or a thing apart as
sacred or accursed. It is a restriction imposed by social custom. A
corpse is put everywhere under taboo and greatest Care is taken in
dealing with it. It is not clear what this taboo is due to. Is the corpse
feared for itself or as a vehicle of death or is it dreaded owing to its
connection with the disembodied spirit. What ever may be the religious
or sentimental motive behind this taboo, one thing is clear that, to a
large extent it is based on the contagious nature of the corpse. The
departed soul left the body here as it no longer needs it. The body is
now purely a physical material which is prone to disintegration soon.
However much you love and respect the departed person, the lifeless
body cannot be kept for long. It has to be buried or cremated.

The taboo is based on the contagious nature of the corpse. Owing
to their contact with the dead person during this sickness and now
with his corpse after his death, the survivors are separated from others
on sanitary grounds. Generally speaking, though the whole village
attends the Cremation, it is more particularly the near-relatives that are
defiled by the death of the person than the distant ones. Even the
relatives staying beyond the river that skirts the place of death, or
staying in a distant place or abroad are exempted from defilement.
Further, the period of mourning and therefore of taboo varies among
different people according to their relationship with the dead from a
few days to many months. The period is determined by the closeness
of relationship.

The period and scope of 'Asaucha' differs according to the
caste, age, and sex of the deceased. The common period of Asaucha
is ten days. The Gh4ya Sutras do not make any distinction between
the period of Asaucha for brahmins and Kshatriyas. But they fix
fifteen days for Vaisyas and one month for Sudras as the periods of
defilement. the distinction was mainly based on the observance of the
rules of purity and cleanliness in different castes. Option was, however,
allowed for people of different circumstances. In general the impurity
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caused by death lasts for three to ten days. (Parasara Sm4ti 3.5). A
Brahmin who regularly performs 'Agnihotra' and always remains in
the study of Vedas is set free from defilement in one day; one who
studies Vedas only, is set free in three days and one who neglects
both, in ten days (Parasara Sm4ti 3.5). The later Sm4tis permit even
exception from Asaucha altogether. Persons engaged in conducting
sacrifice, one who has realised God head, artisans (mechanics), artists,
slaves, kings and their servants become instantly purified. (Parasara
Sm4ti 3.21,22) The exception is entirely based on social practice.
(Parasara Sm4ti 3.1,2)

At present the period of defilement lasts for ten days for a
'brahmin', twelve days for a 'Kshatriya', fifteen days for a 'Vaisya' and
one month for a 'sudra'. The periods prescribed here are in the case
of grown-up persons.

The death of a child under two inflicts defilement on parents
only for one night or three nights, the rest of the family are
untouched by defilement. The Sm4tis, however, impose defilement for
three days on all sapindas (people with same family name). (Parasara
sm4ti 3-10-2,5) If a child dies before its 'naming' ceremony no
impurity is involved (Manu Sm4ti 5-7)

The sex is also a determining factor for fixing the period of
defilement. This distinction is not known to the G4hya Sutras. Most
probably it arose during Sm4ti period.

The death of a boy before 'Upanayanam' involves full-fledged
defilement; but a girl before her marriage is still regarded a child and
her death causes defilement for three days.

The observance of the rules of defilement for relatives and
friends is optional in the G4hya Sutras. But the Dharma Sutras and
the Sm4tis make it a duty and the length of the periods differ according
to the closeness of the relations with the dead person. (Apastamba
Dharma Sutra 1-6).
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:'Asaucha' (defilement) is an indication of sorrow, but not
gathering relatives and friends and eating luxury food.

There is nothing like Vedic period. But the word 'Vedic period'
is often used. It does not mean the birth of Vedas. It simply means
the period before the G4hya Sutras and Sm4tis were formulated. After
the Vedic period so many social changes took place. To regulate them
G4hya Sutras were formulated.

What is defilement (Asaucha) for one year
In general the period of defilement is ten days. On the eleventh

day the relatives with same family name are relieved of defilement,
but the performer is relieved only on the twelfth day. But he is not
relieved fully on the twelfth day. The defilement is said to persist
for a period of one year from the day of death. There is no place
for logic here, only faith.

'Nirnaya Sindhu' (8-630) says that defilement due to father's
death is for one year and Defilement due to mother's death is for six
months. It is said that marriage and upanayana can be performed
during this period.

Restrictions : The defilement after the 12th day till the end of
the year is not the same as the defilement before 12 days. The rules of
defilement before 12 days are very rigid. But after 12 days the rules
are not so rigid. But the actual rules are not given in any Gh4ya Sutras.

As the defilement (Asaucha) is attributed to the body of the
performer of funeral rites, it is said to last for one year. During this
period pilgirmages, visiting temples particularly sanctum sanctorum,
religious observances and vows should be avoided. All divine services
should be stopped for one year from the day of death. Nothing about
social practices like giving and taking gifts etc. is mentioned anywhere
in the G4hya Sutras.

Those who die of accidents are treated as special cases.
According Bandhayana those who die of wounds caused by weapons,
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administration of poison, choking by a string, drowning in water, fall
from a mountain or a tree do not deserve funeral. Most probably they
were thrown away into water or cast away into forests.

At present, however, they are accorded funeral ceremonies after
performing certain expiatory rites (pr1yaschittas). The idea underlying
the denial of funeral in these cases was that these persons could not
be admitted into 'Pit4loka' (the region of Fathers or Pit4devatas).
Therefore it was futile to undergo the botherations of tedious
ceremonies. But the Gautama Dharma Sutras say that the survivors
could perform the 'Udaka karma' etc. if they liked. Majority of
the 'Sm4tis', however, prohibit the observance of 'Asaucha' and
performance of ceremonies as no impurity is caused by their death.

In modern times a pecular and novel practice called 'Jiva
Sraadha' or 'Atma Sraadha' (self funeral) has come into existence. 'Jiva
Sraadha' or 'Atma Sraadha' – self funeral means a man performing
funeral ceremony for himself while he is still alive. Any orthodox
Hindu believes that his proper funeral is essential for the proper ascent
of his soul ('sad gati'). In case he has got no sons or when he is
doubtful whether his son or sons will properly perform his 'Antyeshti'
or not, he feels anxious to see that it is duly performed in his life-time.
His person is represented by an effigy and the entire ceremonies
are  performed as usual. There is, however, a popular superstition that
persons whose 'Antyeshti' is performed in their lifetime, will die soon.
So only a few people dare to do so.

Sutras and Sm4tis
'Sutras' (rules or precepts), and Sm4tis (law) contain the rules

and laws formulated by saints and sages like Manu, Y1jnavalkya and
others. No exact date can be assigned to these scriptures, since oriental
scholars differ by as much as several centuries in their estimates. To
the Hindu mind, only the Vedas are the most sacred. So it follows
that the Sutras and Sm4tis are at best a secondary authority only.
They record civil laws, social obligations and ceremones at the birth
of a child and also at the death of a person. The extraordinary thing
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about these ceremonies is their infinite variety and yet their substantial
underlying unity as found in practice in every part of Inida. The
variety is due to many different forms, each developing independently
of the rest in a particular part of the country; their unity is by their
common source in the vedic religion.

The authority of the Sutras and Sm4tis held sway for centuries
over the minds of the people in India who rigidly followed the rules
and laws of these codes. At the present time, however, there is clear
laxity in their observance, due to many revolutionary changes that
have occured everywhere. Orthodox Hindus do not feel alarmed at this
because they have always regarded the Sutras and Sm4tis as of
secondary importance. Swami Vivekananda once remarked to a disciple
that a new Sm4ti ought be written for the guidance of modern India.

Srutis are revelations and Sm4tis are traditions. The Srutis
reveal direct and immediate experience of Reality; the Sm4tis are
manmade laws. The Sm4tis, no doubt, contain truths, but these truths
are capable of adaptation to changing times. Of all the Sm4tis, the
Manu Sm4ti possesses the highest authority. According to the orthodox
view, Manu was the first man. Traditional story says that Brahma, the
creator gave him a code of laws in one hundred thousand verses. But
Manu reduced them to four thousand verses for practical purposes. No
body can say for certain when he wrote this Sm4ti. Manu might have
written in the vedic period, but the present form might have been
written or adapted around the third and second century B.C. No exact
date can be assigned.

There are six Vedangas – the limbs of the Vedas. They are Siksha,
Vyakara7a, Nirukta, Chandas, Jyotisha and Kalpa.

1) Siksha : Sage 'Panini' is said to be the main author of this
branch. It deals with the science of vedic phonetics – pronun-
ciation of vedic words. A knowledge of this science is said to
be absolutely essential for chanting the Mantras. It is said that
defective pronunciation brings contrary results. This Siksha-
Sastra is common to all the Vedas.
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2) Vyakara7a : This is the science of grammar. Sage Pa7ini is
said to have composed this science also in Sutras. It deals with
the correct use of vedic words and contains exhaustive rules of
grammar. It consists of eight chapters and so it is called
"Asht1dhyayi". It contains 3996 Sutras.

3) Nirukta : 'Yaska' is the author of this science. This science
explains the etymology of the words contained in Vedic Mantras.
It is more or less a dictionary of vedic words.

4) Chandas : 'Pingala' is said to have composed this work. It is the
prosody of Vedic Mantras. It deals with vedic matras.

5) Jyotisha : It deals with the periods and seasons of the year
when the Vedic Karmas are to be performed. Sage Garga wrote
this science.

6) Kalpa Sutras : The need for this arose because the followers
of different 'Sakhas' or branches of the Vedas had to perform
Vedic rites in a slightly different manner. Kalps Sutras explain
these differences though small. Period and the name of the
writer of these Sutras have remained unknown.

  Kalpa Sutras are the main source of Srouta Sutras, Gh4ya
Sutras, Dharma Sutras and Sm4tis (also called Dharma Sastra).
Kalpa Sutras are the systematic treatment of the Brahmanas (a
branch of the Vedas).
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  The first systematic treatment of vedic sacrifices and
domestic rites is found in the 'Sutra' literature.

1) SRAUTA SUTRAS contain directions for laying of the sacred
sacrifical fire for Agnihotra, the Darsa Paurnam1sya, the
Chaturmasya, Pasuyaga, the great Asvamedha, the Rajsuya, and
the V1japeya sacrifices. As they are mainly occupied with vedic
sacrifices, they do not yield any material relating to the
samskaras.

2) GH$YA SUTRAS give directions for all sorts of usages,
ceremonies, rites and customs and all Samskaras like Marriage,
Garbhadharana, Jatakakarma, Namakara7am, Upanayanam etc.
and finally Anyeshti. These are the domestic rites which the
house holder was required to perform in his individual capacity.
These are all Samskaras.

3) DHARMA SUTRAS are the extension of Gh4ya Sutras.
'Dharma' means 'right', duty, law and religious custom and usage.
So at many places the Dharma Sutras and G4hya Sutras overlap
each other. The Dharma Sutras are concerned with rules and
regulations about the conduct of men as the members of Hindu
Community and do not describe rituals of anykind. They deal
with castes,  Asramas (stages of life) under Asrama-dharma. They
develop social aspects of Samskaras that were suggested in the
G4 hya Sutras.

4) SM$TIS (OR) DHARMA SASTRAS represent a later and
more systematic development of the Dharma Sutra. They are
mainly concerned with the social conduct of men rather than
rituals. The contents can be classified under three heads –
!ch1ra, Vyavah1ra and Pr1yaschitta.

  Though any exact period or date cannot be assigned to
these Sutras and Sm4tis, it might be some time between 1000
BC and 200 BC.
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Northern and Southern Paths of the Soul
How is the northward and southward movement or journey of

the sun related to the northern and southern paths of the soul (subtle
body) after death? The northward movement of the sun is 'Uttar1yana'
and the southward movement is Dakshi71yana. The supposed effect
of the sun's northern and southern movements or the bright period
(the waxing period) and the dark period (the waning period) of the
moon on the death a person is just a speculative creation and
meaningless faith. They have nothing to do with the death of a person.
The ill effects attributed to death on certain lunar days the days in a
week are out of superstition only. Expiatory measures are prescribed.

Further as Mahabharata says Bhishma waited to die till
Uttarayana. There is no significance to Uttarayana here. He just wanted
to exhibit to the world that he had power to die at his own will only
and nothing more.

The sun's northward and southward movements are a cosmic
phenomenon. They have nothing to do with the northern path and
southern path of the subtle body after death. Perhaps it might be due
to the false notion that the Earth was flat like a disk with enormous
'Meru' mountain at the centre. At the top of the mountain (North Pole)
it is day for six months and night for six months. Hence it becomes
one full day at the North Pole. It is equal to one full year for us. It
was also believed that there were gods at the North Pole. So it was
their firm belief then that the northern path leads to the sun or
Brahma loka. They had no idea of the Sout Pole. They simply thought
that the southern path leads to the moon which was supposed to be
so-called heaven. The third path reads to Yama's city. Which way is
the third path, we don't find the answer anywhere.

In fact, there is no Brahma Loka, and there is no heaven or no
Yama Loka anywhere. The region of the sun is imagined as Brahma
Loka and the region of the moon is as heaven. 'Yama Loka' means
Cosmos, not any 'Loka'.
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The subtle elements (tanmatras) are five corresponding to the
five gross elements – earth, water, fire, air and ak1sa. The subtle
elements are imagined as minute particles which form the seeds
from which the gross counterparts grow. The cluster of five subtle
elements provides the material for the subtle body which enclosed
the 'Jiva'.

At the time of death the 'Jiva' is caused by its karma to
develop 'Vasana' which determines the direction in which the subtle
body will go as it leaves the 'heart'. Thus the Jiva-controlled subtle
body leaves the heart by one or another of many veins and arteries,
eventually by one or another aperture (opening like eyes, ears, nose etc.
Human body has nine openings, face-1, eyes-2, nose-2, ears-2, anus-
1, penis-1.)

What happens immediately after death? The Upanishads diverge
slightly in their versions.

Basically the texts distinguish three paths for the subtle body to
follow.

First one is the 'northern path', 'the way of gods' (devayana). It
lies through fire or light and leads to the sun. Those who know Sagu7a
Brahman follow this path.

The second is the 'southern path', 'the way of the fathers'
(Pit4y1na). It leads through smoke of the moon. Sankara tells us that
those who observe ritual obligations but donot have any knowledge
of God (i.e., Brahman with qualities, Sagu7a Brahmana) follow the
southern path.

The Third path leads to Yama's World or City. Those who
neither fulfilled their ritual obligations nor have any knowledge of
God follow this path, or else they are reborn immediately and go on
revolving in the cycle of birth-death-rebirth.

B4had1ra7yaka Upanishad (4-4-3) says that the self proceeds
from this body to the next like a Caterpillar. When a Caterpillar has
come to the end of a leaf of grass, takes hold of another leaf of
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grass, tests its strength and suitability and then draws itself
together towards it. So does this self, after throwing away this body
draws itself together for making transition to another body. Sankara
comments that the idea here is that the self creates link from the old
body to the new by means of 'Vasanas', the effects of past karma.

The 'northern path' and 'southern path' are explained with
reference to the divinities, as Sankara says, which conduct the self
along the northern or the southern path. The self in its state at that
time is not capable of finding its own way. The self proceeds through
the sun of lightning. From there it will be led to Brahmaloka or an
appropriate kind of heavenly place.

Chandogya Upanishad (5-10-1,2) says that these migrating selves
go to light, day, the waxing half of the moon, the six months when the
sun is going north the year, the Aditya, the moon, and lightning. What
sort of travel is this? As already said, Sankara explains that there are
the divinities that conduct the self. This is Devayana or northern path.

Radhakrishna says, "The earliest conception of the path of the
gods is to be found in the Rig Veda, where Agni who serves as the
intermediary between gods and men, as bearing the offerings to the
gods is addressed thus : "knowing the ways by which the gods go, thou
(Agni) hast become the unwearied messenger, the bearer of oblations".
(RV-1-72-7 also 2-2-4). The path on which the sacrifices were taken to
the heavenly world becomes the path by which the sacrificer himself
ascended to the world of the Gods. The stations of the path need not
be taken literally. They represent stages of progressive knowledge and
light while those of Pit4yana of progressive darkness and corruption.
(Chand.Up.5-10-2 – The Principal Upanishads)

Chandogya Upanishad (5-10-3,4) says that those who follow a
life of sacrifices (ritual obligations) reach the moon by passing along
the path of the fathers (Pit4yana). It is called the southern path. They
pass into the smoke, from smoke to night, from night to the dark half
of the moon, from this dark half to the six months in which the sun
moves southward. They donot reach the year. From those months to
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the world of fathers, from the world of fathers to space, from space
to the moon. That is king Soma. Soma is the food of gods. Those who
observe ritual obligations but donot have the knowledge of God
(Sagu7a Brahman) follow this southern path. Those who know God
follow the northern path, reach the year. Here also Sankara identifies
these things like smoke etc. in the southern path as deities who act as
guides for the transmigrating self.

The distinction between the 'Devayana' and Pit4yana is that they
are two systems of culture. One is the way of knowledge (Devayana)
and the other is the way of works (Pit4yana) resulting in two different
spiritual conditions.

Those who donot have knowledge of God and also donot
perform sacrifices go to the kingdom of Yama, or else they are
reborn immediately and go on revolving in the cycle of birth and
death. Such souls reach clouds through water (rains, from clouds to
mist, from mist to smoke, from smoke to air, from air to space. They
return again by the same path in the reverse order, space ! air !
smoke ! mist ! clouds ! water (rains) ! earth.

The small creatures and animals do not follow any path. They
are reborn immediately. (Chan.Up.5-10-5,6)

It is said that there is a third path leading to Yama's World
'Yamalaya' actualy means Cosmos. So the subtle body goes up through
rain and comes down again through water and takes rebirth.

Now we will try to clarify Uttar1yana and Dakshi71yana.
Solstice is the point of 'ayanas'. It indicates time when the sun is
farthest from the equator either north or south. Summer solstice is the
farthest north from equator. It is called the tropic of Cancer. The sun
reaches the point on about 21 June. The other is winter solstice
which is the farthest point in the south from equator. It is called the
tropic of Capricorn. The sun reaches the point on about 22 December.
India is in the northern hemisphere. The points of solstice are governed
by gods who guide the disembodied spirits or souls.
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Those who realised Sagu7a Brahman are drawn to the god of
summer solstice as they have to go by northern path. Those who
live only by sacrifices and charities are drawn to Gods of winter
solstice which falls on around 22 December. India is in the northern
hemisphere of the Earth.

It should not be misunderstood that those who realise Sagu7a
Brahman alone die in 'Uttarayana' and not others and that those
who perform sacrifices and live charities die in Dakshi7ayana. The
reference to north and south is to the paths taken by the disembodied
spirits, but not to the cosmic phenomenon of the sun's movement.
The northern and the southern paths of the departed soul are only
imaginary and symbolic. Realisaton of 'Sagu7a Brahman' leads by
north path to Brahmaloka while performance of rituals leads by south
path to the moon, the heaven. There is no hard and fast rule that a
realiser or a bhakta will die in Uttarayana only, or that if by any
chance he dies in Dakshi7ayana he is sure to go to the moon and
not the sun. So the Uttarayana and Dakshi7ayana concept regarding
the death of a person is highly speculative and presumptive.

Now we shall see the difference between videhamukti
(liberation) and Jivanmukti. There can not be any mukti (liberation)
unless the soul goes out and the physical body is dissolved. Videha
mukti is liberation after leaving the physical body. 'Jivanmukti' is
liberation while living. In Jivanmukti one has already realised
Brahman but only enduring the effect of 'Pr1rabdha Karma'. When
this karma is exhausted, he dies. The subtle body leaves the physical
body but it does not go any where by any path. It is disintegrated here
itself into tantmatras (the subtle elements) and the organs (the energies)
merge with the presiding gods, for example eyes merge with the sun.
The Jiva (the self or the soul) which is shapeless enormous light
merges with Brahman who is everywhere in the universe as invisible
unbounded light. Those who have realised 'Sagu7a Brahman' also get
'Videha' mukti. But here the subtle body does not disintegrate. It goes
by the north path to the sun or by south path to the moon. In the
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case of persons who have neither realised 'Sagu7a Brahman' nor
performed rituals, the subtle body goes into the cosmos and comes
down and takes suitable rebirth. The small creatures and animals do not
follow any path. The subtle body in them takes rebirth immediately.

Badarayana in his 'Brahma Sutras' (4-3) perhaps thought that
'Brahmaloka' amounted to complete liberation. But Sankara thought
otherwise. Realisation of Sagu7a Brahman does not lead to complete
liberation. Sankara, the propagator of 'Jeevan mukti' cannot allow that
one can literally 'arrive at' the Nirgu7a Brahman as 'Nirgu7a Brahman'
is unrelated to any second thing. So he interpreted Brahmaloka as the
highest heaven, but not liberation. That raises the question whether
the selves who go there return to be reborn.

The Upanishadic text Br.Up. (6-2-15) (Sankara's comments)
asserts that they donot return, presumably speaking of liberated souls.
Sankara is caught in a dilemma (Brahma Sutra 4-3-10). Either he must
reject Badar1yana's and Upanishad's teaching on the point, or he must
accept Brahmaloka as liberation. But it leads to the view that one can
obtain liberation without knowing the nature the Highest Brahman.

Sankara's solution is rather complex. On the one hand he
argues that the selves donot return from Brahmaloka which mean
that they do not return to rebirth in this world. They do, however,
return to other forms of existence on some divine plane.

On the other hand he admits that those attaining Brahmaloka,
provided they have in the mean time attained the knowledge of the
Highest Brahman, will be liberated at the time of reabsorption (pralaya).

Brahma Sutra (4-3-10) tells us that such selves proceed along
with God (Hira7ya Garbha) who rules the Brahmaloka, or to the highest
place of 'Vishnu'. That is what is meant by 'krama mukti' – progressive
liberation since the 'Highest Brahman' cannot be literally 'reached'.

Mandana Misra in his 'Brahma Siddhi' suggests another way.
The non-returning may be only relative. It might mean that those who
go to the Brahmaloka remain there until next reabsorption (pralaya),
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but after that they return to bondage in this world in the next cyclical
universe.

Thus the 'Northern path' leads to 'Krama mukti' progressive
liberation.

The 'Southern path' leads to heaven not mukti (liberation).

'Jivan mukti' is liberation while living, the subtle body disintegrates
immediately after death and the 'Jiva' merges with 'Nirgu7a Brahman'.

Those who take neither northern, path nor southern path, nor are
liberated while living go to 'Yamalaya' (Cosmos) and then come down
and take rebirth according to the impressions of past karma. In fact,
there is nothing like 'Brahmaloka'. It is a state of life when man
realises Brahman in this life.

Unfortunately, over the years many interpolations found place
in Puranas, Smritis etc and even the Brahma Sutras and Bhagavadgita
are no exception.

In the Bhagavadgita the last six verses in Chapter VIII are one
of such interpolations. In fact, as already mentioned, the sun's
northern or southern path and moon's bright or dark fortnight have
nothing to do with the life after death.

So we must take a symbolic view, not verbatim in its meaning.
Life is a conflict between light and darkness. The light makes for
release and darkness for rebirth. Hence an old belief concerned with
death and final destiny is used to illustrate a great spiritual truth that
those who are lost in the night of ignorance go by the path of
ancestors and are subject to rebirth, and those who live in the day of
illumination tread the path of knowledge and obtain release from
rebirth.

BRIEF SYNOPSIS
1. Birth and death are inevitable. It is the rule of Nature.

2. Fear and sorrow are created due to attachments developed in
life.
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3. The effects of past karma (prarabdha karma) that have already
started must be endured. There is no way out.

4. All the impressions of the past karma remain with the subtle
body.

5. The Jiva (soul) selects the new body according to the
impressions of the past karma.

6. Animals, birds, insects etc. get rebirth immediately after death.

7. Human life is an admixture of good and bad. Intellect and
wisdom are a part of the subtle body. How long it takes to get
rebirth is not known. Some say it happens in twelve days after
death. Others say that it takes one year after death. But it
cannot be confirmed as there are no proofs. So it is not possible
to say when the soul takes rebirth.

8. The subtle body has no limbs ('linga sareera'). There is nothing
like causal body (kaara7a sareera). The energies of the organs
now in subtle form merge with mind which become a part of
subtle body. So it is not true that there is a region called
'pretaloka' which is said to be the region of the dead.

9. The dead person is called corpse. So many rites are performed
to satisfy the departed soul. Till the dead body is cremated on
funeral pyre or buried, it is called 'preta' (corpse). When the
body is cremated it turns in 'bhuta' which means not ghost but
'past' in this context. The physical body formed of five gross
elements merges with the five gross elements. There is no
person called 'preta'. Preta actually means that which is dead.
So there are no pretas (ghosts) or ghost region (pretaloka). Some
tricksters are making money by making the people believe that
they can speak with ghosts. These tricksters play gimmies
saying that they can get things done by the ghosts. This is one
of the million ways of making money.

10. Communion with the departed soul is not possible. The soul
which left the physical body has no freedom. Why, because it
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has no organs. All the organs are with in the subtle body in
the form of subtle energy. There are some cases of earth-bound
spirits wandering around the place where they came out of
physical body. These earth-bound spirits are of the persons
who failed to get their desires fulfilled. They carry their
unfulfilled desires even after death. The method followed to have
communion with these earth-bound spirits is already explained
in the previous chapter – (Ref. Chap. 4-2-2-8).

11. If you think that the existence of "Life after death" can be
proved by this communion with the earth bound spirits, you are
simply mistaken. These earth bound spirits donot know their
own state (condition). Further their earth-bound state is only
temporary. Some time or other they have to go away to be born
again. The subtle body like watervapour reaches the clouds, then
like fog joins the air and finally reaches the sky. Again in the
reverse order returns to the earth through rain and searches for
the new and suitable body. How long it takes, no body knows.

12. The soul leaving the physical body does not know that it is
leaving. It is almost in a state of trance (unconscious). It awakes
after a long time. It finds itself in a new place. It is then that
the unfulfilled desires lying low in the subtle body suddenly
rise. The 'Jiva' does not realise that it is out of the physical
body and so has no organs. It tries to get its unfulfilled desires
fulfilled. But it fails. It has no contact with friends or relatives
who are alive because it is invisible. It cannot express its
agony to them. This is what is called 'Yama Yatana' the state of
hell. Those who donot have desires at the time of death don't
have this anxiety. They are free. It is for this purpose of making
the departed sould free of any desires, that the corpse is
cremated or buried and funeral rites are performed.

13. There are no regions called Brahmaloka, Swarga (Heaven) or
Hell (Naraka) anywhere. They, infact, are not regions or places.
They are the states (conditions) of life. Realisation of Brahman
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is Brahmaloka. Getting immersed in 'joys or sorrows' due to
the impressions of the past life (past karma) is the state of
'Heaven' or the state of Hell in the present life.

There is no specific reference to or indication of 'Swarga'
or 'Naraka' in the vedas. Upanishads speak of 'Yama's abode' only
not 'Naraka'. It is said that 'jiva' goes to 'Yamalaya', the abode
of Yama. 'Yamalaya' actually means Cosmos or airy region. The
word 'Yama' we find in Puranas (Garuda Purana) refers to a
horrific person who punishes the disembodied spirits according
to their karma. It is not the meaning of 'Yama'. 'Yama' means
season, Isvara, Agni, air, electricity, sun, Parameswara. The 'jiva'
goes to Yamalaya – means it goes into airy region or Cosmos.
It is said that by funeral rites we are creating the organs for
the disembodied soul to endure the effects of past karma. (i.e.,)
we are creating causal body. There is no funnier thing than
this. There is nothing like causal body (Kara7a sareera). There
is only subtle body which encloses the soul along with all the
subtle organs (energies) and mind. They become inactive
immediately after death.  They are activated by funeral rites.
That is the meaning of creatings organs.

The often quoted story in support of Yama's existence is
the story of 'Nachiketa and Yama' from Katha Upanishad. Yama
is not the Lord of Naraka here but is a personification of the
knowledge of creation and dissolution of the worlds, of births
and deaths of creatures, and of ignorance and knowledge.
The first mention of this story is in the Rigveda (10-135).
The setting of a story found in Sanskrit literature is used here.
It is in 'Taittiya Brahma7a' (3-1-8) and also in Mahabharata
'Anu01sana Parva' (106).

Yama is a character in the story. The purpose is to explain
the meaning of a liberated soul (Jivan mukta), who in this
world itself has lost the awareness of the body and finds
happiness with in himself subjectively without recourse to
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outside objects of enjoyment. The boy Nachiketa was sent to
Yama (symbolically 'death') but was allowed to get back on
account of his great faith.

This looks more or less an astral voyage. When we have
to understand this more as a vision when the boy meets the
Lord of Death, Yama. The creation of places like Swarga,
Naraka and characters like Yama, Chitragupta etc. is meant only
to create a sort of fear in the minds of the people, only to
prevent them from committing sins and crimes. How far it has
served its purpose or serving is anybody's guess.

14. The succession of birth-death-birth is inevitable till the effects
of past karma are exhausted.

15. All the rites performed for the departed souls are based on
mainly faith. Faiths vary from person to person and from region
to region. However, the funeral ceremonies done with full
understanding and complete attention and devotion only yield
good results. Performing rites mechanically is of no use.

16. There are no ghosts, devils or pretas. Communication with
spirits, possession by a ghost or a spirit – all these are just
illusions or delusions. The delusions are shown as real in
movies. When faith takes deeproots delusions like taking one
sound for another occur.

17. It makes no difference whether a dead body is buried or
cremated. Result is the same. The body disintegrates and merges
with five gross elements. There are different faiths in different
regions.

18. Death comes in different ways. Some may die with ease without
any problem. Others may die with sudden illness or prolonged
ailment or disease or in accidents. How they die depends on the
effects of their past karma. What ever may be the way they
die, death is common is common to all.
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19. It is senseless to say that Swarga (Heaven) and Naraka (Hell)
are specific and separate regions and that the creatures (Jivas)
experience the effects of their past karma and then only take
rebirth. There is no truth in this and it is also not proper to
say so. Why, because if the creatures are reborn only after
exhausting all the effects of past karma in Heaven or Hell all
the creatures should be born alike and afresh without any
differences in their lives. But it is not happening so. Some are
born poor and some are born rich. Some excel in joy while
others struggle in misery. Is this not the effect of their past
karma? How can it be if they have already experienced the
effects in Heaven or Hell? It is not so. Creatures experience
the effects of past karma in this world only, not in Heaven or
Hell which are the states of their lives in this world.

20. There is another belief that the creatures experience only a part
of the effects of past 'karma' (deeds) and take rebirth carrying
them the remaining part of the effect. It is a strange and
senseless belief which is nothing but delusion. How much of the
past karma was experienced and how much is left behind. No
creature willingly retains the bad effects of karma and takes
rebirth. Heaven and Hell are nothing but creations of delusion.

21. Lastly there is one thing that should never be forgotten. Every
man is born with three debts or obligations – to God, to parents
and also to fellow human beings. Under the present conditions
obligation to parents is the most important one. Every creature
including animals desire to have offspring. Human being
particularly wants to have sons because there is a strong belief
that only sons can relieve them from a sort of hell called
'Punnama Narakam'. If they don't have a son, they are adopting
one. Such is the faith. Nobody adopts a girl child. If they come
to know  before delivery, that is going to be a girl child, they are
even going for abortion. How cruel it is! It is sheer infant murder
which is a horrible crime.
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Under present adulterated conditions it is not certain that
the sons perform the ceremonies for the departed soul. Out of
mad craze for money men are going abroad. They don't care to
perform the ceremonies. How can the departed soul be saved
from 'Punnama Narakam' by such sons.

So it is better to get rid of this blind faith or fear of
'Punnama Narakam'. We find it only in 'Pura7as'. When there is
no specific region called 'Hell' (Naraka) where is the place for
'Punnama Naraka'. Great seers like Sanaka, Sananda had no
sons. Nowhere it is said that they went to 'Punnama Naraka'. It
is only an imagined place.

It is the prime duty of every son to fulfil his obligation to
parents. It is for this purpose that the funeral rites and annual
ceremonies are performed. There is nothing that the parents
gain from these ceremonies, but it is only the doers of the rites
that are benefited.

Some Questions
These rites and ceremonies give rise to certain questions which

need to be answered.

You can elicit the answers from the concerned chapters, but for
ready reference the answers are given here in brief.

1) What is the use of annual ceremones?
There are two main aspects in the annual ceremony of the

deceased.
1) To identify the 'bhoktas' with the deceased. 'Bhokta' is a

brahman who is fed as the representative of the 'Pitrus'
(Fathers) in the funeral ceremony or annual ceremony. The
bhoktas are worshipped and fed with rice food.

2) Offering of rice balls to the spirits of the deceased.
One brahmin represents 'Visvadeva' the representative of

Adityaloka – the sun, and another brahmin represents the
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deceased father, grandfather and great grandfather, or mother,
grandmother and great grandmother.

After the process is completed an oblation of sesame seeds
with water is offered to the deceased.

The spirits of the deceased cannot come as they might
have already been re-incarnated even if we invite them. So
symbolically 'Pitrus' are in on the 'bhoktas' to receive the
oblations.

'Devatas' (gods) are different forms of energy. There are
many categories of energy, so also there are many groups
among the gods. 'Pitrus' or 'Pitru Devatas' are one such group.
These 'Pitrus' are messengers. They carry the oblations to the
deceased who might have already been born some where
else. They cannot even know that they are given oblation by
their descendants in the past life. Directly they donot receive
anything.

But human mind is a deep mystery. How many layers of
memory are hidden in the subconscious or unconscious state
of mind, we don't know. These memories may be of the
distant-past life or even of the immediate past lifes but we
don't have any inkling of those memories. Today money is
transferred to banks in distant places without sending money
by computer messages. Similarly 'Pitrus' or 'Pitru Devatas',
like wireless messages carry the oblations given by the
descendants of the deceased to their subconscious mind. The
deceased, who are now in re-incarnation are not conscious of
the same but their subconscious mind blesses the performers
of the ceremonies. While the deceased, now in re-incarnation
gains nothing out of these oblations, the performers of these
ceremonies receive blessings. If we put it in a nut shell, the
system of ceremonies is more or less like computer activity
and the 'Pitrus' are like computers.
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2) Is it necessary to perform the ceremonies and offer oblations
in such an extensive way?

This is the question often put forth by the rationalists and
atheists. As already mentioned Aryasamaj does not accept the
enormous way the ceremonies are performed. It says that these
ceremonies are not mentioned in the Vedas and they are a part of
puranic tradition. So they need not be followed.

We have no idea how the funeral rites and annual ceremonies
were performed before the Vedic period. But these ceremonies
are given a shape in Rig Veda 10th mandala and Atharva Veda
18th chapter. After the Vedic period, to regulate the changes in the
society Gh4ya Sutras were formed according to different Vedic
traditions. Later Gh4ya Sutras were extended as Dharma Sutras.
At so many places Gh4ya Sutras and Dharma Sutras overlap each
other. A later and more systematic development of the Dharma
Sutras is Dharma Sastra or Sm4tis. Some aspects in Gh4ya Sutras
were horrific. So they were discontinued or removed. Making the
widow of the deceased lie on the pyre for some time is one
such uncivilized part of the ceremonies. In course of time it was
discontinued.

In the present form of ceremonies we don't find any uncivilized
aspect. If at all there is anything uncivilized, a civilized alternative
is suggested. So even though the process of funeral rites and
ceremonies looks enormous, it is very difficult to decide which one
to be eliminated. Those which are not contrary to the cultured
civilization remain undisturbed.

One thing is certain that the funeral rites and the annual
ceremonies are entirely based on absolute faith. These faiths are
beyond the reach of reason and logic. So there is no need to
disregard and make light of the funeral rites and ceremonies.
There is only one thing that we should do. Do what ever
reasonable and cultured as given in the Sm4tis and Sutras ignoring
the unwanted and unnecessary suggestions given by those who
have 'itchy mouth'.
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3) It is said that the organs of the subtle body are gradually
formed by the funeral rites performed in the twelve days after
death, is it true?

According to the upanishads all the organs of the body leave
in the form of energies and the Jiva looks unconscious. All these
organs along with the mind merge with the subtle body which
shelters the Jiva or the soul. This is also called 'Linga Sareera'.
There is nothing like 'causal body' (Kaara7a Sareera). There is
only subtle body. The organs (energies of the physical organs) look
temporarily devoid of activity. Just to awake (activate) these organs
in the subtle obdy, funeral ceremonies are performed for twelve
days.

It is not forming new organs of the subtle body but only
waking them up. These energies form the organs of the body
formed after reincarnation. Nothing is newly created.

4) Can the effects of past karma of the deceased be altered
by ceremonies and obltations?

No, The effects of past karma are related only to the
individual. Nobody can alter them, however much they try. The
purpose of the funeral rites and ceremonies is to severe the
attachment of the deceased to the survivors and encourage him
to rise and go into the Cosmos.

5) What is the meaning of sending departed soul high and
above into Cosmos? Does it mean sending the departed soul
to heaven?

The meaning of 'sending' the departed soul is not the heaven.
Vedas say that the departed soul goes to 'Yam1laya'. Yam1laya
does not mean Hell ('Naraka'). It means Cosmos. 'Yama' is not
the Lord of Hell whose name itself generates terrible fear among
the living in the world. 'Yama' means season, Isvara, Fire, air,
Electricity, sun and also Brahman. 'Yaska' in Nirukta interprets
the word Yama as the sun. 'Yama' and 'Chitragupta' are the
characters created just to cause fear in the minds of the people
and prevent them from committing sins.
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It is said that the disembodied spirit reaches Cosmos. It does
not mean that it reaches Hell or Heaven. There are no regions
like Hell and Heaven. They are only imaginary regions invented
to create scare or joy regarding life after death. It is said that the
disembodied spirit reaches Cosmos through mist, clouds and air
and in the reverse way it reaches the earth through rain. It remains
attached or clutched to corn grain till it finds the suitable person.
When it finds one it enters his sperm through rice food and forms
the embryo in the woman's womb.

6) What should the performer do when he has no money or
enough money to carry on the enormous process of funeral
rites and ceremonies?

When one's financial position is not good enough to do all the
rites and ceremonies as prescribed, alternatives are always there.
He must do whtever is prescribed, but in a simple way depending
on his financial position. Who ever does not perform the rites
and ceremonies receives the curse of the parents. It is a strong
faith in Hindu religion.

The Founders of Sutras and Sm4tis
After the Vedic period (it was the period before Sutras and

Sm4tis were formulated) so many social changes took place. To regulate
them G4hya Sutras were formulated. Dharma Sutras are the extension
of G4hya Sutras. Dharma Sastra, also known as Sm4ti is the systematic
development of Dharma Sutras. Srouta Sutras contain directions for
sacred sacrifices. All these have become known after the name of their
founders. Naturally there are some differences depending on the
respective Vedic traditions. Sm4tis have no differences due to Vedic
traditions.
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1) Rig Veda :
1) Srauta Sutras

1) Aswalayana
2) Sankyayana

2) G4hya Sutras
1) Aswalayana
2) Sankyayana

3) Dharma Sutras
1) Vasishtha

2) Krishna Yajur Veda :
1) Srauta Sutras

1) Apasthamba
2) Bandhayana
3) Hiranyakesi
4) Bharadvaja
5) Vaikhanasa
6) Vadhoola
7) Manava
8) Varaha

2) G4hya Sutras
1) Manava
2) Apasthamba
3) Baudhayana
4) Hiranyakesi
5) Vaikhanasa
6) Katha

3) Dharma Sutras
1) Apasthamba
2) Bandhayana
3) Hiranyakesi

3) Sukla Yajur Veda :
1) Srauta Sutras

1) Katyayana (Paaraskara)
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2) G4hya Sutras
1) Katyana (Paaraskara)

3) Dharma Sutras

4) Saama Veda :
1) Srauta Sutras

1) Kadira
2) Latyayana
3) Drahyayana
4) Jaimineeya

2) G4hya Sutras
1) Kadira
2) Gobhila
3) Gautama
4) Jaimineeya

3) Dharma Sutras
1) Gautama

5) Atharva Veda :
1) Srauta Sutras

1) Vaikhanasa
2) Gh4ya Sutras

1) Kausika
3) Dharma Sutras

Sm4tis or Dharma Sastras
There are 18 known Sm4itis. They are :

1) Svayambhuva Manusmriti 10) Kapila Smriti
2) Brihaspati Smriti 11) Paraasara Smriti
3) Vasistha Smriti 12) Vyasa Smriti
4) Kasyapa Smriti 13) Katyayana Smriti
5) Bhaaradvaja Smriti 14) Apasthamba Smriti
6) Gautama Smriti 15) Asvalayana Smriti
7) Yajnavalkya Smriti 16) Ka7va Smriti
8) Bhrigu Smriti 17) Atri Smriti
9) Narada Smriti 18) H1reeta Smriti
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In addition, there are Smritis like:

1) Nirnaya Sindhu
2) Dharma Sindhu
3) Dharma Pravritti
4) Smrityardha Saaramu
5) Hemadri
6) Smriti Ratna
7) Mahodadhi
8) Smriti Chandrika
9) Shadaseeti

These are independent Smritis though in general, discussions
among the seers and sages are the source for the Smritis.

4.2.2.11. Total Dissolution
There are many references to the Cosmic Egg, explosion of

the Cosmic Egg and the consequent expansion of the universe in the
upanishads. Mundaka upanishad describes evolution of the universe
from Brahman. During the first half of the 'Great World Period'
which is about 185 trillion years (trillion is 1x1012 years) the universe
continues to expand. This is followed by phase of contraction.
(See chapter. 'Time Periods' – 4-2-2-6) during the second half.
Mythologically the life period of Brahma, the Creator (not Brahman)
is called 'Para' which is one hundred years of Brahma 'par1rdha'
means one half of 'Para'. In the first half of Brahma's life (the first
'par1rdha') the universe expands and in the second half (the second
'par1rdha') the universe collapses. Total dissolution of the universe
occurs at the end of 'para' (Brahma's life) Brahma's life period is 100
years of Brahma which is equal to 31104000 crores of human years.

This process of expansion and the subsequent contraction is
compared with the spider's projection and subsequent absorption of
its net. (Mundaka Up.1-1-7)

"As a spider sends forth (emits) and draws in (its thread),
As herbs arise on the earth,
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As the hair (grows) on the head and the body of a living person,
So from the Imperishable arises the universe. (Mund.Up.1-1-7)

"That God spreads out one net after another (net of illusion) in
various ways,

And draws it together here in the world.
Thus again, having created the lords (rulers) the Lord (@0vara (not

siva),
The Great Self, exercises His lordship over them all (universal

overlordship). (Svetasvatara Up.5-3)

This is the concept of oscillating universe in modern science.
Oscillating universe in science does not even disappear (W. Bonner's
"The Mystery of the Expanding Universe"). It contracts to the point of
singularity and again expands. Thus the universe goes through an
unending series of explosions and implosions.

There are four types of dissolution (pralaya) as described in
Vedic literature. These are 'nitya' continual (always happening or
frequently recurring), 'naimittika' (occasional), 'pr1k4ta' (total) and
'atyantika' (absolute). At every moment things are annihilated
(completely destroyed or made powerless) both in the macro and
micro world. Macro world is the world we see and micro world is
the world of particles which are subatomic. The micro world is not
stationary for any single moment. Proton, electron, photon and neutrino
are all particles. They are stable unless they are involved in a collision
process where they can be annihilated. All other particles are unstable.
They live for a moment only. The unstable particle decays into other
particles. The neutron is taken as an example of unstable particle. It
disintegrates spontaneously. One particle of neutron decays into three
particles – a proton, an electron and an antineutrino. This sort of
annihilation is known as 'nitya pralaya'.

At the end of Kalpa or Brahma's day (not Brahman) the three
lokas (i.e) bh3h, bhuvah, and svah are annihilated. This is known as
'naimittika' or occasional dissolution. At the end of 'Para', the life span
of Brahma, the Creator, the total universe is dissolved into Maya or
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'Pr1kriti'. This is called 'Pr1krita' pralaya (total dissolution). The
individual self, on attaining release from bondage, is merged into
Brahman. This is atyantika Pralaya or 'Absolute' dissolution.

The concept of oscillating universe is not the case with the
spider's universe of Advaita Vedanta. The universe contracts and
finally is completely absorbed by the Spider. Who is this spider?
This is symbolic expression for Brahman. Whatever is movable and
immovable, living and non-living macro and micro is eaten by
Brahman. (Brahma Sutra 1-2-9; Kat.1-2-25) After everything is eaten
Brahman alone remains. 'Eaten' symbolically means absorbed. It
creates again, It absorbs again. This cycle of emanation and dissolution
is repeated forever without limit (ad infinitum). From the source of
Brahman the world comes out, to the same source of Brahman the
world goes back. (Bhag.Gita 8-2, 16 to 19 and 9-7; Maitrayana (Maitri)
Up 6-16,17)

Brahman is the spider in a figurative sense. The universe
originates from It in creation; the universe is merged into It in
dissolution. But this is not fully correct. 'Pr1kriti' which is M1ya
is the power of Brahman. Brahman acts through M1ya which is
external and timeless reservoir. The universe emanates from M1ya
and into M1ya it enters. Brahma (not Brahman) actuates the process
of creation, Vishnu sustains it and Siva dissolves it. 'Rajas' (gu7a or
attribute) activates creation and so it is the dominant constituent in
Brahma. 'Sattva' is dominant in Vishnu who sustains and 'Tamas' is
dominant in Siva, who dissolves the universe. The difference is
functional due to the dominance of one or the other of three
constituents. Brahma, Vishnu and Siva are symbolic of the three
aspects of @0vara who is the reflection of Brahman on M1ya. @0vara
plays three different roles as Brahma (the Creator), Vishnu the
sustainer, and Siva the destroyer. Whatever happens in the universe is
the product of M1ya, which is controlled, guided and supervised by
@0vara (not Siva).

The process of dissolution is the reverse of the process of
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Creation. This reverse process is gradual. Gross matter becomes subtle
and subtler. Finally the whole universe is absorbed into M1ya or
Pr1kriti. The universe stays there in dormancy in unmanifested
condition. In this condition all the three constituents (i.e) Sattva,
Rajas and Tamas are equipoised. This condition continues until the
equilibrium of the three constituents in disturbed and then creation
starts.

Whatever we say about Cosmogony, we cannot be sure that it
gives the complete picture of Cosmogony. The last stanza in the
famous 'N1sadiya Sukta' of the Rig Veda (10-129) says :

"No one knows from what source creation has arisen,
 And whether He has or has not produced it,
 Perhaps it formed itself or perhaps it did not,
 The one who looks down on it,
 He only knows or perhaps He may not know".

The vedic seer finds it difficult to give the exact and complete
picture of Cosmogony. So he expresses his total despair in getting
definite knowledge of Cosmogony. It implies that creation and
dissolution remain a mystery. If we say we have definite knowledge
of creation and dissolution, it is nothing but illusion.

4.2.2.12. Karma and Rebirth
'What is Karma' is already discussed in Chapter (3:1). We will

go into more details here.

What we call Hinduism today is by itself no religion. It is
a way of life and is an expression of moral values or Universal
Principles all aiming at an essential spiritual unity of mankind. It is
the name given by Westerners to the Indian way of life perfected by
seers through the ages by intuitive vision, which has been described as
Sanatana Dharma. The followers of this Dharma were called Hindus
based on the name of the river Indus (Sindhu) in the undivided India.

Sanatana Dharma may be described as eternal religion. San1tana
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means eternal or permanent and dharma means religion which in a way
is law or practice. The faith in the Vedas is by no means dogmatic.
Faced with contradictions, great Indian preceptors like Sankara,
Ramanuja and others have brought their intellect and logic together
and propounded profound philosophical systems of their own in the
light of their perceptions

Having fully probed the contents of the Vedas, Indian
philosophy steadied itself via temporal life to divinise human life and
emancipate it from miseries so that man can become immune to
them. In the Hindu ethos, misery and bondage spring from 'Avidya'
(ignorance) – intellectual, spiritual and psychological ignorance Vedanta
seeks to banish it. Our philosophical systems do not merely aim at
individual salvation but also universal salvation.

KARMA

Indian philosophy believes in a universal moral order both in
the microcosm and the macrocosm. It is known as 'Rita' in which God,
man, bird and beast move in a universal pattern. This order 'Rita'
manifests through an infrastructure. There the input (what is put in or
taken in) is 'Karma'. Result of this input (Karma) may be morally
good or evil. This result determined one's course of life. Thus, the
free-will behind this input (Karma) and the resultant fate or destiny
become the two sides (the front or the reverse) of the same coin. If
we put it in another way, free-will is the deposit we put in our
account in the bank which is Karma and the result or destiny is the
cheque. To become solvent at the bank, emancipation from evil
karma should be the goal of life.

Re-birth is the 'handmaid' (helper) of Karma and the two are
leading partners of Sanatana Dharma. Bondage to Karma leads the soul
to take different bodies through re-birth. At the same time Karma
also helps to strive for freedom from births.

Different philosophical systems propose different universal
remedies like 'Jnana', 'Karma', 'Bhakti', n1ma-japa for attaining the
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highest good (ie.) liberation. Bhagvadgita for instance prescribes
Nishkama Karma among others. Doing duty with out desire for fruit
or to be free from motive of action bearing fruit is 'Nishk1ma Karma'.
Devotion to Truth, Tapas, Sraddha or Faith (not blind faith) is the
best way.

Thus Indian philosophy and religion are not divorced but
clubbed together under one compact called Dharma which has earned
wide connotation (that which is implied by a word). Here there is no
chasm between man and God. Indeed it is held that man must and
does seek to become God head.

Now there is a question : how do you know that there is an
after-life at all which calls for the performance of Dharma? There is
only on practical answer to it. Even if we assume that there is no
after-life we do not lose anything by following Dharma now; but if
there is after-life (life after death), the unbeliever is the loser. There
should be no difficulty in accepting Dharma atleast as an 'enabling
legislation' in our moral life. You protect Dharma and Dharma will
protect you. Dharma gives stability in this life too.

The Law of Karma is the Law of Causation. It includes the rule
that the like produces the like. It means that every action produces
reaction of similar nature. This universal Law of Karma has no place
for grace. It is inevitable and every creative is bound to face this
law. Karma means action.

"No one can remain absolutely inactive even for a moment.
Propelled by the power of nature, one is forced to work. Therefore,
perform actions which are obligatory (morally binding) without
attachment. By performing action without attachment, one attains to
the highest."                                – Bhagavad Gita (3-5,19)

Bhagavad Gita speaks of inaction in action and action in
inaction. (Ch.4-18) It is not contradictory? Action cannot become
inaction and inaction cannot become action. It is not contradictory.
Man has two main organs for action, one is the physical body and the
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other is the mind. When one is in action the other can be in inaction.
One who sees the inaction that is in action and the action that is in
inaction, is wise indeed. But how is it possible? When one is engaged
in physical action, but mentally remains in the tranquility of the
Atman, This is inaction in action (Gita 4-18). In religions meditation
(tapa), physically one is inactive but mentally he is active. Same is
the case when one sits calmly but enjoys seeing the beautiful scenery
of a landscape.

A perfected soul, though active in the world of impermanence,
unites his consciousness with God. Gita says that he achieves this
through his very activity. This is what is meant by 'Karma Yoga'. The
posture of Sri Krishna sitting in the chariot on the battle field of
Kurukshetra is the best example of inaction in action. Physically he is
very active, but his face reflects splendid tranquility of his mind.

If Karma is inevitable what happens to renunciation. Before
the advent of Sri Krishna there came a period in the spiritual life of
India when the teachings of the Upanishads were misinterpreted.
According to the scriptures, knowledge alone can give freedom or
salvation, but knowledge cannot be acquired through action. Moreover,
Karma creates bondage. Relevance of life in the world is the ideal
renunciation of worldly things. The Upanishads are saturated with
this ideal. This ideal was not fully understood, it, in course of time,
led to the belief in passivity. Further, this passivity was supposed as
the supreme state. The Gita tells us how Arjuna was confused as to the
path and the conduct to choose. So he turned to Sri Krishna for
help. Krishna, the incarnation of God gave the correct interpretation of
the teaching of the Upanishads. He pointed out that renunciation is
not the renunciation of the world but of worldliness, not of actions
but of desires. Karma leads to bondage if it increases desires which
magnify the ego. However, it leads to freedom if it helps one to be
free from attachment to the fruits of action. Sri Rama Krishna
interpreted karma yoga and the ideal of renunciation thus : "Let the
boat rest on water, but let not the water come into the boat. Let a
man live in the world, but let not the world live in him."
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This is what the Gita says : be in the world but not of it. It
further says (2-47) "you have the right to work (to action), but never
for the results. You have no right to the fruits of work. Desire for the
fruits of works must never be your motive in working. Never have
any inclination for inaction."

Gita also says (9-27) : Self-giving is the essence of Karma
Yoga. Consecrate (dedicate) all acts to God. Do you work, but leave
the result to God. True goal of Karma Yoga is the union of one's self
with God through action. Not through any special actions do we
accomplish this, but through our 'svadharma' (Gita 3-35) "One's own
duty (customary observances) though defective is superior to another's
duty well-performed. The idea here is that there is more happiness in
doing one's own work without excellence than in doing another's duty
well.

The whole phenomena of the world are linked together in the
chain of cause and effect. Everything has a definite cause behind it.
The law of cause and effect is the most universal of all laws. The word
'Karma' includes both the cause and the effect. Every action is
conditioned by the law of causation. One event can be both cause and
effect. Every event is the effect of some invisible force. The circum-
stances leading to the murder of Indira Gandhi on that day are an
illustration for this. Here, shooting is an action which is the effect of
the mental and physical activities of the murder. But the same effect
has become the cause of the murder. Thus this link of cause and
effect works like a chain and it is a part of universal phenomena.

There is no place for a chance or accident in the Law of
Karma. But there should be some cause for every effect. If we say
that chance or accident is the product of some unknown cause, it is
sheer ignorance. Everything is governed by the Law of Causation.
Unknown causes should be attributed to 'Pr1rabdha Karma' which
means the  Karma whose effects have already come into experience
Nobody can escape from such Karma.

It is impossible to find any action absolutely good or evil.
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Action depends on the mental activity of a person. Mental activities
determine the character of the individual ego. Each character or
personality is grand total result of previous mental action. Each
effect is latent in the cause and vice versa. Our present character is
determined by the past. No God is responsible for our joy or sorrow;
pleasure or pain. Reward or punishment said to be given by God is
nothing but the reactions of our own mental and physical action.
There is no arbitrary God who rewards the virtuous or punishes the
wicked (Bhag.Gita 5-15)

Sri Krishna says, "Actions do not infect (or bind) me and I
have no longing for the result of action. He who knows me thus is
not fettered by action. (Bh.Gita 4-14) This is the essence of the Law
of Karma. The Doctrine of Karma includes the Law of Compensation
and the Law of retribution, says Swami Abhedananda. Compensation
is neutralization and retribution is vengeance. Every effect must have
a cause, and every result must have a preceding thing or circumstance.
So also there must be equal balance between cause and its effect, and
also between the circumstance and its result. A cause always produces
an effect of similar nature both in quality and quantity. So also
reaction must be similar to action. This is the balancing act of nature.
The forces of nature work neither for profit nor for loss, but for a
perfect balance or harmony.

When there is a high wave in the ocean, there is always a deep
hollow at its sides. If there is a flow of water here, there must be ebb
somewhere. If there is great heat in one place, extreme cold is found
in another place. When it is day here, it is night America. Along peace
is followed by a long war and vice versa. This condition of two
equal and opposite forces or tendencies exists in nature. In the end, it
brings a perfect balance, equilibrium, harmony and justice. This is
what we mean by compensation. We can not resist it. It simply
represents the diverse phases of nature's phenomena.

H2O means Water. Two atoms of Hydrogen and one atom of
Oxygen make Water. Hydrogen and Oxygen are the cause, the
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antecedent and Water is the result, the consequence. It is also reaction
and compensation. There is no increase and no decrease anywhere.
When fuel is burnt heat is produced. Heat is the effect and also
compensation for the fuel that is burnt. The fuel produced the heat,
No loss, no gain. This is the process in nature which produces force
as compensation. There is no bargaining in nature. This is the law of
compensation. This applies to mental, intellectual, moral and spiritual
planes also. Something cannot be obtained for nothing. In our daily
life we bargain and buy something we feel happy but we donot know
that we paid only its worth, no gain and no loss.

The causes determine the nature of the effects. They are
antecedents and their consequences. If the cause is evil, the effect also
will be evil because the effect is the return of the cause. But this
law of compensation is very intricate in human life. It involves a
cycle of beginning, growth and maturity. It is called ripening of karma
(karma 'paripakva'). 'Karma' the cause is to be compensated by the
effect. Nobody can escape from compensation. A man may reap the
result of compesation for his 'Karma' (deeds) either in this life or in
another incarnation.

If we say that there is no reincarnation and that birth is the
beginning of life and death ends it, the chain of cause and effect which
is a sequence will be broken. It is against the process of nature. There
will be no compensation for the wicked deeds of person who then
goes on enjoying his deeds.

If we isolate individual life from natural process we will not
find correct explanation for the events in life.

If we know the reason for the effect, it must be the effect of
present action. If something happens, the reason for which we don't
understand or don't know, it must be the effect of Pr1rabhdha Karma.
It is past Karma which has started bearing fruit in this life. No body
can escape Pr1rabhdha Karma.

There can be no effect without cause. If we judge each day by
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its results, disconnecting it from yesterday and tomorrow we find
ourselves in dire consequence, because we fail to understand the
reason for the effects of today and also tomorrow. Our earthly life
consists of a series of such daily lives. So if we have a perfect
balance of causes and effects, we will find solutions to most of the
complicated problems of human life.

Every evil act brings its own punishment (retribution) just as
every good act brings its own reward. It may be found in this life or
in the next. Even in the mind of a wicked person there is a corner of
self-pricking conscience in his mind. Ofcourse, that may come out or
not. No one can do wrong without suffering the consequence in the
end though he tries to justify himself in one way or other.

Karmas constitute one's personality which is preserved beyond
death. Vedanta admits the existence of soul-entity called '1tma'. If
there is no permanent entity (1tma), the doer of an action or the
sower of a seed will not be the reaper of the fruit. If the doer does
not get the effect of his deed, it will be like one person eating the
food and another getting the effect of bellyful and not the eater. It
is perfectly absurd. Vedanta says that the self is the doer, thinker,
enjoyer or sufferer through the mind. Mind is the entrance-door to the
soul. Mind works for the soul and also reaps the effect. But in turn,
the mind enjoys or suffers through the physical body. Though the mind
in the physical body stores all the impressions of the effects of
karma, past and present, it is the physical body that bears the brunt.
The physical body is infact the doer at the command of the mind and
also the receiver. After death, the physical body becomes inactive, but
the subtle body carries the impressions of all the effects of our karmas.

By themselves all actions are insentient. There is neither
intelligence nor consciousness in the nature of physical or mental
actions. They are all the result of the impressions stored in the subtle
body.

There is a controversy here. Somebody murders another. The
result is death of that person. The effect of one's action is received by
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another. Is it not contraversial? There is no contraversy here. Death is
not the effect of murder and it is received instantly. Death is a part of
murder and not the result and so not the effect of murder. The effect
is retribution (punishment) which the murderer receives at a later
stage in this life or later life.

It is necessary for every one of us to be very careful in
performing the duty of daily life. Then only we will not sow the seeds
which will bear unpleasant fruit at a later stage and make our life
unhappy and miserable.

Karma, infact, creates nothing and it does not plan or design
anything. We really create our actions which become the causes of
good or evil and receive reward or punishment as the reactions of our
thoughts and deeds.

Bhagavad Gita is the philosophy of work which is Karma. It is
called Karma Yoga. It is one of the methods to reach the final goal
of 'truth'. The other methods of love, of wisdom and of meditation
are like paths of rivers that finally flow into the ocean of Truth.
Karma is action without which man cannot life. 'Yoga' literally means
union with the Supreme Self. Bhagavad Gita considers 'Karma' as a
'Yoga' to reach the Supreme through 'Nishk1ma Karma' which is
Karma without motive or desire. 'Karma Yoga' literally means 'skill
in work' says Swami Abhedananda. It deals with all activity of mind
or of body. No human being can live without performing some kind
of work, either mental or physical.

'Jn1na Yoga', is the fourth chapter in Bhagavad Gita says (4-18)
: He who finds inaction in action and action in inaction is the one
possessed of knowledge. He is the performer of all actions. The
meaning of action and inaction is already explained. He who knows
the real sense of action and inaction is 'Karma Yogi'. When we realise
that there is with in us "something" which transcends all activity –
movable or immovable and eternally at rest, then we accomplish our
daily tasks with a sense of detachment. That 'some thing' in us is the
soul or self or 1tma.
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Five conditions are necessary for work.

1) We must have physical body in good condition which is the
source of energy.

2) A sense of 'ego' must be present as the doer. 'Ego' here does
not mean a sense of pride. It means consciousness of I who
feels impulse to work.

3) The sense organs which are the five instruments of work, must
be fit and active. Mind, the internal organ must be in good
condition to guide and command the organs.

4) Environment suitable for the work must be present, without
which brain would not be able to make us work.

5) We must have desire or motive to work but not for the result.

The results of actions are of three types.
1) Desirable result.
2) Not desirable result.
3) Partly desirable and partly undesirable.

We cannot escape anyone of these results. The activity of our
organism never ceases. Practically there cannot be absolute rest for
body or mind.

Even when the body seems to be at rest, the mind substance
continues in a state of vibration. In deep sleep also, when all
conscious activity apparently stops, subconscious activity still goes on
in the organic actions of the system such as unconscious working of
brain, digestion, breathing and circulation.

Science says that the unconscious mind extends over much larger
area than the conscious mind and also that all conscious activity first
rises there. These activities of mind are bound to produce some kind
of result. If activity is inevitable and the result also inevitable how can
we harmonize all such results with the highest God or ideal of life.

It is only by realising 'That' which remains always inactive and
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'That' which is beyond all activity, is 'Atman', the Supreme Self. It is
the knower in us. 'Karma Yoga' explains what 'That' is. That which is
subject to time, space and causation is changeable, while That which
is beyond these, is unchangeable. That unchangeable substance is the
'Supreme Self' or Brahman.

Thinking is an activity of mind substance, and it is a vibratory
condition of this substance. When the knower takes upon itself that
condition, it (the soul) becomes the knower and thinker. When it
identifies itself with sense powers and sense perception it becomes
knower and perceiver. It becomes the conscious mover or the physical
man when it becomes one with the conditions and activities of the
body.

Thus if analyse our mental activities and study the nature of
the knower, we find that it is the permanent source of intelligence
above mind and beyond thought and that is in reality neither thinker
nor actor. The Atman or knower can have neither desires nor passions,
for they are purely mental conditions. When the knower is identified
with any mental activity, we feel it is true that we have desires and
passions, but in reality we are only the knower of desire.

Lacking the power to separate ourselves from the mental
condition we become identified with the waves of passions. For
example, anger is a passion. We say, 'I am angry'. What is the process
of becoming angry? At the outset we see anger as a state of mind.
But by degress it becomes inseparable from the knower in us until at
last we imagine ourselves one with it. In this manner, when the
knower comes to be identified with the conditions of the mind, of the
organs of work and of the body, we appear to be the doers and seek
the results of our work.

When we are identified with the body we feel pleasant and
unpleasant sensations in the body. Environmental changes produce
certain effects on our system. we fancy that we are one with these
effects and that they cause us pain and suffering. But, in reality these
changes do not effect the knower of sensation. If we can separate
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ourselves from the body, we may experience such a change without
our feeling it.

Let the body work, while we remember that it is the mind and
the sense organs which are working. We are, in reality, the knower, the
Atman. Anything else is not permanently connected with us. we have
taken this body for the time being and are using it for the fulfilment of
the highest purpose of life. But through ignorance we have identified
ourselves with our material instrument, the body.

Wisemen work ceaselessly, being conscious at the same time
that they are not working, allowing the body and mind to act, but
seeking nothing in return. Those who are free from attachment, are
unaffected by success or failure and who work unmoved by desires
for the fruits of their actions, are true spiritual workers. They remain
unchanged in the midst of changes in mind and body. That is the
fundamental principle of the philosophy of work. Those, who understand
it that  'I am one with the Eternal Truth – I am Brahman', are always
peaceful and blessed.

As already said, according to Bhagvad Gita you have the right
to work but never to the fruits.

Philosophers compare the world to a gigantic state where the
drama of life is constantly going on. Individual souls are the actors.
They play the parts for which they are best fitted. Their desires,
tendencies, capacities determine their acts. Majority of mankind,
however, do not realise that they are thus acting on the stage of the
world. They have forgotten that they themselves have selected the
roles they are impersonating on the stage and also that by their own
choice they have assumed these characters. On the contrary, they fancy
that some invisible being has forced them to fill these parts and
also imagine that the unknown force or being is thus pleased. If the
result happens to be painful, they weep and wail and blame the
same invisible power. Thus they pass from one role to another.
However, they continue to act on this world-stage, gaining experience
at every step and move on towards the fulfilment of the purpose of
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the drama. This purpose is emancipation of the soul from slavery to
the laws of nature and from the bondage of ignorance. Selfishness and
ambition. Those who attain the goal, retire from the stage and appear
no more.

The cause of all these parts which the individual souls are
playing, lies with in the actors and actresses themselves and not outside
of them. The powers that are slumbering in each human soul, wake up
in time, stir it to action and force it to assume some particular part in
the play. It is these latent powers when roused to activity that we
know as desires and motives. So long as there desires and motives are
perfectly dormant, there is no sign of activity. This latent or dormant
state is called 'Tamas' or inactivity. But when power wakes up, it
produces a vibration in the mind substance. This vibration is called
mental activity. This again appears as physical activity when it
manifests on external plane. All physical activity necessarily implies
mental activity.

Activity means 'rajas' which is a state of mind. The mind
attains its highest state of activity in the human form. This forces the
individual to express himself in mental and physical actions which
produce certain impressions on the mind. These impressions become
the seed of future activities and desires. Every physical or mental
action progresses in three state. At the out set there is desire or
mental activity. Next it is expressed and then it forms impressions.
So the three stages of desire which leads to work which then forms
impressions. As Bhagvad Gita says (3-5), no one ever remains even
for a moment without doing work. Everyone is driven to work by the
'gu7as' the attributes or energies born of Nature.

We are bound to do that which we are doing because we are
unable to resist this innerforce. Every action is followed by correspon-
ding reaction which is nothing but returning to the starting point.
Thus the reaction of every action comes back to the soul itself and
influences the doer. The character of action and reaction is always
the same. The reaction of good action is good and similarly evil action
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produces evil effect.  This law of action and reaction or cause and
effect is called karma.

The cause of existing desires can be found in the impressions
created by past action. Our present is the result of our past and our
future will be the result of our present. It is a continuous chain of
action, reaction and impressions. What proof is there that we have
had a past and that we will have a future? This is the question often
asked by materialists. There is proof, not concrete but logical. The
proof is our present condition of life which is based on the law of
cause and sequence. The cause is inherent in the effect and the effect
is the outward manifestation of the cause. Certain instances in the present
for which we don't have known reasons, are the proof of the past because
the reason lies in the past.

This law is pitiless and nothing can check it or obstruct it. The
character of every individual is moulded by it, of sages or sinners and
kings or beggars. Whether we believe it or not the Law of Karma can
never be arrested, just like the Law of Gravity works whether we
accept it or not.

The Law of Karma raises certain questions. How do we work?
What will we do to fulfil the purpose of this drama of life? How can
we free ourselves from this law which has made us slaves of passion
and endless desires?

Western minds are not bothered about these questions because
they never try to realize the sense of cause and effect as the Hindus
do. It is so because there is no specific mention of the Law of
Karma in their religion. To speak the truth, it is modern science that
has brought out this Law of Causation. Western scriptures have done
little in this regard. They try to explain everything by the Law of
Heredity or by the intervention, of some supernatural power always
placing the cause of the deeds of man outside of him. They say that
man is forced to do certain things by some external power. But who
or what that power is they cannot tell us.
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But in India, 'volumes upon volumes' have been written on the
subject. The Law of Karma has been applied to the problems of
everyday life. An understanding of the mysteries of life implied in the
Law of Karma brought consolation to millions of people. In fact, the
soul is not created for nature, but nature works for the experience of
each individual soul.

Our mind, intellect, senses and body are with in the sphere of
perception. But the real Self is something which stands as a witness
outside and It is beyond mind, intellect, body and senses. This
witness, like something within us is beyond nature and its laws. It is
free.

The yearning for freedom is within us. There cannot be yearning
for something that does not exist in reality. So we can safely say that
there is such a thing as absolute freedom which will be attained
sooner or later as the ultimate purpose of human life.

All the causes of our actions are the motives or desires which
lie within ourselves. As long as these desires are there, we are forced
to work and reap the fruits of our labours. We imagine that by the
accumulation of riches we are fulfilling the purpose of life, but if
this were true, then the people would be perfectly happy and
contented. However, even though our store houses are full, we search
for more in quest of peace and happiness. All work done through
selfish motives binds the soul to the fruits and becomes in consequence
a cause of bondage.

WORK FOR WORK'S SAKE
(Nishk1ma Karma)

By working for work's sake and not to fulfil selfish desires,
karma will be broken and freedom will be ours.

What do we mean by working for work's sake? Is it possible
to work for work's sake? Yes. It is possible. If we work without
desire for return, it becomes work for work's sake. When we work as
if we are paying off a debt which we owe to society, to family, to
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parents and to humanity, the desire for return will affect us because
there is no return here. We must remember that our motive in
working is not to get some return, but pay off the debt which we
owe to the world. This debt should be cancelled before the time for
departure comes.

All forces which we are using in our minds and bodies donot
really belong to us. Can we say the air in our lungs is ours? No, we
are only making use of it for certain period. So when we understand
our entire organism, physical and mental, we find that all the forces which
we are using belong to not particular person, but to the universe.

As Swami Abhedananda observes, when we look at ourselves
from the stand point of the universe, we perceive that our bodies are
like so many whirlpools in the sea of matter and every particle of
which is in constant motion. Similarly, when we realize the nature of
our minds, we discover that there is one mental current flowing
through the universe. When that current, which is known as the
Cosmic mind appears in one form, I call it my mind, in another form,
you call it your mind, but in reality it is acting in every mind. The
one universal energy is manifesting through numberless forms and
shapes and can never be regarded as possessed by any individual. The
powers of thinking, hearing, tasting and smelling all exist in the
universe. Every force operating through the machinery of the human
body is a force of nature, but being self-eluded we dream the forces
are ours. Therefore it is said : "Actions are wrought in all cases by the
energies of nature. so whose mind is deluded by egoism thinks, "I am
the doer". (From "DOCTRINE OF KARMA")

Thus, as long as we identify ourselves with our bodies through
ignorance of our true nature and call ourselves doers, we must
endure the results of our actions. When we realise that our body is a
part of the universal body, our intellect is a part of universal intellect
and that the knower of mind, senses and body is not any one of
these but our true self which stands outside, we understand that we are
neither actor, worker, nor doer. Then we let the body work with full
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consciousness and we remain untouched by the consequences of our
actions.

But there is one essential thing we should always remember.
The work done by body is, in reality, not performed by the true self
but by nature. When we realise this we become free from attachments
which proceed from ignorance. "Selfishness is the result of ignorance".

When we consider our true self or Atman as the mind and body
we imagine that we are the limited being whom we call I and 'Me'
and we refuse to recognise other limited beings known as 'He' or
'She'. By acting us from selfish motives we make ourselves unhappy
and miserable.

Bhagavad Gita (2-47) says that we have the right to work only,
but never to the fruits there of. It is said that nature is the doer of
work. Then how can we expect the fruits when we are not the doers
whether we have the right or not. Here, we have to remember that we
are not separate from nature and nature does the work through us.
When we realise the source of the forces that are expressing through
our minds and bodies and that let the results of their manifestations
go to the source from which their activity proceeded, we cut ourselves
free from the chain of cause and sequence. When that chain is broken,
we shall be really free.

This gives rise to a possible question. Is there any meaning in
doing any work without hoping to get result? It is true, there cannot
be any work without purpose and there is no purpose with no result.
The ideal here is not to think of the result, the moment you begin to
work. Do you work (your duty) and let the result come by itself.
Nature will take care of it. This is the essence of "work for works sake".

Some people think, they can escape the 'Law of Karma' simply
by giving up work (action); but they are mistaken. As Lord Krishna
said, we cannot withdraw from the work even for a moment without
being guilty of cowardice. However eager we may be to retire from a
life of action, we cannot in reality, pass outside the region of activity.
Even if we cease to work with our bodies, still we remain active.
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There is only one hope of freedom and that is learning the secret of
work. we get our soul emancipated only by paying our debts.

He who can act thus, is free from all the laws which bind the
ordinary individual. His whole work is for mankind. He has no
interest in the results. Yet he works tirelessly and through his labours
his mind and heart become purified. Then the divine spirit dwelling
in him is reflected on the mirror of his pure heart. Thus at last, he
attains this state and such people are called 'Saviours of the world'.
Such were the great preceptors like Buddha, Christ, Lord Krishna and
others.

Realising the oneness of the individual soul with the universal
spirit, we work for work's sake. He who performs his duty, under-
standing the secret of work, rises above good and evil.

WHAT IS DUTY

In the case of every individual, it will be found that the duty
at one moment, ceases to be such at another, while new duties come
up to take the place of the old ones. Life is divided into different
stages and each stage has its obligations. It is a continuous process of
evolution and progression in which higher duties are evolving out of
the lower ones and binding the soul for the time being. Our whole
existence is a series of occupations, each of which creates a sense duty
in us. We don't get it from outside. It is purely subjective. There is
no such thing as objective sense.

The feeling of obligation is duty. But who tells us that we
should? Our own inner Self tells us.

This is the essence of Bhagavad Gita. As the essence of the
Gita says, we are just transient and everything is carried on by the
Self. But that gives us a feeling which binds us to the sense of duty
(obligation) in life. We have to fulfil our obligations. Finally we have
to know what the highest and real duty of life is. We must do our
duty but with a sense of detachment. Otherwise, we will be drawn
into fetters of bondage.
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We will never be free as long as we are fettered by this chain
of sense of duty. We force ourselves to do that which seems to us as
duty for the moment but we have to realise that this will never lead
us to happiness. Although we have performed numberless duties, we
have not gained any lasting happiness. The mere fulfilment of duty
itself cannot give good results. We have to know what the highest
and real duty of life is.

There is a strong faith that helping others is the highest duty.
Who said that, no body knows. Everybody says that some one said
it or that it is written in some book. For example :

The Bible declares : "Fear God, and keep his commandments;
for this is the whole duty of man" – (Eeclesiastes Ch.12 – V.13)

The Quran says : "Follow the teachings of Mohammed. This is
the whole duty of man".

Zaraster tells us : "Follow the teachings of the Zend-Avista and
obey the commands of Ahura Mazda; in this his the whole duty of
man".

Now the immediate question follows. Why should we fear God?
At once comes the answer. Because if we don't He will punish us.
Why is not His command, equal to all? He commands one nation in
one way and another nation in a different way, why? Scriptures also
vary. Then which one of them is the supreme authority? Variation
seems to be the salient feature of so-called divine commands. When
one has read all the scriptures of the world, he does not know which
to follow.

Why should we obey the commands of God? Because He will
punish us. There are many who donot believe in punishment. They
cannot be forced to follow God's commands, since they have no fear
of His anger. Therefore such persons will have no duty.

The word 'duty' can not be defined easily. It is an abstract term.
If we study different scriptures and reduce their teachings to their
simplest forms we can get some idea of what is meant by 'duty'. In
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the commands of God in any religion we find teachings like "don't
do this or that" or 'donot be selfish, be unselfish" etc. This is the
basis of any divine command. The divine commands elevate the
character of man. When a man realises this, his idea of duty will no
longer be confined to the saying of any book or any person, but will
be founded on the universal law of unselfishness. The line of action
which will elevate or degrade an individual, varies according to his
nature and also his environment. Finally that which leads to freedom
from bondage is elevating and that which keeps one in bondage in
degrading.

Therefore that which elevates the soul here and hereafter, is
true duty. So to be unselfish is our sole duty and be sure that our
highest duty is being accomplished. In our life, we are faced with
various duties towards ourselves, family, neighbours, county etc. finally
towards all living creatures. The end is reached when we realise that
all living creatures are equal to ourselves.

Bhagavad Gita says : (13-28) "He who sees the same divine
Self present, equally everywhere, does not injure his true Self by self
and attains the supreme goal".

This realization of oneness is the spiritof the highest ideal of
life.

God loves all creatures equally. When this feeling of oneness
awakens in the soul, we rise above all duty and work not through a
sense of obligation but through love which is the highest motive.
Where there is love, there can be no thought of duty. Love annihilates
all consciousness of other duties and the soul is freed. Wherever there
is true love, there is freedom. God has no duty towards any living
creature, but He has love for all.

Love towards every living creature gives freedom from all
duties. Divine loves means expression of feeling of oneness. He who
understands this, knows the philosophy of work. He dwells in that
supreme God–Consciousness for ever. He moves beyond all the laws
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of Karma or Law of Compensation and enters into the abode of
everlasting peace and bliss.

Unselfishness determines how much spiritual one is. This is
best way to know one's spiritual progress. Vedanta speaks of two
selves. The lower self and higher self. The lower self is what we call
'myself'. It consists of two parts – body and mind. We think we are
what our physical self is. We also think of ourselves in terms of our
psychological or mental self-intelligence, emotions etc. What comes
first – body or mind? Is there anything beyond these two?

The mind has a fine body and through this it works on the
gross body. Vedanta says that behind the mind is the real Self which
accepts these two. This real Self is the 'third' which is called the
higher self or Atman. This Atman is one with Brahman or the Highest
Reality. Temporary self that is 'myself', the body and mind is
transitory. Atman alone is eternal. When we say that we are growing
spiritually, we mean to say that we are getting nearer to the Reality.
This is what makes one grow for selfishness to unselfishness.

Some people hold the idea that selfishness is the most
'practical' ideal of life. The idea of unselfishness sounds too simple
and foolish to them. They speak of the law of survival of the fittest
as the right law in today's world of stiff competition and glamour of
success. As Vivekananda says, we see such laws as 'struggle for
existence', survival of the fittest etc. in the animal kingdom. In the
animal kingdom instinct prevails, the more a man advances the more
he manifests rationally. For this reason, progress in the rational human
kingdom cannot be achieved, like that in the animal kingdom, by the
destruction of others. The highest evolution of man is effected through
sacrifice alone. A man is great among his fellows in proportion as he
can sacrifice for the sake of others. In the animal kingdom that
animal is the strongest which can kill the greatest number of animals.

Hence the struggle theory is not equally applicable to both
kingdoms – the animal and the human. Man's struggle is in the mental
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sphere. A man is greater in proportion as he can control his mind.
When the mind's activities are perfectly at rest, the Atman manifests
itself. The struggle in the animal kingdom is for the preservation of
gross body. In the human plane of existence the struggle is for gaining
mastery over the mind or for attaining the state of balance. Thus we
find opposite kinds of struggle in the animal and human kingdoms.

That is the spiritual progress from animal Kingdom to human
Kingdom, No doubt, man also is an animal, but only so far as his
physical functions are concerned. When a man is not confined with in
the limited circle of 'me and mine', he is no more an animal. His
little personality is expanded. The attainment of this infinite expansion
is the goal of all religions. Every selfish action retards our reaching
the goal and every unselfish actions takes us towards the goal. That
which is selfish is immoral and that which is unselfish is moral.

When a man has no more 'me, myself' and nothing to call 'me
or mine', he has destroyed 'himself'. In that man is God Himself
because that man's self-will is gone. He is the ideal man. We have not
reached that stage yet, but we must reach that ideal. To be unselfish
is perfectly selfless which by itself is salvation. Whether men understand
it or not, they are impelled by the power behind to become unselfish
at one stage or other. That is the foundation of all morality. Not only
spiritual growth, but also all moral and ethical living is based on
unselfishness in its widest meaning.

Many people pose the question, "Is unselfishness practical?"
Their idea is whether it will gratify their desires and selfishness.
Swami Vivekananda says : unselfishness is practical, but how? If a man
works without any selfish motive in view, does he not gain anything?
Yes, he gains the highest. Unselfishness is more paying, only people
have not the patience to practise it. It is more paying from the point
of view of health also. Love, truth and unselfishness are not merely
moral figures of speech, but they form our highest ideal, becausein
them lies such a manifestation of power." (CW 1-32)
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Unselfishness does not take away our challenges and difficulties
of life which are caused by others, but it gives us enough strength and
determination to solve them. When applied in our daily life it
becomes a source of high quality and excellence. If a businessman
follows it, it brings greater quality in his business which in turn
brings trust and dependability. Similar will be the case in other fields
of life. Unselfishness is the true basis of life.

Selfishness makes a brute of a man while unselfishness makes
him holy. The goodness and wickedness of a person is determined by
the degree of selfishness. As Swami Vivekananda says, the difference
between God and the devil is in nothing except in unselfishness and
selfishness. The devil knows as much as God and is as powerful as
God but he has no holiness and that makes him a devil. The same
idea can be applied to the modern world. "Excess of knowledge and
power without holiness, makes human beings devils. Finally this
unselfishness itself can be the goal of human life. It is the core of
all duties in human life.

TYPES OF KARMA

According to the "Doctrine of Karma" Karmas do not fructify
(bear fruits) immediately. They start bearing fruits only after a
considerable lapse of time which may be some lives. However, whether
it is virtue or sin which reaches intense level starts bearing fruits in
this life itself. This is a part of 'Kriyama7a' Karma. That which we do
or sow in the present life is Kriyama7a Karma.

Each individual is reaping now the results of his past actions
and at the same time he is sowing the seeds of future results by
performing good or bad deeds in the present life.

The Karma that is stored (done in the past lives) is called
'Sanchita Karma'.

Pr1rabdha Karma is that part of past (Sanchita) Karma which
has been the cause of the present birth, body and character. It starts
bearing fruits in this life. Pr1rabhda Karma is a part of past Karma.
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This gives rise to a dilemma. Which part of the past (Sanchita)
Karma becomes the Pr1rabdha Karma for a given life time as opposed
to other Karmas which are stored up for later fruition? Sankara seems
to think that in general the more intense and nearest whether sin or
virtue tend to mature first, but the general rule here is subject to many
exceptions. There are incompatibilities among many residues of
Karma, but only one of them can mature to become Pr1rabdha Karma
at a given time.

Now there is another question. How does maturation of Karma
come about.

Sankara's commentary on Brahma Sutra (3-2-38 to 41) gives us
an explanation. Sankara explains the difference between the views of
Jaimini and Badaraya7 a.

The Mim1msa view of Jaimini is that the act produces at time
't', something called an 'Ap3rva'. When is this time 't' actually we don't
know. 'Mim1msa' asserts that work is done for the sake of result only
and they are intended for that purpose. So there must be some
relationship between Karma and its result 'Ap3rva'. 'Ap3rva' means
that which was not there before.

Mim1msakas say that Karma not @0vara gives the fruits of one's
actions. Brahma Sutra (3-2-38) refutes it and says that from @0vara
alone come the fruits of one's work (Karma). Karma is insentient and
short-lived and cannot be expected to bestow the fruits of actions at a
future time according to one's acts. Therefore it is only from the
Lord, who is worshipped through actions, that their results proceed.

The scripture declares that the fruits of actions come from the
Lord (Sutra 3-2-39). That great, birthless Self is the giver of wealth
(the fruit of one's work). (Br.Up.4-4-24)

Jaimini thinks for the same reasons (scriptural authority and
reasoning) that religious merit is what brings about the fruits of
actions. (Sutra 3-2-40). This criticises the previous Sutra. The
scripture says, "He who is desirous of heavenly world is to sacrifice."
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Since every scriptural injunction has an object, it is reasonable to
think that sacrifice (yajna) itself produces the fruit. But it may be
objected that since the deed is destroyed, it cannot produce a result at
a future time. Jaimini met this objection by postulating that an
Ap3rva or extraordinary principle produces this result in the distant
future. It is said 'Ap3rva' is produced by the Karma before it is
destroyed. Again, if the deed itself did not produce the result, it would
be useless to perform it; and it is not reasonable to imagine one cause
(the Lord) for a great variety of effects.

Sutra (3-2-41) refutes the view of Sutra 40. Badaraya7 a thinks
the Lord as the bestower of fruits of actions on account of His being
declared to be the cause of everything including actions. Both Karma
and Ap3rva are insentient and as such incapable of producing results
without the intervention of an intelligent principle (source). No one
gets anything by worshipping stocks and stones. So the fruits of
actions come only from the lord and this is all the more established,
as the Lord Himself causes people to act one way or the other. Since
the Jiva acts as directed by Him, He Himself is the bestower of the
fruits of his actions according to his deserts (qualities).

"He makes him whom He wishes to lead up from these worlds
do a good deed" (Kaushitaki Up.3-8)

"Which ever a divine form a devotee wishes to worship and
obtains from it the results he desires as ordained by Me" (Gita 7-21,22).
Since the Lord has regard for the merit and demerit of the souls,
the objection that a uniform cause is incapable of producing various
effects does not stand.

Brahman has been shown to be formless, self-effulgent (extremely
bright) and without difference. By the denial of manifoldness in It it
has been established that It is one without a second. It has been proved
to be the giver of the fruits of people's actions in the relative world.

Mim1msa, more properly Purva mim1msa or Karma mim1msa
presents itself as the advocate of the vedic foundations against
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criticisms and re-interpretation. It carries the defense of the vedic
sacrificial dharma and with it a set of pre-upanishadic notions and
ways of thinking which may appear obsolete in the new atmosphere.

Purva mim1msa is distinguished by the doctrine of 'Ap3rva'.
Ap3rva is unseen force or potency which brings the fruits of action to
the karta or agent. The performance of sacrifices creates a positive
potency by virtue of which heaven is attained and this force is called
'Ap3rva'. It is in the nature of a transcendental effect which manifests
itself not immediately but after a lapse of time in another life. It
arises from the performance of the prescribed yajnas. The word
'Ap3rva' means unprecedented extraordinary, unique. This word is used
in the Jaimini Sutras (9-1-14 and 10-3-4). It has been interpreted as
transcendental result or invisible effect. It is also said by Sabara in
his commentary on Jaimini Sutras Chapter 2 that Ap3rva is produced
by the word indicating 'dharma' which is religious duty or yajna karma.
Sabara further says in his commentary on the Sutra 2-1-1 that the
word 'Karma' indicates fruit (Karmaphala) which brings about
'Ap3rva'. Sabara made 'Ap3rva' a species of Karma by giving it the
meaning of an unseen force or potency which brings the fruits of
action to the karta or agent.

In the case of Karma also the time of fruition and the nature of
fruit or consequences of acts cannot beforeseen and determined.
In fact, all Karmas are in nature of a potency or force which mature
in a manner and at a time which is unknown. It is also not possible to
identify the specific good and evil men suffer due to their specific
previous deeds. It is thus difficult to distinguish between 'karma' and
'ap3rva' except that ap3rva is yajna. The transcendental effect is likely
to be realised in future from the performance of prescribed rites.
Further yajna karmas are indifferent to moral quality. For instance,
some sacrifices like Rajsuya involve participation in gambling and
Aswamedha involves killing of animals and drinking of liquor.

It is relevant to take note of Sankara's understanding of the
term 'ap3rva'. In his commentary on Brahma Sutra (3-2-40) Sankara
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asserts that a deed gives birth to some unseen result and this is
called 'Ap3rva'. He defines it as an imperceptible after effect of the
deed or an imperceptible antecedent state of the result. Thus according
to Sankara 'Ap3rva' springs from deed, whether meritorious or
non-meritorious. But Sabara in his commentary restricts 'Ap3rva' to
'Yajna Karma' only.

Ramanuja in his Sribhashya states that Karma which is
destroyed immediately is different from Karma called 'Ap3rva' which
is sure means of attaining heaven. In other words, 'Ap3rva' is an aspect
of Karma.

A Karma done (action) gives results sometime later, as already
mentioned. But in what form is it before it becomes a past
karma? Mim1msakas call that form 'Adrishta'. 'Adrishta' is a force
according to Jaimini and he named it 'Ap3rva'. The state of Karma
(condition) before it is committed or the state of Karma after it is
committed can be called 'Ap3rva', say Mim1msakas. The results of
rituals and sacrifices will be received only at a later time. But
without the help of 'Ap3rva' the result of a karma will not be effected
or fulfilled according to Jaimini. Who gives the result of a karma?
Not God, say Mim1msakas.

That which is not there in the doer of karma or not in the
karma itself, is what is called 'Ap3rva', said Kumarila, a preceptor of

Mim1msa. Ap3rva is born from karma. It is a force that helps the
result of a karma like an instrument. It is generated in the doer of a
yajna (sacrifice). It remains with him through out his life and later
brings to him or gives him the result of sacrifice (yajna).

This force itself is 'Ap3rva' (strange). Where is it in human

body? It is not in the 'Atma' said Prabhakara, another preceptor of

Mim1msa. Atma is spread through out (pervades) and so it cannot

act (inactive). Prabhakara did not accept the theory that the karma

(action) creates this force (sakti) in the doer. There is no proof that

yajna (sacrifice) gives this force said Prabhakara. So this Ap3rva
force which gives the result has to be in the karma itself, not in the
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doer, argued Prabhakar. He differentiates 'karma' from action. Yajna
(sacrifice) is a karma and doing yajna is action. So karma cannot be
the direct cause of the result, he argued. Doing a karma is a work and
it is called actin or a deed. Prabhakara defined that karma employs
or appoints, 'action' in the doer. Generation of 'action' in the doer is
a mandate according to Prabhakara. It is not easy to understand
Prabhakara's definition, as it it highly abstract and complicated.

Later some others rejected the 'Ap3rva' theory, as it is not
eternal. If it is eternal, sin and virtue (papa and pu7 ya) also become
eternal. Further we do not know the form of 'Ap3rva' and also we do
not know the form of 'Ap3rva' and also we do not know whether the
'Ap3rva' force is one or more. Human beings are many and so karma
should depend on the individuals. 'Ap3rva' force is invisible. But
when it comes out in the form of result of action (karma), we do not
know where it has been hiding so far. Even if we say that it varies
from person to person, we do not know where it hides. 'Ap3rva'
force is inactive and so it must be activated. Who activates it? We do
not know. If we say that @0vara gives the results according to karma
it becomes similar to Vedanta theory that @0vara supervises the results
of karma which are received according to the law of karma. Them
Mim1msa loses its distinction.

CAUSE AND EFFECT IN ADVAITA VEDANTA

Advaita Vedanta defies 'Cause' as : "A cause is an agent of an
action. There may be modification or transformation or may not be in
the action. The cause may be a precursor material (a substance from
which another substance is formed by decay or chemical reaction).
Which is modified into a product."

The linguistic meaning of 'Kara7 a' (cause) is that which acts.
Thus the agent of any action or the subject (karta) of any activity
is the cause of that action. The term used in Advaita Vedanta for
action is 'Kriya'. Action like sitting or walking does not bring about
any modification or transformation. Action of 'becoming' such as
'clay becoming a pot', or 'water becoming ice' involves transformation
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or modification. The product is called 'effect' in the causal theory.
The  'effect' is called 'karya' in Advaita Vedanta. There may be
transformation or modification or may not be in 'kriya' or action.
The 'agent' (karta) of an action with or without transformation or
modification is the operative or the efficient cause (nimitha k1ra7 a). In
action with modification, the substance from which another is formed
by decay or chemical reaction, is called the material cause (upadana
k1ra7 a).

Activity without 'becoming' is an action. 'Becoming' also is an
action. In an action of modification there is always a change. In any
change the previous substance is the material cause and the product
is the effect. For example, a Carpenter makes a chair out of wood.
Here the wood is the material cause and the Carpenter is the efficient
or operative cause.

There are some modifications where the substance itself is
modified into product without any external agent. The decay of a
radioactive element may be an example. If we put it in brief, the
subject of an action is the efficient cause of that action. Where there
is modification, the previous substance which is modified is the
material cause.

Sankara says : "Yat k1ryam tat sakart4kam". Where there is an
action, there is always a doer of that action. The statement is clear
and so it needs no proof or verification.

Every action has an efficient (operative) agent and in every
modification there is a previous state. It is a fundamental truth. When
a Carpenter makes a wooden chair, there are two causes here, the
efficient cause and material cause. The Carpenter, the efficient cause is
external and it has separate identity from the wood which is the
material cause.

Advaita Vedanta says it is not essentially necessary to introduce
a human being as the doer of an action. This law applies to the world
of microparticles. When a particle changes into two particles the
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original particle itself is the efficient as well as material cause. In case
one particle jumps and dances without undergoing any modification,
there is no product of action. So the particle itself is the efficient
cause and there is no material cause.

Sankara recognises consciousness of all entities in Nature
(Sankara's Commentary on Chand.Up.6-11-2) : By virutue of this
consciousness, every entity can function as its own efficient cause. A
tree is compared to a human body. If any one strikes at the of this
big tree it gives out juice while living. It gives out the same juice
when stricken in the middle or at the top. Thus one, as such, pervaded
by the individual soul continues happily while drinking the sap. If
the individual soul discards any one of the branches of this (tree),
then that dries up. Same thing happens with a second branch or third
branch. When he leaves the whole, the whole dries up.

As the individual has entered into the aggregate of speech,
mind, vital force and the organs, therefore when any one of these is
withdrawn, the soul also withdraws itself. The things eaten or drunk
are turned into sap by the soul in association with the vital force. Since
the body and the tree possess a soul, they are nourished by the sap,
therefore the sap becomes the sign of the existence of the individual
soul. The soul exists in the body with the help of things eaten and
drunk. The food and drink act according to the results of actions of
individual soul ('Jiv1tma')

That a tree possesses a soul is indicated by such signs as giving
out and drying up of sap. From this illustration in the Sruti
(Upanishad), it is proved that non-moving living things possess
consciousness.

Advaita Vedanta rejects the idea of creation out of nothing.
Nothing can not be something and something cannot be nothing. Only
something can be something else. (Bh.Gita 2-16). That something
may be matter, may be energy, may be space or field (1k1sa) or
unmanifested prakriti. It can not be said, that whichever cannot be
seen by us does not have existence. Nothingness or 'sunya' is a non-
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sensical concept according to Advaita Vedanta. Advaita Vedanta
recognises 'p3rna' (plenum) but no sunya. Space or 1k1sa is not void
in Advaita Vedanta. Particles appear from space and disappear into it.
Space is a positive entity. It is converted into particles are converted
into it. This is a phenomenon of transformation. Thus it has been
made clear, that in the micro-world of particles, every action is caused.
An action may have an efficient cause (operative) only, or may have
both efficient and material causes.

Now quantum physics accepted the role of space in the creation
and dissolution of particles. In the process of appearance of a particle
from space, the particle is the product and space is both  efficient and
material cause. In the reverse process, (ie) in the dissolution of a
particle into space, the particle is both the efficient and material cause
and space is the product.

All the micro-world seems to be absurd. There is no law in the
micro-world. Micro particles act in this way or that way. What is the
goal of this chaos? Why is this absurdity? There is no satisfactory
answer to these questions. So quantum physicist concludes that there
is nothing like causality.

This is, however, not correct. Advaita Vedanta does not imply
anything like purpose, reason, rationality, justifiability and goal in
cause of action. The action has a doer and that doer is the efficient
(operative) cause. If the action involves modification, a product is the
outcome of the action. The previous substance of the product is the
material cause of the action. The concept of cause does not involve
anything else.

Advaita Vedanta considers the phenomenal world as the sport
of God and as illusion. So it cannot expect reason and justifiability
of each and every action of every entity of the world. Man is affected
more by ignorance (nescience) than by knowledge. So there is no
possibility of sound reasoning in his performances in this world of
M1ya.
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This, however, seems to be a misconception about Advaita
concept of cause. It has already been said that every action has cause,
either efficient or efficient and material. Even random actions are
actions and hence have causes. No individual regulates it. There is
built-in mechanism in Nature, by which it is self-regulated.

The seemingly mad race of the sperms in the female genital
tract is chaotic. But below the surface of chaos, order prevails. It is a
fact that there is order (4ta) with in the disorder of the universe.
Sankara has said that order and disorder are coupled. "Saty1n4ta
mithunik4tya" (Brahma Sutra – Commentary – Introduction).

The laws present a picture of order. Laws and order are inter-
related. Disorder is superficial, but order is deep. Disorder is super
structure, but order is the base. Thus it is not correct to say that the
whole world is absurd.

Heisenberg says that it is impossible to accurately determine
both the position and momentum of any particle. His principle of
uncertainty does not oppose the law of causality of Advaita Vedanta.
The Causal Law of Advaita Vedanta is formed and it is universally
true. If there is action (Kriya) there must be an operative cause
(karta) of the action. When there is some modification or transfor-
mation in the action, something must be changed to something else.
The previous stage of transformation is the material cause and the
result of transformation is the effect or product.

Sense of perception is necessary in identification of cause and
effect. we may have limitations in determining the exact cause of
particular effect. But this does not affect the Causal Law in Advaita
Vedanta. The world is a product of M1ya. It exists in illusion
(delusion – a false impression – that which is not there, is believed
to be there – M1ya). The world (Jagat) is ever-changeable. Advaita
Vedanta asserts that everything in the world is uncertain (uncertainty
principle) because it is everchanging. So the Law of Causality in
Advaita Vedanta does not contradict the principle of uncertainty which
is inherent in the world.
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Advaita Vedanta does not say anything about the cause of
world-creation. It says that the world is not eternal. It had a beginning
and it will have an end. This will be repeated infinetely. The world
did not come out from nothing and it will not go into nothing at the
end. The material cause of the world is M1ya which is Prak4ti and
the great Lord (@0vara) is the ruler of M1ya. (B.S.,SB 1-4-3; S.V.Up.
4-10) Finally the world will disappear into M1ya. Thus the universe
is manifested. M1ya is unmanifested. Creation is the manifestation of
M1ya, the unmanifest. At the time of dissolution the world goes into
unmanifestation.

Advaita Vedanta says, M1ya is insentient and so cannot be the
efficient cause of the universe. @0vara controls M1ya and is the
efficient cause of the universe. (Brahma Sutra (1-1-11) – Sankara's
Commentary)

Brahman is attributeless and also functionless. It has no
previous state. It is unborn, beginningless and causeless (Brahma
Sutra (2-3-9). Sankara's Commentary). As Brahman is actionless. It
cannot be the efficient cause of any activity of the world. It does not
undergo any sort of modification. So, it does not give rise to any
product. Thus Brahman cannot be the material cause of the universe.
The concept of cause and effect is not applicable to Brahman.

@0vara (not Siva of the trinity) the Sagu7 a Brahman is God. He
is also causeless. He is the reflection of Absolute and timeless
Brahman on Its power, M1ya. This cosmic reflected consciousness is
@0vara. As already mentioned, Brahman and its power M1ya are with
out beginning (birth) and end (death). So also is @0vara (God). No body
or nothing is the Cause of God. He is not the material cause of
anything. But He is with attributes and He is not actionless. It is
M1ya that operates and He controls M1ya. So He is the Creator,
sustainer and destroyer of the world. Thus He becomes the efficient
cause of the world.

Some scriptures consider Brahman as the efficient and material
cause of the universe (R.V.10-82-3; Brah.Sutra 1-1-2, 1-4-26,27; Q-1-
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30,31). This should be taken in implied sense not direct. @0vara (not
Siva) is the efficient cause and @0vara is the reflection of Brahman on
M1ya. M1ya as Prak4ti is the material cause and M1ya emanates
from Brahman without Brahman, there will be no @0vara and no M1ya.
Thus Brahman is the source. So the role of @0vara and M1ya are
attributed to Brahman in implied sense. Brahman is formless and
functionless. Action is not possible without efficient cause (operative)
and modification is not possible without material cause. Brahman is
functionless, attributeless and changeless Absolute. So It can be the
cause of the universe directly.

What is the relation between cause and effect? There are
different views.

There is no identity between cause and effect according to
Ny1ya-Vaiseshika school because the effect does not pre-exist in the
cause but it originates from cause freshly. So the effect is different
from cause.

The Causal theory in Sa} khya school is pari7 ama-v1da (trans-
formation). The effect is latent in the cause. When action takes place
the latent effect comesout. In other words, the cause is transformed
into effect.

Advaita Vedanta rejects the idea of transformation. It has
introduced the idea of phenomenal appearance. It is called 'Vivarta-
V1da'. It means illusion. One thing is not really transformed into
another, but only appears as another. It is apparent transformation. So
the basic cause is erroneous perception, as that of a snake in rope.
The rope remains a snake as long as we think it is snake. When we
come out of the veil of illusion, the truth dawns and the snake
disappears. Thus the object (cause) is apparently transformed (effects).

Advaita Vedanta asserts not connection between cause and
effect, but the identity of cause and effect. Vaiseshika accepts a non-
inherent cause. For example, threads are the material cause of the cloth;
but they remain as bundle of threads until they are conjoined. This
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conjunction is non-inherent cause. This non-inherent cause is not
accepted by both Sa} khya and Advaita Vedanta. They hold that only
the efficient cause may be non-inherent. Efficient cause is operative.

Advaita Vedanta stresses the identity of cause and effect. (Br.
Sutra 2-1-18) It is said that effect is not different from the cause and
it exists before its origination. Otherwise everything could have been
produced from anything. Particular causes producing particular effects
only shows this relationship between cause and effect. Before creation
the effect exists in the cause as unmanifest. Otherwise something
new being created anything could have been created from all things.
The fact is, it gets manifested on creation, that is all. That which is
absolutely non-existent like the horns of a hare can never come into
existence. so the cause cannot produce into existence. So the cause
cannot produce altogether a new thing, which was not existing in it
already. "In the beginning this was Existence alone, One only, without
a second." (Chan.Up.6-2-1)

"A cloth is folded and spread out, so is the world before and
after creation. In the folded state one cannot make out whether it is
cloth or anything else. It is clearly perceived when it is spread out. The
world, before creation, exists in a fine potential state in Brahman and
after creation it takes the gross form." (Brah.Sutra 2-1-19)

In the case of identity of cause and effect cause means material
cause and efficient cause of the world. Brahman is not the cause of
the world. Being a mere witness, He (@0vara, the reflection of
Brahman) is not attached to the world. M1ya, the power of Brahman
is the material cause of the world. M1ya is Prak4ti. M1ya is the
material cause and the world is the effect. Both are identical. M1ya is
illusion and the world also is not real ('midhya') according to Advaita
Vedanta. Gold and gold ornament are not different as far as the
matter or the substance is concerned. The same substance has assumed
different forms and names.

As already mentioned Brahman and the world are not identical.
Brahman is the efficient cause not the material cause. So It cannot be
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identical with the world, the effect. Brahman is Self (Atman) and the
world is not-Self (an1tman). It will be self-contradictory if we say 'Self
and not – Self are identical.

Infact what physics deals with, is only manifested M1ya which
is full of illusion through concealment and projection. The world is
unreal, but the concealed substance or matter is Reality. However, it
cannot be fathomed (cannot be grasped or understood), but it can be
realised.

REBIRTH

'As the embodied soul continually passes, in this body, from
childhood, to youth, to old age, the soul similarly passes into another
body at death' Bhagavad Gita.

Death is a great enigma, perhaps the greatest which has baffled
man from the earliest times. It is because of this that thinkers and
scholars all over the world, and in all ages, have written about it.
Kathopanishad discusses this problem of Death. It has attracted the
attention of people in all countries. Almost all regions philosphies
have dealt with the subject from their respective angles.

In front of death man is today as helpless as he was when he
started his first battles with Death. He has to be a silent witness to the
arrival of Death inspite of all the specialized knowledge that he
possesses. The why, the when, and the How of Death is shrouded in
deep mystery. Science has brought us no nearer to the unravelling of
the secret of Death.

Sri Aurobindo has given expression to the helplessness of man
in the presence of Death in his monumental epic poem, 'Savitri'.
Satyavan was lying in Savitri's lap, and then slowly he passed away.
Savitri realized what had happened as the poet says :

"She knew that Visible Death was standing there and Satyavan
had passed from her embrace."    ('Savitri' Book Eight, Canto three)

Before the death-bed of a dear one, who had not felt the awful
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hush and the terror and anguish filling the place? In the passing away
of the dear and near one who has not felt the shadow cast by a remote
uncaring god, descending from some far-away silence and without
form or name?

In the Kathopanishad, there is the story of Nachiketa, the
fearless young enquirer, going to the palace of Death to find out the
secret and mystery of Death – and that too from Yama, the Lord of
Death himself. Yama tries his best to dissudde the young man from
pursuing this enquiry. He tells Nachiketa :

"O! Nachiketa, donot ask me about the secret of Death."

Why was the Lord of Death unwilling reveal its secret to the
fearless enquirer? Perhaps, Yama thought if the secret of Death is
known by the mortal then surely he will have no fear of Death.
Whatever may be the reason for not divulging the secret of Death,
the Kathopanishad says that Nachiketa was not taken in by the
temptations of Yama. Nachiketa told him :

"All these pleasures pass away, O, End of all. Man cannot be
satisfied with wealth. How can we even enjoy wealth with you in
sight? Can we live while you are in power?"

The Upanishad describes 'Yama' as Antaka, means the End of
all. When life ceases to function at the arrival of Death, what, afterall,
is the purpose of living? Death seems to be the end of all – and yet
the heart of man refuses to accept that statement. In the presence of
that 'something' all that man has accumulated is swept aside. With all
his skills and knowledge the modern man cries out, "What is Death
and why does it come? What for is this life?

Sri Aurobindo gives the answer. He says in his epic poem
'Savitri', "derive power and truth from the saga of inner life". Sri
Aurobindo has symbolised through the legend of Satyavan and
Savitri the inner significance of our lives. Satyavan is the aspiration in
us for God, Light, Freedom and Immortality while our lives are in
bondage to fate, ignorance and death. Savitri is the divine grace
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working in our lives to resurrect this Satyavan and to enable him to
win his glorius destiny here on earth. Thus Aurobindo's epic is a saga
of our lives as well.

Death is not the end of all. There is revival – the 'Rebirth'.
What is rebirth or reincarnation? The subtle body with the soul leaves
the physical body at death and rises into the sky and later comes
down through rain. It catches hold of a grain seed and waits for the
suitable person. When it finds one of its choice, it enters his food
and through food into his sperm. Later it enters the womb of his
wife along with the sperm. In course of time it makes a new body of
its choice with in the womb of that women and enters into it. Thus it
becomes a baby. Later at the proper time when the baby is delivered,
it is rebirth or reincarnation.

4.2.2.13. Is this the essence of life?
Is this, only this much, the essence of life?
Is the infinite glory of life to vanish at last?

Is this much for the infants
Who pile up teethless laughs?
Is this much for the life
That flows like a playful stream?

Is this much for the you woman
who pills grace in her first laugh in love?
Is this much for the house-wife
Who to her husband gives all her hidden womanhood?

Is this much for the woman in child-bed
Who rejoices at the lip touch of her new-born child?
Is this much for the old man
who for wealth and power has been greedy?

A great scholar or a great emperor
Has to vanish into the earth leaving his body?
Is this, only this much, the essence of life?
What for is this life?
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This life is a single frame in a film strip of life times and the
body we have now is not the first but only the most current. This
body is a vehicle and the life is the road way. The theory of
reincarnation says that the "type and make" of our bodily vehicle are
the results of our activities performed over the roadway of previous
lives. The activities performed in this life contribute to the kind of
vehicle we will inhabit in our next birth. As already mentioned
reincarnation is the harvesting of the fruits of action. Our bodily
vehicle will reflect our karmic bank balance. The major world religions
have at one time or another accepted the doctrine of reincarnation.

Some are of the view that karma and rebirth are cyclical and
not linear. This is not correct and logical view. The intention and
purpose of creation is growth. Growth is evolution and evolution
comes by itself. If there is no evolution or if evolved creatures keep
on going backward and onward, the purpose of evolution fails. The
creator does not activate or retard evolution. He formulated a process
of evolution in His creation and it goes on by itself. He only
oversees the process and checks it whenever necessary. He does not
interfere with the process. If there is no evolution the creation
becomes stand-still. That is not the intention of creation.

Then there is a question. If there is evolution, why should there
be creatures like insects even now? The answer is very simple. The
evolution is a continuous process and it is progressive (linear). An
evolved creature with widened mental activity, which it is said, moves
with the subtle body even after the mortal body is decomposed, cannot
insert itself into a retarted stage of evolution. If the contention is that
Jeeva takes rebirth as per his karma, it means the state of evolution in
physical body will be the same, but his mental state may retard. He
may be mentally animal-like or even immobile like a plant.

The universe is an endless store house of matter and energy.
The composition of matter and energy changes from time to time in
the process of evolution. It is the theme of creation. As we learn from
science, change creates more number of particles; some acquire new
qualities and some carry over the same.
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The chaotic condition of the universe before the process of
creation started gradually evolved into the present state. It will not go
back to the chaotic state as the evolution is linear. When the matter
is decomposed and when the evolution is stopped, it will be chaotic
again. That is the end of creation. However, the end may not be full.
Some energetic particles may still remain and initiate the process of
new creation. This process of dissolution and new creation is cyclic,
but as long as evolution is there, it is only linear.

In the process of composition and decomposition lower particles
as well as higher particles may be formed. The lower particles evolve
into higher particles and the process goeson. So also in the process of
creation there will be highly evolved human and insects as well.
The insect gradually evolves into man in thousands of years. But
man does not retard into the stage of insect because the evolved
mind stays with the subtle body. So it does not fit in an insect body.

Hence till universe is decomposed the creation remains linear
but not cyclic. Karma is the spirit behind the process of creation. The
periodic dissolution of creation and new creation is cyclic. But till
the time of dissolution it continues evolving. Then when does this
dissolution occur? The answer is in the periods we have fixed 'yugas'.
It is our inspiration that is in creating yugas but not the Almighty.
So disintegration and integration is cyclic but not the period in
between, which is linear. Otherwise the intention of creation fails and
the creation remains stand-still. Creation can never be stand-still. It is
always progressive and linear not cyclic, otherwise creation cannot
move from integration to disintegration.

Some argue that 'Nishkama Karma' is not practicable and it is
entirely not logical. It may be, they say, transcendent and sterile as far
as the doer is concerned, but its phala or effect does not bind the
doer. The karma as such is not abortive. It must produce its fruits or
results in due course of time; detached action is not fruitless. A
fruitless nishkama karma will render it meaningless. They are of the
view that Bhagavad Gita was designed to save the practice of Yajna.
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The criticism is that Bhagavad Gita leaves it unexplained as to who
experiences the results of such karma potential generated by the
detached performance of an act.

4.2.2.14. Innocent you are
Innocent you are, 'O Man! listen
Al relations, born of this body,'
Vanish with the body into the Earth.
Transient this body, eternal the self alone.
In the manner, the soiled clothes are discarded,
To put on the new ones,
The self leaves one body, in the way of karma,
Enters into another.
No birth, no end for the Self,
Not wilhered by air, not cut by arrow,
Neither soaks in water, nor burns in fire.
That, which causes mercy and sorrow,
Set aside ego, become wise.
One kills, the other dies,
Blunder to think so, leave this illusion.
Of all men, I am the Absolute,
The self of the Universe, I am,
The universe, I create, sustain and dissolve.

(From Bhagavad Gita,
Sri Krishna's preaching to Arjuna)

These critics fail to understand the real concept of "Nishkama
Karma" as given in the Bhagavad Gita. Infact, Bhagavad Gita no where
encouraged practice of 'Yajna' but only preached 'Yoga' which means
union with Brahman. It preached, "If you do any work as a duty, the
desire for fruits will vanish".

Gita does not teach disinterested performace of duties but
following of the divine life and taking refuge in the Supreme alone.
Nishkama Karma means not to have passionate desire to get something
of the result for oneself..If the result comes to the doer by itself, the
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doer has nothing to do with it. Gita says, you have every right to
action (karma) but not to the result of karma. In detachment means
selflessness whether a person is doing for himself, or for his family or
for the society. When selfishness is not there, the doer is not worried
of the 'phala', the result. He does the work only hoping the purpose
will be fulfilled. Purpose or Motive is not desire because in desire
there is always an undercurrent of selfishness.

Even in profession, a lawyer should argue to win the case for
his client. There is purpose not desire because arguing is the
professional duty of a lawyer. But arguing money mindedly with
malintentions, is altogether different and bad. Whenever there is
malintention there peeps in selfishness. That is not 'Nishkama Karma'.

A doctor treats with the intention of or for the purpose of
giving relief to the patient. He takes fees which is his livelihood and
it is the aim of any profession. As long as he does it without looking
for money alone it is Nishkama Karma.

In a way it has to be admitted that thoughts about life beyond
death have become central part of spiritual thinking and devotional
practices. Spiritual thinking here does not indicate any effort to attain
spiritual illumination. It is exhibited in some sort of religious ritual to
gain long-life and to enjoy life after death in the imaginary heaven
which is glorified in mythologics ("Purânas"). Spiritual illumination
does not find any place in devotional practices which are only aimed
at gaining happy abode in the imaginary heaven. Heaven and Hell
('Svarga-Naraka') are no where else. They are here in this world only.
They are reflected in our joys and sorrow, success and defeat. Visiting
as many temples as possible and as many gods in those temples does
not bestow longevity or abode in heaven. Devotion to Personal God aims
at seeing the aura (light) of the God in our heart, that gives a sort of
strength and mental illumination. Nothing can be achieved by visiting
different gods in different temples. There is only one God and that is
Reality ('Sat'). "Ekam Sat Vipra Vasudha Vadanti' (Rigveda 1-164-46)

We can worship him by any name and in any form. But meditate on
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and pray to any one form only, not many. There is no rivalry between
different forms. Ignore the 'puranic' stories, but grasp the symbology
implied in them. 'Siva and Vishnu' are not different. There are two
different forms of one Reality, 'I0vara' (not 'Siva').

Soul (self) and re-birth are not directly perceptible however much
we argue in any form. Communion is not possible between the life after
death and the life in this world. Logical connection is the only way. Even
if we admit that the dead will have a causal body, no communion is
possible between the causal body and the living body. Further, causal
body is invisible. Whatever the Upanishads have spoken is only logical
derivative. What all Sri Krishna preached in his Bhagvad Gita was the
expression of his yogic powers. We have to believe whatever he said
as direct communication with the soul ('atma') and the causal body is
not possible. Only such yogis like Sri Krishna, Ramakrishna Parama
hamsa, Ramana Maharshi and such others might have achieved such
communion with the causal bodies of the dead. But it is beyond any
possibility in the life of common man who struggle to meet the needs
of life. Infact there is nothing like causal body. There is only subtle body
(sûkshma sareera or linga sareera).

However, Swami Abhedananda, a direct disciple of Sri Ramakrishna
expressed many of his personal experiences about the departed spirits.
He believed that most of the spirits are earth-bound as they are not free
from desires and passions. Seances are the meetings at which spiritualists
attempt to make contact with the dead (the earth-bound spirits). But the
spirits can not have direct communion with the living. Communion is
possible only through a medium who is a person possessed by the spirit
for the sake of communion. But the person who works as a medium
becomes deprived of his physical and mental powers.

"Regarding the seances Swami Abhedananda is of the opinion that
though the departed spirits communicate with the seance-holders and with
the near and dear ones of them and furnish information of their earthly
and etherial worlds, yet, in most cases, it has been found that all the
informations and talks, received from them are not genuine or correct."
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So the Swami said that "everything of the spirits should be examined
with logical and scientific mind." – 'Life Beyond Death' by Swami
Abhedananda.

The Swami said : "Although many of the professional mediums
have been pitifully exposed as frauds, still there are genuine mediums
and authentic manifestations which cannot be explained by telepathy or
any other theory than that of communications of the discarnate spirits.
On many cases the audience is deceived by the earth-bound spirits. The
manifestations on the material plane, such as table turning, the ropping
knocks of the spirits, are ordinarily understood by spiritualism, but all
such phenomena belong to the lower class of spiritualism or spiritism,
as it is called by many. Spiritism can only satisfy our curiosity and does
not explain any of our vital questions. But spiritualism should be
distinguished from that phase which is called spiritism. Higher spiritism,
therefore, is the name for that which starting from disbelief in a life after
death, reveals the nature of the soul and its relation of God."

Further the Swami said : "With in the last fifty years modern
spiritualism has given wonderful demonstrations regarding the existence
of the disembodied spirits who continue to live even after the dissolution
of their material forms. It has brought comfort and consolation to the
hearts of many people, who were suffering from the evil effects of
scepticism and unbelief concerning future life, caused by the dry theories
of the atheistic, agnostic and materialistic thinkers of the last century".
It is true, the Swami said that though the disembodied spirits satisfy some
of the curiosities of the questioning people, yet they cannot do any real
good or they cannot help in any way in the path of spiritual progress.
As for example, he said : "The genuine phenomena of spiritism may do
some good in the way of satisfying the curiosity of certain people or
of bringing the assurance that there is life after death. They may foretell
some petty, trivial events in connection with our business or daily life,
but they cannot bring to us the highest wisdom and happiness which come
to the soul through Divine communion. These spiries are not angels as
the spiritualism may encourage the hope of meeting the departed spirits
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of our friends and relatives, and may bring consolation in the mind of
these that doubt their existence, but it cannot give us the realization of
the absolute truth, or the attainment of God consciousness."

Swami Abhedananda was a true philosopher and a man of
realization. He surveyed everythings of spiritualism or spiritism from
the view point of logic, reasoning and science. He said that death is
inevitable for all the living beings, and they are involved in the cycle
of birth and death, until they realize their immortal soul or Atman.
Spiritualism is only a way for receiving the informations of the existence
of soul and its immortality, but it cannot assure any one of the blessings
of knowledge of the absolute Brahman.

When a man passes from the material plane, he lives in the mental
plane. He does everything through his mind. The impressions
('samskaras') of the works he performed in the material plane remain
with his mind. Countless such impressions are hoarded in the subconscious
lair of the mind. The Swami says that the departed soul 'as if' sleeps
there in the spirit or the mind world. Regarding this sleep after death
the Swami stated : "The sleep after death is like the sleep before the
birth. Then the departed souls have a second sleep before they come to
this material plane. They go into the sleep, and gravitate towards proper
environment."

If one has a strong desire to be the best artist, and if he does not
get success or passes away before he fulfils his desire, that desire will
remain in him even in that soul-slumber. It will spring up again. From
this it is clear that the departed souls are gravitated again and again in
this world of desire and fulfilment. The souls exist and they take births
until and unless they reach the absolute truth by getting rid of the Knots
of desires and passions. The Law of Karma plays a dominant role in
the lives of all living creatures. They have to do different works in this
world of duties and reap their results. According to Swami Abhedananda,
this law of cause and effect, which is called the Law of  Karma, does
not wait for widow's tears, or orphan's cries. What we have sown, we
must reap either on this plane, or in some other realm.
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It is proved from the Law of Karma that our soul is immortal.
It will not be extinguished after death. The Swami said that the life after
death, or the life in this material world, is liable to change. So we shall
have to transcend the relam of cause and effect, which is dominated by
time and space, the ingredients of nescience of maya or 'ajnâna'. This
transcendence is possible only by the realization of our true existence
in which is the immortal Atman.

The subtle and sleeping 'samskaras' or impressions make and
mould the character and destiny of a man. The subconscious level of
the mind is the store house of 'samskaras' which are energized. Man
is an instrument in the hand if his 'samskaras'. But, as Abhedananda
Swami says, man can get control over the 'samskaras' by creating
counter – 'samskaras', just as habits are overcome by counter-habits.
Man always creates his future by reaping the consequences of the
present and in the process he is entangled in the cycle of birth and
death. The Hindus believe in the theory of reincarnation. They know
that spirit or 'Atman' is deathless and immortal; it takes the body as
its garment to work for his salvation while reaping the results of his
past actions in this world. The soul or 'Jivatman' passes through the
grades of gradual progress and reaches atlast the ultimate goal and
attains to perfection.

Swami Abhedananda's lecture on 'Theory of Transmigration' is
unique and illuminating. Swami takes a bold stand and exhibits his
original views with logical arguments. He accepts the modern science
and its truth-seeking method, but he rejects strongly the rigid and
materialistic theories of modern scientists, agnostics and direct realists,
who advocate the theory of heredity and try to explain everything by
it. Christians, Jews, Mohammedans and Parsies believed transmigration
or metempsychosis as the passing of a soul from one body after death
into another. This belief is found even in Pythagoras, Plato and other
followers. Plato described in 'Phoedrus' how the human souls go out
of dead bodies and take new bodies for getting newer experiences.
Platonic idea of transmigration admits successive lives after death. This
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theory says that the souls are allowed to chose their lots in accordance
with their experience or bent of character. They are not affected by the
natural consequences of their good and bad deeds. Plato himself believed
that souls generally choose the bodies of lower animals. But the Hindu
view of transmigration is different from it. In fact, the Hindu view is
not transmigration. It is Re-incarnation or re-birth. Buddhist rebirth
theory also is different from the Hindu one, because the Buddhists do
not believe in the permanence of the soul entity. But the Hindus believe
that soul is permanent while the body is impermanent.

Transmigration or metempsychosis is transmigration of the soul
of a human being or animal at death into a new body. Hindu theory is
reincarnation or rebirth ('Punarjanma') is not mere migration of soul
from one body into another. Swami Abhedananda shows the difference
between the Hindu or Vedantic theory of reincarnation and the platonic
theory of transmigration. He says that according to Hindu or Vedantic
theory the soul or germ of life passes through the lower stages and
comes at last to higher human plane and after coming to the higher
plane, it does not retrograde to lower animal bodies. Platonic theory is
opposed to it, because it teaches that human souls do pass into different
animal bodies.

As the Swami mentions, it is true that although "there are
passages in the scriptural writings of the Hindus which 'apparently' refer
to the retrogression of the human soul into animal nature, still such
passages do not necessarily mean that the souls will be obliged to
take animal bodies. They may have to live like animals even when
they have human bodies, as we may find among us many people
like cats and dogs and snakes in human form and they are often
more vicious than natural cats, dogs and snakes. They are reaping
their own Karma and manifesting their "animal nature", though
physically they look like human beings." Swami Abhedananda took a
very rational, scientific and most realistic meaning and view. There is
a difference between Swami Vivekananda and Swami Abhedananda in
their respective views on retrogression of human soul.
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Mr. Taylor, Prof. Seth Pringle Pattison, Dr. Radhakrishna and
others hold the same view as Swami Abhedananda holds. Like the
Swami, Dr. Radhakrishna says in his 'An Idealist View of Life'
(1998, P.291,292) "If there is a close bond between the self and the
body, then we cannot say that any self can inhabit any body. If the
contents and conditions of the self-existence must be similar to those
which obtain here, rebirth in the form of animals or angels becomes an
extravagance. (The Hindu Scriptures affirm rebirth in animal forms
(See Chan. up V.10-7; Manu 1-56 among others. Plato's 'Republic'
refers to lives of men in the form of animals. Empedocles believes that
souls pass into animal and plant lives. The kind of life after death can
not be completely different from the present one. Death cannot alter so
profoundly the life of the self. No human being can take birth in a
body foreign to its evolved characteristics. It is possible for man to
degenerate into a savage being but he is still a man. If retrogression is
referred, then it is spread over long ages. While it is theoritically
possible that the life process which has now reached the human level
may so operate as to sink into the animal, from which it may again
spring forward on a different line of evolution altogether or continue
to sink below the animal world, we are not concerned with such
speculative possibilities. While we need to dogmatically deny the
possibility of reversion to animal births, we are now concerned with the
normal changes which are with in a type. It is possible that rebirth in
animal form is a figure of speech for rebirth with animal qualities.
Taylor in his "Primitive Culture" says; "The beast is the very
incarnation of familiar qualities of man; and such names as lion, bear,
fox, owl, parrot, viper, worm, when we apply them as epithets to man,
condense into a word some leading feature of a human life".

"The juridical theory associated in the popular mind with the
doctrine of karma is responsible for this mistaken view of rebirth in the
form of animals, as also for the notions of heaven and hell as places
of resort where we receive our rewards or punishments. It is not,
however a fair representation of the Hindu view, though much popular
support can be produced for it. The theory of 'samsâra' is quite
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inconsistent with permanent abodes of bliss or suffereing." "It is not
surprising that belief in the systematic distribution of rewards and
punishments after death for the deeds done in this life was current in
India and assumed crude and questionable forms. The Hindu thinkers,
however, who accept the view of Karma equate it with the will of
God. God is in man and his law is organic to man's nature. God is the
Universal background providing scope and expression for the different
possibilities but the actualization of them depends on the will of man.
Heaven and hell are states of the self and not places of resort. Even the
most ghastly inferno comes to an end one day. An eternity of torment
is inconsistent with a God of love. Virtue is heaven, self-sufficiency and
health of the soul, and vice is hell, suffering and disease of the soul.
Goodness is its own reward and evil doing carries its own penalty with
it. It is not a question of the expediency or profitableness of virtue."

Ancient thinkers of India applied the Law of 'Karma' to explain
the destiny of human souls. They based the theory of transmigration upon
this Law of 'Karma'. They said that human souls are bound by this
irresistible law and cannot get out of it. The thoughts and deeds of human
souls are the causes which produce results of similar nature. So their
future birth does not depend upon their whimsical free choice, but it is
limited by the thoughts and deeds or misdeeds of their previous lives.
The platonic idea is that the souls go according to their choice. They
may not take a human form if they prefer animal form. But the Hindu
idea of transmigration is different from the Platonic idea. Transmigration
is not a result of free choice in the Hindu idea, but our thoughts and
deeds force us to take a particular form. We are subject to the Law of
'Karma' which governs our future and the evolution of our souls.

Thus, the Hindu Theory of Transmigration differs fundamentally
from the platonic and also the Egyptian idea of transmigration. In the
Platonic and Egyptian theories the souls, after leaving the body, enter
into another body which is waiting to receive the migrating soul, but
in the Hindu theory of Transmigration the body is not waiting to receive
the migrating soul. Here the soul is subject to the laws of Evolution.
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So it manufactures the gross material body according to its desires and
tendences. Hence, it is rebirth, not exactly migration because the body
is not ready, but it is manufactured by the soul. In fact, rebirth is neither
transmigration nor metempsychosis. Transmigration occurs after death
when the soul leaves the dead body and enters into a body waiting to
receive it. But it is said that metempsychosis may be effected even while
alive. If the soul wishes, it may leave the living body and enter into any
lifeless body, human or animal. Later, if it wishes it may come back and
re-enter into its original body. Well, all this looks more like a fantasy
possible in folk-lore and mythological stories. But, as Dr. Inge says,
transmigration or, rebirth is incorrectly called 'metempsychosis' since it
is the bodies, not the soul that are changed to rebirth.

A germ of life will develop a grosser-form by cellular subdivision,
by growth, and by assimilation of environmental conditions. Swami
Abhedananda says : "the germ of the human soul will manufacture the
body by obeying the laws which govern the physical plane. Parents are
nothing but the channels through which the migrating souls receive their
material forms. Parents do not create the souls; they have no power to
create. They can give the suitable environments necessary for
manufacturing a gross physical body. The souls come with their
tendencies, with their desires, and they remain as germs of life".

Vital forces, sense powers, psychic powers and etherial particles
of matter are all contained in these germs of life. At the time of death
the soul contracts and withdraws all its powers from the sense organs
to its innermost centre. In that contracted state it leaves the body. But
these powers donot leave the soul. They remain latent in that centre. They
are remanifested when the environmental conditions become favourable.
It is rebirth or reincarnation, not actually migration. Rebirth means the
manifestation of the latent powers which are already present in the germs
of life or in the individual soul. Different names are given to these germs
of life. Vendata philosophers describe them as subtle bodies. Modern
scientists call them bioplasms. These subtle bodies or germs as they are
called are subject to evolution and growth. They arise from lower to
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higher stages of development. They evolve from mineral through the
vegetable to the animal kingdom. Finally they become human beings and
they go on progressing and not evolving. There is no need of any evolution
when the germs of life reach the stage of human beings.

There is no idea of progress in the platonic theory. Gradual
evolution of the soul from the lower to the higher stages of existence
forms the idea of progress. But this growth is entirely excluded in the
platonic theory.

The soul or the germ of life passes through the lower stages and
finally comes to the human plane and gains experience and knowledge.
After coming to the human plane, it does not retrograde to animal bodies.
The platonic theory teaches that human souls migrate into animal bodies
or angelic bodies and return from the angelic to the human or the animal.
Some of them may even prefer to become animals. The theory of
Reincarnation takes its stand on the scientific truth of gradual evolution.
It says that the human souls have already passed through different grades
of the animal kingdom by the natural process of evolution. After having
once received the human organism, why should a soul choose to go back
to the lesser and more imperfect organism of an animal? How can a lesser
manifestation hold the greater one? The platonic theory has no answer
to this question. Therefore according to the Hindus, the Reincarnation
theory rejects this idea of the going back of human souls to animal forms.
Now that we have outgrown the lower grade of animal organisms, why
should we go back to them?

However, it is true that there are uneducated people and educated
laymen among the Hindus who still believe that human souls do go into
animal bodies after death, being bound by the 'Law of Karma' to reap
the results of their evil deeds. But the 'Law of Karma' has no place
in the platonic theory and plays not part in the transmigration of souls.
The really educated and thoughtful minds of India accept the more
rational theory of Reincarnation. However, there are some passages in
the scriptual writings of the Hindus which speak of the retrogression of
the human soul into animal nature. Such passages do not mean that the
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souls take animal bodies. They may develop animal nature and live like
animals while having human bodies. They are reaping their own karma
and manifesting their animal nature though physically they are in human
form. However, this kind of retrogression is only temporary. Sooner or
later, at one stage or other knowledge dawns upon them and helps them
in their onward progress towards higher plane of consciousness.

All the wicked thoughts and wicked deeds are nothing but the
results of our mistakes. Sin is nothing but a mistake and it proceeds
from ignorance. No one is born perfect as not to commit any mistake
or any sin. Every mistake is a great teacher in life. Every mistake opens
our eyes not to commit the same again. One life is not enough to gain
full spiritual experience. We must have to admit the doctrine of
Reincarnation of the soul for the fulfilment of the ultimate purpose of
earthly life which is to attain the Vision of Reality. Like the doctrine
of evolution, the doctrine of Reincarnation has its roots in the world of
reality.

"tad yathâ tr na jalâyukâ, trnasyântam gatvâ, anyam âkramam                   . .              . .
âkranya...................................... anyam âkramam âkramya, âtmânam
upasamharathi." (Br. Upanishad 4-4-3)

As a leech or a caterpillar, when it has come to the end of a blade
of grass, finds another blade of grass or another place of support and
takes hold of it by contracting itself, so does this self. After reaching
the end of this body, throws it away and finds another place of support
and then draws itself towards it.

As a goldsmith, after taking a piece of gold, gives it another, newer
and more beautiful shape, similarly does the self, after having thrown
off this body, and dispelled ignorance, takes another newer and more
beautiful shape. (Br. Upanishad 4-4.4)

These passages bring out several aspects of the theory of rebirth.
The soul finds out its future body before it leaves the present one. The
soul is creative in the sense that it creates a body. At every change of
body, the soul takes a newer form. The state of each existence is
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conditioned and determined by its knowledge ('Vidya'), its conduct
('Karma') in the previous existence. It appears from the Brhadâranyaka
Upanishad that all the organs accompany the departing soul which
becomes possessed of knowledge and consciousness. The results of
learning and conduct cling to the soul.

"The ignorant, the unenlightened go after death to sunless
demoniac regions. The good are said to go up to regions which are
sorrowless, through the air, sun and moon". The Chandogya Upanishad
speaks of two ways open to mortals, the bright and the dark, the way
of the gods and the way of the fathers. Those who practise penance and
faith, enter the path of light, and they never return to the cycle of human
existence. Those who are only ethical, performing works of utility, travel
by the path of smoke, dwell in the world of the fathers till the time comes
for them to fall down, then they are born again according to their qualities
or acts deserving reward or punishment. (Chandogya Upanishad 5.10.1-6)

"The descriptions may be fictitious, but the principle of the ascent
and the descent of the soul is what the Upanishads insist on" as observed
by Radhakrishna. Radhakrishna, further, says that beautiful characters
attain desired births and ugly ones miserable births. Rebirth is the lot
of man until he obtains true knowledge. By virtuous acts he elevates
his evolution. The reward of goodness is to grow in goodness. The reward
of growing in purity of heart is to gain a clearer vision of reality.
Knowledge of reality leads to salvation."

The soul is said to be a very minute entity residing in the cavity
of the heart, and resembling in every respect, except size, the visible man.

Swami Abhedananda stated that when a soul goes out of the
material body after death it sleeps without consciousness or knowledge
of his passing away, and he awakes after a long time. When he awakes,
he finds himself in an unknown world in an unfavourable circumstance
with which he is not familiar. Then his sleeping and unfulfilled desires
become very acute. He tries to mitigate his desires, but fails, and so he
suffers much and this suffering of the departed soul has been described
as the suffering of the hell ('naraka-yâtana'). But the good souls enjoy
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peace and happiness in the after-world. An earth-bound spirit further
suffers for his failure in communicating with the near and dear ones.
This is what happens to, certain people who do not know that they are
dead. It is just like a state of hell.

Many of the departed spirits remain in that state of delusion for
a long time. Our time does not affect the spirits. Ours a thousand years
may be five days to them, because ours is according to our standard
and theirs according to their standard. So no one can say how long a
soul will remain in any particular condition, but it is important that we
should remember this law, we create our future, we create our destiny
and we build our character by our thoughts and deeds.

At the time of death the individual soul contracts and remains in
the form of a germ of life. It is for this reason, Vedanta teaches, that
it is neither the will of God nor the fault of the parents that forms the
characters of children, but each child is responsible for its tendencies,
powers and character. It is its own 'Karma' or past actions that make
a child a murderer or a saint, virtuous or sinful. The "stored-up"
potentialities in a subtle body manifest in the character of an individual.
Why do twins develop into dissimilar characters and possess opposite
qualities although they are born of the same parents and at the same
time and brought up under similar conditions and environments. How
can heredity explain such cases? Those who believe in the theory of
heredity will say that the young man inherited all the peculiarities
from his grand father. When did he inherit? His grandfather had died
six years before he was born. He inherited, ofcourse, in the form of germ.
Germ is a minute protoplasm, a jelly-like substance. If we examine it
with a powerful microscope we will hardly find any difference between
it and the protoplasmic germ of a dog, or of a cat, or of a tree. It is
smaller than a pin's head. And in that state the young man inherited all
the peculiarities from his grandfather; or if we put it in other words,
before he had a nose, he got crooked nose, before he had eyes, he inherited
cross-eyes; and before he had any brain, he inherited all the wonderful
powers – his musical and artistic talents.
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Does it not seem absurd. Yes, it looks absurd. If we admit the
theory of heridity, we understand that the whole of this young man existed
in the form of a protoplasm before he was born. If it is possible for this
young man to remain in the form of a protoplasm and inherit all these
things before his birth, why cannot we believe that the soul or the subtle
body of this young man possessed them from the very beginning? Vedanta
says that this young man was not the creature of his grandfather, but
he had his own independent existence. By coming through the channel
of his parents he had only received certain characteristic impressions,
just as a tree receives certain peculiarities from the environment in its
process of growth. The doctrine of Reincarnation alone can explain
satisfactorily and rationally the diversities among children and the reason
of the many instances of uncommon powrs and genius displayed in
childhood. The theory of heredity has upto this time failed to give any
good reason for them.

Even today many believe in the transmigration of the souls, that
the souls after death can go back to the animals and live as the animals
for some time, and then go up to heaven and live there for some time.
But the rational minds in India donot believe in the doctrine of
retrogression of the human souls into animal forms, but believe in the
doctrine of rebirth of the souls or reincarnation. The theory of evolution
is the basis for the doctrine of reincarnation which depends upon the
law of cause and sequence or that of action and reaction. These germs
of life come into existence to fulfil certain powers and desires and to
gain certain experience. They do not go back to the animal forms. They
do live on the human plane and continue to exist on the human plane.
The law of evolution admits the growth and progress through experience
and knowledge of the phenomenal world. Swami Abhedananda wonders:
"How absurd it is to think that the human souls, after manifesting human
powers, will choose a dog-body to manifest those powers? How can a
lower animal contain that which is greater? But there may be some people
who may live like the animals even, when they have the human bodies."
We find many such people like cats, and dogs and snakes in the human
form. They are often more vicious than natural cats, dogs or snakes.
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This kind of retrogression to the animal nature is the result of the wicked
thoughts and deeds on the animal plane. These deeds and thoughts must
produce their results in the manifestation of the animal nature. But the
retrogression is only temporary. After he gains some experience on the
animal plane the higher powers latent in the germs of life will manifest
in course of time.

As Dr. Radhakrishna says in his 'Idealist View of Life' "It is
possible for a man to degenerate into a savage being but he is still a
man. It is possible that rebirth in animal form is a figure of speech
for rebirth with animal qualities". Swami Abhedananda in his
"Reincarnation" gives a strong support to this statement (or to this
view) : "We have already passed in the evolutionary process through the
lower grade of animal organisms. Now that we have outgrown them,
why should we go back to them?" However, in the opinion of Swami
Abhedananda reincarnation of the soul is the process of the fulfilment
of ultimate purpose of earthly life; it is a means to an end; it is a
marching towards the prime human goal which is attainment of God
consciousness.

In his "Mystery of Death" Swami Abhedananda points out :
"Celestial pleasures vary according to our ideas. Different nations have
different heavens and different kinds of pleasures which are also created
with those realms. A Mohammedan heaven is place where there is
plenty of water, shade and fruits, and beautiful damsels, music and
dancing. A Norwegian heaven is one where all heroes of war go and
fight battles against their enemies and wild animals. The American
Indians' heaven is a place where there are plenty of animals, where
they can hunt all the time. The Christian heaven is also different. It is
so with other peoples' heavens. But all these heavens are nothing but
the places or realms where our highest desires are likely to be fulfilled."

We imagine such heavens, or project our ideas and dreams of such
realms, because we have certain desires which we consider to be the
highest, and then we wish for a place or realm where these desires could
be readily fulfilled. Thus all heavenly ideas regarding celestial planes
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are just projections of our own ideas and desires. Whatever we think,
is real, and it can be made real. So they are realities, thoughts are things.
A castle in your thought will be real as long as you are in the plane
of that thought. It is just as a dream which is real as long as you are
dreaming.. But when you wake up, it is unreal. If you go into dreamless
sound sleep the whole world will vanish in relation to you. You would
not exist and you would not be conscious of anything. So the reality
here is relative so long as we are on the sense plane. When we go out
of the sense plane we find the reality unreal.

From the passages of Brihadarnyaka (4-4-3) we understand that
the ordinary people get rebirth without any delay after death. Some say,
that it happens in 12 days after death, some others believe that they get
rebirth in one year after death and still, there are some who say that
they get rebirth after the period of enjoying their stay in heaven or
suffering in hell as the case may be. From the vast difference in the
opinions it becomes clear that there are no places or resorts like heaven
or hell. They are nothing but projection of our imagination.

We don't find any authentic and established proof of heaven or
hell in the Hindu scriptures. After attaining the stage of human being
by gradual evolution, man is in a position to decide himself about his
rebirth. There is no region called 'Brahma Loka' anywhere. Infact, it
is not a place ('Loka'). The stage of attaining knowledge of the Absolute
('Brahman') is itself 'Brahma Loka' or the region of 'Brahman'. One
can get the direct experience of seeing Brahman in one's own heart. This
is described in the Mundaka Upanishad (3.1.7-10). "Brahman is vast,
divine and of unthinkable form. It is subtler than the subtle and shines
variously, as sun, moon and the rest. He is farther than the far, and yet
he is near here at hand in the body. He is seated (set down) in the secret
place of the heart, as such he is perceived even here by the intelligent
(sentient, 'Jnani')" (3-1-7-).

"He is not grasped by eye, nor even by speech nor by other sense
organs, nor by austerity, nor by work, but when one's (intellectual) nature
is purified by the light of knowledge, then alone he, by meditation, sees
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him who is without parts. (3-1-8). The subtle self is to be known by
thought in which the sense in five different forms has centred. The whole
of men's thoughts is pervaded by the senses. When it (thought) is purified
the self shines forth. (3-1-9) What ever world a man of purified nature
thinks of in his mind and whatever desies he desires, all these worlds
and all these desires he attains. Therefore, let him who desires prosperity
worship the knower of the self." (3-1-10)

"One should meditate only on the self as his true world. The
work of him who meditates on the self alone as his world is not
exhausted for, out of that very self he creates what so ever he desires.
This means – the knower of the self has all his desires fulfilled and can
obtain any world he may seek." (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 1-4-15)

The 'Purânâs' (mythology) intend to make the ignorant intelligent
(Jnâni) and encourage them to try to get the direct experience of seeing
God in their hearts. Hindu religion doesnot say that the 'Purânâs' are
the ultimate but they are only vehicles to carry the lay people towards
the eternal light of the Absolute, if only they have the inclination to grasp
the subtle meaning and truth implied in the stories. The stories alone
without the subtle meaning implied are of no use.

As already stated, there is no established proof of Heaven or Hell
and there are no such places anywhere. Depending on the results of
the deeds one has committed, he has to be born of suitable parents.
There is no escape from the results of past actions or even present
actions : places like Heaven or Hell and godly characters like 'Yama',
'Chitragupta' are all fictitious. They are all creations derived from
religious faith and have taken firm hold on the minds of the people.

It is really surprising that many people, not all, with modern
education, but without any initiation into spiritual knowledge are showing
more sincere devotion to spiritual aspects of life inspite of being occupied
neck-deep in their vocational duties and domestic problems, than most
of the so-called pandits and priests, who are more routine and even
mechanical in their approach to spiritual matters without any intuitional
or logical thinking. They try to twist matters and procedures to suit their
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convenience throwing the honest educated laymen into lot of confusion.
That should be avoided with all sincerity.

Any one can take a new path, if he so wishes inspite of objections
from anybody. However, he should not cut himself off the traditions of
the past. If cut off, he will lose his identity like a sheep that runs helter-
skelter from the flock without a shepherd. This is a traditionalist view.
Though there is some truth in this, to follow the imperfect or uncertain
traditions in order to avoid erring in our judgement, is but a exchange
one danger for another. Tradition is an important help to history, but
its statements should be carefully scrutinized before we rely on them.
However, past is a warning for the future, so that man may profit by
the errors and derive experience from his folly. Those who can not
remember the past are condemned to repeat the same.

Time is a great teacher. It is a circus packing up and moving away.
Future runs into present and present moves into past. It is eternally
continuous. Learn from the past, but live in the present with an eye of
the future. It is eternal that we live in the present only.

Work is worship, say the sages. It is through work that we uplift
ourselves. It is through work that we purify our life. What we see as
evil is nothing but what we have brought upon ourselves through our
actions. It is the motive which counts. We can do a thing either with
the thought of what it may bring immediately to us for our selfish
gratification; or we can do it thinking of the soul and our eternal life.
As a man thinks so is he. As our motive is, so is our action. We must
reflect.

We must no longer be content to think those things which have
been thought and followed by masses. Often, we form the habit in our
life merely travelling along the paths which have been trodden by
others; and we believe that to be the best way. It may be from the worldly
stand point, but does not always prove true in higher problems of life.
If we copy others, we misrepresent. We must unfold our own ideals.
What our forefathers have done or what the sages have taught may
inspire us; they may start our mind to 'thinking', but we must work out
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our own salvation. This means contemplation, it also means freeing our
inner nature.

A person must be taught first how to make the best of himself.
That is much more vital than merely supplying his material needs.
Education is the only way of salvation. This education should not
however be a superficial secular education. It should be an education
of the deeper nature, awakening man's inner consciousness. No one has
ever found a social basis on which all men and women stand on equal
footing. Broadly, we are all equal in the sense that our souls are equal.
But when we compare degrees of power manifesting through these
souls, we find great difference. In 'Ved1nta' both unity and diversity
are taken into account. We need not destroy diversity. The best way is
to make man understand that he himself determines his own level and
condition in life. He cannot reap what he does not sow. He reaps only
what he sows. He should realize that all his suffering is a direct result
of what himself has done. No one keep any record of what he does. But
it is he himself that keeps his own record in his consciousness and
character. When he realizes the truth he will be more thoughtful about
his actions.

The permanent thing in this world is the '!tman' which is the
background or support of the body of the world. So we should go
beyond the attachment of the worldly pleasures and should remain for
the highest spiritual realization of the Atman. We are playing on the
surface, but the time is bound to come for each individual soul when
there will be an awakening of a desire to know the real truth – the
Vision of Reality.

Reading gives knowledge and knowledge leads to self-confidence.
Self-confidence supported by confidence in God is the source of vitality
of mind, which gives success and joy when all desires vanish. Life
without desires is itself salvation.

Vedanta philosophy is very abstract and complicated. To make the
meaning clear and to make it reach the common man, I have tried to
present the subject lucidly as far as possible avoiding pedantry and more
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terminology than necessary. However every language contains words
which have no direct equivalent in another. Every science, spiritual as
well as physical, has technical terms which scarcely admit of translation.
Therefore, it has become necessary to use a certain number of Sankrit
and other words. Since my intention is to help the general reader in his
understanding of the subject, I have given an idea of the sense in which
a word is used and of the doctrinal implications it carries. Mostly
sentences are made simple and comprehensible. Even technical
definitions are presented in a simple blend avoiding concrete mix.

I have tried to avoid unfathomably metaphysical logic which is
generally embedded firmly in labyrinthine sentences and arcane
terminology, which in turn make the common reader run away throwing
the book into the rack which I don't like to happen. Even the educated
laymen in the sense of having no initiation in or acquaintance with
Vedanta, are afraid of jargonic expressions of Vedantists and Vedanta
literature. I have avoided mathematical jargon in which modern
philosophers take much pleasure. Stephen Hawking did not use any
mathematical formula in his famous book 'A Brief History of Time",
yet he made the subject clear and comprehensible and the book had
become the best on astrophysics. The subject is highly orthodox but I
have tried to make it look intimate and readable. My aim is to make
the subject comprehensive and comprehensible. The reader must be able
to catch the corepoint without which he finds himself in a labyrinth of
tangled passages. Confusion is the result of incomprehension which
creates scare in the mind of the reader.

Division of paragraphs is done mainly to make the subject matter
easily comprehensible to the common reader. he word 'Brahman' is used
for the 'Absolute' or 'Parm1tma' to avoid the possible confusion or
discrepancy with 'Brahma' of the 'Hindu Trinity'. Further 'Self' here
signifies 'Parm1tma', which is none other than the 'Antar1tma' and
'self' or 'soul' indicates 'jivatma'.

The purpose of this book is not to showoff my wealth of knowledge
with flowery style and ornate vocabulary in multiple complex sentences,
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but to bring Vedanta philosophy nearer to common man by making it
comprehensible as far as possible. The number of the people who have
patience and inclination to read the books on sacred precepts or 's1stra'
and grasp the subject fully is really dwindling day by day. In general,
genuine readers have become rare species. Most of the readers have
developed the habit of acquiring books only to glance here and there
and add them to the number of books, they say, they have read. Infact
most of them don't even know what exactly the author wants to say, and
they don't have patience, if not talent to analyse what is written in the
book and grasp the subject matter. With incomplete knowledge of the
subject they begin to putforth loud arguments and shallow statements
with vogue-words like, "I say this", and "I say that" with little sense.
Usually their arguments have no reasonable logic and we don't find any
stability in their statements which are generally brittle. They cause only
headache to the listeners.

Similar to snacks, pamphlets and booklets are becoming the vogue
of the day. People are fond of such books which they can finish reading
while they commute in a city bus or even in coffee-time and discuss and
analyse them within minutes. That is the trend of the day. Books on sacred
precepts ('s1stra') or philosophy cannot be abridged to a pamphlet or
booklet level. The abridged form of any precept ('s1stra') or philosophy
becomes an iceberg to common man. It is only when the common man
is able to grasp the essence, the values and utility of any precept are
realised. Otherwise the books remain confined to racks in libraries and
get soiled and moldy forever.

This book is written not to make light of religious faith, or with
atheistic or materialistic view, or with fascination to western culture and
faith. It is done only with the aim of transforming our faiths to make
spiritual elevation possible in us. 'Ved1nta' is an endless ocean. This
is my humble effort to help the common man to grasp the idea and
various aspects of the Vision of Reality. The preface is just a brief of
what is given in various chapters of this book.

Upanishadic teachings and insights are the greatest source of
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inspiration and confidence for me in writing this book and also my other
books. Added to this, the teaching and writings of Ramakrishna
Paramahamsa, Ramana Maharishi, Swami Vivekananda, Swami
Abhedananda and other monks stirred my confidence and inspired me
by activating free flow of my thoughts. My indebtedness is also due to
some other writers whose books are no less invaluable as a source of
information and reference. The astrophysical information obtained from
various sources like books, news papers and journals is analysed,
abridged, and adapted to the needs of this book which is mainly
philosophical. I offer my obeisance and salutation to all of them in
thought, word and deed.                    (See Bibliography in appendix)

Reading is the fountain of knowledge and knowledge generates
ideas. Knowledge is power and ideas rule the world. Man who reads
is the man whi leads.

Let noble thoughts come from everyside. 'OM' is the source of
every noble thought.

4.2.2.15. Centre of the Universe
The universe is not linear. It is not long and narrow with one

dimension only. It is expanding all around in the Cosmos. The
expansion is still going on. Further there is the concept of many
universes. However, this argument is not favoured by many scientists.
The universe was formed with the big-bang. If there are many universes,
there should have been many big bangs. But there was only one
big-bang and so one universe. "Ekam Sat Vipra bahudha vadanti" (Rig
Veda 1-164-46). Brahman (Sat) is only one but He is worshipped in
many forms. Similarly the universe is only one but there are billions
of galaxies spread all around. Each galaxy looks as if it is the universe.
So it is said that the universe is one but it has many regions or
parts with their own specific characteristics. These regions are mistaken
for many parts of the universe.

Alan Guth a famous Cosmologist of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, America proposed a model of the universe. He said the
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universe started with the big-bang. Soon after the big-bang the universe
was in chaotic state. Owing to extreme temperature particles in the
universe must have moved with great speed. At that extreme
temperature level strong and weak atomic energies combined forming
one united electro magnetic energy. The universe expanded cooling the
temperature more and more, finally making the atomic energy particles
lose energy.

Direction changed and the symmetry of different energies was
disturbed or broken, just like water frozen into ice pieces loses
symmetry. Similarly the universe might have been broken into parts,
but having similar features. Alan Guth gave explanation to this : It is
possible to see that water is not solidified even though it is cooled to
0oC. Same thing might have happened in the universe. Even though the
temperature came down to less than critical value, the symmetry of
different energies might not have been broken. Therefore the universe
became more unstable creating very strong gravitational force which
produced the negative effect. As the universe was expanding already
this gravitational force increased the rate of expansion of the different
parts of the universe. As a result the particles of matter moved away
from one another and the universe continued to expand without any
particles of matter in extreme cold condition. Even though the parts
are not in order, they became symmetrical due to expansion. The folds
on a balloon disappear when it is filled with air. Similar is the
condition of the universe. The universe without any order in the
beginning (early stage) reached now smooth and uniform stage. The
present universe is singular and uniform. In the beginning there was
no uniform density in the universe and it varied from one stage to
another. This was the reason for the formation of galaxies and
ultimately for the evolution or creation of man. Density is quantity per
unit volume.

Where is the centre of the universe? Infact, there cannot be any
centre because the universe has been expanding on all sides. But one
of the 'Principal Puranas', 'Devi Bhagavatam' describes the centre of
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the universe. It says there are many universes called 'Brahmandas'.
Perhaps galaxies were mistaken for the universes. It adds that the
universe sprouted from the 'Great Sakti' or the Goddess of absolute
power. Who is the Goddess?

Brahman is 'Parama Atma', the Absolute Mind which is the
Supreme Self. Consciousness of the Absolute Mind is the Goddess of
Power. The Absolute Mind and the Absolute Power are not different,
because there cannot be any power (Sakti or Chaitanyam) without
Mind and the Mind without power becomes inactive. Brahman or
Paramatma Himself is 'Parasakti' (Absolute Power). The Absolute
Mind.

The whole creation (universe) is simply the manifestation of the
'Sakti' (power or energy). Science also says the force of gravitation,
electromagnetic force and atomic energy are the sources of creation.
These forces are the manifestations of the Supreme or the Absolute
Force (Power) – Par1sakti).

There is an anecdote in this regard in the Purana 'Devi
Bhagavatam'. On the instructions of Devi, the Supreme Goddess The
Triad (the Hindu Trinity of Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesvara) boarded a
plane and the plane moved on. On the way they found Indra and
Indra Loka. Not only that, they found another Triad of Brahma, Vishnu,
Mahesvaras. At last they reached 'Manidveepa' and found the
Absolute Goddess shining in dazzling brightness. Manidveepa is said
to be the highest of all giving shade to the whole world.

Where is this Manidveepa? Are there many Triads of Brahma,
Vishnu, Mahesvara? There is only one universe but billions of
galaxies. Galaxy is nothing but a large groups of stars. Science also
says that every star has a family of stars revolving round it as in the
solar system. Galaxy has a centre and around this centre star families
revolve. This galactic centre is always flooded with enormous bright
light which comes from the 'Galactic Sun'. The Vedic seers said that
the sun in the solar system is the reflection of the 'Galactic Sun'. The
'Galactic Sun' is not visible to us but we are getting his light through
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the sun in the solar system. Astrophysicists also are of the opinion
that there is the 'Galactic Sun'. The Vedic seers said that this Galactic
Sun is the universal Self and if we can get the vision of that Light,
our way to liberation will be clear.

Perhaps this splendid galactic centre was taken as Manidveepa,
the centre of the universe. Scientists also consider our Milky Way
Galaxy as the centre of the universe. But as the universe looks the
same on all sides, every galaxy appears as the centre of the universe.

This universe that we see today was once filled with a colour-
less fluid. It was called water, but not the water we know. Subtle
elements and gross elements were formed from this and became the
source of creation. The Earth evolved from plasma gas in the sun.

Plasma gas
!

Nebulae
!

Galaxies
!

Sun
!

Earth

All the planets and life forms including man evolved from the
five elements. According to Br. Upanishad (5-5-1) water is the seed of
the universe.

"1pa evedam agra 1suh".

In the beginning this water was in an undifferentiated form says
Sankara.

"1po b2ja – bh3t1 jagati vyak4tatman1 vasthitah".

In the beginning the universe was just water. That water
produced Satya – the real. Satya is Brahman, the true. Brahman
produced prajapati, Hira7 yagarbha Brahma and prajapati produced
gods. These gods meditate upon Satya alone the real. This name Satya
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consists of three syllables : 'Sa' is one syllable, 'Ti' is another syllable,
and 'Ya' is the third syllable. The first and the last syllables are truth;
in the middle syllable is untruth. This untruth is enclosed on both sides
by truth. Hence it partakes of the nature of truth itself one who knows
this is never hurt by untruth.

Now that which is Satya is that sun – the being who is in that
orb. 'The Galactic Sun' is looked upon as Satya, the Brahman, perhaps
symbolically and his reflection, the sun of the solar system as well.

4.2.2.16. Other Religions – Faith in Karma and Rebirth
The human form corresponds to the human will generally. Is

the individual bodily structure corresponds to the character, desires and
thoughts of the individual. Therefore the outer nature is nothing but
the expression of inner nature. This inner nature reincarnates or
expresses itself successively in varius forms, one after another. When
a man dies his individual ego or Jiva is not destroyed. It continues to
exist in an invisible form. It remains like a permanent thread stringing
together the separate lives by the law of cause and effect.

Swami Abhedananda says that the soul is contained in the
subtle body, which is like a water globule. It sprang from the ocean
of Reality and it contains the reflection of the unchangeable 'Light'
of intelligence. The water-globule-like subtle body sometimes remains
unmanifested and sometimes manifests itself in gross forms of
animal or human beings. It happens according to the desires and
tendencies that are ready to manifest. The thought, desire, or will
which is extremely strong during life time will become prediminant
at the time of death. It will mould the inner nature of the dying
person. The newly moulded inner nature will express in a new form.
The inner nature has the power of selecting such environments as will
help it in its way of manifestation.

Swami Abhedananda adds : The seeds of different trees select
from the common environment different materials and absorb and
assimilate different quantities of element. Similarly the newly moulded
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thought-body of the dying person will choose and attract such parts
from the common environments which are helpful to its manifestation.
Parents are only the principal parts of the environment of the
reincarnating individual. The newly moulded inner nature or subtle
body of the individual involuntarily chooses or is drawn unconsciously
to its suitable parents and will be born of them. This looks similar to
the Law of Natural selection. For example, one has a strong desire to
become an artist but he has not succeeded even after life-long
struggle. After the death of his physical body, he will be born of such
parents as will help him to become a great artist.

This whole process is expressed in the Eastern Philosophy by
the doctrine of the Re-incarnation of the individual soul. This is
generally rejected in the West, but it is accepted by the vast majority
of human beings of the present day as it was in the past. It was
believed by the philosophers, sages and prophets of different countries
in their way.

Buddhism : Buddha was born around 563 BC. When Vedic concepts
were beginning to lose their spiritual brilliance. Attention was being
given more to the outer form than the inner content. Rituals were
performed for the sake of ritual.

Buddha's immediate concern was human suffering and how to
overcome it. Apparently he was not concerned with God and soul. His
approach was empirical. So in the circumstances God did not figure
in Buddha's scheme of things. Buddha neither affirms nor denies the
existence of the soul which is the main subject of the Upanishads.
He tried to advise the people strongly to recognize the limits of
philosophy. He was pregmatic in his concern to alleviate suffering. He
said "Suffering has a cause and it can be suppressed and there is a
way to accomplish it". He laid down the law that desire was the root
of all evil and misery.

Though Buddha did not speak much of the soul he said that
life is a continuous process of flowing and death is not the end. It is
merely the beginning of another life. 'Nirvana' is not attained in one
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life, but it is possible. Man is not punished for his karma but by his
karma. Buddhism is a religion of hope. We find nothing more about
reincarnation in Buddhism.

The Tibetan 'Book of the Dead' : We find the Tibetan view in this
book. It gives an interesting account of what happens after the
individual dies. The book deals with the period which commences
immediately after death and ends with re-birth. It reflects more or less
the Buddhist view of life which consists of a series of successive
states of consciousness. The first state is birth-consciousness and the
last state is death-consciousness. We all know what happens to man
from the time he is born to the time he dies. The state in between is
called 'Bardo' or the intermediate state, which is divided into three
stages : when an individual dies his 'soul-complex' is discarnated
(having no physical body) and he sees the glimpses of 'Clear Light'. If
he recognises the light he is liberated. If he does so it means that he
is himself ripe for liberated state. If he does not, as it is common in
the case of mortals, it means he is so much attached to the worldly
matters. This is the first stage which may last for several days or just
for a brief moment.

Now comes the second stage. Here death consciousness is
recovered. The 'soul-complex' emerges from its experience of the
'Clear Light' into a state much like that of a dream. It is said that
the deceased during this stage is in the 'mayik' world (world of forms).
If liberation is attained it is with form (roopavan). The conscious of the
deceased finds two path ways : (1) A nirvanic line which symbolizes
certain divinities emanating from various dazzling colours. (2) A
'samsaric' line which consists of six lokas which give their 'poisons'
which are the sinful characteristics of their inhabitants. The six lokas
consist of 'devas', 'asuras', 'men', 'ghosts' (pretas), 'brutes' and 'hell'
respectively. The soul complex is charged or requested to seek
liberation and on the other hand, to avoid the particular loka (world)
which is presented together with the other lokas to the mental vision
of the deceased.
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If the 'soul-complex' chooses the 'nirvanic' line, it gets the
body of bliss and is accompanied by peaceful divinities. It happens on
the sixth or seventh day after death. From the eighth day onwards it is
followed by wrathful (extremely angry) divinities which terrify the
deceased. The deceased flees from them and sinks more and more
into such a state that eventually brings him birth in one or the other
of the lokas.

If the deceased is not previously liberated, about the fifteenth
day he seeks rebirth. His past life now becomes dim the 'soul-complex'
takes on the colour of the Loka in which it is destined to be re-born.

Now comes the third stage. If the deceased's karma leads him
to hell after judgement, he gets a subtle body which can not be injured
or destroyed, but severe pain is inevitable. But if his karma is good,
he goes to the world of devas (gods) or some other loka that befits
his past karma. However, neither heaven nor hell nor any other loka
is a permanent habitat for the 'soul-complex'. It is only on the earth
that one peforms karma which determines his future life.

According to the "Tibetan Book of the Dead", whatever the
period the 'soul-complex' spends in any loka if the lot of the deceased
is immediate rebirth on earth in human form, he sees visions of
mating men and women. If the deceased is to be reborn as a male, the
feeling of being a male comes upon him or if the deceased is to be
born as female, the feeling of being a female comes upon him.

At length the choice is made and the deceased passes out of
the 'bardo' dream world into the womb of flesh and blood and issues
out once more into the waking state of earth experience and birth
conscience. There is no breach of Consciousness, but a continuity of
transformation. Death is not the end but the beginning of another
cycle. As Dr. S. Radhakrishna says, there is no firm resting place for
man in this world of unresting change and eternal becoming.

This seems more or less similar to the Hindu view of life after
death.
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'SOCRATIC' Concept

Socrates, the Greek philosopher, was born in Athens in 469 BC
(some say 470 BC) and died in 399 BC. He came a hundred years
after Buddha. There was a great deal of intellectual traffic between
the great civilizations of the times. As such, Buddhist ideas might
have travelled to the Greek City state. There is considerable similarity
between Socratic concepts of the nature of the soul and its relationship
to the body and those of Indian philosophers.

The views of Socrates came to us in the form of 'Dialog'
between Socrates and his friends in the account given by Plato. The
'dialog' took place on the day Socrates was to take poison and die as
decreed by courts. Socrates was in the shadow of death when this
'dialog' took place. His views were made known not in theatrical
rhetoric but in the knowledge that in a few hours he would die. What
he says is remarkable for its clarity and insight. The conversaton
inevitably led to the meaning of death and nature of the soul. The
timing of the conversation was as much relevant to Socrates himself
as to his friends.

Socrates said that death was nothing more than the separation
of the soul from the body. After death, the soul separated from the
body existed by itself apart from the body. He said that the true
philosopher should be concerned not with the body, which was just a
prison but the soul which needed to be set free. We find echoes of
upanishadic wisdom here.

Socrates strongly held that it is impossible for the soul, in
the company of the body to know anything purely. He gave no
further  thought to the question of mastering the body as the Indian
Philosophers did. He believed that once man was rid of the body's
demands and was pure, he would know through his own self 'complete
uncontamination'.

Socrates held much contempt for the body and it was the key
to his own contempt for death. Death held no fear for him because
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he felt it as release from the bondage of the body. Death provided a
chance to the soul to be alone to communicate with God.

Socrates thought that when a man died the soul departed, but it
had some "power and sense". The souls of the dead went to Hades, in
Greek mythology the underworld and the abode of the spirits of the
dead. They continually arrived there from the world. At the same
time, the souls already in Hades were returning to the world. Socrates
said that this confirmed his view that the living were born from the
dead, no less than the dead from the living. He added that there
seemed to be sufficient proof that the souls of the dead must of
necessity exist some where, and from there they are born again.

The presumption was that souls were immortal but returned to
earth time and time again. Souls existed before they were in human
form apart from the bodies. When the souls returned to this world
they naturally had to function through bodies and that meant being
controlled by the senses as well. When a man dies the body is
dissolved and disappeared. But the soul, the 'unseen' part of man
goes to another place "noble and pure" and unseen like itself. The
soul does not perish when the body perishes.

If the soul was pure when it left the body, it could be free to
be associated for ever with gods. If it was polluted with desires
unfulfilled and pleasures unsatisfied it was likely to wonder about
restless among the tombs and graves. Its destiny was to wander until
such time it could once again enter into a body and carry on with
the desires and pleasures of a past life.

Socratic wisdom seems to be a compound of the teachings of
the upanishads and of Jainism and Buddhism. But this can only be
innferred. Nowhere in the 'dialogs' does Socrates refer to other
philosophies. If ever he did so, it was not recorded. But like
Buddha and the Vedic seers, he orders men to be wise enough to
keep themselves away from bodily desires. While Socrates is close to
the upanishadic seers in finding the relation between body, soul and
rebirth, we donot find any methodology in his observations. Socratic
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observations seem credible but they are incomplete. Like any other
system, Socrates also has his own concepts of what happens to the
soul after a man dies.

He says, that a guardian spirit is allotted to the soul of each
man. When a man dies and his spirit is released, the guardian spirit
takes charge of his soul and leads to a certain place. There they must
first stand their trial and then move on to the House of Hades under
guidance of the spirit. The guidance of the spirit was absolutely
necessary as there were many breaks and branches on the road of
Hades. The wise and decent soul had no difficulty in making the
journey to Hades. There it found itself in the company of like-souls.
But the unpurified soul suffered along the way and had to be dragged
along. But no soul stayed in Hades forever. In due course, the time
came to return to the world.

Socrates gives a highly imaginative picture of the soul's journey
to Hades, of the rivers it has to cross, like Acheron, the River of
Pain, Pyriphlegethon, the River of Burning Fire, Stygian, the River of
Hate and Wailing. There were also lakes like Acherusian to which
came the souls of the dead to remain there for certain time. Then
there a chasm (deep opening in the earth) into which those who had
committed of violence were thrown.

However, Socrates is careful to point out that things may not
happen exactly as he had described. He said to his listeners that no
sensible person would rely on things such as he had described. But it
was just possible that something along the lines he had suggested,
could happen to the souls. Socrates did not demand his listeners to
believe what he said explecitly.

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS :

Swami Abhedananda says that the scientific explanation of the
theory of Reincarnation of the individual soul is found nowhere
except in the writings of the Hindus. Still it appears that from very
ancient times it was believed by the philosophers, sages and prophets
of different countries.
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The ancient civilization of Egypt was built upon a crude form
of the doctrine of Reincarnation. The Egyptians proposed the theory
that human soul is imperishable, and when any one dies the body is
destroyed but the soul enters into some other creature that may be
ready to receive it.

Pythagoras and his disciples spread this idea through Greece
and Italy. It was also the keynote of Plato's philosophy which says
that souls are continually born again and again into this life. It was
the fundamental principle of Persian, Religion. Alexander the Great
accepted this idea after coming into contact with the Hindu
philosophers. It was a favourite theory of the Arab philosophers and
many Mohammedan Sufis. The Jews also adopted it after the
captivity of the Jews in Babylon in the 6th Century B.C.

Philo of Alexandria, a contemporary of Jesus Christ preached
among the Hebrews the Platonic idea of the pre-existence and rebirth
of human souls. Jesus was believed by many to be the reappearance
of some other prophet. (Ref. Matt XVI, 14; also XVII 12 in the
Bible). King Solomon says : "It is because I was good I came into an
undefiled body". Cabala, the Jewish mystical tradition says that
Abel's soul passed into the body of Seth and then into that of
Moses. This belief or doctrine was known as transmigration and
Metempsychosis, which began to take root in Judaism, the religion of
the Jews. It gained believers even among men who were not inclined
towards Mysticism. This doctrine offered vast field to mystic
speculations which incourse of time were often appended to their
psychological system. According to them the absolute condition of the
soul is its return after developing all perfections. The germs of
perfection are eternally implanted in it and finally it returns to the
Infinite Source from which it emanated. Therefore another term of
life must be granted to those souls which have not fulfilled their
destiny here below and have not been sufficiently purified for the
state of union with the Original Cause of Source. This process of
reinhabition in a new body continues till the soul is able to ascend in
a purified state through repeated trials of reinhabitation. This simply
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means that all souls are subject to transmigration. This doctrine of
metempsychosis was interpreted as the justice of God. This doctrine
of metempsychosis failed to answer the question why God permits
the wicked to lead a happy life while many good (righteous) struggle
in misery. That too, the infliction of pain upon children would be an
act of cruelty unless it is imposed in punishment of sin committed
by the soul in a previous state.

The custom of the ancient Jews and some other nations sees
a proof of the doctrine of metempsychosis or transmigration for the
following reasons. "God in His mercy decided to give another trial to
the soul which had committed such a capital sin as murder, adultery
etc; Further when a man dies young, his soul should be given a chance
to do good deeds which it had notime to do in the previous life.
The soul of the wicked sometimes passes into another body in order
to receive its deserved punishment here itself in this world because
it would be much more severe in the other world".

Christianity also is not free from this belief. Some Church
Fathers like Origen believed in it. They say that Divine providence
disposes each according to his tendency, mind and disposition. The
idea of Reincarnation spread very fast among the early Christians.
However it was suppressed by a law in the Council of Constantinople
in 538 A.D. However, in the seventeenth century some of the
platonists of Cambridge accepted the idea of rebirth. Platonist is a
follower of the Greek Philosopher Plato (died in 347 BC). Many
German philosophers of the middle ages and also of present days
supported the doctrine of Rebirth. Scientists like Huxley have supported
this doctrine of Reincarnation. Prof. Huxley said, "None but hasty
thinkers will reject it one the ground of inherent absurdity. Like the
doctrine of evolution itself, that of transmigration has its roots in the
world of reality" ("Evolution and Ethics" P 61).

Some theological leaders have preached it. The eminent German
Theologian Dr. Julius Muller confirms this doctrine in his work on
"The Christian Doctrine of Sin". Emerson also supports the idea of
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Reincarnation in his essay on 'Experience', we wake and find
ourselves on a stair. There are stairs below us which seem to have
ascended; there are stairs above us many a one, which go upward and
out of sight.

Almost all the poets of different countries profess it. It is said
that traces of faith in the rebirth of souls are found in the tribes of
Africa, Asia, North and South America. Further majority of the
population of Asia believe in the doctrine of Reincarnation, and
through it they give a satisfactory explanation of the problems of
life. As such, it appears that there is no religion which denies the
continuity of the individual soul after death.

Ofcourse there are also some who don't believe in Reincarna-
tion. They try to explain the inequalities and diversities in the world
by one-birth theory or by hereditary transmission. It is a fact that
neither the theory of one-birth nor hereditary transmission does not
give the purpose of life. The purpose of human life is the acquirement
of wisdome and experience. They cannot explain way some children
die young.

Swami Abhedananda speaks of the Christian dogma based on
the one-birth theory, in his book on Reincarnation. "The dogma tells
us that the child which dies soon after its rebirth is sure to be saved
and will enjoy eternal life and everlasting happiness in heaven. The
Christians who really believe in this dogma ought to pray to their
heavenly Father for the death of their children immediately after their
birth." The one-birth theory says that we come here for the first and
last time.

Now we come to two great religions : Judaism and Zorastria-
nism. Christianity and Mohammedanism are the descendants of
Judaism. Judaism is the religion of the Jews and Zorastrianism is the
religion of Persia (present Iran).

They uphold the one-birth theory. They don't open their eyes
to the absurdity and unreasonableness of this theory and believe that
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human souls are created out of nothing at the time of the birth of their
bodies. They have also a belief that human souls continue to exist
forever either to suffer or to enjoy because of the deeds performed
during the short period of their life in this world.

This is the theory of predestination. It makes God partial and
unjust. If God created human souls out of nothing, could He not make
all souls equally good and happy? Why should some suffer while
others enjoy life? Such a partial God is worse than a tyrant. How can
He be worshipped? Some try to explain this injustice by saying that
all good things of this world are the work of God, and all evil things
are the work of Satan.

Even this argument is not logical. Good and evil are two relative
terms and one exists on the other. Good cannot exist without evil
because we don't understand what good is and if there is only good,
we don't know what evil is? So good and evil must have been
created at the same whether it is by God or Satan. As such it has to
be admitted that the Creators of good and evil sat together at the same
time to create this world which is a mixture of good and evil. So both
of them are equally powerful and limited by each other. Hence neither
of them is infinite or omnipotent. We cannot say God, the Almighty.

Vedanta says that nothing is destroyed in the universe. There is
nothing like complete annihilation in the universe. If one form is
destroyed, it comes back in another form. Even scientists do not accept
complete annihilation. They say "non-existence can never become
existence and existence can never become non-existence". If we put it
in other way, that which did not exist can never exist and that which
exists in one form or other can never become non-existent. It is the
Law of Nature.

So Vedanta says that we all have impressions (Samskaras)
together with powers. They remain with us in some form or other.
Our bodies may change but the powers (Karma or Samskaras or
impressions) remain in us in an unmanifested form. As science also
tells us, "that which remains in an unmanifested or potential state
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must at some time or other be manifested in actual form". Therefore
we get bodies sooner or later. As Bhagavad Gita puts it, birth must be
followed by death and death must be followed by birth.

Beginning, continuing and ending depend entirely upon our
conception of time. It is a known fact that time has no absolute
existence. It is only a form of our knowledge of our own existence
in relation to that of nature. The conception of time vanishes at death.
Same thing happens every night when we are in sound sleep. Death
is similar to the state of sound sleep and the soul wakes up from
the sleep of death. Nature teaches us the great lesson of death and
rebirth. The insects wake up in spring after a long rigid sleep in winter.
Some insects sleep in the bed of a Cocoon spun by itself in autumn
and wake up as butterflies in spring. So also the soul wakes up some
time after death and manufactures the garment of a new body. It is
just as we put on new clothes after throwing away the old and worn-
out ones.

Thus the soul continues to manifest itself over and over again
either on human plane or any other plane of existence. As the poets
say, death has no power to stay the immortal soul. When its present
body turns to clay it seeks a fresh home with unlessened might and
with life and light. The soul is still the same, only the figure is lost.

Some people deny the existence of the soul in the past simply
because they cannot remember the events of their past. They say
that we are not the same beings if we do not remember the past
because memory is the standard of life. Vedanta rejects these ideas
and says that it is possible for us to remember the past lives. The
18th aphorism of the third chapter of Patanjali's "Yoga Aphorisms"
says, "By perceiving the impressions (Samskaras) one acquires the
knowledge past lives".

"Each experience that we have, comes in the form of a wave in
the Chitta, and this subsides and becomes finer and finer, but is never
lost. It remains there in minute form and if we can bring this wave up
again, it becomes memory. So, if the Yogi can make a 'Samyama' on
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these past impressions in the mind, he will begin to remember all his
past lives".

'Samyama' is simply a technical term which describes the three-
fold process by which the true nature of an object is known. "When a
man can direct his mind to any particular object and fix it there, and
keep it there for a long time, separating the object from the internal
part, this is 'Samyama'; or Dh1rana, Dhyana and Samadhi, one
following the other, and making one. The form of the thing has
vanished and only its meaning remains in the mind". 'Dh1rana'
(concentration) is holding the mind on to particular object. 'Dhyana'
(meditation) is an unbroken flow of knowledge in that object. When
that, giving up all forms, reflects only the meaning, it is Samadhi.
Samadhi is a state of Dhyana when the mind is concentrated on a
thing, for example a book, perceiving only the internal sensations, the
meaning unexpressed in any form. (Fourth Aphorism in the third
chapter).

However this does not mean all 'yogis' can achieve 'Samyama'
and acquire the memory of their past lives. It is not that easy. Further,
there are many 'so-called 'yogis' who are good for nothing. Here the
Samsk1ras mean the impressions of the experiences in the past lives
which lie dormant in our conscious self and are never lost. Memory
is only the rising of latent impressions. A Rajayogi can remember all
the events of his past life through powerful concentration upon these
dormant impressions of the subconscious mind. A perfect yogi can
know his past lives and also the past lives of others. It is said that
Buddha remembered five hundred of his previous lives.

Our conscious self or the subconscious mind is the store house
of all the impressions that we gather through our experiences during
our life time. The subconscious mind is the same as 'Chitta'. It is the
store house of all impressions and experiences. These impressions
remain latent until favourable conditions rouse them and bring them
out on the plance of consciousness. We can see the movie in a dark
movie-house. When powerful sunlight falls on the screen through an
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open door, we cannot see the pictures on the screen. Though they are
invisible to our eyes, the pictures exist there on the screen. The events
of our previous lives exist on the screen of our of subconscious
mind. They are invisible to us because the subconscious mind and our
physical sense-consciousness subdue them. These events or impressions
are the chief factors in moulding our individual characters with which
we are born. These cause the inequalities and diversities which we find
around us.

But memories of our past lives may bring distress, misery or
suffering and we become restless and unhappy. So it is a great blessing
in disguise that we cannot recollect our past lives. However, when
man reaches the highest point of spiritual development, the all-knowing
Divine Self will manifest through him. Space and time will disappear
and past and future will come into the present. There will be no
misery or restlessness. He will become a perfect yogi like Sri Krishna
who can recollect hundreds of his lives in the past and see hundreds
more of his future lives.

FAITH IN REBIRTH IN SOME OTHER RELIGIONS :

1. Judaism : Moses was the first prophet of this religion. The
Laws attributed to Moses are listed in the Pentateuch – Mosaic
Law. Pentateuch means the first five books of the Old
Testament traditionally ascribed to Moses. Judaism is the religion
of the Jews. Jews also believe that rebirth depends on the
karma of the individual. They have faith in resurection also.
Resurection is the act of rising from the dead like Jesus Christ.
However, Jews donot seem to have any specific opinion of
Heaven and Hell and rebirth. Religion leaders expressed
different opinions. The idea of Heaven and Hell looks like an
opinion formed in the later days, but it is not specific. Their
God is Jehova.

2. Zorastrianism : This is perhaps the oldest after the vedic
religion. It was the religion of old Persia which is now Iran.
Persians are now very few and they are now a scattered
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community. Zend Avesta is their oldest and holy book. Zend
means interpretation of the Avesta and Avesta means sacred
writings. Zorastrianism seems to have influenced Judaism,
Christianity and Islam. Zoraster or Zora Thustra is their prophet.
Before Zoraster Persians worshipped many gods and performed
rites and rituals. Zoraster the founder of the religion in the
6th Century BC. Preached the dualistic religious system based
on the concept of a conflict between a spirit of light and good
and a spirit of darkness and evil. Ahura Mazda was their
Supreme God and the creator of the world. Persians say their
land was the land of the Aryans. Even today after Centuries of
Islam, the influences of Aryan thought are not altogether effaced.
As in India, they worshipped 'Fire' and this along with many
other points, signify the common religion of the Indo-Aryans. In
the later Avesta, the Supreme God is the sole creator but his
attributes of the good spirit, righteousness, power, piety, health,
immortality become personified as the "Immortal Holy Ones".
Heaven and Hell are not referred to as specific places. They are
said to be imaginative creations of man.

The views on soul, death and rebirth are not clear. Zoraster
reaches the conception of a single spiritual God, Ahura Mazda, in
whom the principle of good is personified. The evil principle is
embodied in Ahriman. The whole creation is a combat between the
two. The two principles strive eternally in life and in this struggle
men take part. Man is responsible for his actions, good or bad. If he
struggles against evil, confesses God and cares for the purity of his
body and soul, then after four periods of three thousand years each,
total 12000 years, a time shall arrive for the final victory of good
over evil. Then the general resurrection of the dead and the last
Judgement will take place. Man is assured of his place among the
saved and the righteous. Nothing more is said about the soul, death and
rebirth. The final Judgement, also known as the Judgement Day is
believed to be the time when the world ends and all the dead people
come back to life so that every one can be judged by God for the
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way they lived their lives on Earth. Till then the spirits of all the dead
people stay at a certain place of which nothing is said.

Varuna, a god common both to Indians and Persians, is believed
to keep the world in order and is the embodiment of truth and order
which are binding on mankind. Varuna is Ahura Mazda for the
Persians.

Buddhism : There is no place for the eternal soul in this religion.
But it says there is rebirth and death is not the end of life. There
will be liberation (Nirvana) or rebirth. Karmas in this life become
the cause for the next birth. People who do Karmas without desire
will get liberation. Karmas done with desires become the cause for
rebirth. There is no mention of Heaven and Hell. Budha is not
concerned with God but only with human suffering. Buddhism does
not accept eternal Self, but then how can there be rebirth? While
rejecting eternity of the Self it seems to accept the continuity of the
individual soul. Buddha says that the flame of a lamp signifies the
continuity of the individual soul. A lamp (light) lights another light,
though it itself is extinguished.

Similarly the knowledge (wisdome) at the moment of death
becomes the wisdom at the moment of rebirth, according to Buddha.
It means that the process of birth and rebirths moves on like an
unbroken chain.

Jainism : Jainism is slightly different form Buddhism. As in
Hinduism, Jainism also says the individual soul is not destroyed with
the physical body. The individual gets rebirth immediately after death
and the rebirth will be according to the karmas in perevions birth.
Absence of desires and attachments leads to rebirth as a human
beings. Evil desires and greediness will become the cause for beastly
nature or for becoming a beast in human form.

Christianity : Christianity has roots in Judaism. It is the largest
religion in the Western Countries. For about three centuries the
British Empire was spread to many countries in the world and
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Christian religion came into contact with the religions of those
countries. We see the influence of those religions on Christianity
atleast to some extent. Indian Christianity can be taken as an example.
Devotion is the main aspect of this religion. Mainly Christianity
believes that there is only one God and He is formless. But in course
of time a faith developed that God has form. Wisdom, Mind and
thinking power are said to be His attributes. He is the Holy Spirit.

God is only one, but internally He is three forms merged into
one. The combination is called Trinity. In Christianity, the Holy Trinity
is the existence of God in three forms (the 'Father', the 'Son' and the
Holy Spirit) that are part of a single being. Trinity simply means
three in one, a triad. This looks similar to the concept of Triad in
Hinduism. Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesvara. Infact, they are not three
different Gods but three phases or forms of one called @0vara the
reflection of formless Brahman or M1ya. @0vara (not Siva) is Saguna
Brahman, Brahman with attributes.

Jesus is the Lord in this religion. Jesus is the Son of God
anointed as prophet in this world. Christians believe in resurrection of
Jesus. Resurrection is not rebirth. It is Christ's rising from the dead.
Christianity believes that the 'soul' (!tma) is eternal. So some Christian
thinkers believe that it was not Christ that rose from the dead but
his Spirit. Christianity accepts the doctrine of rebirth. There are three
theories in this connection : 1) The Day of Judgement, 2) Resurrection
of the dead, 3) The assignment of Hell or Heaven according to the
'Karma' of the individual.

It is said that only the soul is eternal and not the body. Only
the bodies kept pious are resurrected. Further, there is a strong faith
that the resurrected will become divine messengers. Birth and death
are an endless process in this world. Where do the dead stay until
the last Judgement Day? Who are those that are born everyday? For
this reason, the Judgement Day is conceived in two forms : The last
Judgement Day and the perpetual (day-to-day or routine) Judgement
day. The last Judgement Day will be at the time of dissolution of
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the world and the perpetual Judgement is routine and concerned with
the individuals. Rebirth is the result of this perpetual Judgement. As
already mentioned, Christianity accepts rebirth. It is believed that
those who do good deeds go directly to heaven. Those who commit
evil will in course of time repent and become pious and reach God.
There is no mention anywhere of the life after death and the nature of
rebirth.

Does the Bible says that heaven and hell are specific regions?
The Bible says, "But by 'Paradise' is meant angel-like existence,
where no marriages are contracted and where there is an eternal life
of bliss." So it is clear that heaven is not a specific region. It is a state
of life where there are no attachments and it is one of unending bliss
in the faith in, and service of God. Similar is Ramanuja's theory of
devotion.

Birth of Jesus, his life and his crucifixion form the core dot
of Christian religion. Is the second advent of Jesus Christ fact?
Born about two thousand years ago, Jesus preached and died and
after resurrection he left for the abode of his Father. Is he expected
to return to this world? If so, when?

Second Advent of Jesus Christ on Earth : Jesus explained
his second advent on earth in a spiritual way. He said, that would be
the end of the world. But nobody knows when that second advent
will be. Only God (Father) knows. The Bible says, "But in those days,
after the tribulation, the sun will be darkened, and moon will not
give its light, and the stars will be falling from heaven, and the
powers in the heavens will be shaken. And then they will see the
Son of man coming in clouds with great power and glory. And then
he will send out the angels and gather his elect from the four winds,
from the ends of the earth to the ends of heaven." (Mark 13-24 to 28).

Such unexpected natural disasters like earth quakes, cyclones
like Tsunamis occur now and then. Basing on these happenings some
persons have the habit of spreading topsy-turvy reports that it is going
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to be the end of the world and frighten the people. Such fears make
the people run helter-skelter in stupidity.

The ideal in the second advent of Jesus Christ can be understood
if we grasp the ideas related to this in the Old Testament. The Jews
divided the history of their 'safety' into two parts, the present and the
future. In between, there will be the God's Day or the last Day. It was
their strong faith which was formed due to their experiences in life.
In about 587 B.C. the Jews migrated to Babylonia and lived there in
slavery for about forty years. They had a strong faith that they were
specially selected by God and so there would be an end to their
slavery. They looked forward for God's Judgement.

According the book of Daniel in the Bible, on that 'Last Day'
good people will rise from the dead and evil people will be punished.
So the last days will be good for the good people. However, we see
many such people suffer in misery in life. But the present life is not
the end. It is only a continuation. So the miseries of virtuous people
will have a good result at the end. That which is called God's Day
is this Last Day. Who ever follows the divine command of Jesus will
get God's Judgement.

That is the second advent of Jesus and that is also the end
of the world. This message of Jesus Christ is to be followed by
everybody, says the Bible. Church Fathers ask the people not to
spread unnecessary scare among the public about the end of the world.

Islam : Islam is a religion founded and spread by a prophet.
It is the religion of the Muslims, a monotheistic faith regarded as
revealed through Muhammad as the Prophet of Allah. This is the
most modern of all the religions we have seen so far. Muhammad
(570-632 AD) is the Prophet of Islam. 'Islam' means surrendering
one's will and intellect to God. Islam starts with the creation of man
and this creation culminates on the day of Judgement.

The influence of Judaism, Zorastrianism and Christianity is
very much found on Islam. Islam accepts Moses and Jesus as
prophets. But it rejects the idea that Jesus is the son of God and
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also it does not accept the concept of Trinity. Prophet Muhammad at
the age of forty (610 AD) heard the divine message through Jibrail
Gabriel the messenger. While he was in meditation in a cave of
Mt. Hiro, Muhammade heard the divine message. He preached that
message at different times and at different places, and that is called
the Quran, the holy book of Islam. Allah is God in Islam and the
God's message is the Quran. It is a strong faith in Islam that the
Quaran contains the words of God.

Prophet Muhammad was not educated so it is believed that he
must have preached the words of God at different places and the
Quran contains all those preachings. Later in 645-656 AD all those
preachings were put in order in a book form as per the instructions
of caliph Utuman and that is what we see as Quran today. The Quran
contains 114 chapters and each chapter is called 'Sura'. There are
aphorisms in each chapter and these aphorisms are called 'Ayutu'.
Islam believes that on the day of Judgement, trumpet will be sounded
by the angel Israfil and the dead will rise from their grave to stand
before the Judgement throne of God. They will be judged according to
their deeds (karma) in this world and will be sent to Hell or Heaven.

In Judaism and Christianity we find belief in Heaven and Hell.
This faith is very much different in Islam. Heaven and Hell are
believed to be specific places. They are described in the Quran. This
looks more or less similar to the descriptions of Hell given in
Garuda Purana of the Hindus. Eblis is the Lord of Hell. He has many
companies or attendants.

In Islam faith means belief in Allah. Allah is the only one. He
has no birth and he has not given birth to anybody. Men and this
world are formed according to the will of Allah. Man is created with
free will and it is his duty to surrender his free will to Allah. Rigid
rules are laid down regarding Islamic way of life. Islam shows faith
in the 'Tora' of the Jews and the Gospels of Jesus Christ. But 'Quran'
is the holiest of all according to the followers of Islam. 'Quran' means
getting byheart and it is a tradition in Islam.
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Allah is believed to be omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient,
but not immanent in allthings and man. There are no other gods,
but Islam believes in the messengers of God who are said to be a
bridge between man and God. There is no gender difference in the
messengers of God. They donot eat and they don't drink. They have
no free will. Allah is supreme and very much superior to men. He
cannot be seen or apprehended because He is imperceptible to the
senses. Even Prophet Muhammad could not get direct contact with
Allah. He had a vision of the Heaven in his state of 'Miraj' (620 AD).
'Miraj' means asension. It is the second leg of the Prophets miraculous
journey one night from Mecca to Jerusalem. It was on this night that
the Prophet was taken to God (to the highest point) – a vision. On
this night the five  time daily prayer was ordained to Muhammad's
followers. Islam is not only against idolatry but also against the
doctrine of incarnation. It is also against Pantheism because Allah is
essentially transcendental. Islam says that everybody has to wait for
the Judgement day and there cannot be any liberation before the
Judgement.

Islam believes that there are 'Jinns' who are inferior to God's
messengers. Jinn's are said to be very clever. They can move in human
form or animal form and show their power on human beings. It is said
that they were created from fire. Further it is believed that some
Jinns are good and some are bad. Incantations, occult practices and
pilgrimages are a part of Islamic religion. Mere faith without its
corresponding action is dead. This is the principal doctrine of Islam.
Hinduism also speaks of the same. Vedanta without action (practice)
becomes a dead theory.

The teaching of the Prophet are embodied in the 'Five Pillars of
Islam".

1) They must worship Allah five times a day.

2) Strict fasting should be observed during the month of
Ramzan from sunrise to sunset.

3) They should go to Macca on Pilgrimage.
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4) Everyone should give Zakat which means helping the poor
or obligatory charity.

5) Everybody should utter 'Kalima' which means a sentence
from 'Quran'. "Allah has the power to do all that he wills.
Worship your Lord who created you and those before you".
(Quran 2-21,22)

A sixth pillar was added to these five pillars. It is called
'Jihad' which means that every follower of Islam should be ready to
sacrifice themselves for the sake of Allah Quran (5-5) says that a holy
war should be undertaken by Muslims against unbelievers. It was
aimed only to save their religion and not to become fanatic. Fanatic is
a person filled with excessive and often misguided enthusiasm for
something. A Jihad can also be spiritual against the evil in yourself.

There is no caste system in Islam and also there are no
priests. One who leads in prayers is called Imam who is supposed to
succeed Muhammad as leader of Islam. We find no specific mention
of rebirth or life after death. Nobody gets death without Allah's
consent. The term of life of every person is predetermined. However,
sometimes Allah being all powerful, may take back His order. This is
called the theory of destiny, the predetermined course of events.

Modern thinkers oppose this theory. They say that the Firstman
was created at a point of time and before that he had no existence of
his own. Hence man's soul is not eternal and man remains in a state
of suspended animation till the time of resurrection. So when the
soul is not eternal, the question of rebirth does not arise. Thus life
after death remains a mystery. Some modern thinkers oppose the idea
of state of life after death and also Heaven and Hell as specific places.
Dr. S.M. Iqbal regards Heaven and Hell as stages of man's progress
and decline. ("The Reconstruction of Religious thought in Islam" by
Dr. S.M. Iqbal, Pages 113, 116 and 117)

Though there is no caste system in Islam, there are many sub-
sects, but in India we are concerned with two major sects, namely Sunni
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and Shia. There is really no difference in the articles of creed or five
pillars of Islam. The real difference lies in the status and position of
Ali, the son-in-law of the Prophet. Ali was wedded to the daughter of
Prophet Muhammad. But setting this fact aside, he has risked his life
for the Prophet and was a valiant and a faithful follower of the
Prophet. Ali was declared the fourth Caliph, but he was killed when
he was praying in the mosque at Kufa. Later Ali's sons, Hasan and
Hussam were also killed. The followers of Ali are now called Shias.

The real point of difference between the Sunnis and Shias is with
regard to Imam. The Shias believe that the Prophet Muhammad has
initiated a cycle for the continuing guidance of the community in the
person of Imam. This Imam is invested with the qualities of inspired
interpretation of the Qmam. The first Imam was Ali who belonged to
the family of the Prophet and inherited the spiritual abilities from the
Prophet. As such he was the real leader and infallible interpreter of
the Quran.

Sufism is the mystical core of Islam. The heart, the self and the
soul are the three central concepts of Sufi psychology. Sufism says,
"Any one who considers comprehensive human development important
will find the related answer intrinsically interesting. What is Sufism?
Sufism is a "state of mind" that has given the world 'The Rubaiyat'
(Omar Khayyam). 'What is being a Sufi? The answer is, "Giving up
comforts and trying to carry out efforts. That is the practice of the Sufi."

"Men's eyes are closed, like blinded mill – oxen,
 Seeking like ants under a reversed cup...
 You have not done what your forebear did –
 Yet you want to be like them. Knock on the Door"

– Omar Khayyam

The origins of the Sufis have never been traced or dated. Sufis
themselves don't take much interest in such researches. They are
content to pointout their own thought in different regions and periods.
Though commonly mistaken for a Muslim sect, the Sufis are at home
in all religions. They call Islam the "shell" of Sufism because they
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believe Sufism to be the secret teaching with in all religions.
According to Ali el Hujwiri, an anthoritative Sufi Writer, the Prophet
Muhammad himself said, "He who hears the voice of the Sufi people
and does not say 'aamin' (Amen – meaning 'so be it') is recorded in
God's presence as one of the heedless."

Sufism is not a sect or a cult or religion. It has been referred
to as "the science of man", but it is more than a science. It is not a
therapy or a social movement. It is described as 'a body of knowledge'.
Well-known personages from the Sufi tradition include Omar Khayyam,
Sir Richard Burton, Jalaluddin Rumi (thirteenth-century saint). Several
million Sufis have attained equal status to those better known, but
have remained anonymous. It is said many are alive today.

Sufism is a rich mystical tradition that arose in the Middle
East. It is a tradition that promotes an experience of life through
dealing with life and human relations. Instead of presenting a body
of thought in which one must believe certain things and reject others,
Sufis try to provoke the experience in a person. Why provoke or
develop experience instead of teaching dogmatic principles or
processes? The Sufis assert that knowledge comes before ritual.
Rituals may become out worn and may not function as intended when
practised by communities for which they are not intended. Sufis
believe that, if rituals are specially developed psychological methods,
only those, who have the knowledge that lies behind them, can confirm
whether they are still functional. Hence priority is given to over
feeling or belief. While some systems often strive for ecstasy alone,
Sufis insist that all kinds of emotions are harmful to spiritual
perceptions. However, some believe that extreme emotionality must
be better than anything else. Sufis state that there are three stages in
mystical experience and one must not attempt the development of one
stage before attaining one before it.

The essense of Sufism is the Teacher, the teaching and the
Taught (disciples). The Teaching operates as one integral, although
hidden, force in life. So does Sufism and it is ultimately and always
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under direction of the 'Teacher of the Age'. But Sufism is still so
widely misunderstood and so rarely acknowledged. It will not yield to
conventional methods of investigation.

What is being a Sufi? Giving up comforts and trying to carry
out efforts. That is the practice of the Sufi.

The path is not other than the service of the people.

Love becomes perfect only when it transcends itself becoming
one with its object, producing Unity of Being.

Halls and Colleges and learned discourses, what advantage are
they when the wise heart and seeing eye are absent?

"You who are unmoved by others' suffering, are not entitled to
the name of man."

"While mankind remains a mere baggage in the world, it will be
swept along, as in a boat, asleep. What can they see in sleep?"

"A man, having never seen water is thrown blindfolded into it
and feels it. When the bandage is removed, he knows what it is. Until
then he only knew it by its effect."

"Traces of Sufi-doctrine exist in every country; in the dream of
the ignorant and of the learned; in the shade of ease and the hardship
of the desert."

"Sufism is truth without form."

This is what the essence of Sufism says.

Swami Ranganathananda says, "The influence of the Upanishads
on Indian Islam has not been very profound in the past. Even though
Sufism, the mystical offshoot of Islam, owes much to the Upanishads,
Islam as a whole, which has been generally hostile to its own offshoot
as to all non-islamic faiths, has remained largely unaffected."

"Prophet Muhammad was a deep lover of God and man. And
he has breathed this double love into the Quaran. The following three
verses singing the glory of God can be found repeated in any
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number of verses in the Vedas and the Upanishads. The opening verses
of the Quran possess rare spiritual majesty."

"(We commence) with the name of God,
 The most Merciful (to being with),
 The most Merciful (to the end)."

"All praise belongs to God,
 lord of all the worlds,
 The most Merciful (to begin with),
 The most Merciful (to the end)."

"Master of the day of Judgement,
 Thee alone do we serve,
 And Thee alone do we ask for help."

"Guide us on the right path,
 The path of those upon whom be thy blessings,
 Not of those upon whom be (Thy) wrath,
 Nor of those who are lost."

"The Quran contains specific mention that salvation is not the
monopoly of the Muslims. (Verse 62 of Chapter 2)."

"The Quran insists that the only condition to be fulfilled to
obtain divine mercy is good life and good deeds and not subscription
to a creed. (Verse 177. Chapter 2)."

"The Prophet had set a high example of tolerance and respect in
his dealings with non-Muslims. Verse 256 of Chapter 2 of the Quran
upholds religious toleration and fellowship."

"These and other similar verses of the Quran proclaim truths
which are eternal and universal; they constitute, in the language of
Indian spiritual tradition, the 'Sruti' content of Islam. This is Islam as
a path of God. There is also another aspect of Islam as a way of life
in society. This constitutes the large 'Sm4ti' content in the Quran, the
group of ideas and values which the Prophet gave to his people to
weld them into an an Arab nation. This is of limited application, as it
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constitutes its personal laws and social rules and regulations – all
those elements that form the socio-political contentof a religion."

(These excerpts are taken from Swami Ranganathananda's book
"The Message of Prophet Muhammad".)"

"Some Muslim thinkers have made a distinction between Islam
and Muhammadanism and they have preferred the word Islam to
Muhammadanism. Islam is a more universal concept than Muhamma-
danism, the truths taught in it being impersonal in origin. This is the
meaning of 'Sruti' in the Hindu or the Sanatana Dharma tradition of
India. The sages of the Upanishads, or of the 'Srutis' (the Vedas) were
only discoverers of eternal truths which can be rediscovered at
anytime. But Muhammadanism refers to a person as the sanction for
the teachings it expounds. Without the personal founder, the teachings
cannot stand. Such teachings constitute the 'Smriti' dimension of a
religion which is limited by place, time and history. The Hindus
consider their Bhagavad Gita as a 'Smriti' in form though 'Sruti' in
content, since it deals with ethical and spiritual truths only and not
social rules and regulations.

"In the Hindu tradition, unlike in all other religious traditions,
there is clear distinction between its 'Sruti' and its Smriti elements.
The 'Sruti' for the body of eternal and impersonal truths is valid for
all times and peoples. And the 'Smriti' stands for the temporal and the
local elements; and because they are temporal and local, they cannot
be universal. Hinduism emphasizes that they need to be changed age
after age, in response to changing socio-economic conditions. The
'Sruti' is represented by the Vedas generally and by the Upanishads
particularly. They contain truths of the spiritual dimension of life
discovered by different sages, among whom were many women also.
These truths, like any truth about the physical world, are eternal and
are capable of being re-discovered by any human being equipped with
moral purity and mental penetration. Among these truths are the
innate divinity of man, the unity of God as infinite and non-dual
consciousness which is the Self of man and nature, man's capacity
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to realize this truth in life, and the availability of different paths to
realise God. The Hindu mind discovered the presence of these truths
in every world religion. And the mystics of every religion, including the
Sufi mystics of Islam, apart from the Prophet himself, have borne
witness to those eternal spiritual truths. This is what India calls the
'San1tana Dharma' dimension of any religion."

"The Smriti represented by the various law books of the Hindu
tradition, like 'Manusmriti', 'Y1jnavalkya Smriti', !pasthamba Dharma
S3tras etc. deal with rules to regulate the day-to-day life of people
individually and collectively; they deal with subjects such as food,
dress, marriage, inheritence etc. This is what India calls 'Yuga dhamra'
dimension of any religious tradition, the dharma relevant for a
particular yuga, age or epoch. The Hinduism, even in its orthodox
form, provides for the giving up of old Smritis and the Creation and
adoption of new 'Smritis'. That is why, in the long history of the
Hindu tradition, there have been many Smritis, but only one 'Sruti'
and in this modern period, the most arresting fact of Hindu life in the
rejection of the authority of the old 'Smritis' and free and fearless
adoption of new 'Smritis' by the people in response to the onward
march of history and demands of modern age. The Hindu tradition
recognises the fact that, with respect to human development and
fulfilment, these 'Smriti' elements of a tradition are like the bark of a
tree; as the tree grows, the bark also must grow side by side; if not
the bark will choke the tree and destroy it. But a living tree will cast
off its old growth. (Quoted from Swami Ranganathanand's "The
Message of Prophet Muhammad".)

Sikhism (Sikh religion) : This is the most modern of all religions
we have seen so far including Islam. It was born in the Punjab in
the 15th Century and assumed great importance on the Indian scene.
The follower of Sikhism is called 'Sikh' which means disciple. At
present they are only very few in number, but they are scattered all over
India. As in Hinduism it accepts the four-fold principles of Karma –
Samsara – Jn1na – Mukti. It also adopts a general Hindu view of life.
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Sikhism was born at a time when India was in a state of
political unrest, social instability religious ritualism, and externalism
without much inner illumination. Founder of Sikhism was Nanak who
was named 'Guru' and he became popular and famous as 'Guru Nanak'.
It is said that Nanak used to say that neither the Vedas nor the Quran
reveal the real Truth. So he was not satisfied with Hinduism or Islam.
He chose a middle way and founded a new religion which was
neither completely Islam nor Hinduism. However it looks closer to
Hinduism. It is named 'Sikhism'.

Primarily it was not intended to be a political movement. Nanak
was a contemporary of Saint Kabir. It looks that Kabir's preachings h
ad great influence on Nanak. Guru Nanak was essentially a religious
reformer and Sikhism was a reformist movement in the direction of
Saint Poets of India. 'Guru Grandha Sahib', the sacred book of the
Sikhs contains 4 poems of Trilokas, 62 of Namdeva, 240 Sakhis and
227 Padas of Kabir.

'Guru' is the centre point of Sikh religion. It is the religion of
ten 'Gurus' and their followers – 'Sishyas'. A Sikh is one who is willing
to lay down his life for the sake of his Guru. These Gurus are not
saints. Those who wrote the verses in Gurugrandha Sahil' are saints.
Guru Nanak is the first Guru and because his writings are included
in 'Guru Grandha Sahib' he is also called saint.

Guru Nanak advised his followers to resist evil 'even to the
point of sacrifice and martyrdom'. Later on Guru Hargovind Singh
girded on (attached to the body with a belt) two swords 'miri' (to defend
and pursue political end) and 'piri' (for safeguarding spiritual pursuit).
But it was the last Guru Govind Singh who infused martial spirit into
his Sikh followers called 'Khalsa' and who were to be called 'Singh'
(Lion). This new order of 'Khalsa' had to fight in defence of their
faith, home and their honour.

Guru Nanak was the first Guru and Guru Govind Singh was
the last. The term or the title 'Singh' was not there in the beginning.
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It was added only in the time of Guru Govind Singh. There were
altogether ten Gurus.

1) Guru Nanak (1469-1539).

2) Guru Angad (1504-1552). He introduced Gurumukhi script.

3) Guru Amar Das (1479-1574).

4) Guru Ram Das (1534-1581).

5) Guru Arjan Dev (1563-1606). He built a temple 'Hari Mandir'
which developed into the famous 'Golden Temple' in the 19th

Century with the generous help of Maharaja Ranjit Singh.
Guru Arjan Dev also prepared 'Adi Grandha Sahib' in 1604.

6) Guru Hargovind (1595-1644). As already mentioned he
assumed two swords 'Piri' and 'Miri' and sat on a seat called
'Akal-Takht'. 'Miri' stands for earthly power, and 'Piri' stands
for spiritual power. Thus Gurn became a soldier as well as
a saint.

7) Guru Hari Rai (1630-1661).

8) Guru Hari Krishan (1656-1664).

9) Guru Teg Bahadur (1621-1674).

     10) Guru Govind Singh (1666-1708)

Guru Govind Singh changed the whole tenor of life of the Sikhs. He
was born at Patna and was only nine years old when he was called
to assume the sacred trust of being a Guru.

Sikhs always had to struggle against the Muslim rulers and
that turned them into incomparable soldiers. However it was the cruel
assasination of the bold and virtuous Guru Teg Bahadur that created
a sense of revolt. Guru Teg Bahadur died to safeguard the honour of
Sikhism.

Guru Govind Singh thought over the matter deeply. His sons
also were killed by Wazir Khan. This created a feeling of "Do or Die".
On Baisakhi day in 1699 Sikhs had assembled, as usual in a large
number Guru Govind Singh announced in the assembly he needed
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five heads as offerings to the Guru Sword in hand, with unflinching
courage he waited for the response. Firstone and then four others
offered themselves for the supreme sacrifice. Kabir writes in this
context :

"Sir r1khe sir jat hai, sir k1te sir hoe" (He who would cling to
his life would lose it, and he who would sacrifice it would gain.)

A new code was announced with emphasis on moral excellence,
heroism and strict discipline. The code symbolises brotherhood with in
the rank, castelessness, and absolute equality. It was made mandatory
that all Sikhs should bear the name of 'Singh' (lion) and they were
given five vows to observe. These vows are called "pancha-k1raka".
1) They should keep long hair (kesh). 2) They should always wear
iron bracelet (Kar1), 3) They should wear cloth around their waist
(Kachh), 4) should also carry a comb, 5) They should always key a
sword with them (Kir Pan).

The five heads offered to the Guru were known as 'panj pyare'.
The five vows have infused new militancy and close-knit brotherhood.
These with five 'K's are known as Khalsa (the pure). Guru Govind
Singh abolished the succession of personal Guruship. 'Adi Grandh
Sahib' was to serve as Gum. It was named 'Guru Grandh Sahib' and
it would serve as the guide of the holy assembly. Guru Govind Singh
further said that wherever five Sikhs with pure heart would gather
he would be present in their midst for their guidance in spirit. He
invested Guru Grandh Sahib with spiritual power. What the Bible was
to the Christians, the Quaran to the Muslims, the Veda to the Hindus,
Guru Grandha Sahib is for the Sikhs.

Sikh Gurus held Kabir in great esteem. Kabir was a Hindu but
non-Vedic, influenced by Goraknath. Hence much of Sikhism has to
be, understood and interpreted in terms of Saints religious philosophy.
However in course of historical development, it has become an
independent religion. Though to a large extent it was embedded in
Indian Culture and tradition, it remained more as non-Vedic religion.
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Basic features of Sikhism :

Basically Sikhism is an Indian religion and its founders have
all have Indian origin. Its religions scriptures and teachings are
conclusively Hindu and not Muslim. Some of the important basic
features of Sikhism – distinguish it from any prophetic religion. Sikhism
is not a religion of a prophet but of Gurus.

1. The Guru is held in the highest esteem in sikhism. Even God is
called 'Wahe Guru'. Adi Grandh Sahib is now known as Guru.

2. There is the vow of five K's. There five K's not only mark out
the Sikhs from the Hindus but also from all other people of
the earth.

3. Sikhs are ordered to fight against social injustice and in defence
of one's faith. This is not the same as the Muslim doctrine of
'Jeh1d'. It appears to have arisen as a result of religious perse-
cution and social injustice in the form of 'Jizya' tax.

4. Sikhism teaches strict monotheism. The Supreme God is both
non-personal and personal; non-attributed and also attributed. In
the non-attributed form He is called Omkara (Nirguna Brahman)
and in the attributed form (Saguna Brahman) He is the Creator,
sustainer, and destroyer. Thus the non-attributed form and the
attributed form are the two phases one single Supreme God
(Absolute Brahman). This looks similar to Advaita doctrine.

5. Sikhism does not admit 'avatara v1da' (the doctrine of incarna-
tion) and does not believe in any prophet of God. This differen-
tiates it from Christianity and also Islam.

6. Sikhism does not accept caste system, idol worship, and rituals.
These features are found in most Saint poets, specially in Kabir.

7. Sikhism admits that there is only One God 'ek-Omkara, the
unmanifest and also Omkara, in manifest form with an infinite
number of attributes. The same Lord may be variously named.

8. The universe was created neither from nothing nor from matter.
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This whole creation is the manifest form of the Supreme God.
The Absolute Brahman revealed Himself in the form of this
world.

9. Brahman is not only the world but also beyond the world.

10. Sikhism believes that M1ya is the creative manifestation of
God. Kabir also teaches that 'M1ya' is the power of God and
that it is a great enchanting power. Which leads to man's spiritual
fall. Further it is said that M1ya is the source of six traditional
evils : Kama (passion, desire), Krodh (anger), Lobha (greed),
Moha (infatuation), Mada (arrogance, egoity), Matsarya (envy,
malice). These can be controlled through prayer, meditation and
social service.

11. The way to salvation is 'Nama-smarana' (constant uttering of
God's name) with complete surrender to Him, and devotional
prayers. Kabir also resorts to Nama-smara. Sikhism prescribes
bhakti for attaining liberation.

12. Guru Nanak did not recommend 'sanyasi' as a means of
liberation (mukti).

13. The goal of life is liberation (mukti).

14. Sikhism favours local language and its script is gurumukhi which
is also its distinctive feature.

15. In reality nirguna and saguna Brahman are one and the same.
Guru Nanak speaks of God as 'Niranjana'. Niranjana means
perfect yogi. The 'Guru Grandha Sahib' begins with the famous
lines : "There is one God, Eternal Truth in his Name; Maker
of all things, Fearing nothing and enmity with none".

16. Man is an embodied soul not the body but the soul is immortal.
The soul, apart from the body is said to be a spark from the
burning fire of God.

17. Sometimes man, the embodied soul has been compared to the water
of the ocean in a glass. The glass is only the container, but the
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water is the same as the sea water. It reminds us of the well known
Vedanta metaphor of 'ghatakasa'. The infinite sky is confined in
the water in the pot. Similar is the soul or self confined within
the physical body.

18. When God is the Creator of this world, why should there be
misery and evil in this world? Who is the cause? Sikhism says
that God has created the world through the creative power of
M1ya. This M1ya conceals the real nature of God and as a
result man is enveloped in ignorance, and falls into the six
evils. Is God, then responsible for the suffering of man in
endless transmigration or reincarnation? God is not the direct
cause. In the form of His M1ya He becomes responsible atleast
in part for the suffering of man. However God has given reason
and capacity to man to know his ultimate goal and divine
purpose. Man should try to know the will of God and if he
fails to understand M1ya, he himself becomes responsible for
his good and evil.

19. What is the cause of sorrow in this world? Like Hinduism, Sikhism
also says that man's ignorance is the cause. Sorrow is not the
attribute of this world. Man's failure to understand the world
properly is the cause for his sorrow. Whether to move Godward
or be crushed, it is for man himself to decide. Thus in a sense
man is his own architect. For the love of money and pleasures
man struggles in ignorance which leads him away from God.

20. According Guru Grandha Sahib there are four states of the
liberated soul namely gaining of heavenly abode, nearness with
God, similarity with God and fellowship with God. These
four kinds look similar to what Ramanuja said.

21. Again it is said that one reality appears to be many. But these
many are absorbed in the non-dual reality at the end. There is the
metaphor of reflection of the moon. One moon reflected in
the waves of the river appears to be many. So Jivas are many,
but in fact they are the reflections of One non-dual Brahman.
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This is exactly the doctrine of Advaita. Final destiny of the
liberated soul is absorption into Nirguna Brahman.

22. Sikhism says that the final destiny of God-realisation is freedom
from suffering due to endless reincarnations.

23. Man has to remain unattached like a lotus leaf which is not
wetted though it grows in water. This is similar to what the Gita
says which emphasizes disinterest in the results of one's actions.
(2-47)

24. Though Sikhism prefers absorption of the liberated soul into
Nirguna Brahman, the energetic, hardworking and honest Sikh
prefers stay in heavenly abode (Sach Khand) where he meets
friends and relatives and enjoys ever lasting bliss. Nothing more
specific about the heavenly abode is given. However Sikh
tradition gives importance to liberation and absorption into
Nirguna Brahman.

25. Sikhism accepts karma and reincarnation. Even good work in
this life without devotion is of no use and man cannot escape
from endless reincarnations. He will not go to heaven but must
undergo purgation after death. Purgatory is imagined to be a
place or a state of temporary suffering or expiation (making
amends for wrong doing). It cannot be specified that this is
what we call Hell (Naraka). So it is clear that man is responsible
for his reincarnations. This view is neither Muslim nor Hindu.

26. As already mentined, Sikhism insists on selfless actions with
detachment, It speaks of two theories, theory of conservation
(permanent stay) in heavenly abode and the theory of liberation
and absorption into Nirguna Brahman.

27. Is Sikhism a part of Hinduism? Some writers have divided
Hinduism into Vedic and non-Vedic. Vedic Hinduism accepts the
Vedas as the only religious scripture and also accepts caste
system. Non-Vedic Hinduism is largely of Jain and Buddhist
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tradition in which atheism, anti-avataravada, anti-casteism are
maintained Sikhism also comes under non-Vedic Hinduism.

Because all sects of Hinduism accept karma – sams1ra –
jn1na – mukti and because Sikhism also accepts them, we can
include Sikhism in the family of Hinduism. Inspite of Sikh
Gurus' rejection of Brahmins, secular sikhs take the help of
Brahmins in all social functions.

Kushmant Singh in his book 'The Sikh today' (P 23)
observes that Sikhs maintain Caste and go to Hindu and Sikh
places of pilgrimage. Under these circumstances how can we
say that Sikhism is not Hinduism. Further in the Constitution of
India article 25, 2B, Explanation 11 Sikhs have been called
'Hindus'. However, it should not be ignored that there are some
differences between Sanatana Hinduism and Sikhism.

Though we find mention of incarnation here and there,
basically Sikhism does not accept idolatry, divine incarnation
(avatara Vada) and Caste system. Any devout Sikh quotes the
statement of Guru Grandha Sahib to show that Sikhs are not
Hindus.

"I do not keep the Hindu fast nor those observed by
Muslims during Ramzan."

"I have broken away irrevocably from the Hindu and the
Turk and it is a great relief."

"I will not go on haj or pay obeisance to a Hindu Temple."

"I shall not worship idols or say namaj."

"We the Sikhs are neither Hindus nor Mussalmans."

(From the Times of India. July 3, 1983, as quoted
in "A Comparative Study of Religions") (P 278)

What ever comparisons we may show as similarities between
Sikhism and Hinduism, there are certain features which make
Sikhism distinctively different from Hinduism.
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1. The vow of five K's.

2. Great loyalty to the Guru

3. Sikh Khalsa or militancy

4. Gurumukhi Script which is different from Devan1gari
   Script.

28. Heaven (Swarga) and Hell (Naraka) are not spoken as specific
regions. From Sikh's point of view heavenly abode is a state of
life when he meets friends and relatives and enjoys everlasting
bliss. Evil doer must undergo purgation (purification) after death.
But where and how he becomes purified is not specifically
mentioned. It is a vague imagination. Neither in Hinduism nor
in Islam we find this theory of purgation.

So it is clear that the general idea of Heaven and Hell
is only an imaginary picture. It is only man's self-creation. To
draw man away from evil, an imaginary place called Hell is
created to scare him of the ensuing punishments in the Hell
(Naraka). None of the religions we have seen so far, except
Hinduism ofcourse, could give a clear-cut picture of the nature
of 'Life after death and reincarnation'.

Views of the Modern Thinkers

Theosophists : Theos = God; Sophia = Divine consciousness.

Now we shall briefly study what the theosophists say on the
meaning of death. Theosophy holds that the course of evolution is the
drama of the soul and that nature exists for no other purpose than the
soul's experience. "Its exponents claim that theosophy is a scientific
religion and a religious science and it is a knowledge of the laws
which govern the evolution of the physical, astral, psychical and
intellectual constituents of nature and of man."

The body is the most transitory, impermanent and illusionary of
the whole series of constituents in man. It is constantly changing and
it truly never remains finished. Many names have been assigned to
the astral body. Astral body is called 'Linga sareera' (subtle body or
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Sukshma sareera). Linga Sareera is the indestructible original of the
original gross or physical body.

Theosophy says : when the physical body dies, the subtle body
is released and it flies away to another state. The subtle body (astral
body) becomes the shell of the once living man and requires time to
break up. The astral body retains all the memories of the life lived
by the man. Reflexly and automatically, it can repeat 'what the dead
man knew, said, thought and saw'. It remains near the deserted
physical body nearly all the time until that is completely destroyed,
because it has to go through its own process of dying. It may become
visible under visible under certain conditions.

What happens when a man dies? Theosophists say : First the
life source (vital air or prana) leaves. Then the physical body
becomes cold and the eyes are closed. All the forces of the body rush
through the brain. A series of pictures of the whole life just ended is
imprinted indelibly on the inner man (the subtle body) in a general
outline, but down to the last detail.

In this sense a man can be pronounced 'dead' only after the
work of the real man is ended in the brain. When that work is over,
the astral body detaches itself from the physical body which is left to
decompose in a grave or be destroyed on a pyre.

The astral body, made up of the subtle body with passions
and desires has a life period of its own and exists in K1maloka
purgatory, the place of desire. The astral man in Kamaloka is a mere
shell without soul and mind, without conscience. He is unable to act
unless animated by forces outside of itself.

The astral man may stay in k1maloka passing the period in
great suffering or in a dreamy sort of sleep, each according to his
particular karma while on earth.

Here we see a trace of similarity with 'Naraka' described in the
'Garuda pura7 a'. Is then the astral man so-called 'K1rana Sareera',
the causal body?
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In 'Kamaloka' the 'Skandhas' come into operation. 'Skandhas' are
the aggregates (sum total) that make man and they are created day by
day under the law. The law says that every thought combines
instantly with one of the elemental forces of nature. At the same
time, the thought becomes an entity to that extent in accordance with
the strength of the thought as it leaves the brain. All of them,
inseparably are connected with the being who evolved them. During
his stay in Kamaloka, the real man has to struggle to divert himself
from the lower 'Skandhas' (human knowledge, a section or a chapter in
a book). As he sheds them, the 'being' falls into a state of unconscious-
ness which precedes the change into the next stage – 'Devachan'. Is
Devachan Swarga (Heaven? It is not a place but a state (condition).

'Devachan' is like the "birth into life prevented by darkness and
heavy sleep". From this the real man who is the triad (group of
three) of atma, buddhi and manas emerges into the state of Devachan
which means "the place of the gods" where the soul enjoys intense
happiness. The self in the state of Devachan is without mortal body.
It exists in that state "for years of infinite number" though it is said
to be a period of fifteen hundred years "in general", but by logic
"proportionate to the unexhausted psychic impulses originated in earth
life". Some others say, "those whose actions were preponderantly
(surpassing in influence, power, number) material will be sooner
brought back into rebirth by the force of 'tanba'. 'Tanba' is thirst for
life."

'Devachan' is thus an interlude (a pause between the acts of a
play, time between events to prevent or modify the result or the course
of events) between births in the world. The law of Karma which
forces us to enter into the world acts also on the being in 'Devachan'
because only by the force of Karma we are taken out of Devachan.
It is said, "The whole period allotted by the soul's forces being
ended in 'Devachan', the magnetic threads which bind it to earth
begin to assert their power. The Self wakes from the dream, it is borne
swiftly off to a new body and then, just before birth, it sees for a
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moment all the causes that led it to Devachan and back to life it is
about to begin, and knowing it to be all just, to be the result of its
own past life, it repines not (is not discontented) but takes up the
cross again – and another soul has come back to earth".

Does all this look like a great fantasy?

Sri Aurobindo's Views

Sri Aurobindo is one of the profound thinkers of our age. He
has given much thought to death, the necessity of death, to meaning and
significance. (From Sri Aurobindo's 'The Life Divine' Pages 188 to 197
and 804 to 806)

Sri Aurobindo says that death is imposed on the individual life
both by the conditions of its own existence and its relations to the
"All-Force" which manifests itself in the universe. "We are only what
we know of ourselves but an immense more which we donot know;
our momentary personality is only a bubble on the ocean of our
existence." He sees the individual life as a particular play of energy,
specialised to constitute, maintain and finally dissolve when its utility
is over. It is one of the many forms which all serve the whole play
of the universe, each in its way. He holds that the object of
embodied life is to seek infinite experience on a finite basis. How is
it possible? Aurobindo's answer is that it is possible by dissolving the
form and seeking new forms. The soul is driven to seek its infinity
by the principle of succession by adding moment to moment and
thus storing up a "Time-experience" which is called its past. (Sri
Aurobindo's 'The Life Divine' P 193)

In that time the soul moves through successive experiences or
lives, successive accumulations of knowledge, capacity, enjoyment. All
this is held in subconscious or superconscious memory as its fund of
past acquisition in Time. Sri Aurobindo adds that change of form is
essential to this process. Change of form means dissolution of the
body under the control of the Law and Compulsion of the 'All life' in
the material universe and also under the law of suppy of the material
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of form and demand on the material and its principle of constant
struggle of the embodied life to exist in a world of mutual devouring.
He calls it "The Law of Death".

(Sri Aurobindo's "The Life Divine") (P 193)

He adds that this is then the necessity and justification of death,
not as a denial of life but as a process of life. Death is necessary
because eternal change of form is the sole immorality to which the
finite living substance can aspire. Eternal change of experience is the
sole infinity to which the finite mind involved in living body can attain.

According to Sri Aurobindo the true foundation of the theory of
rebirth is the evolution of the soul or rather "its efflorescence (burst
out intto flower) out of the veil of matter and its gradual self-finding."

What is the aim of evolution? Sri Aurobindo says, it is not
conventional virtue with the hope of getting a share a material reward,
but the continual growth of divine knowledge, strength love and purity.

Sri Aurobindo finds no use of the theory that doing good in this
life will necessarily bring suitable rewards in another life, in the shape
of fortune, prosperity and general happiness. He further states that
prosperity could often be a worse ordeal that suffering. as he puts it :
Indeed adversity, suffering may often be regarded rather as a reward to
virtue than as a punishment for sin, because it turns out to be the
greatest help and purifier of the soul struggling to unfold itself.

(Ref : 'The Life Divine' P 804-823)

This is a revolutionary way of looking at the theory of karma.
In regard to rebirth also he did not agree with those who want
experimental evidence. The soul, according to Sri Aurobindo, needs no
proof of its rebirth or for its immortality. All intellectual questionings
for and against immortality of the soul fall away around the self-
evident and ever present truth.

Sri Aurobindo says, the Self is not born and does not exist in
the body; rather, the body is born and exists in the Self, because self
is everywhere in all bodies. Even what we call the individual soul, he
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says, is greater than its body and not less. At death it does not leave
its form, but casts it off.

Aurobindo points out in his teachings that there is no soul that
reincarnates, but only karma that persists in flowing continuously down
the same apparently uninterrupted channel. It is karma reincarnates;
karma creates the form of a constantly changing mentality. Physical
bodies are the changing composite of ideas and sensations which one
calls 'myself'. The identical I is not there, never was there and never
will be. It means I am not the same as I was in the past life and
will not be the same in the next life. Then what are we if I is not
identical. Sri Aurobindo says, what we are is the soul of the transcen-
dent Self which unfolds itself in the Cosmos in constant evolution.
Its physical side is only a pedestal of form corresponding to its
evolution to the ascending degrees. The spiritual growth is the real
sense and growth.

We are here, Sri Aurobindo believes, because this is the means
of the spirit's upward self-unfolding. What we have to do is to grow
and open the means to greater significance of divine being, divine
consciousness, divine power and divine delight.

Death is not the end. This universe is nothing else but a
continnum of consciousness-force or as Sri Aurobindo put it, a
gradation of planes of consciousness. Our evolution is not over. Death
is not a denial of life but a process of life.

(Ref : 'The Life Divine' P 804-823)

According to Sri Aurobindo reincarnation has two aspects,
metaphysical and moral. The first is of spiritual necessity and the other
is an aspect of cosmic justice and ethical discipline. For this purpose,
the soul, which is supposed to have a real individual existence, is on
earth as a result of desire and ignorance. It has to remain on earth or
return to it always so long as it has not become tired or impatient of
desire and is not awakened to the fact of its ignorance and to the
true knowledge. This desire compels it to return always to a new body
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and it must always follow the revolving wheel of birth till is
enlightened and liberated.

There are certain popular notions regarding rebirth. The soul
does not, however, remain always on earth, but alternates between earth
and other worlds, celestial or infernal. There it exhausts its accumulated
store of merit or demerit due to the enactment of sin or virtue. Then
it returns to the earth and to some kind of terrestrial body, sometimes
human, sometimes animal, sometimes even vegetable. The nature of
this new incarnation and its fortunes are determined automatically by
the soul's past actions (karma). If the sum of the past actions was
good, the birth is in the higher form, the life is happy or successful
or unaccountably fortunate. If the past karma was bad a lower form of
Nature may house us or the life, if human, will be unhappy, unsuccess-
ful, full of suffering and misfortune. If our past actions and character
were mixed, then Nature, like a good accountant, gives us, according
to the values of our former conduct mixed happiness and suffering,
success and failure, the rarest good luck and the severest ill-fortune.

At the same time a strong personal will or desire in the past
life may also determine our new avatar. A mathematical aspect is often
given to these payments of Nature, because we are supposed to
experience a precise penalty for our misdeeds, undergo the equivalent
for our misdeeds, undergo the equivalent of what we have inflicted. The
inexorable (unstoppable) rule of a tooth for a tooth is a frequent
principle of the Karmic Law. It is also to be noted that in this system
there is a double punishment and a double reward for sin and virtue,
because the sinner is first tortured in hell and afterwards afflicted for
the same sins in another life here. The righteous or the puritan (a
person practising extreme strictness in religion) is rewarded with
celestial joys and afterwards again pampered (treated with too much
attention) for the same virtues and good deeds in a new existence in
this world.                                  ('The Life Divine – P805)

Sri Aurobindo rejects these notions outright. He says : "these
are very summary of popular notions and offer no foot hold to the
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philosophic reason and no answer to a search for the true significance
of life. A vast world-system whch exists only as a convenience for
turning endlessly on a wheel of Ignorance with no issue except a final
chance of stepping out of it, is not a world with any real reason for
existence. A world which serves only as a school of sin and virtue
and consists of a system of rewards and whippings, does not make
any better appeal to our intelligence. The soul or spirit with in us, if
it is divine, immortal or celestial cannot sent here solely to be put
to school for this kind of crude and primitive moral education; if it
enters into the Ignorance, it must be because there is some larger
principle or possibility of its being that has to be worked out through
the Ignorance. If, on the other hand, it is a being from the Infinite
plunged for some Cosmic purpose into the obscurity of Matter and
growing to self-knowledge within it, its life here and the significance of
that life must be something more than that of an infant coddled and
whipped into virtuous ways; it must be a growth out of an assumed
ignorance towards its own full spiritual stature with a final passage
into an immortal consciousness, knowledge, strength, beauty, divine
purity and power and for such a spiritual growth this law of Karma
is all too puerile (childish). Even if the soul is something created, an
infant being that has to learn from Nature and grow into immortality,
it must be by a larger law of growth and not by some divine code of
primitive and barbaric justice. This idea of Karma is a construction of
the smaller part of the human vital mind concerned with its petty
rules of life and its desires and joys and sorrows and erecting their
puny standards into the law and aim of the Cosmos. These notions
cannot be acceptable to the thinking mind; they have too evidently the
stamp of a construction fashioned by our human ignorance."

("The Life Divine". Pages 805, 806)

Sri Aurobindo observes that man's being, nature, circumtances of
life are the result of his own inner and outer activities. The past man
was the father of the man that now is, the present man is the father
of the man that will be. Each being reaps what he sows; from what
he does he profits, for what he does he suffers. This is the law and
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chain of karma. It is evident on this principle that a man's past and
present Karma must determine his future birth and its happenings and
circumstances. Further man is the creator of himself; he is the creator
also of his fate. All this perfectly rational and unexceptionable so far
as it goes and the law of Karma may be accepted as a fact, as part of
Cosmic machinery; for it is so evident – rebirth once admitted, – as to
be practically indisputable.         (Ref. The Life Divine, Page 807)

Thus rebirth is an essential and true aspect of Sri Aurobindo's
philosophy whoever has yogic experiences never doubts rebirth. The
cycle of death – rebirth – death is a part of Cosmic evolution. The
self gains experience in every birth and ultimately becomes a part
universal Consciousness. After how long the soul gets rebirth depends
on the progress it has gained.

As already mentioned, Sri Aurobindo rejected the well-known
notion that rebirth is based on karma. When once the soul gets human
form, there is no possibility or necessity of getting rebirth in animal,
or insect or vegetable form, asserts Sri Aurobindo. Though it is not
impossible to get memories of past life, Sri Aurobindo did not
encourage such memories as they are not necessary for the spiritual
progress of man. Further not all can get memories of past life.

4.2.2.17. Cosmic Dance
Every microparticle dances alone or with other partner. The solo

dance is scientifically termed self-interaction. An electron constantly
interacts with itself by emission and immediate reabsorption of
photon. The photon emitted by electron is a vital particle. It cannot
fly off. It has a transient span of life. It appears and disappears. It
originates from electron and it merges into the electron. An electron
becomes electron and photon and immediately becomes electron again.
This is all dance and the whole dance is transient and imperceptible.

Every particle in the matter moves, vibrates not only in the
subatomic field but in atomic field also. A 'field' is a term which refers
to a pervading area with homogenuity and continuity. This vibration or
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movement of the particle is imperceptible. Particles in the solid
matter vibrate where they are and particles in the liquid matter take
liberty by going mutually apart. The particles in the liquid in a glass
can move freely anywhere all over the liquid. Some particles may
even go up beyond the liquid. The particles in the air have greater
freedom as they scatter all over. When one unit of water is boiled its
volume increases by 1600 times. So we can imagine how much farther
the vapour particles scatter than the water particles. It is said that the
particles have so much liberty that in favourable conditions they can
go around the world in fifteen days. There is no particle in any matter
that is stationary.

Fritz of Capra, well-known physicist describes in his famous
book "the Tao of Physics' (P9) his feelings when he was sitting on a
sea beach.

One summer afternoon he sits on the beach observing the rise
and fall of sea waves echoing the rhythm similar to his breathing. A
sudden feeling grips his heart that all his surroundings are a place fit
for a wonderful dance. Being a physicist he knows that the pebbles,
stones, water, and air around him are all formed by vibrating and
interacting particles and atoms and also they are formed by particles
which create and destroy particles. He knows that the terrestrial
atmosphere is always pounded by Cosmic rays and their highly
energetic particles. The particles are subjected to hard blows as they
enter the air. He is acquainted with all these facts but till then
through mathematical equation, graphs, and theories only. Now all his
past experiences have become live on this beach. He sees the
whirlpools formed from the sky and creation and destruction of the
particles in them vibrating rhythmically, the root time – atoms and the
atoms in his body playing their part in the dance of the universal energy.

He experiences the rhythm and hears the echo sound. He realises
instantly that it is all the Virile dance of Siva who is worshipped by
the Hindus.         (Translated from a quote in a Teugu Newspaper)
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In the same book Fritz of Capra says (P245) as quoted by
Swami Ranganadhananda in his "Practical Vedanta and the Science of
Values" (P28).

"For the modern physicists, then, Siva's dance is the dance of
subatomic matter. As in Hindu mythology, it is a continual dance of
creation and destruction involving the whole Cosmos; the basis of all
existence and of all natural phenomena. Hundreds of years ago, Indian
artists created visual images of dancing in a beautiful series of
bronzes. In our time physicists have used the most advanced
technology to portray the patterns of Cosmic dance. The bubble-chamber
photographs of interacting particles, which bear testimony to the
continual creation and destruction in the universe, are the visual
images of the dance of siva, equalling those of the Indian artists in
beauty and profound significance. The metaphor of the Cosmic dance
thus unifies ancient mythology, religious art and modern physics. It is
indeed, poetry but none the less science".

In his authoritative book, "Myths and Symbols in Indian Art
and Civilization" the late Heinrich Zimmer says : (1990 edition Pp
195-196) as quoted by Swami Ranganadhananda in his "Practical
Vedanta and the Science of Values."

"Indian symbols of art voice the same truth as Indian philosophy
and myth. They are the signals along the way of the same 'pilgrim's
progress' directing human energies to the same goal of transmutation.
Our task, therefore, as students of Indian myth and symbol, is to
understand the abstract conceptions of Indian philosophical doctrines as
a kind of intellectual commentary on what stand crystalized and
unfolded in the figures and patterns of symbolism and art, and
conversely, to read the symbols as the pictorial script of India's
ultimately changeless wisdom."

The concept of Cosmic dance is very old in Indian mythology
and philosophy. The Rig Veda (10-72-6) describes the vigorous dance
of the particles on the stage of cosmic field.
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"Yaddeva adah salile susambradha atishthata
 atr1 v< nrtyat1 miva t2vr< renurap1yata"  (10.72-6)

"When the gods took their places there in the water with their
hands joined together a thick cloud of mist arose from them like dust
from the dancers."

:'Mist' or 'dust' refers to the atomic particles of water; mist plays
an important part in creation by virtue of its mixed state of half
water and half air, mediating between matter and spirit. Nasadiya Sukti
(10-129-3) says, "Darkness was hidden by darknes sin the beginning;
with no distinguishing sign, all this was water. The life force was
covered with emptiness, that one arose through the power of heat.

Distinguishing sign means the difference between night and
day, light or darkness or possibly sun and moon. 'Tapas' designates
heat, in particular the heat generated by ritual activity and physical
mortification of the body.

Desire came upon that 'One' in the beginning; that was the first
seed of mind; Poets (Kavi) seeking in their heart with wisdom found
the bond of existence in non-existence. (Nasadiya Sutra Rig Veda
10-129-4) 'Kavi' here means seer.

Brahma Sutra (1-3-39) speaks of cosmic vibration.

"Kampanat" – on account of vibration.

Everything trembles in the Prana which is Brahman. The whole
world is born of Prana on account of vibration. Here Prana does not
mean the vital force in the physical body, but it is the source of vital
force.

"All this universe and whatever there is in the world emerges
and moves because there is the Supreme Brahman, which is a great
terror like an uplifted thunder bolt". (Kat.Up.2-6-2) The idea imparted
is that just like servants methodically follow the commands of their
master, this universe consisting of the sun, the moon, the planets, the
constellations and the stars continues methodically because of
Brahman.
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Brahman is the cause of the life of the whole world including
'prana'. 'Prana' is also often used to denote Brahman in the 'Sruti'.
The upanishadic description of prana (Kat.Up.2-6-2) Corresponds to
the unified field of quantum physicists.

Quantum is the indivisible unit in which waves may be emitted
or absorbed. Since the number of waves a second is unlimited, this
would mean that the total energy radiated would be unlimited.

In order to avoid this obviously ridiculous result, the German
scientist Max Plank suggested in 1900 that light, X-rays and other
waves could not be emitted at an arbitrary rate but only in certain
packets that he called quanta. Moreover, each quantum had a certain
amount of energy that was greater the higher the frequency of waves.
So at a high enough frequency the emission of a single quantum
would require more energy than was available. Thus the radiation and
high frequencies would be reduced and so the rate at which the body
lost energy would be finite.

The cosmic dance apparently shows that quanta are created out
of void and they again become void. Can we deduce from the
appearance of the dance that something can be nothing and nothing
can be something? A number of scientists, after observing cosmic
dance, accepted "ex nihilo" (out of nothing) Creation as a fact. But
the law of Conservaton of mass cannot be refuted under any
circumstances. If something becomes nothing, it becomes that some-
thing is equal to nothing and nothing is equal to something. Analysis
shows that such propositions and equations are self-contradictory and
also contrary to the law of conservation of mass and so not valid.

The law of conservation of "being" is well explained in the
Bhagavad Gita (2-16). "Of the unreal there is no being; the real has
no nonexistence. But the nature of both these, indeed has been
realised by the seers of Truth. Sankara defines real (Sat) as that in
regard to which our consciousness never fails and unreal (asat) as that
in regard to which our consciousness fails. Our consciousness of
objects varies but not that of existence."
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Simply it means, that which does not exist cannot be some-
thing; that which exists cannot be nothing.

The law of conservation is formal (according to rules). The
statements given in the Gita are not determinable by experience. They
are analytic that means they are true by definition. Its denial is self-
contradictory. This law does not refer to matter or energy. It does not
limit itself to manifested entity and form. It says that "being remains
as being" without gain or loss, although becoming permits transfor-
mation from one form to another form and from form to formless and
vice versa.

In the domain of science, the existence of the unmanifested,
the formless being was rejected before the discovery of Quantum
physics. The field concept took a crude shape in the nineteenth
century. Quantum theory is a system or theory in physics using the
assumption that energy exists in distinct unit. Quantum Mechanics
says that quantum is a discrete (separate or discontinuous) quantity of
energy proportional in magnitude to the frequency of radiation it
represents. The quantum physicists soon realised that particles behave
like wave fields and wave fields like particles. In the late 1920s, the
dualism of fields and particles was rejected.

The world was still conceived to be composed of two very
different ingrediants – particles and fields. Heisenberg and Pauli
showed that material particles could be understood as the quanta of
various fields. There was supposed to be one field for each type of
elementary particle. Thus the inhabitants of the universe were
conceived to be a set of fields – an electronic field, a proton field,
and electromagnetic field and particles were reduced to mere
epiphenomena (accompanying phenomenon outside the chain of
causation – that means not regarded as its cause or result).

What is particle? Particles are the building stones of the
universe. All the objects of the universe are made of atoms and atoms
are made of sub-atomic particles. The particles are not isolated points.
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They are bound together by forces. Not only different particles but also
the component parts of the same particle are glued by forces.

Particles like proton and neutron are made of sub-particles
that move faster than the parent particles. The sub-particles in a proton
or a neutron are held together by forces. These forces are not really
different from the particles they bind. The forces are practically
exchange of particles. The mutual attraction or repulsion of particles
is otherwise known as force. This involves exchange of other types of
particles among particles. Thus in relativistic description of particle –
interactions, forces and particles belong to the same category. Now
the concepts of matter and force are unified. As particles and forces
are unified, and also as the dynamic. Patterns of particles and forces
is established particles are no longer considered as isolated entities,
but are understood as integral parts of the whole.

The sub-atomic world is an unbroken whole. It cannot be
decomposed into constituent parts. So particle is a unit of matter.
Man has been trying to know the fundamental constituent of the
universe, the primary building unit, the ultimate constituent of the
universe. The atoms were discovered. They were considered to be the
primary blocks of the universe. Later on the subatomic particles like
the proton, neutron and electron were discovered. As a result, atom
was no longer considered as the primary building block. Man was
interested to know the smallest particle in the world. Of the three
important constituents – i.e. proton, electron and neutron, electron
was found out to be the smallest particle. But particles smaller than
the electron were discovered. Again, the existence of massless particles
became a known fact. Hence the idea of the smallest particle remained
a myth. It is named God's particle. Experiments to know it are still
going on.

The essential reality is said to be a set of fields. It has become
the central dogma of quantum field theory. the ultimate material
reality that physics can comprehend is the 'field'. In the aspect of
quantum field, it is both continuum and discontinuum. It is said
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(Einstein), that there is no place in this new kind for both the field
and matter because the field is the only reality. Thus reality is a set
of fields that give rise to the probability of finding their associated
quanta. The field is inevitable. We cannot perceive it. But we can
infer its existence from our determination of its effects. According to
quantum field theory, the universe is not made of matter, it is made
of fields.

A 'field' is a term which refers to a pervading area with,
homogenuity and continuity. A 'quantum' is a term which refers to a
spatial point. These two are incompatible concepts that are brought
together side by side to draw out the differences between them.
Logically it is a paradox – a fact or a statement which seems difficult
to understand because it contains two opposite facts or characteristics.

In fact, if we say that someone is 'A' and also he is not 'A'.
He cannot be both. He can be either 'A' or 'not A' but not both. The
quantum logic says that both can be correct. Hence quantum field
theory has been accepted to explain the apparent contradictions of
nature. We cannot go into details with in the scope of this book.

The space (1k1sa) is not vacuum (void or 's3nya'). It is a field
which is really a plenum (space filled with matter). Physicists believe
that space is an empty container and that field permeates all space.
It is a fact that field is all pervading and it is also a fact that space
(1k1sa) is all pervading. But these two are not separate entities.
Field and space are one and the same. It is said that space has not
really devoured (destroyed) ether and field. If their identity is
established, then there will be no question of devouring. If their
distinctions (differences) are maintained, it will be a conceptual error.
So it is not correct to say that field pervades the space. Infact, field
and space are one and the same thing.

As a matter of fact all types of virtual particle – pairs are
constantly generated by the field. After a moment as per Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle they are absorbed by the same field. This dance
of possible virtual particles, their appearance from vacuum, transient
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living and disappearance into vacuum may be regarded as the funda-
mental activity of Nature.

That which was considered as void or vacuum or nothingness
before the discovery of relativistic quantum field is now accepted as
plenum (full) by the quantum physicists. The virtual particles (virtual
means almost even if not exactly). The virtual particles can be real
particles if energy from outside is supplied to the vacuum.

To understand the cosmic dance of the micro-world, first we
have to understand thoroughly the relativistic quantum field theory.
If field is taken as a positive entity, there would be no place for
confusion regarding the questions of 'exnihilo' (out of nothing) creation
and violation of law of conservation of mass and energy. Unmanifes-
ted 'Prakriti' or M1ya manifests itself and again goes to unmanifested
condition.

The cosmic dance of the particles and the 'tandava' dance of
the Hindu God Siva may be correlated. 'Siva's' dance is energetic and
virile. Siva is the Lord of 'Dance' and He dances the dance of creation.
The cosmic process of creation and destruction, the worldly evolution
and change are fundamentals in Hindu theology and Siva's dance is
the depiction of the same.

The image (idol) of 'Nataraja' symbolizes the whole process of
creation and destruction. Siva's aurole (a bright circle of light around
the head, a Halo) represents the rhythm of the universe. siva's dance on
the prostrate form ('Apasmara purusha' – a symbol of ignorance)
symbolises release from ignorance. the back right hand carries the
'damaru', as small drum stands for creative sound. The back left hand
holds 'Agni' – the fire of destruction. the front left hand is the 'gaja
hasta' (elephant trunk) position. It sybolises 'Om'. The front right
hand is held in the 'abhaya-mudra' (literally means 'don't be afraid) is
for boon, peace, content and maintenance. The foot raised is symbolic
of release (liberation).

Matter is destroyed and created again. Every proton dances
symbolically creation and destruction. Changes and combinations of
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protons express the rhythm which is the measure of time or movement.
Modern scientists liken it to 'Siva Tandava'. 'Tandava' dance of Siva
symbolises the creation and dissolution that are taking place every
moment in the universe. The whole universe is dance-form. Metaphori-
cally it is described in tandava form of Siva. Life is a series of birth
and death and the process of creation and destruction is the result of
'Tandava' of Siva.

The whole universe remains inert till @0vara (Sagu7 a Brahman)
wills it to become active. It cannot dance until @0vara wakes from His
bliss. His dance energises the universe and generates sound all around.
At once the matter dances around Him creating an aura of light. Siva,
one of the three Hindu Gods called Trinity which is the state of
being three. (Trimurthi – Brahma, Vishnu, Siva), is one of the three
phases of @0vara. Siva's tandava generates or initiates the different of
nature. At the end it is through His 'tandava' that he dissolves all
forms and names and then nature is rested. This is not simply a
poetic inspiration, it is also modern science (knowledge). Thus tandava
symbolises not only creation and dissolution of the universe but also
the wheel of birth and death. 'Tandava' is a continuous process in the
universe. It goes on every moment in the universe. In this supreme
cosmic dance, particles and antiparticles appear from space, generate
new particles and dance vigorously. Suddenly they appear, dance and
suddenly disappear. When they disappear, they apparently vanish, but
they don't become nothing. They originate from space and are
dissolved into space. In other words they become manifested and in
the end they become unmanifested again. There is no loss and no gain
in the whole process. The whole creation is the reflection of 'tandava'.

The Oneness : The whole universe is ornamental representation of
Siva 'tandava' (dance), the practical form of the Absolute's will. The
established form of this aesthetic feeling is the universe which
reflects His gesticulatory dance. The dance is Siva's and the universe
is the mirror of His gesticulations. He is the Masculine (Purusha) and
the conscious form of His dance is the universe, which is the Feminine
form – 'Prakriti'. The act of their 'oneness' is the world.
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DANCE OF SIVA

His gesticulations the universe reflects,
All literature His articulation,
The moon and stars mirror His dance,
Obeisance to Siva, the Master of Dance.

As all stars grouped as ornaments,
As everything becomes gentle to Him,
He, in His grand gestures floats in love,
Loves in Himself, His splendid dance,

In His stately dance, waves His amorous gestures,
And embelishes His lavish dance,
With expressions in varied aesthetic forms;
As the amplified emotions of love excel,
As the tamed guardians of the quarter-sides come close,

Danced Siva,
and sang Siva.

(Adopted from the famous 'Siva Tandava' by
Sri Puttaparti Narayanacharyulu in TELUGU)

CORRELATION

Can there be any star that is not a part of 'Siva Tandava'?

Can there be an atom that does not dance?

Can there be a wave that does not vibrate?

So far we have seen the way of the knowledge of the Self and
also the way of science the goal is the same, search for the Truth.
Methods are different. Physical science depends on machinery. What
the scientists search, is only the external world with the help of
reason. The destination is to know the universal Truth.

Spiritualists ignore the external world and become inward to
their Self. They try to search the inner world and find the Truth. Their
aids are not machines or reason. They make use of their intuition.

There is one undercurrent of flaw in rationalism. As more and
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more knowledge is acquired the state of rationalism changes. This is
inevitable. That is the reason why the established theories face the
need to be set right from time to time.

The spiritualists face no such problem because the innermost
hearts of all are disciplined in the same way and so they get similar
type of experiences. There is only one duty for the inner inspiration.
That is to know the eternal truth. There may be variations or ups and
downs in experiences depending on the state of or condition of
practice. We don't find any mutually contradictory statements, whether
it is the system of Hindu seers, or Buddhist monks or Chinese
philosophers.

If we just follow the changes or the modifications in patterns of
reason, we can understand how the scientists have realised that it is
not possible to find the Truth through or by their methods.

Mechanical knowledge originated from Newton and Galilio. It
defined the terms like acceleration and strength. They said that every-
thing is formed of particles and that a thing can be considered as
centralized particle. Basing on these concepts science is diversified.
The dimensions then were only three, length, width and height.
Science failed to recognise time as a dimension. It proposed the
theory of Gravity and attraction between two objects and also the
method to measure the same. Gravitational force pervades all over the
universe and the movements of planets are based on the gravitational
attraction.

This universe itself is a big machine. Who switched it and
when we donot know. But since then it has been working endlessly.
Scientists says, if we know the speed of the particles at any moment,
their future can be predicted. Time and sky are indifferent, not relative.

Physical science originated from mechanical science. Later it
defined the duties of sound, heat, light, magnet, electricity and other
energies. Basing on these principles technology developed. The laws
of conservation of matter and energy proposed that there may be
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changes inform, but the total matter or energy remains constant. We
cannot create or destroy the matter or energy.

Matter is formed with molecules and atoms. Natural characteri-
stics of certain things will never be changed. They are called elements.
Every element contains its own atoms. When atoms of different
elements combine molecules are formed.

The idea that magnetism and electricity have not only their
strength of attraction but also the field that surrounds them, grew
stronger and stronger. Anything that enters field succumbs to its
strength. It may be strength of attraction or repulsion.

Heat means the movement of atoms in matter. The magnitude
of heat depends on the rate of movement. Light is transmitted in
wave form. Sound is generated by vibration and it spread. It requires
a medium to spread. Without medium sound cannot spread. For other
energies the medium of ether is enough, because it pervades every-
where. Except sound all other energies are in the electromagnetic wave
form. In vacuum force (energy) in fixed or controlled speed. The
characteristics of a wave are determined by wave length of that force.
Only certain waves are perceptible and other waves are recognised by
skin-touch.

This is the state or condition of science in 1980. Scientists
felt there was nothing more to find out. At that stage some noted
scientists turned their attention from science to supernatural forces.
They tried to take photos of evil spirits or ghosts. Seers in India and
China declared long back that telepathy and television were possible.

But with in a few years the whole situation changed. Scientists
again turned their attention to scientific research. Soon they found the
negative particles released from atom. X-rays and radioactive materials
were discovered. In the world of science indifference gave place to
new enthusiasm. Force, that was considered to be uninterrupted flow,
was found to be in the form of particles. Experiments revealed that
force (energy) flows only in wave form. But then these concepts
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received a great blow. Is energy (force) in wave form or particle form.
There was uncertainty.

Atom is neutral because it has negative and also positive
particles besides neutral particles. Electrons are negative particles,
protons are positive and neutrons are neutral. Formation of atom is
said to be similar to solar system. Heavey protons and neutrons are
in the nucleus at the centre. Electrons revolve in orbits around the
nucleus. Nucleus is the mark of identity in an atom. Every element
has its own particular or distinct atoms. Electric strength keeps
electrons tied up with nucleus. Nuclear forces keep nucleons (protons
and neutrons) tied up in the nucleus. Nuclear forces are very strong.

To break the nucleus of an atom, nucleus particles (protons and
neutrons) must be used. With the help of powerful machines, the
nuclei of atom are broken and thus new elements are created. Radio
active elements are created. Scientists found formation of new
elementary particles by the blows between particles. Within a moment
of their formation, they are transformed into force. But are they
really elementary particles? Uncertainty remained.

Initially electron was considered to be a particle, but some
experiments revealed their wave nature. It has to be accepted that like
emerge particle electrons also have particle nature. So uncertainity
remains as it is -

Particles in the nucleus of an atom are constantly transformed.
The transformation of protons into neutrons and again neutrons into
protons like a game. It is becoming very difficult to identify the energy
from particle. But it is a fact that particles keep on dancing.

How ever much the scientists tried to fund the univesal 'Truth',
it remained a problem without solution and more problems had been
rising time to time

1) Is energy a Wave or Particle?

2) What is the dance going on at the centre of the atom?
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3) Does the Universe expand forever or will it contract at some
time or other?

4) What is the dimension of time?

There are no machines to identify time as a unit. Hence
scientists are not able to find any chance of knowing the real form of
the universe. So it looks that the scientific method is not suitable or
appropriate to realise the truth.

The Seers tried hard to know the universal truths. But their
way is different. They have only one tool. That is the mind. Even that
is not eternal. We can not take what ever the mind says is Truth. So
they took mind only as a tool and through it tried to see the Self.
They ignored the external world and increased their inner powers.
Thus they were able to gain the knowledge of the dimension of time
and had the vision of universal truth. They described their direct
experiences. But those experiences are far beyond the grasp of
common man. The only way to understand their experiences is to know.
Their way and practice and follow them. Only that much is possible.

The Universal Truth

The universal truth is : everything emanates from 'Om' and
ultimately dissolves into OM.

The syllable 'OM' the imperishable Brahman,
The universe He is;
What so ever has existed,
What so ever exists,
What so even shall exist here after,
Is an 'OM'
What so ever transcends time
(Past, Present, Future)
Is all OM, that is Brahman.
OM has hundred meanings,
And one of them is welcome to God.
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4:3. EVOLUTION
The three Gunas (atributes) are the constituents of 'Prakriti'. They

are Sattva, Rajas and Tamas which form the national structure of the
universe. Not only 'Prakriti', but every object in the universe that
evolved from 'Prakriti' consists of these three gunas. According to the
Samkhya view of causality (the relation of the cause and effect) the
effect is identical with the cause. The universe is a product. It is,
therefore, only a superficial transformation of prakriti and it essentially
consists of the gunas. As the Physicist, Joseph Kaplan puts it, the
principle of superficial transformation of Prakriti as the universe is
identical with the principle of super position in physics. The three
gunas represent the universe and the three occur in various relative
intensities which determine the properties of things.

The constituent elements of many objects in the universe are
the same and Samkhya system declares that it is possible for one
element to change into another. Modern Physics is in agreement with
this. 'Samkhya' is one of the six systems (darsanas) of philosophy. The
transmutability (change) of the elements has been shown in many ways.
It is possible to change certain elements into others by bombarding
them with rapidly moving electrical particles. Even unstable radio
active elements are produced by this method. Physicists say that it is
possible to produce matter such as electrons from radiation (light).
Thus the ultimate constituent of the universe according to the physicist
is energy of radiation – that is light.

The atomic theory is the product of western mind. The western
scientist generalizes that matter can be subdivided until the ultimate
particle is reached. This generalization is named atomic theory. The
Hindu philosopher goes much further and reduces to one element.

It is extremely difficult to give an exact English equivalent of
the word 'guna'. It literally means quality or attribute (a quality ascribed
to a person or thing). Quality is a product of the gunas, but in
Samkhya system substance and quality are one. This statement that the
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substance and quality are identical is in good terms with the point of
view of modern physics. Modern physics describes a substance by
stating all its possible qualities.

Though the word 'guna' in the ordinary usage means a quality
like the redness of a flower or the sweetness of honey, or the honesty
of a person, in the Samkhya and Vedanta systems, it is particularly
employed to indicate sattva, rajas and tamas. These three are the
fundamental elemental materials in prakriti, the mother Nature. Such
is the traditional explanation of guna. Now let us explain it in terms
of modern science. Matter has been dematerialized by modern science
and reduced to energy. It is further said that even electron is not as
fundamental as energy.

So the gunas can be said to denote energies or forces which are
never at rest. They are like bundles of energies. The three forms of
'guna' are essentially distinct from each other. In a way they oppose
each other, but they can never be separated. Each guna is a distinct
type of energy. As already mentioned the three types of gunas sattva,
rajas, and tamas are the material cause of the physical universe. Their
characteristics are known from their products. Each of them stands for
a distinct aspect of reality the physical realm and each stands for a
characteristic of physical experience in the sphere of thought and
feeling. The three gunas together form the material of the universe
both physical and psychic occasion one of them predominates over
the others. From the dominant characteristic of any one phase of a
material or psychic object we may understand which of the gunas in
that object has the predominance.

In this physical world sattva guna indicates all that is pure
and fine and rajas indicates the active principle while tamas is the
principly of stupidity, resistance and lethargy. All the three gunas are
present in everything, but one guna always predominates. The gunas
also represent the various stages in the process of evolution of any
particular entity. Sattva is the form to be realised and tamas is the
inherent obstacle to its realisation. Rajas is the power by which the
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obstacle is removed and the entity becomes manifest. Sattva guna is
finally the power by which a product manifests itself. All the gunas
work from the mind of man. Tranquility purity and calmness indicate
sattva guna. Rajas signifies passion, restlessness, aggressive activity
and tamas indicates stupidity, laziness and inertia. One of the three
gunas sometimes predominates while on the other occasion another
guna predominates. This is the reason for variation in man's mood
and character. Man can cutivate any one of the gunas by his actions,
thoughts and way of living. It is said that tamas can be overcome by
the cultivation of sattva. But the ultimate or the highest ideal is to go
beyond sattva also and reach the Purusha who is beyond all gunas.

Prakriti is homogeneous (uniform) and the universe is hetero-
geneous (varied). The Samkhya doctrine says that the universe is
developed out of prakriti and at the it returns to prakriti. Infact, there
is neither, creation nor destruction. The universe existed in the past
and will exist in future. At the time of so-called dissolution the
universe goes into unmanifestation and it is remanifested at the time of
recreation. So there are only manifestation and unmanifestation which
are called creation and dissolution.

Thus Samkhya doctrine propounded its own theory of evolution
some centuries before the western scientists began to think of
'Evolution'. Samkhya philosophy asserts that in the process of
evolution which is otherwise called Creation (Srishti) nothing new is
added, but only the doors are opened for the free flow of what is
already involved. The effect is a reproduction and a transformation of
the cause. It means that the effect potentially exists in the cause itself.
So evolution is nothing more than gradual unfoldment of what is
folded or involved. Barriers are removed for the fulfilment of the
process of evolution.

Patanjali in his 'Yoga Sutras' (4-3) explains the Hindu theory of
evolution of species by means of an illustration from agriculture.
Good and bad deeds are not the direct causes of the transformation.
They act as breakers of the obstacles to natural evolution; just as a
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farmer breakes the obstacles to the course of water, which then runs
down by its own nature.

The water for irrigation is already there in the canal, only shut
in by gates. When the farmer opens the gates the water flows into the
field all by itself, by natural force of gravity. According to Patanjali,
the 'water' is the force of evolution, which each one of us carries
with in him, only waiting to be released from the canal or reservoir.
By our acts we open the gate and the water runs down into the field.
The field, then bears its crop and is there by transformed. This
indicates that the form of the next rebirth is determined. As Swami
Vivekananda says in his 'Rajayoga and Patanjali Aphorisms'. "All
progress and power are already in every man, perfection is every man's
nature, only it is barred and prevented from taking its proper course.
If any one can take the bar off, in rushes nature."

The power to remove obstacles exists in the nature of gunas,
which are the potential cause of every result. These same gunas
operate as different aspects of Prakriti and they are seen in the
evolution of both organic and inorganic matter.

It is the gunas that are never at rest. It is not the soul or Purusha
that evolves but only the gunas. Purusha is the Pure Consciousness
(Cit), never undergoing any change. But in the process of biological
evolution Consciousness is released more and more. As the soul gets
higher in the scale of evolution, the release will be greater. This is
entirely physical consciousness, not the supraphysical consciousness
which is transcendental. Transcendental Consciousness is the full
release of purity in its original condition. It is the infinite unchangeable
Consciousness of Purusha or the Self. It is a state in which Purusha
knows himself independent of Prakriti. Now there is no longer any
reflection of Purusha's Consciousness in Prakriti – and it is (Purusha's
Consciousness) no longer identified with anthahkarana or mind stuff
which is the product of Prakriti.

One thing we have to remember that Prakriti does not evolve
by itself alone but only through its nearness or closeness to Purusha.
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However Purusha remains absolutely unchanged. What is Prakriti?
Prakriti is a state of equilibrium of the three gunas. When this
equilibrium is lost or disturbed evolution begins.

M1ya or Consciousness (Caitanya) of Purusha (Brahman) is
Prakriti. Manifestation of Jagat (universe) is Prakriti. 'Mahat' is the
product of Prakriti and it is said to be Cosmic intelligence. It should
not be confused with 'pure intelligence' which is Purusha or Brahman.
Mahat is considered as some sort of cosmic apparatus on which the
intelligence of Purusha is reflected and it is the basis of individual
intelligence.

Some say that intellect is Mahat while others say that intellect
(buddhi) evolves from Mahat. Those evolved from Prakriti are called
principles (tattvas). Purusha and Prakriti are not separate because there
can not be one without the other. Together with Purusha and Prakriti
the principles are 25. If Mahat is separated from Buddhi the number
of principles rises to 26 and if Prakriti and Purusha are not counted
the number comes down to 24.

Five organs of perceptions : Ears, skin, eyes, tongue, nose.

Five organs of action : Hands, feet, mouth, excretory organs,
generative organs.
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Five tanmatras : Sound-potential, touch-potential, sight-potential,
taste-potential and smell-potential.

Five gross elements : Ether (sky) – sound, air – touch, fire – sight,
water – taste, earth – smell.

Tanmatras are the finer materials of the gross material. They are
the potentials or essences of the corresponding five gross elements.
The physical universe manifests itself to us in five ways as smell,
touch, taste, sight and sound. The gross elements – earth, water, fire,
air and sky are produced from the tanmatras – smell, taste, sight
(colour), touch and sound respectively. However there is variety in
the combinations of the five tanmatras to form the gross elements.
Because of this variety we find the universe in various aspects. Each
of the five gross elements is formed from on half of its tanmatra and
one-eighth of each of the other four tanmatras. For example, sound is
the tanmatra of the sky. So the sky is composed of one-half sound
tanmatra and one-eighth of each of the other tanmatras, touch, sight,
taste and smell. Similarly water is composed of its tantmatra, taste and
one-eighth of each of the other four tanmatras. The other gross
elements also are formed similarly.

The tanmatras, the finer materials, which form the gross elements,
are not visible to our eyes. Only yogis of highattainment can see them.

The first product of evolution is mahat. Next comes buddhi
(intellect). It is the reflection of the Consciousness of Purusha. In the
individual buddhi works for Purusha, and all other organs work for
buddhi. Purusha (Brahman) or the Self remains unchanged. Yet it
experiences the objective universe through buddhi (intellect). Buddhi
of the individual is the product of Prakriti, so it contains all the three
gunas. However at different times one or the other of the gunas may
predominate in an individual. Sometimes one of the three gunas may
become the dominating characteristic of an individual.

In sattva state the characteristic of an individual is purity,
tranquility, freedom from desire and possession of devine powers. The
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individual may even reflect the supreme Consciousness of Brahman
(Purusha). In rajas state the individual is dominated by desires and
hence becomes restless. In tamas state ignorance dominates and the
individual becomes lethargic.

Westerners consider buddhi as an aspect of mind. It is a common
experience that buddhi does not express an equal degree of intelligence
at all times. That is the reason why pure intelligence cannot exist in
buddhi as a permanent characteristic attribute. It is so because buddhi
is only the reflected intellect of Purusha (Brahman). Purusha is the
unchanging Self. The amount of intelligence or consciousness reflected
differs in accordance with the dominating guna. Some commentators
consider budhi as the store house of all sub-conscious impression.

Ahamkara is 'self-sense' which means ego. It is the sense of the
doer not Purusha, the Self. It is the individual psychological aspect.
When sattva is predominant we do good deeds; in rajas predominance
we become selfish; tamas makes us lazy and indifferent.

From ahamkara gunas evolve in three different courses. Usually
sattva or tamas dominates while rajas aids either of them. In their
sattva aspect 'manas' evolves along with the five organs of perception
and five organs of action. In their 'tamas' aspect the five tanmatras
which are the subtle elements evolve. These subtle elements combine
and recombine with one another by the predominance of tamas and
with the help of rajas they produce the five gross elements – ether
(sky), air, fire, earth, and water. The sattva element in the gross
elements is manifested to reveal themselves to buddhi directly and
indirectly to Purusha (Self).

'Manas' receives impressions through the senses and passes
them on (presents) to the buddhi. Further 'manas' carries out the orders
of the buddhi (will) through the organs of action. 'Manas' is thus
necessary for both knowledge and action. However, it is not an
undivided entity. It is made of parts.

India psychologists distinguish 'budhi' from 'ahamkara' and
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'manas' according to their functions. However, all the three together
form the 'anthahkarana'. It is the mind material or the substance of the
mind which is called the inner organ.

Tanmatras, the subtle elements create the sense-potentials. The
sense organs are symbolic of gross elements. The sense-potentials are
the sources of five sense organs. The sense organs are ears, nose, eyes,
tongue and skin. Their sources or potentials are sound for ears, smell
for nose, sight for eyes and taste for tongue. There are also five organs
of action : Mouth, hands, feet, organ of generation and organ of
excreation and their sources are : speech for mouch which includes
tongue, giving and taking for hands, walking for feet, reproduction for
the organ of excreation. All these sources of perception and action
evolve from ego-sense or ahamkara besides manas. When the guna,
tamas predominates the tanmatras or subtle elements evolve which
produce the physical universe – the world which is the object of
perception.

4:3:1. Geological Evolution
In general, Cosmic model is compared to a balloon. Like a

balloon, the Cosmic model is enveloped in a thin liquid matter or solid
matter that expands. There is ether inside and outside the balloon-like
model. Essentially the universe is enclosed in a layer called space.
The layer has thickness of many millions light years. There are
innumerable galaxies stars and planetary with in that enclosure called
space. There is complete void or vacuum outside the layer called space.

The space in the universe is curved and the light follows that
curve. In this apparently unlimited space there are uncountable
galaxies. The outer layer of this egg-like universe is imagined to be
like a shell. Its circumference is of some billions of light years. The
stars in the galaxies with in radiate infinite heat and light. But the
universe itself doesnot shine because the heat and light are absorbed
by the void in the space.

The global form of the universe is inherited by the planets in
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the universe. That is the reason why our Earth-globe is take as the
duplicate of the Cosmic model. Perhaps that is why the Earth-globe
itself is described as the universe in the Puranas. Our Earth is enclosed
in atmosphere with dense solid or liquid core. All the creatures live
on this earth. Man is able to go some miles only into the earth – in
search of minerals. But he is able to go into the Cosmos all the way
to the moon and is sending satellites to other planets.

With the help of the Cosmic model we can find the expansion
of the universe and the way the galaxies are scattered around in the
space. Man is able to prepare Cosmic model with the help of
computers. But he is not able to find the singularity at the time of
Bigbang or the singularity at the time of Big Crunch.

It is believed that the early condition or stage of evolution in
creation was of physico chemical nature.

Geological Eras
The history of evolution of the Earth during the last 200 Crores

of years is divided into four periods called Geological Eras, each of
50 crore years.

1) Archeozoic Era : In this era the earth was completely made
up of minerals. Atmosphere was filled with Nitrogen and Carbon
dioxide.

2) Prozoic Era : Next to Protozoic Era. In this period the most
primitive form of life was formed. That was Algae, the non-flowering
stemless water plant. They are minute but as they grow in groups
their combined mass comes to some crorers of tonnes. However,
Algae do one important work. Using solar energy they collect Carbon
dioxide from atmosphere and transform it into Oxygen through a
process called Photosynthesis and release into atmosphere. This
Oxygen has become life saver to the late living organisms like starfish,
snails and corals.
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3) Mesozoic Era : During this period different forms of plants
and trees took form and grew. At this time large reptiles grew in sea.
In the second half of this era, extremely large and dreadful Dinosaurs
grew up. Most of them grew up in the sea. This Era is also called
Jurassic age. They perished in this age itself due to earthquake caused
by asteroid. They might have found it difficult to move with their
enormous body weight in search of food.

4) Cenozoic Era : This is the most recent era of geological time
marked by evolution and development of mammals, birds and flowers.
Domestic animals and also wild animals evolved in this period. This
evolution gradually led to an anthropoid apes and finally to the
evolution of man.

Thus evolution progressed from minerals to plants, from plants
to animals and finally from animals to human beings.

Just as plants and trees behave according to the favourable
conditions, minerals also did the same. This is due to physical and
chemical attractions which later developed as instinct in animals. This
instint made the animals behave according to the surroundings and it
also improved their mobility. Finally these minerals, physical and
chemical attractions were transformed as mind in man. Animals have
small brain, but they don't have mind. It is only in man that the brain
fully evolved into mind and intellect. It means man has both brain and
mind.

Evolution of life on the earth is said to be related to the physical
changes that occured in the outer layers of the earth. Scientists
correlated the evolution of life and the physical changes on the
surface of the earth and divided into four Eras which is the major
division of time. Each Era is again subdivided into periods. Each
period is a part of geological Era. Again each period is divided into
Epochs. Epoch is the division of a period corresponding to a set of
strata (layers). Finally each Epoch is divided into ages. Geologically an
age is a unit of Epoch.
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Era
!

Period
!

Epoch
!

Age

There are many differences in the determination of time periods
of geological evolution.

These differences are due to the chemical methods followed to
test the animal and plant fossils which are the remains or impressions
of prehistoric plants or animals hardened in rocks.

The Eras are four.

1) Azoic Era : This is life less era. The period of first 200
crore years after the formation of the Earth is called Azoic Era. No
living thing evolved in this era.

2) Archeozoic Era : This is the first stage in the evolution of
living things on the Earth. This era started 300 crore years ago and
extended for 100 crore years.

3) Proterozoic Era : This is the oldest form of life. It started
200 crore years ago and continued upto 150 crore years ago. The
remains of creatures that lived in that period were found in pieces
here and there. The plant species like Algi, Fungus and animal
species like monocellular organisms belonged to this era. About the
end of this era Mollusca snails and other invertebrate sea animals
came into existence.

4) Palaezoic Era : This is the recent old era. It started about
50 or 60 crore years ago, when plants and animals appeared both in
the sea and also on the earth.

Of these four eras the first three eras, Azoic Era, Archeozoic
Era and Protozoic Era together are called precambrian Era.
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I. Precambrian Era
II. Palaeoic Era
III. Mesozoic Era
IV. Cenozoic Era

II. Palaezoic Era : This Era is divided into six periods :

1) Cambrian Period : It started 60 crore years ago and
continued for 10 crore years that means till 50 crore years ago. Many
fossils are found belonging to this period. All the fossils belonged to
invertebrate animals. In plant species Algae grew very much. Arthropoda
invertebrate animals, insects and spiders increased in numbers.

2) Ordovician Period : This started about 50 crore years ago
and extended upto 43 crore years ago. In this period for the first time
plants spread out to the land. Still algae was prominent in the sea.
There are evidences of the first Vertebrate on the surface of the earth.
But still invertebrate animals spread out in large numbers in the sea
waters.

3) Silurian Period : This started about 43 crore years back in
the past and continued upto 40 crore years back in the past. For the
first time the fish species were born. Plant species grew on the land.
Mountains came up into sight and new areas of land rose out from
the sea. Fish and worms without wings also were born.

4) Devonian Period : It extended from 40 crore years back in
the past to 36 crore years ago. For the first time tree forests were
formed. Amphibians and sharks increased in number.

5) Carboniferous Period : It started about 36 crore years ago
and continued upto 28 crore years back in the past. In this period
reptiles like snakes, lizards, crocodiles appeared. Sharks also appeared
more and more in number. Wet lands suitable for the formation of coal
mines became more and more clear. Amphibians also grew in number.

6) Permian Period : From about 28 crore years back in the
past this period extended upto 24 crore years in the past. In this
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period continents rose out from the sea waters. Some more mountain
ranges appeared from out of the earth. Invertebrate animals almost
became extinct in this period. Many of worms that we see today
were born during theis period.

Palaeozoic Era described so far spread from about 60 crore
years in the past to about 24 crores years in the past. So the total
period of this era was 36 crore years.

III. Mesozoic Era : This started about 24 crore years ago and
continued upto 6 crore and 50 lakh years in the past. That means it
extended to about a period of 17 crores and 50 lakh years. This is
divided into three periods.

1) Triassic Period : It started about 24 crore years in the past
and continued upto 21 crore years in the past (a total period of 3 crore
years). Reptiles like giant lizards were formed. For the first time
Dinosaurs appeared on the earth. Mammals also developed in this
period.

2) Jurassic Period : It started about 21 crore years back in the
past and extended upto 14 crore years in the past. This is absolutely
dinosaur period. Birds with large teeth appeared in this period.
Mammals also grew in number. This period has become well-known
because of a popular movie with the same name.

3) Cretaceous Period : It extended from 14 crore years to 6
crore 50 lakh years back in the past. This is the last period in
Mesozoic Era. For the first time flowers appeared in this period.
The Alps in Europe and the Himalayas in India were formed in this
period. Dinosaurs grew in large numbers and terrified the living
creatures all around. However, they faced complete extinction in this
period. Deposits of chalk also were formed.

IV. Cenozoic Era : This was the new era of life. It started 6
crore 50 lakh years ago and is still continuing. This is the most recent
era of the geological time. This is also called the era of mammals.
This is divided into two periods.
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1) Tertiary period : It started 6 crore 50 lakh years ago and
continued upto 20 lakh years in the past.

There are five epochs in the period.

1) Palaeocene Epoch : This extended from 6 crore 50 lakh
years to 5 crore 50 lakh years back in the past. Old races
of mammals developed well. Planets and animals grew very
well both in the sea and on the land. Invertebrate animals
also developed.

2) Eocene Epoch : It was in between 5 crore 50 lakh years and
3 crore 80 lakh years in the past. Mammals with placenta
were transformed into many races. Horses, killer whales, dogs
and cats became settled races.

3) Oligocene Epoch : It spread from 3 crore 80 lakh years
to 2 crore 40 lakh years in the past. Many races of
mammals were formed in this epoch. Many genera (group of
organisms having common characteristics distinct from
those of other genera). Forests with flowering plants also
were formed. Anthropoid apes appeared. These apes appear
similar to human beings but they are not human beings.

4) Miscene Epoch : This was in between 2 crore 40 lakh
years and 50 lakh years back in the past. Mammals developed
into very much higher state. Apes without tails also appeared.

5) Pliocene Epoch : This is the last epoch in Tertiary Period.
It spreads between 50 lakh years and 20 lakh years in the
past. Some races of mammals disappeared. Green lands were
formed. Elephants, horses, camels developed into complete
forms. Human form began to take shape. This is Hominid
genus which is called prehistoric ape – like man. This is
extinct genus.

2) Quaternary Period : This is divided into two epochs. These
are called 'Ice Ages'.
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1) Pleistocene Epoch : It started 20 lakh years ago and
continued upto 10 thousand years in the past. There were
rapid changes of temperature in this epoch. this is glacial
period. Snow flew very much in the mountain valleys. Large
mammals were destroyed. Many plant species also became
extinct. Social life among humans started to take shape at
this time.

2) Holecene Epoch : This is the most recent epoch. It started
10 thousand years ago and is still continuing. Glacial periods
stopped. Warm climate was formed on the earth. This is the
age of human race.

The division of time into eras, periods, epochs and ages
described so far is called Geological Calendar.

Time is divided into four eras and each era into periods and
epochs. The period of the first 440 crore years after the formation of
the earth is called pre-cambrian period. There are many differences in
the division of time. These are due to the different chemical methods
followed in testing the animal and plant fossils and remains.

Major divisions of Geological Time

Era

Cenozoic
Era

Period

Quaternary
Period

Epoch

Holocene
Epoch

Epoch

From 10 thousand years
ago till now.

Pleistocene
Epoch

20 lakh years ago to
10 thousand years ago.

Tertiary
Period

Pliocene
Epoch

50 lakh years to 20 lakh
years ago.

Miocene
Epoch

2 crore 40 lakh years to
50 lakh years ago.

Oligocene
Epoch

3 crore 80 lakh years to
2 crore 40 lakh years ago.
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Era Period Epoch Epoch

Eocene
Epoch

5 crore 50 lakh years to
3 crore 80 lakh years ago.

Palaeocene
Epoch

6 crore 50 lakh years to
5 crore 50 lakh years ago.

Mesozoic
Era

Cretaceous
Period

– 14 crore years to 6 crore
50 lakh years ago.

Jurassic
Period

– 21 crore years to 14 crore
years ago.

Triassic
Period

– 24 crore years to 21 crore
years ago.

Palaezoic
Era

Permian
Period

– 28 crore years to 24 crore
years ago.

Carboniferous
Period

– 36 crore years to 28 crore
years ago.

Devonian
Period

– 40 crore years to 36 crore
years ago.

Silurian
Period

– 43 crore years to 40 crore
years ago.

Ordovician
Period

– 50 crore years to 43 crore
years ago.

Cambian
Period

– 60 crore years to 50 crore
years ago.

Azoic Era
Archeozoic Era
Proterozoic Era

Pre-Cambrian Period 440 crore years ago.

4:3:2. Human Evolution
Charles Darwin published his "On the Origin of Species" about

one hundred and fifty years ago in 1859. But even today scientists
seem to have a better grasp of the number of stars in our galaxy than
the number of species in the world. It is really an irony. Some mammals
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and birds are still being identified. About 90 percent of plant species
have been identified. That is the only good news we have. We are still
identifying some mammals as well, though their numbers are not
many. Our knowledge of invertabrates such as insects is poor. Our
knowledge is sketchy (does not contain many details), because most of
the species identified belong to temperate regions in the western
countries. (not extreme hot, not extreme cold – neither tropical nor
arcitic, for example Britain's climate is temperate – mild temperatures.)
Tropics (region between tropic Capricorn and tropic of Cancer), unlike
temperate regions are the hot spot biodiversity with extremely hot
climate. Tropical forests contain around half of all the world's species
of naimals and plants. Yet only half a million tropical species have
been identified so far. That shows how incomplete is our knowledge of
species. If our knowledge of terrestrial species is inadequate, it is bad
in the Cas of marine organisms. Only about 2.75 lakh marine species
have been identified so far.

There are some common misconceptions about evolution. A
section of people firmly believe that all living things seen today are
the products of divine creation and so can not accept evolution. But
we find misconception even among people who believe in evolution.
'Natural selection' is on of the two fundamental mechanisms of
evolution, the other being 'Survival of the fittest". 'Natural selection'
is the Darwinian theory of survival and propagation of organisms best
adapted to their surroundings. In other words it is the process which
results in the continued existence of only the types of animals and
plants which are able to produce young and new plants or animals in
the conditions in which they live. 'Survival of the fittest is the
process or the result of 'Natural selection'. It is the principle that
animals and plants suited to the conditions they live in are more
likely to stay alive and produce other animals and plants than those
which are not. However, some scientists have suggested that the
extinction of many animals may have been partly due to cahnce, not
just to the survival of the fittest.
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Those who donot accept the theory of evolution failed to see
the generic drift – Even Darwin did not make any mention of it.
'Generic drift' is the random change in the genetic composition of
individuals due chance events. Even Darwin did not mention it.
'Generic drift' has played an important role.

Some say that even the theory of Survival of the fittest is
misunderstood. Survival of species is not always increased by
evolution. Mutations – genetic change when transmitted to offspring,
gives rise to heritable variations, and it is the mechanism for natural
selection. Mutations are common phenomenon. Species may not
survive if the mutations are slow or fast.

The term 'fittest' is misunderstood as the biggest and strongest.
The strongest or the most aggressive species may not always survive.
So it is proper to say that the animals that cooperate or adjust
themselves with the surrounding are the fittest. For example, the
sponge and the jelly fish persisted from the Cambrian period with
very little change. Thus fitness of an organism is relative to its
everchanging environment.

It is said that evolution does not proceed in a specific direction
producing continuous improvement. Organisms either adapt to the
environments that are always undergoing change or risk extinction.

Now we come to human evolution. Biologists classified plants
and animals minutely as phylum, class, order, family, tribe, genus and
species.
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Classification of living organisms
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Animal kingdom
!

Vertebrate phylum
!

Mammalian class
!

Primate order
(highest order of mammals)

!

Anthropoid sub order like apes
!

Humanoid super family
(animal resembling man but not human)

!

Like :
1) Gorilla (largest anthropoid ape)
2) Chimpanzee (small anthropoid ape)
3) Orangutan (large red long haired tree – living ape)
4) Gibbon (small ape with slender body and long arms)

!

Hominid family
(primate family Hominidae including humans)

!

Homo genus
(primate of Genus (highest) including of modern humans)

1) Pitha can thrope
2) Java man (pre historic ape like man extinct genus)
3) Neandarthal (human form with retreating forehead)

!

Homo Sapiens species
(Anthropoid apes species Man belongs to this species)

Note : There are many species in Homo Genus, but man belongs to
Homo Sapiens species. The species of apes which evolved as
man are extinct. So there is no more evolution of apes into man.

Address of man in the process of evolution
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Homo Sapiens means modern human beings regarded as a
species. It is the one existing species of man. 'Homo' indicates genus,
'Sapiens' means intellect and wisdom. Human race is the only race
with intellect and wisdom. Man is considered the most excellent in
creation, because he has intellect and intuition which no living creature
in the universe has. He attained complete physical form. He can travel
anywhere in his world thought. He is included in animal race because
there is animal hidden in man. Man does not simply mean his
physical body but human characteristics which are intellect, mind and
power of thinking. Animal characteristics are hidden in man because
animal form is transformed into human form under favourable
conditions.

Some marks of identity indicating transformation sometimes
remain on human body even after birth. But it is very difficult to
identify them as marks of transformation. Some of these marks may
remain life long and some may disappear in course of time Transfor-
mation in evolution is always onward and never backward. Man will
never be transformed as animal again. But there are still some people
who believe that man may be reincarnated or reborn as animal
according to his karmic impressions. They fail to understand the real
meaning of this statement. 'Animal' does not mean animal form or
body but animal characteristics in human form. Man has not gained
human form all of a sudden. It took him some lakhs of years to be
transformed from animal to human form. So far the evolution has
been physical. The animal forms that were the source of the evolution
into man are no longer there. They all have become extinct. Now on
all evolution will be mental not physical. The apes and gorillas that
exist now are not our forefathers. If all these apes are to be transformed
as men, the earth will not be enough to accomodate them.

Any living creature starts its life as unicellular organism. Man
also starts his life in his mothers womb as a unicellular organism. By
cell division it grows and finally attains human form. But, as already
mentioned, some remains of transformation may continue to be with
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the body as resdue even after birth. Some them may remain life long
while some may vanish in course of time. For instance, the foetus in
his mother's womb will have only two chambers as in the fish, which
finally grow into four chambers, two auricles and two ventricles. Early
breathing organ in the foetus of man is like the gills of a fish in the
region of neck. Very soon they are transformed into full-fledged
human beings. It is said that in the first stage of human foetus has
small tail. In later stages this tail was changed into a small bone called
Coccyx in triangular form at the bottom end of the spine. Similarly
some more features disappear during the growth of the foetus and
some may remain even after birth. The animals have some waste
muscles in the external year which help them to move the ear freely.
We see some people who have the habit of moving the ears occa-
sionally. The canine teeth in our mouth practically remain a waste, but
they are essential for dogs, foxes and wolves. A child creeps on
stomach, then on hands and legs and finally walks. Biologists say that
there are the remains of the stages in the transformation.

What is Vedantic answer to these stages of transformation.
Science faces contraversy not with Vedanta but with 'Puranas'. Vedanta
also accepts that everything emanates from Brahman in the form of
transformation. The fluids in the Cosmos were solidified and were
transformed into different forms, says Chand. Up. Chapter 6. Br. Up.
(1-4-3) says that 'Virat Purusha' divided himself into man and
woman. The masculine part was Manu and the feminine part was
Satarupa. They became the first couple. They enjoyed copulation and
produced all kinds of living organisms. That is why the universe is said
to be the outcome of copulation. It is clear from this that Brahman did
not create the organisms as toys.

It might have taken some crores of years for complete formation
of living organisms. But how to know this time? It is beyond the
reach of history and so science calls it prehistoric age. Rishis imagined
some units as Kalpas, Mahayugas and Yugas. In fact all units either
for time or distance are all imaginary.
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Puranas say that creation restarts at the beginning of every
kalpa. After it was dissolved at the end of previous kalpa all creatures
remain in subtle bodies which are just forms of light, not physical
bodies. They remain in a state of deep sleep till recreation starts.
Creation is recycled at the beginning of each kalpa. When recreation
starts these subtle bodies wake up not suddenly but gradually in
different stages. When all the souls enclosed in astral bodies (subtle
bodies) wake up human form takes shape which is called the crest
jewel of creation.

On the whole this is similar in sense to what science says,
though not Verbatim. Only technical terms and the way of explanation
are different, but the idea is not different. Science and Vedanta are not
opposed or contradictory. If we take puranas just in story form they
look opposed to science. Puranic stories are similar to movie stories.
The intention of the puranic stories is to reveal the eternal truths.
The characters are only vehicles. The events and things that occurred
or occurring or may occur in future are gathered and are woven into
stories creating suitable story. Characters and situations. They become
puranas. The characters, situations and stories are similar to those
that we come across in real life. So we should take only the symbolic
meaning of the puranas not the story as it is.

Note : What is given in these chapters on 'Evolution' is only an
outline idea of evolution not scientific analysis. Basically this book is
on Vedanta not on scientific analysis of evolution. These chapters on
'Evolution' are only contextual inclusion.

4:3:2:1. Process of human Creation
How did the first living thing come into existence? Or How

was it formed? There is no unanimous answer to this question.
Ofcourse, the answer can never be acceptable to all. If there are any
such answers there would not have been chance for contraversies.
Opinions always differ because every mind has its own intellect and
intellect varies from person to person.
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1) Creation is divine : All living beings are created by God.
This is the oldest theory. This faith is common to all religions.

2) Vitalism : It is the doctrine that says that life originates in
vital principle distinct from chemical and physical forces. Our life
originates from something that is much superior to physical and
chemical forces. It is called vital principle (Prana). This force manifests
itself in matter. This is not divine.

3) Life is eternal : This theory says that Life (Self) is eternal
and body is mortal. These are the old arguments which cannot be
proved physically. They are based on faith which does not yield to any
reason. So it is not easy to reject them as they don't have any logical
base.

4) Spontaneous generation : It says that living organisms are
produced by themselves from dead matter. It means that life is
produced from lifeless matter. It is said that this argument has been
alive since the days of Aristotle. Perhaps the basis for this argument
is that rotten vegetables grow in filthy place and worms and insects
rise from rotten meat.

However, the French scientist Louis Pastuer (1822-1895) proved
this opinion wrong. He said, however small the organism might be, it
cannot be born by itself. It must be given birth by another organism.
Further the conditions prevalent when the first organism was born, are
not there now. So life cannot evolve from lifeless matter. An organism
is born only to another organism.

Today man is trying to create artificial life in the laboratories.
Some argue why nature cannot do the same thing. Such arguments and
counter arguments are common. There is nothing like artificial life.
Life can be produced only from another live cell. No new life can be
produced.

5) Inter Universal Creation : This is an argument that Creation
did not start in this world. 'Life germ' might have come from some
where in the universe or outside the universe and gradually developed
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here. Though there are some people who support this argument even
today, it could not gain strong enough approval. Therefore it could
not become an established doctrine.

6) Theory of Chemical evolution : The Russian biochemist
A.I. Oparin – 1936 proposed this argument. This is purely materialistic
theory. Matter takes prominent place in this theory. Matter takes
prominent place in this theory. Life and soul have no place. Materialism
is the doctrine that denies the independent existence of spirit and
maintains that there is but one substance matter with its movements
and modifications.

First organic compounds were formed on this earth. They have
gradually undergone changes in a very high state and thus 'life' was
produced. Inorganic compounds are higher than elements and organic
compounds are still higher. They indicate the stages of evolution.
First-born organic compounds were transformed in higher and higher
stages giving rise to 'life'. This is what the theory of chemical
evolution say. But it does not say anything about what exactly life is.

Scientists say that the remains obtained from the outer layers of
the earth belong to the period 50 crore years in the past. It means that
multicellular organisms were formed 300 crore years ago after the outer
layers of the earth were formed. Due to the fusion of amino acids,
nucleotides primary organisms were formed and later unicellular
organisms were formed. It took 300 crore years for these formations.
Here there is no place for soul (jiva). Only 'life' was there. What
exactly is this 'life'? There is no answer. This is the theory of
chemical life. Without any external interference, chemical evolution
occured naturally and accidentally. This evolution is said to be the first
creation of life.

There are mostly multicellular organisms in nature. They are
invisible. Amoeba is a unicellular organism. We can see it only
through a microscope. Though Amoeba is unicellular, it behaves as a
complete organism. It takes food also and grows. It splits and thus
multiplies its race. But it is not the smallest organism. Virus is the
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smallest. It is a microscopic organism consisting mainly of nucleic
acid in a protein coat, multiplying only in living cells and often causes
diseases. Bacterium (Pl. Bacteria) also is a unicellular micro organism
lacking cell structure. Virus is smaller than bacteria.

In the body of any organism metabolic activity generates energy.
Being small no chemical activity takes place in the body of amoeba.
So it depends on other living organisms. Hence it is called a parasite.
One kind of Virus depends on one kind of living cell in an organism
and destroys it. Virus becomes alive only when it enters a live cell. It
remains dead at other times. It can remain in dead state for any length
of time. So virus must be neither live nor dead matter. Virus are the
most primary live substances. 'Life' might have started as Virus in the
beginning. Perhaps they were only nucleic acids (genes) at that stage
an later they were transformed as proteins. Scientists separated
proteins, D.N.A or R.N.A in the Virus. Then the Virus became lifeless
matter. Again when proteins, D.N.A or R.N.A are injected into them,
they became nucleo proteins and multiplied.

How is live-cell in an organism destroyed by Virus? Virus
remains attached to a live-cell. So far it can be observed through a
microscope. The rest of the process is guessed by the scientists. Virus
makes a hole into the live cell and pumps its own nucleic acid
(D.N.A or R.N.A) into the live cell. Protein coat of the Virus remains
outside. Then there will be big friction between the nucleic acid in
the live cell and the nucleic acid that has come from the Virus. Which
ever is stronger, wins that means the stronger of the two nucleic acid
wins. When the nucleic acid from the Virus is stronger, it controls
the metabolic activity of the live cell and changes it to its advantage.
Then the live-cell produces some hundreds of Viruses and ultimately
bursts out.

Initially the virus was not harmful, but at a later stage nucleus,
cytoplasm, cell coat might have developed due to mutations. Sudden
changes are called mutations. When new viruses were formed, only
strong virus survived and the rest perished.
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In course of time unicellular organisms developed into multi-
cellular organisms, then as plants, later as animals and ultimately
evolved as man.

Evolution which started some crores of years ago finally ended
with the formation of man. Earth was not as it is today. There were
no continents. There was no sea in between the continents. Africa and
America were not separate and far away. Australia also was not so far
away. India and Africa were very close almost as one. There was only
one sea all over the earth and not separated as Indian ocean, Pacific
ocean, Atlantic ocean etc. In course of time some parts of land was
submerged into the sea and the continents drifted away with sea in
between. Some mountains disappeared into the sea and some
mountains rose up from the sea. These changes and erosions played
their own part in the evolution. It is all a part of the mystery of creation.

In the course of evolution monkeys belong to the highest order.
The nearest relative of man in the evolution is monkey. Monkeys are
included in primate order and primate belong to the highest order in
mammals. Man also is one in this highest order.

However, it must be remembered that monkeys are one kind
of apes, but not the nearest relative of man. These apes still alive in
primate order are divided into two sub-orders. They belonged to
proceemia sub-order that lived in the period before the apes.
Anthropoid apes belong to the second sub-order. They were human in
form only. There are small animals like squirrels, rats and some
smallest monkeys in procemia sub-order.

There are three superfamilies in Anthropoid sub-order.
  1) Platyrrhine super family
  2) Catarrhine super family
  3) Hominoid super family

1) Platyrrhine super family : Apes in this super family have
broad nose. They grow in Central America and South America. Only
these apes can carry things with their tails.
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2) Catarrhine super family : The apes in this family have
oblique nose. There are many genera in this family. They are found
from the bottom edge of Africa to the South of the Himalayas upto
Japan. Now they are not seen in Europe. All the common apes we
see belong to this family.

3) Hominoid super family : Homi-noid means like human.
There are two families in this super family.

1) Pongid family : All apes without tails are in this family.

2) Hominid family : Only samien species are left to survive.
That is human race. Home spaiens means modern Humans
regarded a species.

1) Pongid family includes five genera. All the apes in this
family have resemblances to man. They live on trees. The five genera
are :

a) Gibbon : The smallest of the apes. They are mild. They can
easily move swinging from tree to tree.

b) Siamang (large back gibbon) : They are almost like
gibbons but big and black. Nothing special about them.
They live in Malaya and Sumatra.

c) Orang-utan : These are big apes. They are mild. They have
long red hair and long hands. They are vegetarians and live
on trees.

d) Gorilla : Largest of the Anthropoid apes, found in Central
Africa. Female gorillas are smaller than male gorillas.
Generally they walk on four legs on land. If necessary they
can even walk on two legs.

e) Chimpanzee : This is small African Anthropoid ape. If
trained, they can do any work. They live both on land and
trees. They can walk to some extent. For sleep, they take
shelter on branches of trees. They don't have stability. They
don't settle anywhere. They live in groups. But gorillas don't
follow this way.
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2. Hominid Family : This is the family or subfamily in
Hominoid super family. Though there are certain resemblances between
Anthropoid apes and humans, human beings did not evolve from these
apes. This is a clear fact. These are the animals that depend on the
branches of the trees. They can walk but not for long. Hind legs are
short and front legs which are like hands, are long. This body-structure
helps them to live on the trees.

That is why their way of life is different from that of man.
Human beings come under Hominid family in Hominoid superfamily.
Once there were many genera in this family. But they are all extinct
now. Man belongs to Home genus. Once there were many species in
this genus. Now sapiens is the only species that is left alive. That is
Homo Sapiens and that is human species. The rest of the species are
completely extinct.

Man was not born from any other species. The species that were
tranformed into humans are completely extinct. So there will be no
more evolution of humans from this species of apes. We have to go
back to 5.7 to 6.0 crore years in the past in Cenozoic Era to know the
formation of man. Plaeocene Epoch continued from 6.5 to 5.5 crore
years back in the past. There started the story of human species.

Though gibbons and orang-utans resemble humans, gorillas and
chimpanzees have more resemblances to man. Apes resemble man
but still there are some differences. The palate in the mouth of man
is bent like an arch. This is the speciality of man. In the apes it is
flat. The row of teeth in man is bent in crescent form. The front teeth
are lean and close and they become gradually broad inside. But the
row of teeth in the apes is parallel on both sides similar to the letter
'U'. So this ape is not the ancestor of the humans.

Later some remains similar to man were found near the
Himalayas. They were named Ramapithicus. But it could stand erect
is not known. Walking on two legs and standing erect are the specific
features of man. In 1924 near Tang town in Transwal state in Africa
remains of ape child were found. It was named Astralopithicus
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Africanus. It is supposed to be the intermediate animal between ape
and man. It was supposed to belong to old Hominid family and the
biologists declared that it must have walked on two legs. In man, the
spine joins the skull at the bottom. But in apes and monkeys (apes are
tailless monkeys, the spine is attached to the skull some where on
the backside. A hole was found in the remains of the skull of
Astralopithicus. So scientists that its head must have stood straight
above the spine and therefore it must have walked on two legs. But it
became controversial to decide about the body basing on the remains
of the skull. Some scientists argued that it could not be the ancestral
form of man.

Later in 1936 near Johanesberg in South Africa the skull of
amazed ape was found along with its teeth. Scientists thought that it
belonged to some other genus in Astralopithicus sub family. They
named it Pilicanthropus. Again in 1938. They found the skull of
another ape in Africa. This was supposed to be more similar to man.
This was named Paranthropus. It was believed to be equal to man in
strength.

In between 1948 and 1950 remains of the parts of the bodies
and skulls of the apes belonging to Astralopithicus sub-family were
found. On examination of their bodies scientists asserted that these
apes could stand erect on their legs. However some differences were
observed in Astralopithicus animals and apes.

Astralopithicus is the nearest animal to man. In Astralopithicus
subfamily the eyebrows are puffed up. Chimpanzee has no such bones.
The canine teeth of Astralopithicus are small. The jaws of the apes are
longer and heavier than those of man. The muscles of their jaws also
are heavy. That is the reason why the bones of the upperpart of their
skulls look puffed up. Man has no such bones. This is the characteristic
feature of Hominid family.

As already mentioned there is a hole at the place where the
spine unites with the skull. This hole is called foramen Magnum.
(Foramen = hole; Magnum = big). This is the similarity between
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Astralopithicus and man. Hence unlike apes Astralopithicus was
supposed to sand erect. There is another aspect. The hip bone in the
apes is slender. But Astralopithicus has, like man, broad flat hip
bone. This also helps in standing erect. Almost all the bones in
Astralopithicus show the characteristics of Hominid family. Their
hands look like those of man and are short. However, the apes
developed long hands to be able to catch the branches of trees, while
Astralopithicus developed suitable feet to walk but their hands are
short like those of man. These are the characteristic features of
Hominids. But the apes grew in such a way to be able to live on the
branches of trees.

Astralopithicus had to leave the trees and move on the land.
Hence it became a necessity for them to walk on two legs. Astralopithicus
lived in Pliestocene Epoch in Cenozoic Era about 20 lakh years ago.
That means it took 20 lakh years to be transformed into man.

In Pliocene and Pliestocene Epochs of Cenozoic Era from 50
lakh to 20 lakh years ago – during the period of 30 lakh years in the
past – the climate in the world had undergone drastic changes. The
Himalayas spread from north to south. Cold waves were severe in
winter. Old species of trees perished and tropical forests also perished
in the northern areas and spread towards the equator.

The distance between the trees grew longer. Hence it became
impossible for the apes to jump from tree to tree. They had to walk
the distance in between and they had to face the wild animals. It
became very difficult for them to get vegetarian food as many species
of trees and plants perished. So they were forced to eat whatever they
found including some non-vegetarian.

Unable to bear these changes some species of apes disappeared
and some other migrated to southern regions. The rest who got used to
the changes remained in their previous habitation. These changes
occured during some lakhs of years in the past slowly for some
generations. Only those apes which got their bodies transformed to suit
the changes in climate could survive. The rest perished. Apes have no
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tails. They had to procure weapons to protect themselves and also to
hunt animals for food. Only those which had the merit for this could
survive and the rest disappeared. This is what is called Natural
selection of struggle for existence. Ape is any of the primates of the
Pongidae family characterized by the absence of tail.

So it is a fact that Astralopithicus apes walked on two feet.
As they had to do many things with their hands, the size of thin brain
and with it their intelligence also grew. Thus walking, working with
hands and working of mind – these three forces which developed a
new species of animals which later was transformed into man. During
the period from 20 lakh to 10 lakh years in the past the apes which
walked on two feet and worked with hands existed.

As the remains of the apes of Astralopithicus sub-family were
found in Africa, some scients came to the conclusion that the first
man was born in Africa. Some others opposed this opinion.

The Russian anthropologist Machael Nesturk declared that the
first man was born not in Africa but in Asia. He said that Astralo-
pithicus belonged to Hominid family, but these species did not grow
much and spread out. So man did not evolve from Astralopithicus.
He opined that in the early days of Pliocene epoch man must have
evolved from apes like Ramapithicus which lived in South Asia.

Inspite of so many opinions and arguments no specific answer
could be found to whether the first man was born in Africa or Asia.
However the remains of the ape-man, the nearest relative of man was
found in Asia. The scientists asserted that the middle form in between
the ape and the modern man called ape-like man must have existed.
This imagined form was named Pithicanthropus. Pithicanthropus is the
missing link – a hypothetical intermediate between humans and the apes.

Pithicanthropus, a prehistoric ape-like human of extinct genus is
now considered to be part of Homogenus. Earnest Hekel (1834-1919)
the German biologist was prominent of the scientists responsible for
this hypothesis. He said the remains of Pithicanthropus could be
found in Indonesia.
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Many scientists considered Hekel's opinion as mere imagination.
But the anatomy professor Ugin Dubai of Amsterdam University,
Holland supported Hekel and tried for the remains of Pithicanthropus.
In 1891 he found in Java, Indonesia a skull, a part of jaw and a thigh
bone. The place of brain in that skull seemed much larger than any
ape's brain. However, it was smaller than human brain. Dubai declared
on the basis of the thigh bone that it must have walk on two legs. It
was neither ape nor man. So he decided that it was the missing link.
He said it was ape-like man and named it Pithicanthropus Erectus. But
his contemporaries did not believe him.

In 1929 some proofs were found near peking in China. There
were many remains of old animals. Professor Sunblack of Canad, a
professor in the medical college at piking found a skull in full shape.
He compared it with that which Dubai found. Both looked almost
similar. It resembled man to a large extent. He named it Sinanthropus
Pekinensis.

All these hypothetical specimens, Pithicanthropus Erectus and
Sinanthropus Pekinensis biologists included in Homogenus. As these
two were incompletely transformed, they were included in a new
species called Erectus. Man belongs to Homosapiens in Homogenus.

After some more research for Homo Erectus ape-like man it
was found that these species spread in Asia, Europe and Africa. This
expansion did not happen in one hundred or two hundred years. It
happened in some lakhs of years in the past.

The last stage in Human evolution was Neandar that and
Cromaguon. Neandthal was the name a region in Germany. As the
remains of this ape-like man were found in that place, he was named
Neandarthal.

America was in noway related to this evolution. Fully evolved
humans migrated to America. Only Asia, Europe, and Africa are
related to this evolution because three continent were not separate at
that time.
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Glacial Periods
Four glacial periods occured in Pliestocene Epoch in Cenozoic

Era from about 20 lakh years to 10 lakh years in the past. That means
during a period of 10 lakh years in the past, the surface of the earth
was covered with ice-sheets.

Many changes occured in Pliestocene Epoch. Four glacial
periods occured in the eastern hemisphere of the earth. The traces of
the last glacial period are are still seen at the South pole region,
Greenland, North pole region. 85 percent of ice is found at
Antarkitica, 10 percent and the remaining 5 percent at Icelant, Alaska,
Himalayas and Alps.

The ancestors of man were transformed in the glacial periods
and in the interval period in between the glacials. Pithicanthropus man
lived in the first glacial period, sineanthopus man lived in between
the first and second glacial periods and Neandarthal man lived during
the last glacial period.

Neanderthal is a type of human widely scattered in paleolithic
Europe with retreating forehead and massive borw ridges. Neanderthal
skull was very big with thick bones. The shape of skull was different
from that of man. The neck was not clear. Scientists say that about
two lakh years might have passed in between Homo Erectus and
Neanderthal. Due to extreme conditions of the Neandarthal men lived
in caves. It is found from the remains that Neanderthal men lived
upto 35000 years in the past. Afterwards they disappeared. What happed
to them is not known.

The Cro-Magnon men formed by that time were the last in the
process of transformation and they were the nearest to the modern
man. Some say that they might have completely destroyed Neandarthal
species. But this opinion is not accepted by many. Neandarthals cannot
be considered as the ancestors of the modern man. The remains found
later indicated that there were different species of Neandarthals. Their
characteristic featureswere not uniform. On the basis of the remains
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found at different, Neandarthals are divided into two species. From the
remains found in West Europe, they are called Classic. Neandarthals
and from the remains found in other places they are named
progressive Neandarthals. Progressive Neanderthals were more delicate
than classic Neanderthals. The remains found in Palestina are said to
be Neanderthals who were evolving as modern men.

Now scientists believe that Neanderthals ero-Magnans who came
later were not different species. Stone was the only material available
for our ancestors to make any weapon. Hence that period was called
'Stone age' which was divided into : 1) old 'stone age' and 2) New
'stone age'. The transition period between the Old Stone age and the
New Stone age was called middle stone age. It means the period
when growth and development were achieved. Neanderthals belonged
to this period.

Our ancestors had no language. Ideas were expressed by signs
with hands and body. It is said that even today that such prehistoric or
primitive human generations are found here and there. Cro-magnon
who came later were the last species in the successive order. They
resembled men to a large extent.

Next were the Homosapiens who were the forefathers of
modern man. There was a cave called Cro-Magnon near 'Levejsl'
Village in Dardan district in France. When excavations were taken
up in that cave skeletons appeared. So the men related to those
skeletons were named Cro-Magnon men. All men having those
characteristic features were called Cro-Magnon men. But all
Cro-Magnon men were not alike. Subtle differences were found.
These Cro-Magnon men were named Homo-Sapien species. It is
believed that these species lived about 35 thousand years ago. They
used stones for their weapons.

4:3:2:2. Birth of Man
Researches for the stages in the evolution of man and excava-

tions for the remains of the species are still going on. From the results
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obtained so far scientists have come to the decision that Homo-Sapien
species evolved from the ape-man called Astralopithicus that lived
about 20 lakh years ago. Astralopithicus genus is an extinct primate
having ape-like and human characteristics. From Astralopithicus
Homo-Erectus evolved. It could walk erect and had large brain and
heavy eye brows. Homo Erectus is a primate of Homogenus which
includes modern humans and various extinct species. Homo Erectus
species lived about 10 lakh years ago.

Astralopithicus (ape-like men) species were purely vegetarian
animals. In course of evolution, for some reason or other they
became extinct. But Homogenus could eat both vegetarian and also
non-vegetarian food and acquired ability to make instruments and
weapons. Homo Erectus species belong to this genus. This is the root-
source of human evolution. Thus human evolution started 30 lakh
years ago. This is the Homo-Sapiens dynasty.

To speak the truth, primate apes were born 6 crore 5 lakh years
ago. Human evolution also started at the same time. But primates are
not the ancestors of humans. In the respective Epochs different kinds
of Pithicus were formed. 'Pithikos' (Greek word) = ape (tailless
monkeys). Para Pithicus, Auligo Pithicus, PlioPithicus, Rama Pithicus
were some of them. Rama Pithicus was the first animal to walk on
two legs. Perhaps formation humans started with Rama Pithicus.

Later, 20 lakh years ago in Pleistocene Epoch Astralopithicus
was transformed. Astralopithicus was a primate of the genus
Astralopithicus having ape-like and human characteristics. Astralis
(latin). Southern, Pithikos (Greek) characteristics. The next formation
was that of Pithicanthropus – part of Homogenus known as Pithi-
canthropus Erectus. This ape could stand erect. The transformation in
the later period was that of Neandarthal which belonged to the type
of humans widely distributed in Paleolithic Europe. This was the
end-period of old stone age. But Neandarthals were not the ancestors
of modern man.
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The transformation during the later periods that is about 35000
years age was the last. That was Cro-Magnon human form. Cro-
Magnans were the ancestors of modern man. In the later periods there
was not much of physical evolution, but more of cultural and social
evolution. Modern human was finally formed 10 or 12 thousand years
ago. Cultural flourish occured very fast.

The genus of apes that were transformed as men were
completely extinct. The apes we see today will never be transformed
as humans. The evolution (transformation) is completed.

We must remember two important things. Research work and
excavations were continued in Europe and Africa only. Not much of
work was done in other countries. Basing on this results of research
work, the rest was imagined. Particularly no notable research work
was done in Asia. We don't know how the primeval men lived in
Asia. So much so we have to say that research work on human
evolution is incomplete. Chemicals are used to examine the remains or
fossils to know their period of time. As different kinds of chemical
substances are used the results also are different chemical tests on the
remains differ, so the figures of their time periods also differ. Hence
the time figures should be taken as approximate figures only.

Milestones in Human Evolution
Discoveries of fossils or remains.

1) Sahelanthropus tchadensis – discovered in 2001. The oldest
known human ancestor that existed – 72 to 69 lakh years ago.

!

2) Ardipithicus Kadabba – discovered in 1992 – existed 58 to 52
lakh years ago.

!

3) Ardipithicus Ramidus – discovered in 1992 – existed 44 to 42
lakh years ago.

!

4) Astralopithicus anamenis – discovered in 1965 – existed 42 to
39 lakh years ago.
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!

5) Astralopithicus afarensis – discovered in 1974 – existed 39 to
29 lakh years ago – Nicknamed 'lucy' – biped (on two feet)
upright walk – single most important difference between
humans and apes.

!

6) Kenyanthropus platyops – discovered in 1999 – existed 35 to
32 lakh years ago.

!

7) Astralopithicus Africanus – discovered in 1924 – existed 27 to
24 lakh years ago.

!

8) Astralopithicus garthi – discovered in 1999 – existed 26 to 24
lakh years ago.

!

9) Paranthropus aetheopicus – discovered in 1985 – existed 26 to
22 lakh years ago. Stoneage tools appeared 26 lakh years ago.
Shift from trees to full-time life on ground.

!

10) Homo rudolfensis – discovered in 1972 – existed 25 to 19 lakh
years ago – Brain has doubled in size with expansion of
frontal lobes – area where humans make logical decisions.

!

11) Homo habillis – discovered in 1962 – existed 25 to 16 lakh
years ago – nicknamed handyman due to its association with
stone tools.

!

12) Home ergaster – discovered in 1984 – existed 19 to 14 lakh
years ago.

!

13) Homo erectus – discovered in 1991 – existed 18 lakh to 20000
years ago possibly the first Hominin to leave Africa.

!

14) Homo hidel bergensis – discovered in 1907 – existed 6 to 4
lakh years ago. Might have buried their dead and acquired
primitive language.
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!

15) Homo Neander thalensis – discovered in 1829 – existed 2 lakh
to 50 thousand to 30 thousand years ago.

!

16) Cro-Magnan – existed 30 thousand years ago.

!

17) Home sapiens – discovered in 2003 – existed 2 lakh 30
thousand years ago till today.

Missing links are the main problem in establishing the evolution
process. Missing links are the intermediate stages through which
animals evolved. In transitional forms one form may split to form
another group without itself becoming extinct. Missing links are of
two kinds – intermediate forms and transitional forms.

Intermediate form is that which comes in between two forms.
Transition means change from one to another form. Groups of animals
evolve through these intermediate stages to become fully adapted
animals. These intermediate forms should have anatomical features
intermediate between two groups or species. Humans evolved in
various stages from their ancestor the ape. But we do not see today
the intermediate ones – Astralopithicus, Homo Erectus and Homo
Sapeints.

The other missing link is the transitional form. In the case of
transitional forms one form may split to form another group without
itself becoming extinct. For example, apes and humans split from a
common ancestor about 70 lakh years ago. But still we find apes
though they cannot be transformed as men. A transitional change as one
group split from another. Evolution as human is over. Many important
missing links have been identified in both intermediate forms and
also in transitional forms.

Human hand in species evolution is some times risky. Species
are made to reproduce at younger age and smaller size to the benefit
of humans. But it harms the species in the long run. Metaphorically
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humans are called efficient predators. Predator is an animal that
naturally preys on another animal. Preying is killing an animal for food.

It is believed that natural selection was shaped the life and
characteristics of a species. When a different mortality (the state of
being subject to death) is put into effect it will affect the life history.
Discovery of fire, hunting, agriculture etc. changed the natural
landscape making the plants and animals evolve accordingly. It is said
that about 12000 years ago people int he Middle East – the area
covered by countries from Egypt to Iran – began turning wolves into
dogs and thus domesticated animal species as cows, cats etc. They
encouraged changes that turned weedy grasses into crop plants like
rice and corn. Stone age hunters drove some ancient creatures like
woolly mammoths to extinction. Scientists say that by mid 1800s two
groups of flies had become genetically different and that in turn
encourages modifications of parasitic wasps that feed on flies. Further
human behaviour has affected human evolution as well. But those
were low-technology days. Since the beginning of the Industrial
revolution, humanity's collective ability to change the world has been
multiplied by machines. The result has been evolutionary change at a
rapid pace.

As the climate warms up, plants on the rocky mountains are
moving up to higher elevations where it is cooler. Trees, shrubs, and
flowers in some areas bloom a week or two earlier than even a
century ago. Plants and animals adapted to warmer waterand climate
seem to be moving on to such places.

Who are the monkeys, the army of Sri Rama?
There seems to be two opinions regarding the evolution in the

Puranas.
1) Man and animals were born at the same time.
2) Later some species of animals were transformed as men.

This was the stage at time of the epic Ramayana. According to
the theory of Evolution about 6.5 to 7.00 crore years ago in Cenozoic
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Era, the story of man started. Man attained full form about 10
thousand years ago in Holocene Epoch. As some remains of the ape
species are found in the region of the Himalayas in India, they are
supposed to be of the period of the epic Ramayana. So they must be
of the monkeys described in the epic. The Evolutionists have named
the ape Ramapithicos (pithicos means ape).

But as complete remains of that ape are not found the Evolu-
tionists placed it in the last part of Miocene epoch. That means over
50 lakh years ago. But according to the puranic periods Ramayana
episode happened about 2 lakh years ago. As such, the epochs of
evolution cannot be correlated or coincided with the puranic periods.

Puranas say that the monkeys described in the epic Ramayana
were divine aspects and so they are out of reach for the Theory of
Evolution. Even if we try to correlate ignoring the puranic aspect, we
are faced with one problem. Evolutionists say that apes the ancestors
of man were not the common monkeys as they had no tails. But the
monkeys in the Ramayana epic had tails. Valmiki was the contemporary
of Roma and so his words in the Ramayana cannot be contradicted.

It might be that the forefathers of Rama came down towards
the equator and the ancestors of Ravana might have spread up
towards the equator from the south. The ancestors of Rama finally
settled down in Ayodhya while the ancestors of Ravana moved up and
settled down in Lanka (now Sri Lanka). In between these two races
the monkey race of the epic Ramayana spread out in the middle region.

Who are these monkeys? Are they the apes in the evolutionary
pahse? But the apes are not supposed to develop tails. Further the apes
that ultimately evolved as men had no tails. So the Evolutionists
assert that there must have been an ape man with stable form having
tail. This missing link is named Pithicanthropus which is now an
extinct race. Evolutionists included it in Homogenus. Might be, the
monkeys in the Ramayana belonged to the Pithicanthropus race. This
is an imaginary race. These may not be the monkeys described in the
Epic.
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These monkeys lived in the period when the evolution of man
was fulfledged. Rama, Lakshmana, Ravana and others are the perfect
examples. Then there was no chance of any evolution of apes into
men because all those apes related to the evolution of man were
already extinct. So we can not establish any more correlation. Further,
most of the remains or fossils described were found in Africa, not in
Asia and India. So we could not find any remain of the monkeys
described in the Epic Ramayana. As such the monkeys of Ramayana
cannot be allotted a place in the process of evolution.

4:3:3. Creationism
Creationism is a theory attributing all matter, biological species

etc. to separate acts of creation rather than to evolution. It says that
God immediately creates a soul for every human being.

Recently in America this Creationism has become predominant
in the name of 'Intelligent design'. Many States in the U.S. have made
it a statute that the theory of Evolution should not be taught in
schools. It is revealed in survey that 45 percent of the people in
America have faith in the theory of Creationism.

"Humans were not formed by evolution. They were created by
God. Man in the present form was created about 10 thousand years
ago." This is their faith. Christian Fathers say that those who reject
'Intelligent Design' teach not science but only ideology. Even in
Australia the Education Minister declared that he had no objection
for teaching 'Intelligent Design' in schools. In England also teachers
say that the Theory of Evolution is only a faith but not science.

This argument is like denial of climate changes. According to
'Intelligent Design' right from fish to mammals all were born at the
same time.  But, in fact, there was a gap of about 3 crore years
between the evolution of fish and birth of man. In the theory of
Evolution remains, fossils, genome and direct observation play an
important part, but they have no place in the theory of "Intelligent
Design".
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We are built of atoms. These atoms are transiently taken from
ecosphere. When man dies these atoms go back to Cosmos and again
they are taken. This process of whirling or circling is repeated again
and again till the dissolution of the world. This is the essential meaning
of 'Evolution' and that is creation, says science.

In pennsylvania state in the US Herrisberg district judge
delivered rejecting the teaching of 'Intelligent Design' in schools. In
striking down the idea of 'Intelligent Design' or I.D. as a subject for
high school science students he said, "To be sure, Darwin's Theory of
Evolution is imperfect. However, the fact that scientific theory cannot
yet render an explanation on every point should not be used as a
pretext to thrust an untestable alternative hypothesis grounded in
religion into science class room or misrepresent well established
scientific propositions." (As quoted in the newspaper "THE HINDU".
December 29, 2005)

This judgement show an understanding of the process of science
and why 'ID' does not qualify to be taught in science class room.

There are millions life cells and genes in all living beings.
Their changes are stored in DNA which is formed by combination of
four letters, A (Adenine), C (Cytosine), G (Gnanine), T (Thymine). By
the alterations in the order of these letters differences in species are
caused. Natural selection is the cause for these mutations and they
occur accidentally. These mutations are caused by atmospheric
conditions. But these mutations are not for formation of better species.
Mutation is a genetic change.

There is one important feature of evolution. After evolution the
organism does not start again from the beginning. It evolves into a
higher from where it stopped. Evolution is always progressive and
there can never be retrogression in evolution.

Genetic mutations happen suddenly or accidentally. Some of
them are useful while others are removed by natural selection. These
mutations remain in store and take form according to the atmospheric
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conditions. Everytime these mutations occur from the 'set' which is
already there. Nothing new is formed.

Nothing about the formation of life on this earth is mentioned
in Darwin's theory. He simply left out that issue. But it need not be
considered as a defect in the theory. Even if answer to the question
is found in future, Darwin's theory need not be thrown out. The
incomplete theory of Darwin becomes complete.

Even in America which is said to be scientifically much
advanced, only one in four have faith in evolution. The rest describe it
as struggle between science and God. Stem cell research and
evolution share something in common. Both fields of science in some
way or other hit the religions sentiments of Americans. The result is
opposition even if science holds out enormous promise.

Critics say that unlike Europeans Americans have not evolved
much. At the most only 40 percent of American adults accept the
basic idea of evolution. The rest believe in creationism.

The worst part is that Creationists in many states have found
devious ways to get their ideas to be taught as scientific facts in
schools. Even as evolutionary biologists are using modern tools to fill
the gaps and redraw Charles Darwin's tree of life, many Americans
are learning little or nothing about evolution or learning distorted
versions. 155 years after its publication Darwin's "On the Origin of
Species" may see extinction in some states of the USA.

In fact God is a great scientist and engineer. Otherwise how
could such a complicated universe have been formed. Our duty is not
to fight for the supremacy of science or religion but to study and
understand this complex structure of the universe. The methods are
either scientific or religious. Their ways are different but their
destination is the same.
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4:3:4. Who are the Vedic Seers?
Aryan invasion was a brand. It never happened. If we know

about 'Meru', we can know where from the Vedic Seers came.

In truth, Meru is not a mountain. North Pole is the highest of
all. The axle that passes from North pole to the South pole through
the earth is called "Meru". The crown of the 'axle' is the North pole
area which is called the Meru mountain. It is in the North to all on
the earth. "Sarvesham api Varshanam Meru Uttarastitha"

If we look down from the North pole all the planets and stars
appear to be revolving round the North pole. That is why Puranas say
that all the stars circumambulate the Meru. Meru shakes but never
moves, why? The Earth rotates on the axle but the axle never moves.

At the North pole it is day time for six months and night time
for six months. One day and one night together make one full day.
So symbolically one year is one day at the North pole. The sun also
appears to be going round the North pole. The day-time at the North
pole for six months is called uttarayana and the next six months it is
day time at the South pole. So it is called Dakshinayana. North pole
was believed to be the abode of devatas (gods) and the South pole to
be the abode of the manes of ancestors. Now we know that it is all
superstition because there are human residing at the North pole area,
while scientists are conducting research at the South pole.

As already mentioned time is divided for measurement into
Yugas, Mahayugas and Manvantaras. A period of fourteen Manvantaras
is called one Kalpa which is equal to one day-time for Brahma, the
creator (not Brahman) and an equal period is the night time for
Brahma. At the end of every Kalpa there will be a great deluge. But
some times within a Kalpa a sudden deluge may occur to relieve
the world of corruption and unrighteousness. In the present Kalpa
Svetavarahakalpa, at the beginning of the present Manvantara –
Vaivsvata Manvantara the 7th in sequence, sudden dissolution (avantara
pralaya) occured.
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This sudden deluge described in the Mahabh1rata – the story of
fish-incarnation, or the story of Manu narrated in Matsya purana or the
story of Hazrat Nup in the Qur' an (11-37"44) or the story of Noah
narrated in the Bible (Genesis 6 to 8) reveal the same story of a fish,
a strong boat and a great flood. Religions are different but they are
from the same root. (See Ch.4.2.2.6. for details – 'Time Periods')

Truth is universal Brahman is Truth. Religion is the opinion
generated in our minds "Ekam Sat Vipra bahudha vadanti" – (Rig Veda
1-164-46). Truth is one scholars call it by different names. The story
of Hazrat Nuh in the Qur-an, and the story of Noah in the Bible are
same as the story from Mahabharata and Matsya Purana. Noah and
Hazrat are similar to Manu. Only the names of the mountain where
the boat was anchored are different. The story and the idea behind
are the same.

Truthfulness of the story is not the primary question. It is the
condition of the universe described in story that is of primary importance.
It was an unexpected deluge and the state of the universe at that
time is what is described in the story. Any argument whether the
story is true or not carries no weight. Ultimately it is clear that we are
in the after-math – period of the sudden dissolution. The present world
is the creation after the deluge. (post-deluge creation).

Puranas say that in every Manvantara the seven great rishis
(sage or saint) and Manu are created first. It means the Vedic seers
are not evolved from the animals but are created directly. After the
Bigbang many changes occured in matter and energy in the universe.
By the conjunction of matter and energy life-forms were generated. In
the initial stage after the Big Bang explosion, extremely enormous
energy (Sakti) was released. It caused many changes and conjunctions
or combinations in the universe. They are highly powerful. So it is said
that the Vedic Seers might have been born as humans directly at that
stage. At later stage the energy lost its force. So creation started
with unicellular organisms which gradually evolved as multicellular
organisms and finally as human beings.
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'Manu' should not be taken as man. He was not the ruler of
any particular region. In puranic sense (mythological) 'Manu' was the
ruler of the whole Earth. As we have come from the first of the
Manus, we are called manavas (men or humans). In that sense all the
descendants of the first Manu are humans. The thoughtful creature is
the first active being. That means man is an animal with intellect.
Thoughtfulness is essential distinction between man and animal.
'Manu' also means 'One' who can think.

When did Vedas originate? The Vedas have neither beginning
nor end. 'Veda' means divine knowledge. Exact time of origination of
Vedas cannot be fixed. However anthropologists say that human
attained fulfledged form about 12000 years ago. Perhaps that was the
time when the Vedas were formed. Puranas say that in the beginning
of every creation, the humans like the seven great Rishis might have
attained human form directly. The Vedic rishis heard the sounds of
the Vedas from the Cosmos and they gave the scriptural form to the
sounds. They are the Vedas or the scriptures.

Pleistocene Epoch which was the first in quarternary period,
started about 20 lakh years ago and extended upto 12000 or 10000
years in the past. There were rapid changes of temperature in this
epoch. This was the glacial period. As already mentioned, four iceages
passed in the epoch. Glacial rivers flew southwards. Mountain Valleys
were filled with snow. So all creatures including the ape man
moved northwards. It was warm at the North pole.

Glacial period ended about 20000 years ago. The warm climate
also moved southwards and the North pole area was again covered
with sow. So all the creatures moved downwards from the pole area.

The Vedic Seers were among those that descended from the
North pole. It does not mean that they were the Aryans who invaded
India. There was never any Aryan invasion at all. It was a fraud.
From the North pole upto the Himalayas the earth (ground) was
completely covered with snow and the ground was sparkling as
described in the puranas. It prevented agricultural growth. Our
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ancestors who descended from the North pole, reached the area
between the Himalayas and the Vindhya mountains and settled there.
They are the people who are named Aryans and the country is called
Aryavartam. What happened was only that much. They were not the
Aryans who were supposed to have invaded India. There was no
Aryans invasion at all.

This is the Vedic period. There is a mythological story that
describes the Vedic period. In truth it is fictitious. In this story the
Meru is described as golden mountain. It was once supposed to be the
abode of Lord Siva. It is said that Siva gifted it to Kubera and
moved down to the Himalayas. That is the reason why the northern
quarter side is named after Kubera. Just to reveal that the Vedic
Rishis. Rishis descended from the North pole, this story was created.

The Himalayas are described as the silver mountains. In truth it
is not Siva that descended from the North pole but only the Vedic
Seers. Based on this story the Meru mountain is described as the land
of Kubera.

Famous freedom fighter Balagangadhar Tilak asserted that the
Vedic Seers had migrated downwards to India from the North pole.
The Vedic Seers are not foreigners. They are Bh1rat1s and not so-called
Aryans.

4:3:5. Aryan Invasion that never happened
Aryans were not foreigners. Aryan invasion is a fraud. It is a

fiction. The term Aryan does not indicate any race. It was Max
Muller, who was responsible for giving the word 'Aryan' a racial
meaning which is not in the original Sanskriti.

The word 'Aryans' was invented by the British historians.
Being arrogant and ignorant they did not accept that the so-called
Aryans are none other than the present Hindus. One-sided, their
argument was and they invented another race called 'Dravids'. More
over, they claimed that the so-called Aryans invaded the so-called
Dravidian race and that 'Bh1rat' race was formed as an admixture of
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Aryan and Dravidian races. This fraud created by the British historians
was introduced in the history books for schools and colleges to inject
the same into the minds of the students in India. Basing on this fraud
so many students of history got research degrees. As a result, this
fraud ruled till recent days. Unfortunately there are still some people
who faithfully believe this fraud.

As a result of research work of some earnest in Idia, the theory
of 'Aryan Invasion' has come to be known as a complete lie. To turn
the history into the right way our historians have yet to grow bold
and gain truthfulness and intelligence. Some of them are still hanging
on faithfully to the faud in history created by the British. With self
proclaimed titles like 'historians' and 'scholars', claiming to be
'Bh1rat1s', for some reason or other they mortgage their minds to
foreigners and propagate the British-lie of Aryan invasion.

However, the construction of Indian history by Western experts,
historians and anthropologists has been subjected to close ecrutiny
during recent times. The scrutiny has revealed that in their anxiety to
serve the interests of colonial rules, these historians invented facts
generously and distorted the truth to suit the colonial design. In their
interpretation of the Vedas and related literature this distortion has
cause havoc.

"It is now much more than a century since the famous 'Aryan
invasion theory of India' made its way into the history books. Aryan
invasion theory is part and parcel of the colonial missionary model of
Indian history. They were created to make Indian history and culture
subservient to European interests and thereby facilitate colonial rule
and Christian expansion, until relatively recently, the theory and the
associated model were never subjected to a serious critical analysis
or debate for reasons that have more to do with politics than
science and scholarship." – ("Vedic Aryans and the Origins of Indian
Civilization" – P(1) – N.S. Raja – Ram and David Frawley.)

"The Vedas do not show evidence of any Aryan invasion,
entrance of their peoples into India from the outside. Nor do these
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texts use the term Aryan to refer to a particular racial, ethnic or
language group. Aryan is cultural and spiritual term of respect that rests
upon character and behaviour and therefore can be applied to people
of different racial, ethnic or language groups.

Vedic wars are between people of the same culture – urban,
horse, metal (ayas) and chariot-using – centred on the Sarasvati river,
a region that corresponds remarkably with the so-called Harappan or
Indus Valley Civilization.

Attempts to read an Aryan invasion into Vedic literature are
based upon taking isolated passages out of context and changing
meaning of the terms, which, fail to prove themselves when we
examine vedic literature as a whole. There is no Aryan invasion in
Vedic literature but rather the spiritual and cultural record of the
peoples of Sarasvati region looking back to the prehistoric era."

– ("Vedic Aryans and the Origins of Civilization" – P.45. N.S.
Rajaram and David Frawlay)

As already mentioned there are two streams of distortions in the
interpretation of the Vedas and related literature. They are historical
and literary.

Massive evidence available today from archeology, geology,
satellite photography and a more adequate understanding of ancient
literary documents, disproves most of the assumptions on which the
Aryan – invasion theory was based.

It is clear that what the colonial missionary model embodies, is
not the scientific method, so much as theological approach. While the
language of this school often bristles with technical terms – especially
from philology – its goals and methods show a theological orientation.
They are devoted not so much to learn the truth about Indian History
and Civilization, as to present and justify a particular belief system
through selective manipulation of data. This is the method of theology,
not science.

It is necessary to understand the background to the distortions
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imposed upon the Vedas by the Western experts and indologists.
Unfortunately this destructive influence has also shaped the minds of
the Indian intellectual class over the past 200 years. The process of
undoing the consequences of the most elaborate brain washing in the
history of mankind has just begun.

As a consequence of a century and half of European Colonialism
and repeated extremely violent on slaughts going back nearly a thousand
years, Indian history and tradition have undergone grievous distortions
and misinterpretations.

It was Max Muller more than any one who is responsible for
the fiction of Aryan invasion theory and the absurdly late Vedic
Chronology – for example, the dating of the Rig Veda to 1200 BC. No
power on earth will determine the date when the Vedic hymns were
composed under pressure from critics Max Muller later disowned his
chronology.

It became necessary for the British to become better acquainted
with Indian history, literature, law and tradition. And this led them
naturally to the study of Sanskrit. The idea that the divided people of
India might unite under the Brahmins was a recurring nightmare for
the British still reeling from the shock of the 1857 revolt. Remnants of
282 Indian soldiers executed in 1857 reveal the brutality of the British
government. Even before the 1857 uprising, it was well recognised that
the British rule could not last a single day if the people of India were
to unite under any sort of a cause. The British saw a divided India
as offering the best hope for the survival of their Indian Empire. They
also knew that the Brahmins were the only people who, as a group,
commanded the respect of all communities across the length and
breadth of India. So they decided to malign the Brahmin community
and portray it as the unmitigated evil.

Meanwhile, the missionaries with their proselylizing interests
found it the right time to join hands with the British government.
And this soon led to an avalanche of European missionaries also
studying Sanskrit. A very strong anti-Brahmin bias dominates much of
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nineteenth century writing on India. Even today that bias must be
attributed atleast in part to the political and missionary interests of
the era. Though the Brahmin community of the period was not free
from blame, it was not such an evil as portrayed by the British
authorities and missionaries. True it was conservative and even
reactionary, but it also took the lead in the social, educational reforms
in the nineteenth century. It is known as Indian Renaissance. The
much maligned Brahmins did monumental effort to preserve the
Vedas. Without their efforts we would have lost the Vedas and
would not have been in a position to reconstruct the history of the
ancient world.

Thomas Bobbington Macaulay's influence (1800-1859) is still
felt in higher education in India. He introduced two things into Indian
Education. English Language and a Eurocentric and even Christian
bias. Macaulay believed that the spread of Christianity would greatly
help in the administration of India. Indians took readily to English
education. Macaulay mistook this Indian intellectual curiosity and
capacity for assimilation for religious enthusiasm. Macaulay's belief
was that "knowledge and reflection" on the part the Hindus especially
Brahmins, would cause them give up their age old belief in favour
of Christianity.

Macaulay's agent was Max Muller Macaulay could get his plan
together and fully financed only 15 years after his return from India
in 1854. He asked Max Muller to translate Rig Veda in such a manner
that it would destroy the belief of the Hindus in the Vedic religion.
Max Muller was an ardent German Nationalist. But he agreed for the
sake of Christianity to work for the East India Company, which for all
purposes meant the British Government of India. This was the origin
of his great enterprise – the editing of the "Sacred Books of the
East". It was to propel the then relatively obscure Max Muller to the
position of the Western Sanskritist of the century.

Max Muller felt that his translation of the Veda would to a
great extent work on the fate of India and on the growth millions of
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souls in that country. Because the Veda is the root of Hindu religion,
he wanted to show what the root was. He felt sure that it was the
only way of uprooting all that has sprung from it so far. Max Muller
was a scholar, but he was an agent of the British government paid to
advance its colonial interests. However, This, is no way diminishes his
monumental contribution. But it does place a solemn responsibility on
modern students to recognise the circumstances and be aware at all
times of the biases and political factors that shaped his interpretations
of the Vedas and other Indian works. Many modern historians have
failed to do so. They also have failed to recognise his ignorance of
science.

Strong religious beliefs and poor scientific background are the
two crucial points about nineteenth century scholars. These often
led them to wholly erroneous conclusions about astronomy and
mathematics. In Max Muller's Case this was further complicated by
his need for sponsors in England for his ambitious plans. As already
said it was Max Muller who was responsible for giving the word
'Aryan' a racial meaning that is not there in the original Sanskrit.
Though he changed his position later claiming it to be a linguistic
concept, he did use the word 'Aryan' in racial sense.

Max Muller as a Sanskrit scholar and he was fully aware that
'Aryan' does not refer to any race in Sanskrit. Still he misused the
word 'Aryan' knowing very well that there is no support for his usage
in the Vedas. He tried eagerly to popularize himself and his usage of
the word Aryan committing the grave sin of giving scriptural sanction
to his worst prejudice. Max Muller can never be forgiven because he
was not an ignoramus to use the word 'Aryan' in racial sense. He was
distinguished scholar of Sanskrit and also of the Vedas.

Then in 1872 he abruptly changed his stand. Speaking at a
university in German occupied France (Strasbourg) he stated his new
doctrine that the word 'Aryan' could never apply to a race. As he
had been using the word in racial sense for twenty years until 1872,
his change of stand was of no avail. The devil that he himself had
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let loose could not be contained even by himself. He was sinner
without any doubt.

The proponents of the Aryan invasion tell us that geometry and
astronomy were borrowed by the Indians from the Greeks following
Alexander's invasion of India. But Mohenjo-Daro, Harappan sites
show that the inhabitants must have been quite adept at geometry and
arithmetic. From time immemorial, town planning with carefully laid
out streets and drainage systems has been the hall mark of the Hindu
City. The world had to wait for some two thousand years until the
Roman Empire to see town planning and sanitation at the save levels
as in Harappan cities. If Indians knew no geometry before Alexander,
where did all this come from?

It is a special moment at school for every Indian child when
he is told about his early ancestors. But what is that he is taught? It
is that some 1500 years before the Christian era, hordes of semi-
barbarian, Sanskrit-speaking pastoral nomads called Aryans poured
from Central Asia or there about into North West India. There they
came across the highly developed Indus Valley or Harappan Civilization
which has been flourishing there for over a millinnium (one thousand
years) and the inhabitants were Dravidians. The invading 'Aryans'
destroyed the civilization and pushed the Dravidians southwards. Then
over a few years they composed the Vedas and spread Sanskrit all
over India and built the great Ganges Civilization.

"That, in a nutshell, is what most educated Indians know of
their distant past, and is still to day presented as solid knowledge,
some thing no one need or should argue about. It is there not only in
text books but in authoritative reference books and the best dictionaries.

The 'Aryan in vasion theory' is an instance of human blindness
that litters the ages. It may have become established and apparently
indisputable through decades of thoughtless repition. But it does not
rest on a solid piece of evidence. In fact, it has now been thoroughly
disproved by all the evidence brought to light by archeology, anthro-
pology, astronomy and ancient mathematics. However, even today in
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India those who dispute it are still looked upon as if they are awful
criminals. We can expect this crumbling pillar of ancient history to
appear in our Indian textbooks for some more time and during this
time the roots of India's Civilization and culture will continue to be
some where in Central Asia. It just looks as the Sun revolving around
the Earth for a few centuries after Copernicus or as species that
remained for bidden to evolve for decades after Darwin.

The wars between 'Aryans and Dasyus' were symbolic of
battles between light and darkness as it was made clear in Rig Veda.
'Arya' was plainly used in the Veda to describe not a racial group
but a quality of being and a culture, a dedication to the truth and
readiness to fight for it. All this was simply brushed aside and a whole
edifice was promptly erected on the non-existent foundation.

The Aryan invasion theory was put to perverted uses, as the
British became aware of the benefit they could derive from it in
support of their rule in India. One such use was to cut down the
Indian's pride in his past and nation and make him all the more
willing to accept the white man's rule since India was no longer the
source of Indian Civilization.

Now that the Hindus were shown to be descendants of former
invaders who belonged to the same "Aryan race" as the European's
ancestors, it was easier to legitamize British Conquest of India as
merely one more 'Aryan' wave which, this time wouldbring true light
to the subcontinent : "What has taken place since the commencement
of the British rule in India is only a reunion, to a certain extent of
the members of the same great family." declared John Wilson a leading
missionary of the time.

The second perverted application was to deepen the divisions
in Hindu society and aggravate caste conflicts to boose the efforts of
conversion that had been going on for centuries. Max Muller, Wilson
and Whitney all tried to trace origin of the caste system in the Aryan
invasion theory nd thus declared the Brahmins as the pure descendants
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of the Aryan Invaders inventing the caste system for perpetuation of
their supremacy over the native inhabitants.

The Indian mind had become largely subservient to the West –
is it much better in any way today? – and would rather listen to
Europe's worthy scholars than India's own savants and seers.

As we have already stressed the very concept of race is now
outdated. It is therefore perfectly justified in asserting that there was
neither an Aryan race nor a Dravidian race. The concept of race itself
is a myth.

4:3:6. Our ancestors' migration
Pleistocene Epoch started about 20 lakh years ago and extended

upto 12000 years in the past. There were rapid changes of temperature
in this epoch. This was the glacial period. Four ice ages passed in this
epoch. Glacial revers flew southwards. Mountain Valleys were filled
with snow. So all creatures moved northwards. It was warm at the
North pole. It was here that the Vedic Seers grew. Glacial period ended
about 2000 years ago. The warm climate also moved southwards and
the North pole area was again covered with snow. So all the creatures
moved downwards from the pole area. The 'Vedic Seers' were among
those that descended from North pole. It does not mean that they
were the Aryans, said to have invaded India. There was never any aryan
invasion at all.

Thus, in truth, the so-called 'Aryans' were in the beginning
residents of the North pole which was once called 'Arctic Continent'.
The then residents of Arctic Continent are our ancestors. For the
reason of rapid climate changes at the polar region they came down
to equatorial region (tropical) that has become 'Bh1rat'. After reaching
Bh1rat they gave complete form to the Vedas. They are the Vedic
Seers. These are the Aryans as created by the British. They are not
invaders. They are not barbarians, not nomads and not foresters. The
so-called Dravidian race as created by the British was not there. Some
minorities like Nagas might have been there, but they might have
merged with Aryans.
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Balagangadhar Tilak in his famous book 'Orion' declared that
Rig Veda was there before 4000 BC years. It means that it was formed
sometime long before 4000 B.C. In his second book 'Arctic Home' he
decalred that long back some thousands of years ago the Vedic Seers
(so-called Aryans) were the residents of Arctic region and for some
reasons they came down to the south. Some of them came to Bh1rat
and made it their residence. They are the Vedic Seers, declared Tilak
on the basis of the Vedas.

Some of the residents of the Polar region who came down to
the south had gone westwards. The North pole is also called
'Sumeru'. 'Sumaria' is the name derived from 'Sumeru'. They might
have taken with them some portions of the early forms of the Vedas.
But they are not the Vedic Seers who gave the complete and finished
form to the Vedas.

The present condition of the people is like a building without
foundation. They feel shy to declare their ancient heritage. They are
ready to accept whatever comes from the West. If anybody says that
they are not Bh1ratas but Americans in the past and were drifted to
India by winds, over 90 percent of them will at once packup to go away
to America.

However much a fraud is spread with fanfare, truth cannot be
concealed for long. The Vedas are our heritage we received from the
Vedic Seers. This is an eternal fact. Aryans are Indians (Bh1ratas). They
completed the Vedas here. Aryan culture is ours.

British administration was business oriented and selfish. The
reforms they introduced with selfish motive, without their knowledge
did some good to us. The British government was democratic and so
Gandhi could succeed in his 'Satyagraha' (firmness for truth). We got
independence. If it had been under Hitler of Germany, Gandhi would
have been no where and our independence would have remains an
unfulfilled dream for ever. The British rulers also sometimes displayed
dictatorial attitude, but it created the motive for independence and
enthused the people resulting in the unity of the nation. Our country
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became independent and the whole country came under our
government. The text books revealing the selfish schemes of the
British aroused national spirit and unity among the people.

By the actions and proposals of the British Government the
number of schools increased. They inculcated the spirit to fight for
national freedom. Ways are found to acquire modern knowledge.
This is the side-effect of the selfish rule of the British in India. It has
become true to the proverb. They supposed something but something
else happened contrary to what they expected.

Perhaps for this reason, Tilak and Gandhi hated not the British
but only their administration. Their reforms were motivated by selfish-
ness. Their intention was to make Indians slaves forever. This was
scheme behind concocting the two theories, 'Aryan invasion' and
'Aryans' are foreigners. Even now atleast we must wake up from
hypnotised sleep and try to know the truth about our ancestors.

All the Vedas were not formed at one time. The Vedic seers
gradually acquired the knowledge of the Vedas and expressed them in
language. Vedic knowledge is infinite. It is the most holy heritage we
received from the 'Seers'.

Harappa shows Aryan Culture Padma Bhushan B.B.Lal said
that Harappan and Aryan Civilization were one and same. This is one
proof for the fact that Aryans were not foreigners.

Not only this, in February 2006, a Neolithic stone Celt (Kelt)
with Indus Valley script (Harappan) was discovered in a village called
Sembian Kandiyur near Mayiladuthurai in Nagapatnam District,
Tamilnadu. This is a clear indication that people of Tamilnadu of
New stone age had the language that belonged to the family of
Harappan language. It was discovered by archeologists. So as B.B.Lal
expressed Aryan Culture and Civilization are one and the same as
Harappan Culture and Civilization. Further it has been proved now at
Harappan Civilization and Dravidian Civilization were similar and
Harappan and Dravidian languages belong to one and the same family
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of languages. Is it not clear that the invention of Aryan invasion
theory manipulated by the British historians is nothing but an absolute
fraud.

4:3:7. Evolution of Life
In Darwin's theory of Evolution evolution of life finds no place.

Darwin spoke of only various stages in the evolution of human body.
But along with body there is life in it without which the body cannot
survive. So life is the source of survival. What is this life? There are
many definitions but none is the direct answer to the question.

Life is a state of existence as a living individual. It is the Capacitor
of growth, functional activity and continual change preceeding death.
Evolution is not nonliving. So without life there cannot be any
evolution. Evolution is an energy form. Even inanimate things are
getting transformed. So there must be life energy in them. Not many
know that evolution of physical body takes place only according to the
evolution of Jiva (Self or Soul). Why did Darwin ignore the evolution
of life? Because his theory is not concered with 'Self'. Body, even
though highly evolved cannot survive without life.

Helena Petrovna Blavatsky is the founder of Theosophical
society. Their explanation of evolution of life looks strange and
unnatural or even preternatural. Theosophy says that 'Manu' is the
name of a measure of time. The time period between two units is
'Manvantara' and name is given to it. To go into the details of theo-
sophical explanation of creation and evolution as given Blavatsky's
(Secret) Doctrine is not possible here. As given in the 'Secret
Doctrine', physical bodies get transformed but they are not independent
and they cannot evolve by themselves. What the Secret Doctrine
means evolution of life. The 'Self' evolves and it is followed by the
body. The evolution of body depends on the evolution of 'Self'.

The evolution described by the biologists is only the evolution of
the body and the life evolves with the body. Heart beat and blood
circulation are the proof life, says biology. There is no 'Self' here. So
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the physical bodies evolve according to natural selection under the
influence of the surroundings. Heart beat and blood circulation change
according to the need of the evolved body. This is the essence of
Darwin's 'Theory of Evolution'.

The Homo Sapiens species are extinct. Any of the present apes
cannot be transformed as man. Terrestrial conditions are settled now.
So there will be no more evolution of species.

According to Vedanta the 'Self' is the life which is the vital
force. The universal 'Self' (Brahman) itself becomes the individual
'Self' (not transformed) according to Advaita school (Non dualism).
The school of qualified non-dualism (Visishtadvaita) says that the
universal Self is transformed as individual 'Self' while the school of
'Dualism' says that the individual 'Self' is separate from the universal
Self. Brahman, the universal 'Self' creates the individual 'selves'.
Brahman pervades the whole universe and so there is nothing like
turning the 'knob' to run the universe. Brahman (@0vara not Siva) is
Vaisvanara or Virat.

Scientists feel that 'life' was sent from Cosmos to the earth.
How did it happen? About 400 crore years ago (Solar system was
formed about 500 crore years ago) comets hit the earth (or collided
with earth). At that time the first life forms might have been trans-
ferred to the earth, says Swedish Chemist Svante Arrhenius. He
proposed this theory in 1903. This is called Pansperny doctrine which
is wide spread diffusion of germs accounting for apparent spontaneous
generation. It means sometime in the past the life germs were
scattered and they spontaneously generated life.

According Arhenius' imagination or guess life originated some
where in the Milky Way Galaxy and diffused all around, or thermal
power belonging to a star caused pressure and so the germs ready for
generation were pushed into our solar system, or the life forms might
have been generated by comets, says the Swedish Chemist.

Recent news revealed that in the inter stellar space in the
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Cosmos about 130 life germs were identified. Further it was found
that these life germs contained amino acids, sugar material and ethenal.
AAnd also the presence of life germs (molecules) on the surface the
Comets was identified.

Scientists further assert that chemical molecules are required
for creation of organism. These chemical molecules are formed in
huge quantity in the universe. It is not unusual for them to reach the
earth, assert the scientists. Just like solar system some stars have
planets revolving round them and in the interplanetary space also this
transfer of life germs is possible.

But one thing should be remembered that these transfers are not
of completely formed animals or humans. Only seed forms ready for
generation at some unexpected and unrelated period or time, are
scattered from place to place. It is not like travelling by plane from
one planet to another planet.

When fragments of planets hit the earth, and stones are
crushed, it is possible that life particles may be scattered in the
space. Then the micro organisms in matured seed state may live for
thousands of years in those stones. Not onlt between planets but
between galaxies also these live germs may spread says the theory.
But it takes some thousand of years to happen.

It takes some lakhs or crores of years for any change to happen
in the Cosmos. All this seems to be a science fiction or a movie.
Though it is not possible there to have the same atmosphere on other
planets as we have here the possibility of life there can not be
completely denied. But under unfavourable conditions, how can their
existence be possible? Biologists say that they depend on chemical
energy. Some micro organisms are found in the hollows of the
volcanic mountains at the bottom of the sea. They existed even
without air there. It is said that they can exist even in conditions
which are dangerous some thousand times more to man in less than
Absolute zero temperature. Hot water with sulphur salts keeps on
flowing at the bottom of the sea. Organisms existing there do not
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depend on sunlight. They procure the necessary strength from hot
chemical energies from under the earth.

What was the condition of the Earth in early stages? In 1953
an American biochemist Stanley Lloyd Miller tried to make a model of
theEarth in the early stages. He succeeded in his efforts. He discovered
that amino acids can interact with other particles. It is said that there
are 20 amino acids on the whole in the world. Amino acid is a group
of organic compounds containing both Carboxyl (COOH) and amino
group (NH2). Amino occurs naturally in plant and animal tissues and
form the base constituents of proteins (amino + acid).

It is believed that life particles hidden in the planet, not related
to the sunlight may exist in any planet. This faith is growing
stronger and stronger. So some thousands favourable for the generation
of life may exist in the Cosmos. Thus the scientific research has gone
beyond the boundaries of the solar system.

Vedic Seers grasped these secrets and expressed them in the
form of stories in the puranas. But unfortunately the secrets remained
concealed and only the superficial stories are propagated with great
enthusiasm.

Life on the Earth may have begun in the rocks on the ocean
floor 400 crore years ago. Scientists from British Royal Society
proposed that the mineral salts in the Cavities under the sea may have
worked as first live cells. The source for this is iron sulphide.

The hot springs in the sea might have formed honeycomb-like
things with iron sulphide. These combo have small holes. This might
have been the favourable place for the growth of the life germs, say
the micro biologists.

First, the molecules that can generate their replicas might have
been formed. They might have transformed the inorganic molecules
into organic molecules. They are the proteins which stimulate the
growth of genetic material. Thus iron sulphide combs are creating
favourable surroundings. But the gap between simple organic reactions
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and biochemistry has become a big problem. Enzymes are the
chemicals in living organism. It has also become a big problem to
know when, where and how they are created in the organisms.

In ancient organisms there are two groups : (1) Bacteria
(2) Archeo Bacteria. There are different cells in them. So it makes the
biologists to think that they may have been born twice. But at the
time similarity is found among some hundreds of genes. They share
the other characteristics. The dissimilar bacteria has the nature of
exchanging DNA. So it could not become the guide to know the genetic
history of an individual.

Then there is the Anthropic principle. Biologists feel that the
man is the centre of creation. Creation spread all around with man at
the centre. Ultimately creation has been progressing towards the
perfect human form. This is called the Anthropic principle. Its goal is
human physical form and progress of mind.

Vedanta also says the same but in a different way. The universe
continues to expand and human transformation continues to progress.
But how long? Not infinitely. Some time, some in the distant future,
may be after some lakhs or crores of years, it is sure to end. When the
human being realises who he is, he himself Brahman. When all the
living organisms reach that stage, then there will be nothing left to
know. The all pervading Brahman becomes manifest. When the
unmanifest becomes manifest, there will be nothing more like creation.
That is the 'End'. But when?

The destiny of creation is the emergence of man. It is the
truth and it is inevitable. All the creatures always struggle to attain
human birth. The precise properties of the universe that emerged
from the Big-bang had to be those that made the emergence of human
inevitable. For that reason, it is said that some primary fixed digits
have become distinct.
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Sensory organs are 5
Motor organs are 5
Airs are 5
Sheaths (Kosas) are 5
Fingers are 5 x 4 = 20
Mind is 1
Heart is 1

   ____
42   ____

These are the whole numbers which refer to man only. Organs
are formed in whole numbers to make man look handsome. Taking
his own form as model man has imagined the physical form of God.
Four hands of Vishnu and four heads of Brahma (not Brahman) are not
real. They are only symbolic expression of their supreme and variant
powers.

To make man look handsome, not only organs of his body but
also many materials were finely tuned. Carbon is one of the most
important and essential non-metallic element occuring naturally as
diamond, charcoal, graphite etc. Carbon was formed in the stars by
the combination of three Helium atoms. But can we say all this
precedure is going on methodically. We have to say 'no'. If there had
been any method, or order, all humans would have been alike. There
is no theory in creation. But can we formulate a theory through our
observation? It will be only a futile effort. The mystery is in the
number of organs. The sensory and other organs are in whole
numbers. Why are they not otherwise. There is no answer.

Had the universe been otherwise, there would have been no
forms or nothing would have been formed. For example, the force
that keeps the nucleus of an atom firm is weak. But if it has been a
little more weak, all the Hydrogen would have been converted into
Helium. Then there would have been no need of Hydrogen. If the
strong force becomes stronger there will be no atoms.
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Scientists are in general mutually opposed. Biology will be
reduced or condensed to Chemistry and Chemistry will be reduced to
physics, say in physicists in great pride. But it is said that physics is
now being reduced to biology. To speak the values of fundamental
constants – constant is a number that remains the same in all
circumstances – physicists have to keep in mind not equations but
primary fixed numbers which are whole numbers. A whole number is
a number without fractions; an integer which means a thing complete
in itself. Their values help the formation of eye and mind and these
values are building blocks in raising the human mansion.

Till the fish are transformed into quadrupeds and the quadrupeds
into humans, we don't know with what values they spend their lives
swimming.

But only in view of these values man has become the centre of
the universe. Copernicus said that the sun is at the centre of the solar
system and that the planets revolve round the sun. But according to
the rule of man (the human principle or the anthropic principle) God
enters science. When the belief that God runs the unvierse by turning
the Knobs, enters science, then it will be digging a grave for science,
say the scientists.

Usually when a question is answerless we say that God turns
the knobs. Even if we accept that God runs the universe, who runs
God? This is a mindless question. God is the universe, it means that
God pervades the whole universe. His pervasion in the universe is the
expansion of the universe. There is nothing like pushing or running
the universe.

The science is now in a dilemma or at cross road. In classical
physics mind and consciousness are abandoned. It says that mind and
consciousness are only illusions or cerebral reactions. But suddenly in
modern physics consciousness has become a holy trail. In this
phenomenal world consciousness remains concealed and undergoes
hidden variability, say the scientists. They have come to the conclusion
that consciousness is another name for eternal truth. This universe does
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not run all by itself. There is order (4ta) in the disorder of the universe.
This system is the expression of the mind. This mind does not rush
into the matter by chance or suddenly. This whole universe is the
expression of the Super Mind and Consciousness is the creator and
also the governor of the universe, says Sir James Jeans the British
physicist in his "Physics and Philosophy".

But some conservative physicists donot accept this theory of
conscious-ness. They say that it is a hurdle to the progress of science.
They further say that spirituality elevates individuals, while science
elevates humanity as a whole. This is what the scientists feel about
spirituality. If Consciousness is asserted then the scientists have to
close their laboratories and sit some where alone in A.C. rooms in silent
contem-plation for the solution to the intricate problems and mystery
of the universe. Even if they are able to solve the intricacy and
mystery of the universe, that will remain only as their individual
experience. It will not be possible to express it and even if it is expressed
it will be in mystical language beyond the reach of every one. Personal
expe-riences, when expressed, are always beyond the bounds of spoken
language. This is the contention of the scientists.

Ofcourse, there is this problem in traditional Vedanta. When
one crosses the bounds and makes Vedanta candid it becomes every
one's.

The mind has two facets or angles. They are consciousness and
unconsciousness. The distance in between them is long. Scientific
pursuit is one way to know the reality. The knowledge thus acquired
will be with in the reach of every body. In the course of evolution,
progress of human organs and mind seem to reveal a truth. The reality
behind Cosmic phenomena should be understood phenomenally
(externally) and also rationally. Huamn organs (external) have no part
in introspection and intuition. Mind is the only organ that participates
in this process. Scientists argue that rational view is better than
introspection. The reason, they put forth is only one. Through mystical
experience gained by introspection, the progress of human evolution
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can benefit only very few in the world. Further the mystics are only
very few, one in some millions in the world. So science is the only
way (means) for the humans to reach the top of evolutionary, progress,
collectively, assert the scientists.

But can we gain direct experience of Brahman through a
microscope or a telescope in the laboratories? The vision of Brahman
(Reality) is possible only through intuition and introspection, not by
any external methods. There is no definition for 'Direct experience'
in science. But there is essential necessity to make it collective
experience. Dynamic meditation is the only way to achieve it.

4:3:8. Where was life on this Earth born first?
Where was 'life' on this Earth born first? This is an eternal

controversy. Where and how was life born? Answer to this question is
mingled with some guessing and some observation. Many scientists
think that the first life might have been born in the deep seas when
the Earth was in the early stages of its formation. The first 'life'
might have been born in hot water burrows and their surroundings on
the sea-bed (the ocean floor).

Fossils and other evidences are the proofs within the reach of
the scientists. The indication given by te theory of Evolution is that
all the living organisms on this Earth have speech from a common
ancestor.

In this solar system all the planets including the sun might
have been formed some 500 crore years ago, say the astronomers. At
the beginning the atmosphere on the Earth was filled with methane,
ammonia, hydrogen and water vapour from the flames of explosions,
besides the meteors that were touching the Earth. By then the
protective layer of ozone was not formed in the upper atmosphere of
the Earth. That made it easy for the Violet rays of the sun touch the
Earth resulting in heavy rains on one side and frightening flames on
the other side spreading all over the Earth. Due to heavy rains the
salts and other chemicals in the stones passed into the sea. Owing to
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the ultra violet rays of the sun which are highly powerful, all the
molecules in the atmosphere were broken and became a medley.
Ultimately they might have become life related molecules and due
to heavy rains all these molecules passed into the sea.

1) Primary Stage

It took some lakhs of years for all this to happen. This is the
primary stage of the Earth. In this stage the whole Earth was filled
with highly complex atoms. Crores of such complex life molecules
were mixed up and by chance or suddenly self made molecule
germinated. This molecule together with other similar molecules could
create infinite number of copies. In this process some 100 crore years
passed.

2) Second Stage

In the stage minute living organisms which control the whole
world, were formed. These could survive by the energy that emanated
from the interior of the Earth. This was the stage when the unicellular
organism was born.

3) Third Stage

Solar system was formed about 500 crore years ago. 200 crore
years after the formation of the solar system that means 300 crore years
ago from now, the first multicellular organisms were born. This was
the third stage. After this stage the transformations occured very slowly.
Because some transformations occured suddenly new organism were
generated in lakh.

4) Fourth Stage

100 crore years later, that means 200 crore years ago from now,
the Earth attained complete form. During this period sexual division
was formed in the organisms. Genetic information was all mixed up.
So the process of transformation became extensive. Natural selection
gained prominence resulting in formation of different classes and
different species. This is the fourth stage.
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5) Fifth Stage

100 crore years later that means 100 crore years ago, (because
the age of solar system so far is 500 crore years) there were rapid
and big changes in the atmosphere of the Earth. Certain natural
processes came to light. Photosynthesis (to synthesize carbohydrates
from carbondioxide and water using the energy of sunlight by green
plants), self pollination, cross pollination etc. procedures came into
practice. The plants have an impressing spread of leaves to enable
them to produce enough food by photosynthesis to support their size –
plants have the happy knack of exchanging Carbondioxide for Oxygen
during photosynthesis. They take in Carbondioxide and give out
Oxygen which is breathed in by the humans. The humans breathe out
Carbondioxide which is taken in by the plants. This is the nature's
way of keeping the balance of Oxygen and Carbondioxide in the
atmosphere, so that the humans and also plants remain alive and
healthy.

After this stage or period only the unicellular organisms and
algae were prevalent. Highly evolved organisms (humans) were born
only after some crores of years.

6) Sixth Stage

Only 60 thousand years ago the collective regeneration process
started. It is called Cambrian population explosion. In this stage some
thousands of species of animals and plants were born. The Earth
became a place for the groups of multicellular organisms belonging
to the higher species. Form there on 'Evolution' happened in quick
succession and new families, species and generations were formed
rapidly.

7) Seventh Stage

In the process of 'Evolution' the first humans were born some
lakhs of years ago only. Humans evolved from the largest mammale
group. This species is called Homo Sapiens. These are the apes
(monkeys without tail). These are not humans but they have resem-
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blances to humans (look like humans but not humans) Gorillas,
Chimpangees belong to this category. They are big apes seen mostly
in Africa. The ancestor of these apes and also humans is one and the
same. That means only one of these species was transformed into
man. Astrolopithicus is one of such apes that was transformed. It lived
in Africa in some prehistoric period. This animal could walk erect and
also knew to use the hands.

8) Eighth Stage

The ape evolved 35000 years ago into Cro-Magnon who was
the ancestral form of the modern human. From that form the first
modern man evolved about 12000 years ago.

Evolution of Self and body

As already explained in the previous chapters, physically 'Pr1na'
is breathing and heart beat. In fact, both are sequential. Air is the wind
as long as it is external. When once it enters the body as breath, it
becomes the vital air. It goes to lungs as Oxygen, purifies the blood,
becomes Carbondioxide and it is breathedout. This process itself is
called 'life'. The heart is the inevitable partner in this process.

The individual self (Jeevatma) is said to be in lotus-bed shaped
cave called heart. In fact, the physical heart also is like a lotus-bud.
The individual self is said to be there in the hollow of the heart. The
wind as it reaches the heart through lungs, it becomes the vital air. In
Vedanta it is called 'Mukhya P1rna'. In other words the individual self
itself is Mukhya P1rna or the vital air. It pervades the whole body.

Self is there in all animate or inanimate things. Its condition
depended on the evolution. From the unicellular stage to the stage of
the highly evolved humans, it progressed. There is one question here.
Did the soul (self) progress in the same way as the physical body
progressed? Or the physical body followed the progress of the self.
With the progress of the self, the physical body is transformed and
elevated. This is the truth.
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In the inanimate things self also remains apparently inanimate.
Inanimate things like rocks do not evolve but they undergo some
changes. That is how the self acts in the inanimate things. Biologists
don't accept the relation between the self and the body. But as already
mentioned self is the life (vital air) without which the body cannot
survive. So essentially the body follows the evolution of the soul.

4:3:9. I know not the marvel
I know not the marvel of Creation,
but my mind is absorbed when I see it.
The mountain ranges in that tranquil region,
Crimson splendour above, and the cool sun below,
play sport with him at the Variegated corners
the autumnal garland of clouds.
Chat in privacy, and laugh
frolicking in water, rising and swinging like litters
the tranquil blue waves of water.
The shore shines in white wet foam
With the offsprings of plants and flowrs
What a splendour the essence is!
Oh! my eyes become drowsy
and my heart flows in great state of absorption.
The mystery of Creation.

4:3:10. The Finite and the Infinite
What is the beginning?
What is the end?
When the door opens
all is visible.
That is the beginning;
When the door is shut
that is the end of all.
It is night
all ends for the day;
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It is morning
open your eyes
all begins for the day,
the universal panorama.
In the night
all dark in darkness.
Where is the world?
No where? No.
It is there, not phenomenal
Only dim outlines to the mind.
The beginning of the universe
Out from dark Cosmos.
Enormous explosion,
Consciousness emerges,
energy is motivated,
matter is disturbed,
the beginning of the universe.
Universal Consciousness
form the Nature
in human form
it replicates itself.

The result the trinity
name, form and function.
Consciousness, the source
puts the Infinite in the Finite.
Consciousness, the Infinite
human trinity, the Finite.
Before, what?
Nothing but darkness
hidden by darkness.
All was water – limitless ocean,
frightening tranquility,
Without a ripple and no disturbance,
a tiny bubble, a delicate beginning,
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another followed, yet another,
bubbles clash and multiply,
entities emerge.
From nothing comes something, the Cosmos,
nothing cannot be something,
Creation not 'exnihilo',
nothing was not void,
it was 'full' not vacuum,
only imperceptible
becomes perceptible, that is Creation.
But how?
Desire entered the 'One'
in the beginning,
the earliest seed of thought.
Consciousness comes out
the ray of light extended
across the darkness.

Consciousness, the energy (Caitanya)
Clashes with the matter
the universe emerges,
then the entities, one after another.
Rhythmic is the universe
the law of Rhythm, – '$ta',
'the Sanatana Dharma'
everything conforms to it.
Man, the ultimate entity is born,
grows, marries, then generates,
becomes old and then dies.
What next?
Self, the Infinite
becomes the Finite with birth,
end falls, it becomes the Infinite again,
Creation never vanishes,
only imperceptible it becomes.
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Again Creation,
the umanifested becomes manifested,
the non-phenomenal turns phenomenal.
Before, it is the Infinite
after, it is again the Infinite
in between it is the finite.
The universe, its entities,
nothing in the beginning
not void,
but no physical entities,
apparent nothingness.

Inevitable is blinking
in between is the way of life.
Blinking of eyes is our life span.
The days of man
are but as grass,
flourishes as grassflower in the field,
gone with a gust of wind,
the place there of
shall know it not any more.
So insignificant seems man
When one contemplates time.
Vedanta tells us
What there is before the beginning
What there is after the end.
The truth, no beginning, no end.
Unbounded flow
Only transcient halts.
Know the supra physical universe
reflected in the unlimited sky
with in us.
Direct experience as
Sat, Cit and Ananda
Truth, Consciousness and Bliss.
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4:3:11. Where art Thou?
Hither, thitter, Thou art every where
if we have the view.
Every particle your banner,
affection your vigour,
love your expression,
non-dual your form,
To be one with you
is our liberation.
Graceful your figure
Nature the reflected image.
Infinite are the Wonders of Creation,
beyond our thoughts and imagination.
The end imperceptible.
The truth in several forms
is the beatitude.
Absolute Existence, Absolute Knowledge,
Absolute Bliss are the destination.
The flower turns to the sun
phedges its beauty,
ecstasy in self-surrender.
Where art Thou?
In self-love?
or affection?
The black Cuckoo sings for ever
mind bristles
heart throbs in search for you.
Time your device,
Nature your volition,
seasons your reflection.
Elegant grace of flowers
surges in joy,
as the butterflies play sport with them.
Where art thou?
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In the sportive play of the butterflies?
In the elegant grace of the flowers?
Beyond the range of mind,
beyond the reach of pride?
What is Absolute Bliss?
Frenzy Love?
Emotional aesthetics?
Animated wisdom?
Excited sentimental wish?
Sanctified experience?
Floating in the sky?
What else? who knows?
Self-surrender,
the Vision of Absolute Bliss.
Universal is Sat – truth.
The Absolute Bliss.
Thou art there.

4:3:12. What is Life?
Sorrow for one,
Joy for another,
It is play for you,
Everything you know.
Aaha! nice your illusion.
That is life – delusive.

*   *   *
Wrinkles cover the face,
White hair marks the head,
Slackened limbs drag the body
But there is 'One' still young.
That is 'Desire',
And that is life.

*   *   *
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The phases of life,
How many ripe?
How many crude?
Up and down flow
The essence of life,
Wave-falls are more
Then where are the rises?
Coming together
Of light and darkness
Is the journey of life

*   *   *
Fickle are thoughts,
Wavering are desires,
Shaken is the way of mind,
Instant are wishes
That is life.

*   *   *
We feel our wills are ours,
but how, we know not.
Our wills are made ours
Only to be made thine.
That is life.

*   *   *
Beyond the needs
it is all greed.
Next,
it becmes habitude.
Later
Vice of attachment
to money;
the fetters
of all bondages.
Money is life,
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the thought
becomes riveted
in the mind.
That is life.

4:3:13. A Wish For Ever
"asato m1 sad gamaya,
 tamaso m1 jyotir gamaya,
 m4tyor m1 m4tam gamaya."

(B4had-1ranyaka Upani=ad 1-3-28)

"From the unreal lead me to the real,
 From darkness lead me to light,
 From death lead me to immortality."
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